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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An important concern today is how people will be able to locate specific information 

cut of the vast collections of data now in existence. Various computerized information 

retrieval (IR) systems provide storage and search facilities so that appropriate selections can 

be obtained in response to a user's question. Database and question answering systems 

bot~ perform th~se functioilS. In this thesis, database methods will be frequently reierred 

to whi'le question answering will only be occasionally mentioned. 

At the risk of overloading ,,~~.!e and often misused terminology, the phrase "informa

tion retrieval" will also refer to a third type of system, one where some item such as a 

book, an article, a paragraph, 2. business letter, or a message is. retrieved in response to a 

particular query. It is this somewhat specialized type of information retrieval system that 

will be the focus of subsequent discussions. Usualiy, items retrieved by such a system con

tain some textual elements, and retrieval is based at least in part on matches or partial 

matches between query terms and terms in the "document". Hence, if there is ambiguity 

between the two uses of JR, the qualifier "textual;' will be added to help distinguish the 

specialized from the general meaning. Many adaptations and applications of methods used 

in te:::tual IR systems are appropriate in other related types of systems, so these will be 

touched upon in later chapters. However, the emphasis will generally be upon integrating 

and extending document handling methods presentiy useci in commercially avaiiable sys

tems with those being developed and tested in !aboratory settings. 

1 
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In subsequent sections of this chapter, background material for the rest of the thesis is 

given. Information retrieval (textual) is distinguished from database and question answer

ing, and then the "Boolean" and "vector ~pace" approaches to IR are described. ExteI'

sions to those approaches have been proposed in 3 piecemeal basis over the years: using 

bibliographic information, connecting with factual information, and most recently, ailowing 

"p-norm" queries. 

In this chapter the various extensions are introduced on}y briefly however, since many 

of them, though simple conceptually, need a fair amount of elaboration and discussion to be 

clearly understood by the lay person. Consequently, the last section Qf this chapter is given 

as an outline for the rest of the thesis - a sort of annotated table of contents. That is par

t.icularly useful for two reasons. First, the readc.r may wish only to look at certain parts of 

the work that more closely reiate to a given interest. Secondly, certain methods developed 

as part of the general investigation have turned out to be rather successful in experiments 

conducted and so may be worth studying on their own. To mention several: automatic 

construction of Boolean queries based on feedback information, the use of regression to 

identify proper parameter settings for· retrieval, and the modification or query '!ectors 

through relevance feedback of document representations which include multiple concept 

types. 

All of the above points will be amply explained in the subsequent text or in the many 

references cited. It is hoped that the casual reader will be able to grasp the essential points, 

to pursue iurther reading if there is interest, and where appropriate, to skip technical ela

borations or details. Specialists in the area of information retrieval should be able to follow 

all of the text, or to skip about to relevant sections after surveying the preliminaries. But 
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first, it is crucial to see what is meant by information retrieval as a general field and by the 

three subfields of database, question answering, and (textual) information retrie .... al. 

Li. Approaches to Information Retrieval 

1.1.1. Data.base Systems as Background 

Since the late 1950"s computers have been employed to record and later pro~-ide 

1"etrieval capabiiities for textual, numerical and other types of data, stored and organized in 

many different ways on large capacity "secondary" memory devices (such as disk driyes)_ 

Datt;lbase management systems are now commonly available which provide storage, manipu

lation and retrie .... al functions on data that is typicaBy well organized according to a. 

predefined plan or schema. [Date 1982]_ Simple numeric or alphabetic items such as 

"Salary" or "~ame" are just a few of the attributes that might be defined in connection 

with a person; other sets of attributes are readily chosen for entities such as "Project" or 

"Department." Recent studies have explored the feasibility of exte.nding such systems to 

accommodate more complex objects, such as a chart of data, or a memorandum, which 

might have fixed fields (e.g., "Author" and "Date") as well as text [Haskin & Lorie 1981]_ 

A simple partial solution is that described in [Dattola 1979] where a database manage

ment system (of the "CODASYL network" type) is used to store bibliographic facts, suI>

plementing a specially designed "vector space" component designed for document retrieyaL 

Howeyer, other types of database systems, especially relational [Codd 1970] ones, are easier 

than network types to directly adapt to the needs of (text1lal) information i";!trie...-al 

[Macleod 19i9, Crawford 1981]-
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Relational systems are basically aimed at manipulating and interrelating tables of 

data, each made up of many rows and a number of clearly defined columns. The original 

relational approach has been the focus of various proposals for extension to more realisti

caiiy model the .ea! world without inappropriate structural restrictions on data organiza

tion [Kent 1979]; one ai;:rr is to capture more of the mean.ing [Codd 1979] through the data 

and its representation. One such recommendation geared toward utility for informa.tion 

retrieval is where the p.ogz-amming language concept of an abstract data type is used to 

generalize beyond the simple data types usually employed, and special operators allow flexi

ble high level handling of resulting complex structures [Fox 1981}. 

1.1.2. Que~tlon Answering Systems 

In recent years so!!!e (t.ext.u2.!) !nfo1"!!!ution retrievai researchers have considered how 

artificial intelligence work relates to their area ([Walker, Karlgren & Kay 1977], 

iMacCafferty & Gray 1979J, [Saiton 1979]) and artificial intelligence researchers have tried 

to apply their work to retrieval problems ([Sager 1975], [Bole 1978], [Schank 1~80]). 

The broad field of artificiai intelligence is concerned with representation of knowledge 

and with intelligent processes ([Bobrow & Collins 1975]' [Schank & Abelson 1977], [Findler 

1979]). Thus, to answer questions, the relevant information must .~e represented, such as in 

structured databases, in one of many types of semantic nets, via (extended) predicate logic, 

or- using ad hoc formalisms. In some systems the interrelationship of process and data is 

exploited and the knowledge representation has inherent active components [Small,S. 1980]. 

In general though. qt>('stion answering requires two separate active phases, that of syn

tactically and semantically analyzing the question and that of searching and locating the 

desired data in the knowledge base [Salton & McGill 1983 Chapter 7]. Many systems haye 
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been deyised that understand certain subsets of natural language, construct some internal 

representation of the question, and then conduct a search ({Plath 1976], [LIarris 1977]' 

[Codd et al. 1978], [Hendrix et al. 1978], [Martin 1978], [\Valtz 1978]). The key search 

issues are those of finding an exact match, of inferencing from related facts to construct an 

answer, or oi pinpointing sections of the knowledge base that relate. Except "hen exact 

matching in a database-type organization is needed, question answering systems are typi-

. cally not geared toward handling hundreds of thousands or millions of documents. It 

remains to be seen when or whether detailed knowledge representations of text and ques

tio~ answering systems will be adaptable in that em"ironment. 

1.1.3. Textual Information Retrieval Systeii1:; 

Textual information retrieval systems, re-iei'fed to as IR systems when there is no 

ambiguity, are often called document retrieval systems when used for storage and retrieyal 

of various kinds of documents. These have generally dealt with the handling of large 

volumes of textual information, such as collections of published documents in certain fields 

such as chemistry or psychology. In response to a suitably phrased query, t.he title, 

abstract or full text is retrieyed for the user. \Vhile some separation is often made between 

the fixed fields, like author and publication name, and the main text of the document, there 

are typically only a small number oi predefined attributes associated with the document 

(e.g., STAIRS system [IB~1 Corporatioil 10979]). The body of text is dealt with as a whole, 

as far as the user is concerned; and the system is responsible for selecting the proper docu

ments, often based en the matching of some internal form of the query with some internal 

form of the document.. 
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Some IR systems store the full text of the varIous documents or other items being 

manipulated. In addition to being able to locate documents of interest, the user may be 

able to retrieve and/or examine paragraphs, passages, sentences, or single word occurrences 

(in context). Since these extra capabilities are straightforward generalizations of document 

retrieval methods, they will not be considered in detail.. It shculd be clear, howeyer, that 

additional precision in specifying a query is possible, such as when a use.!" requires that in 

some paragraph "regression" and "linear" be present- and that the document also has the 

phrase "information retrieyal system." The Responsa project has demonstrated how such 

methods can be implemented and appiied to certain types of in-depth document analysis 

. [Attar & FraenkeI 1981]. 

\Vhether full text or just a small number of descriptors are used to cha.acterize a 

document, the type of query fo.m employed in many commercially available systems resem-

bles t!J.at of a Boolean expression. In certain cases the "AND" operator (designating co-

occurrence on the document level) is replaced by other operators indicating co-occurrence 

within a paragraph, sentence, or other unit based on a specified measure of distance. 
- . . 

Though such "metrical" operators are more specific than a simple "AND", for the sake of 

simplicity systems with such capabilities will be referred to as "Boolean systems" to distin-

guish them from "vector systems." 

1.1.4. Boolean Logic Implementations 

In Boolean information retrieyal systems, the burden of taking the original query, typi-

cally submitted in the natural language as a statement of one's interest, and maki~g the 

transformation to a form employing Boolean conncctiYes (e.g., "Information AND 

Retrieyal"), rests upon the user or, more commonly, upon a search intermediary tn-ined in 
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the subject area and in search formulation techniques. Often, too, trained indexers labori

'.)Usly analyze new documents being added .to the collection and assign special identifiers 

that become part of the document representation [Rorko & Bernier 1978]. 

1.1.5. Vector Space :M:cdel 

Since the early 1960's ~u aiternate approach, based on automatic techniques for query 

construction and document indexing, has been the subject of extensive research. Compa!"!5-

ons with Boolean systems have shown these vector-based methods to be at least as effective 

[Saiton 1972b]' and yet they are not in widespread use as of the present: Perhaps with 

proper generalization, that situation win change. 

1.1.6. Need for Generaiization 

In future years, information retrieval systems will become more commonly ayailable, 

and will be accessed in offices as well as libraries. Howeyer, there is need for a generaliza

tion of the Boolean and yector approaches to provide the additional functionality required. 

The next section focuses on we~kness of these approaches, in order to determine how they 

should be further deyeloped to provide more effectiYe information retrieval capability. 

1.2. Current Approaches and Limitations 

1.2.1. Boolean Systems 

1.2.1.1. Availa.bility 

The 1982 edition of Computer-Readable DatabfUes [Wiiiiams 1982] advertises oyer 750 

databases ayailable, almost all searchable using Boolean systems. The INSPEC database 

alone, part of which was used for experiments described in this thesis, has over 1.6 illillion 
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records searchable through the DIALOG Boolean system. l Tutorials like [Meadow & 

Cochrane 1981] describe many of the commonly used document collections and commer~ 

cially avaii~ble search services, and serve as guides to the proper operation of systems which 

interpret Boolean logic statements. Advice is given on query formulation, search strategies, 

and the use of enhancements to the simple Boolean expressions normally used - so Boolean 

systems can become more effectively and more widely utilized. In spite of their ubiquitous 

nature, however, Boolean systems have anum ber of -disadvantages and limitations. Some 

of these are outlined below; for another list the reader is referred to [Salton, Fox & \Vll 

1982]. 

1.2.1.2. Indexing 

The typical Boolean system stores documents that have been assigned key words or 

descriptors by trained indexers. The indexing task is a difficult and often tedious one; tech~ 

niques a.re taught in graduate programs and in texts such as [Borko & Bernier 1978]. If sys~ 

tems were employed which would make this process unnecessary, great savings in man~ 

power expended could result and job satisfaction of many skilled iibrarians might increase. 

In certain environments, manual indexing is not feasible because of privacy or other 

considerations. In the case of an electronic mail system which handles office information, it 

is impractical to employ an indexer to read all the electronic mail and assign index terms. 

Authors may be willing to assign keywords, when they remember to do so; but it is unlikely 

that their patterns of keyword assignment will be consistent with those of other authors or 

searchers. 

lDiALOG (Trademark) sheet describing their INSPEC collection, February 1981. 
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Recently, more and more Boolean systems have allowed searching· the full text of 

documents. However, providing sufficient storage to make this possible is still expensiye. 

Though algorithms and special hardware for fast string matching have been deyeloped (e.g .. 

[Boyer & Moore 1977]' [Haskin 1980]), searching huge databases in that fashion is still time 

consuming. In addition, without a thesaurus or other aid, chClosing the proper query terms 

in a free text enyironment can be very difficult. 

1.2.1.3. Inverted Files 

Boolean systems typically operate by first haying the computer retrieve a list of do::u-

ment pointers or identifiers from a so-caHed inverted file, for each term in the query. These 

lists are then restricted using intersection for AND connectives, merged into a union for OR 

-
operators, or shortened by set subtraction for AND NOT constructions. For short queries. 

these operations are very efficient; for long queries other methods may be more appropriate 

[Salton & \Vu 1981]. 

Typica!ly, inverted files are static structures, and so they must. periodically undergo a 

costly reorganization operation. In the Gynamic environment of an office, such reorganiz3-

tion of active message files could be very awkward. This situation can be resoh'ed, how-

ever, by the proper choice of more complex data structures (e.g., B-trees [Bayer & 

McCreight 19i2j), though at the cost of some extra overhead in space required. 

As already mentioned, in some systems, to provide added precision in describing 

queries, the AND operator is replaced by a "within sentence" or "within n words" connec-

tor [Mcadow & Cochrane 1981j. These metrical operations require more complex storage 

structures than those present in a simple Boolean system; for an interesting forma: tre3.t-

ment see [Attar & Fraenkel 1977]. 
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1.2.1.4. Query Formula.tion 

Another disadvantage or Boolean systems is the difficulty involved !n formt:bting good 

queries. Searchers must be trained, and eyen then there is considerable variability among 

the abilities of different searchers [Katzer et al. 1982]. There is even a wide variation in 

performance between queries submitt~d by a single searcher. All of this is not surprising, 

since a search intermediary must: 1) understand someone's question from an often ambigu

ous statement of interest, 2) guess what vocabulary is used in unknown relevant docu

ments, and 3) keep in mind the frequencies of terms, truncated terms, and combinations of 

ter~s in preparing a query that will select just the right number for retrieval. 

Further, in more complex systems, deciding which of many possible operators to use in 

a giyen case can become very complicated (i.e:, should "information" and "retrieval" be 

adjacent or could they instead simply be in the same sentence such as when ~ccurring in 

the phr3Se "retrieval of information"). 

1.2.1.5. Presenta.tion of Results 

Boolean systems respond to queries by indicating the size of the set of documents 

satisfying the query and allowing printing of elements of that (unordered) set. The formu

lati::m process must be repeated if the set is too large or too small or if more documents are 

desired after scanning oyer the initial retrieyed set. No ranking of the output is provided in 

~ost cases - a serious problem if the query retrieYes more than a few dozen articles. Some 

systems like Stairs [IB~1 Corporation 1979] have offered simple procedures for ranking the 

retrieved set; probably they are not more widely used because the ones chosen there are not 

particularly effective ranking procedures [McGill, Koll & Noreault 1979]. 
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1.2.1.6. Boolean Logic 

In addition to the problem of query formulation, there is the issue of how appropriate 

Boolean logic is to serve as the basis for describing queries. \Vhi!e it may be possible to 

know the meaning of a sentence based upon knowing the conditions that make the sentence 

true [Kempson 1977 page 23], it is doubtful whether the characteristic fUllction [Zadeh 

1 965] for typical queries precisely identifies ex actly the set of articles desired by a user. 

Common sense reasoning suggests that sometimes implementing "A AND B" via 

intersection would retrieve more than was really desired, perhaps because the context of 

joint occurrence of A and B in a document was not that desired. On the other extreme, it 

is often the case that interpreting Boolean operators according to their strict definition is an 

inappropriate requirement fol' retrieyal of cert~in of the documents relevant to a given 

query. Thus, term A and a synonym of B might appear together in a document that 

nevertheless did not satisfy the query "A AND 8." 

[Verhoeff, Goffman & Belzer 19611 objected tbat if the logical operators AND and OR 

are implemented using set intersection and set union, then "A AND B" would retrieve more 

than average users want, while "A OR B" might leave out desired materiaL Their argu

ment was based on the assumptions that users differ in their perspective of what is reh;Y3nt 

to a given query and that the performance of a system is measured by a linear equation 

considering judgments of each such user. Averaging over those users, one can assign proba

bilities of the relevance of documents to queries, and can determine a cutoff point for 

retrieval that will optimize the measure of overall user-wide query satisfaction. It is then 

not necessarily the case that, for example, just beca';lse a document containing both A and 

B should be retrieved in response to those two s~!!g!e term queries, that users would also 
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concur sufficiently to warrant that it should be retrieved in response to query "A AND B". 

In recent years, various efforts have been made to extend Boolean logic; some linguists, 

for example, have studied many-valued and fuzzy logics [McCawley 1981 page 360]. The 

strictness of AND and the looseness of OR are tempered by defining valuations which may 

also map onto one or more intermediate values between ·TRUE and FALSE (see for exam

ple [Sanford i975], [Kaufman 1977], or [Kay & McDaniel 1978]). In addition, the impreci

sion of assigning index terms to documents can be m6delled through the use of membership 

functions which supply the same sort of q11antitative information as do weights on vector 

elements. Using such values, retrieved sets of documents could be rankeo according to a 

. membership function which gives the presumed degree of relevance to a given query. 

Though theoretical papers in the information retrieval literature have dealt with these 

and related issues, often using fuzzy set theory as a basis for a more flexible interpretation 

of the Boolean connectives (e.g., [Tahani 1976], [Robertson 1978], [Radecki 1979, 1982], 

[Waller 1979], and [Book stein 1980]), this problem has not been thoroughly investigated. 

That. is in part why the p-norm. modei, which generalizes concepts of fuzzy set theory in a 

form particularly appropriate for retrieval tasks, is described in detail in subsequent 

chapters which cover analytical and experimental findings. 

1.2.2. Vector Models 

1.2.2.1. Automatic Indexing 

Before listing some limitations of vector methods, the basic techniques should be 

explained. Typically, a user's natural language query is automaticaiiy indexed, just iike the 

documents, to obtain a vector with weigbts. Ir the terms present in documents are num-
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bered 1 to T (e.g., T=10,446 for the Communicatiom of the A880ciation for Computing 

Machinery, - CA CAt" - collection of 3204 abstracts), then a document can be represented by 

a vector with l's in places where terms are present in the document and O's elsewhere. In 

the numbering system of Cornell's collection of abstracts from the CA CM, the article by 

Verhoefi' et aI., "Inefficiency of the Use of Boolean Functions for Information Retrieyal Sys-

tems," referred to in section 1.2.1.6, could then be represented as the alphabetized list of 

significant words 

(Boolean, functions, inefficiency, 
information, retrieva.l, systems, use) 

. or by the following bit vector with the lower iine labelling term numbers of st';:ms that are 

present. 

0 ... 00100 ... 0100 ... 0100 ... 0100 ... 01 00 ... 01 00 .... 0100 .... 00 

I I I I I I I I I 
1 1521 3964 4683 4700 8067 9~82 10110 10446 

Now, weights are typically applied to these vectors; common words like "use" (term 10110), 

which occurs in 685 of the 3204 articles stored, receive a low weight according to their 

inverse document frequency (idf) [Salton 1975 page 443], e.g., 

idf; 
_I ( no. postings for most frequent term + E ) 
- 0"'2 

o no. of docs. with i 1h term 

.d'f =) (number of postings for the most frequent term + E ) 
, J u,e og2 b rd· h .. Dum er 0, ocuments WIth t e term "use" • 

= .94 

where E =0.001 

(1-1) 
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For the title of interest, once very common ("stop") words are re~oyed, automatic 

indexing yields Table 1.1, showing frequency (i.e., postings = count of the num ber or docu-

ments containing the term) and idf values. 

In general the ill: document Di can be thought of eitht..: ~ j the full vector 

(1-2) 

where there are T terms and where dij is the weight of term j in the ill: document. Since 

most weights are zero, a condensed form is: 

(1-3) 

where cij designates the jll: term out of the p present in the jIll document a.nd dij IS, as 

before, the associated weight for C;j. 

Table 1.1: Indexed Title Example 

Title: "Inefficiency of the Use of Boolean Functions for 
Information Retrieval Systems" 

Indexing Output: 

\Vord Concept Number Freauencv 

Boolean 1521 32 
functions 3963"" 339 
inefficiencv 4683 9 
information 4700 253 
retrieval 8067 94 
systems 9282 688 
use 101lO 685 

I 

Idf Weight 

5.36 
1.96 
7.19 
2.38 
3.81 
0.94 
0.94 
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Hence, the example document given in Table 1.1 can be represented as 

( <1521,5.36>, <3963,1.96>, <4683,7.19>, <4700,2.38>, 
<8067,3.81>, <9282,0.94>, <10110,0.94> ). 

1.2.2.2. Ranked Retrieval 

To decide if two vectors, e.g., a document D .. and a query Qi' are closely related, a 

similarity function can be employed sllch as [Salton 1975 page 121] 

T 

~ djl:' %'1: 
SIMCOS (D. -Qo) = __ 1:=_1 __ ----,,-

") (Edi~ . ~qi1: )1/2 . 
(1-4) 

For a query Qi the compute. system can produce a list of a.ll documents in the collection, 

ranked in decreasing order of the cosine query-document similarity SI~OS(Jj .. , Qi)' Indeed, 

this is one of the major advanta.ges of vector over Boolean systems [Salton 1975 page 18}. 

1.2.2.3. Limitations 

With this background, cne can readily see some of the limitations of vector techniques. 

First, there is the inherent difficulty of using a "fiat" yector representation. Though a vec-

tor element can represent a stem, a word, a phrase, or a thesaurus category, that element is 

a fixed u~it and has no defined association with the other elements of the vector. Indeed, 

many vector methods assume the terms are independent ofoeach other, which is clearly p.ot 

the case [Van Rijsbergen 1979 page 120]. indeed, when the co-occurrence among concepts 

is used to estimate the relationship between terms [Harper & Van Rijsbergen 1978], queries 

in a special form (i.eo, mathematical formula representing dependency trees) can often be 

constructed which give better performance than do vector queries. 
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Secondly, the particular similarity computation mentioned ~bove is essentially addi

tive, ignoring, in weighted systems, how many matches are responsibie for arriving at the 

final similarity. Thus, consider the terms in Table 1.1. The weights of "information", 

"retrieval", alJd "systems" sum to 7.13, which is less th~n 7.19, the weight of the single 

term "inefficiency·". Hence, there is the undesirable situation that one term is preferred to 

three, while those three together define a much more specific context. This problem is 

avoided when binary weights are assigned to terms, but that causes other difficulties. 

Thus, when binary weights are used, a simple count of the number of matching words with 

the query "systems that use Boolean junctions" would favor documents containing the 

vague pair of terms "system" and "use" over those just containing "Boolean". In spite of 

these exceptions linear models do tend to work well in average situations so these prob

lematic cases with similarity functions can be ignored, especially if queries are· long enough 

to provide a proper context by having at least a few terms in common with most relevant 

documents. 

Finally, tho~gh some early studies showed the benefits of having bibliographic con

cepts included in the vectors [Salton 1971b], little in practice has been done about that gen

eralization. This matter will be considered in more detaii below. 

1.3. Va.lue of Bibliogra.phic and Factual Inrormatiou 

In an early study by Salton [1963], the ~e of bibliographic information was explo'red 

in the context of extending vedors for associative retrieval methods. Benefits seemed likely 

on the basis of tests made with an automatically generated pseudo-collection. 

In a later study [Salton 1971 b], vectors were extended to include citations to docu

ments. Some 42 documents were chosen from which to generate queries, so that citation 
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data would be available in the querIes. Citation information did enhance retrieval, espe

cially when the citations were relevant to the subject matter of the query. 

A further study [Michelson et al. 197i] empioyed bibiiographic data in the context or 

relevance feedback (i.e., after a short initial search, the user selects relevant documents, and 

then those are used to extend and improve the query), and also showed benefits from the 

use of author and citation information. Though the tests were made with the very small 

AD! collection, which had few citations, and though improved feedback techniques have 

since beel! developed, this use of the SMART system did suggest that further development 

of citation feedback would be worthwhile. 

Another form of bibliographic information, that of the bibliographic coupling between 

articles, was initially investigated by Kessler [1962]. Though not in the context of vector 

methods, Kessler defined bibliographic coupling [Kessler 1963a1; i.e., when articles A and B 

both refer to an earlier articie such as C, which is present in each of their bibliographies, 

then A and B have one unit of coupling. This measure was used by Kessler to group 

together documents into categories, and, accordingly, can be used to determine similarities 

between documents. Kessler even utilized some of this information in the TIP system 

developed at MIT [Kessler, Ivie & Mathews 1964 and Kessler 1965a1. Weinberg [19i4] 

reviews these early studies of bibliographic coupling. 

Since bibliographic coupling identifies connections between articles based solely·on 

bibliographies, there may be similar articles in a collection, written in different time periods, 

which have little or no coupling. Further, even if subsequent developments cause research

ers to view a pair of articles as similar and hence refer to both of them together, there will 

be no change in the bibliogra.phic coupling. However, another measure, co-citation 
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strength, was defined later and does reflect the viewpoints of later authors. 

Garfield [19791 launched the developme!'t, of citation indexes, listing fvr each article 

(that has been cited) all the articles which cite it. At the Institute for Scientific Informa

tion©, (ISI©), Garfield, Small and others have developed large files with citation informa

tion. Small and Koenig [1977} used bibliographic coupling to cluster journals, but even ear

lier Small proposed the definition of a measure of document similarity based upon co

citations [Small 1973}. Thus, the similarity of two articles is computed based on the 

number of other articles that cite both or them together. 

Ma::::.y studies have utilized co-citation counts for clustering documents [Salton & Berg

mark 1977]' journals [Carpenter & Narin 1973}, and authors rNhite 1981}. Bichteler and 

Eaton [1980] proposed the combined use of bibliographic coupling and co-citation foi" docu

ment retrieval, and gave preliminary evidence as to its value. 

Thus, the early studies of incorporating bibliographic information, the tests of extend

ing vectors with citations, and various results with bibliographic coupling and co-citation 

measures, all suggest that each of these types of information does provide data useful for 

retrieval. The question that remains, then, is whether they can be easily combined into a 

single document representation such that retrieval system performance with such an 

expanded form is better than performance of representations which use only the terms 

present in documents. 

1.4. Extensior:s to Earlier Approaches 

Extensions to the Boolean and vector space approaches are motivated by the desire to 

develop an integrated system providing the good features of existing methods while at the 

same time avoiding some of the limitations and disadvantages present. P-norm queries 
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allow a generalization of both the Boolean and vector forms of queries. A parameter p can 

be varied so that queries behave as Boolean, vector, or any of a continuum oi in-between 

forms. Furthermore, Boolean logic structure can be expressed and term weighting methods 

can be employed. Retrieval yields a ranked output, so all of the key advantages of both 

Boolean and vector systems are present. 

The use "f multiple concept types to generalize the yector representation of documents 

provides a second method for performance improvement. By including more information in 

the document representation and by judiciously utilizing that information through the 

relevance feedback cycle, improved retrieval can result. Thus, in one system the oenefits of 

both keyword a.nd citation searching can be enjoyed. 

1.5. Experimental Approa.ch 

The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the value of various applications of the p

norm model, to empirically confirm ideas as to the best ways of using those techniques, and 

to show that the newly proposed multiple concept type document representation scheme 

improves upon regular yector methods. Consequently the work reported here has involyed 

a good deal of (document) collection and program development followed by running of 

experirne~ts with the aid of <:omputers. Though some have claimed that experimental com

puter science is becoming less common [Feldman & Sutherland 1979], Cornell University 

with funding provided by the National Science Foundation has since 1981 acquired ,:ery 

effective computer resources which have been heavily utiliz<;!d by the SMART group for 

information retrieval experiments. 

In many respects, the SMART approach used since the 1960's [Salton 19801 has been 

adopted almost unchanged. However, new document collections, more generalized 
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programs, and more convenient summary statistics from test runs, all had to be developed 

to accompiish the aims of this ~cse~rch study. 

Given some way of recording data about documents in a collection (i.e., a document 

representation scheme), a way of describing users' questions, and an algorithm for retrieying 

and possibly ranking documents for each query, the computer carries out the retrieval fUiiC-

tion. \Vhen judgments are available from subject experts as to the relevance of documents 

to each question, the effectiveness of the entire storage and retrieval system can be deter-

mined. 

Though many measures have been proposed and a nurn ber have been computed for 

some of the test runs made, the recall and precision chart has been the primary tool used 

by SMART personnel for many years [Salton 1968]. Since so many tests have been made, 

and since common regression methods require a single dependent variable, a single statistic 

has been adopted in many cases to summarize the recall-precision behavior.2 

Thus, hundreds of experimental tests have been made using the modernized and 

enhanced SMART system, and summary statistics as well as detailed behavior have been 

considered in evaluating results. All important ideas haye been tried out using one of a 

" number of new or adapted document collections. Procedures for determining settings of 

most important parameters have been demonstrated. Thus, the adaptability of techniques 

used and the soundness of conclusions reached are not likely to be in question. 

2Recall and precision are defined and exnlained in Chapter 3. The single statistic men
tioned is the ayerage of the precision values for recall levels 0.25, .50, and .75. 
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1.6. Thesis Outline 

Chapters 2 through 5 develop the JrnorID model while Chapters 6 through 8 develop 

the extended vector model. Sections of Chapters 7 and (5 deal with the Jrilorm model in 

the context of extended vectors, and Chapter 9 ties eyerything together. 

The appendices provide much useful information and clarify many points made in the 

thesis. The charts in Appendix A should certainly be gla.nced at, to provide some intuition 

regarding JrnorID behavior. Appendix B, however, is only for the more mataematically 

inclined; it gives proofs for theorems stated in Chapter 2 about Jrnorm query ranking 

behavior. Appendix C highlights the characteristics of the various collections used. 

The reader may wish to read only certain portions of this thesis. The theoretical con

tributions are concentrated in Chapters 2 and 6 but additional important discussions occur 

at the beginning of Chapters 4, 5, 7 and 8. Experiments are discussed toward the ends of 

chapt~!"c:; especially in Chapters 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8. Clustering is discussed only in Chapter 7, 

and feedback only in Cha.pters 5 (for Boolean and Jrnorm queri~s) and 8 (for extended 

representations ). 

It is hoped that with this document description the reader will find and read those sec

tions of particular interest and not be turned away by discussions considered irrelevant 

(haying low similarity to the perceived information need). 
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.- CHAPTER 2 

P-NORM QUERIES: THEORY 

2.1. Wu's Early Development 

2.1.1. Background 

Searches in many Boolean systems result in sets of documeIlts being identified at each 

step along the way. The Boolean operators AND, OR and NOT thus correspond to the set 

. operatv15 JOi' iutersectioll, union, and difference, respectively. Documents h.ave membership 

in yarious sets; Boolean queries aim at describing precisely the desired set of reievant docu

ments [Artandi 1971J. 

Fuzzy set theory [Zadeh 1985J generalizes the notion of set membership to be 

described by a real valued (in the range of zero to one) membership function. Proposals 

such as those of [Tahani 1978, 19771 suggest us!ng fuzzy set theory in information retrieval; 

numerous theoretical and argumentative papers have dealt with this subject (see discussion 

in 2.1.2 below). Wu's p-norm model resolves many of the dilemmas discussed, and wiH be 

introduced after the original fuzzy set model is more fully explained. 

According to fuzzy set theory, the concept of "tallness" would be described mathemat

ically by a membership function mapping peoples' actual heights according to conventionai 

opinion to the intervai [0,1J. Assuming adults were being described, a height of four ieet 

(122 em.) might have an associated "tallness" value of 0.0 while eight feet (244 em.) would 

probably be assigned 1.0. A height of five foot ten inches (178 em.) would perhaps have a 

"tallness" v31ue of 0.7. 

22 
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This notion applies to document retrieval if we assume, as !s done in weighted sys

tems, that a va!ue can be given to the usefulness or a term in being assigned to index a 

document. By considering document and collection characteristics, the document member

ship values of terms can be determined. Any term weighting method will work as long as 

the final values are normalized to be in the unit interval.[O,l]. ProbabiEties, though techni

cally inappropriate since the defining axioms differ from those of fuzzy set theory, or scaled 

values deyised by other formulas, might then be used lor document membership functions. 

\Vhile membership functions simply formalize the automatic indexing notion of assign

ing weights to terms, without the added restriction of having to satisfy the axioms of pro

. bability theory, the related issue of the interpretation of Boolean connecti~es in a fuz 7.y set 

model is very controversial [Robertson 1978]. The standard definitions yield, in the nota

tion introduced by Chapter 1, for document lJ = ( <A,dA >, <B,de > ): 

SIM (A OR B, 15) = max (dA,dB ) 

81M (A AND B, D) = min (dA,dB ) 

(2-i) 

(2-2) 

Note that these interpretations are at variance with those of probability theory. Thus, 

assuming term independence (which really is not warranted), if 

peA) = dA 

and PCB) = dB 

then peA AND B) = peA ,B) = dA ·dB 

which is very different from equation (2-2) above when binary weights are not required. 

(2-3) 

A second extension to standard Boolean querIes is that of having relative weights 

assigned to terms and clauses. Thus, a searcher presented in a recent experiment with the 
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query statement "testing automated information systems," decided that in the AD! collec

tion of articles on documentation, "testing" would provide the most discrimin~t!on O·e., by 

its presence or absence it would best separate the relevant from the non-relevant articies} 

and should be weighted twice as much as the other terms. The resulting weighted query 

was then: 

< testing, 2.0 > 

AND 

(automated OR inrorm~tion OR systems) 

This may well not be the most appropriate formulation of the gIven query but at least 

serves to show one line of reasoning on using weighted queries. 

The model proposed by Bookstein [1980] included provisions for handiing both fuzzy 

set interpretation of operators and the incorpora.tion of relative weights mentioned above. 

A more general model was proposed by Viu [1981] which goes beyond the fuzzy set 

interpretation and encompasses vector methods. Wu's p-norm model is explained in the 

next several sections. 

2.1.2. Origins 

Since the later part of the 1970's, anum ber of papers such as [Tahani 1976, 1977], 

[Radecki 1977, 19791, [Robertson 1978], [\Valler & Kraft 19791, and [Bookstein 1978, 1980] 

have appeared, discussing the value of fuzzy set theory for information retrieval. Shortly 

thereafter, \Vu devised the p-norm mode! which generalizes and unifies the Boolean, fuzzy 

set and vector space models. His perspective on the role of p-norm formulations is shown in 

Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: (Adapted from [\Vu 1981]) 
Relationship of P-norm Queries to· Other Schemes 

Boolean logic queries with Vector queries with inner product sim. 
binary docu~nt weights. function, real valued doc. weights, 

Fuzzy set theo,y que,;es with r
e

•

l 

v.lued que,y weight,. 

real valued docwnent weights, I 
binary query weights. I 

1 1 
P-norm queries, 
real valued docmnent weights, 
real valued query weights. 

The fundamental insight of p-norm theory is that of relating the norms employed in 

numerical analysis with the membership functions of fuzzy set theory and the similarity 

measures of information retrieval; the next section gives the relevant formula along with a 

brief explanation. 

2.1.3. Definitions 

In vector space theory, the concept of "norm" is introduced to formalize distance 

notions. A common class of norms is the lp norm, defined [Ortega 1972 page 16] for 

p E [1,00] and X = (zlJ ••. ) xn) as 

n 

II X I I p = (E I xd p )1/p 
• 

i=l 
(2-4) 

Wu defined the OR operator in terms of distance from the vector space point which indi-
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cates absence of ail terms, DoIDely, 

- - ( ) 0-,0, ... ,0 . 

Next; the AND operator was defined in terms of closeness to the point 

r = (1, ... ,"I). 

Finally, for QNOT = NOT (A), the definition is 

(2-5) 

Wu's general definitions aliow queries with many terms as well as indications of the relatiye 

importance of each of those terms. \Vith 

t; = the ith query term (or more gerrcrally, exp!"ess!~n) 

qj = the relative weight of tj in the query. 

then for queries of form. 

and documents of form 

the key defining equations are 

+ (qm)P(l-dm)P riP 
+ (qm)P 

(2-6) 

(2-7) 

(~-8) 

(2-9) 
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2.2. Equal Similarity Contours 

2.2.1. Examples 

Since the p-norm definition is based upon the use of distance according to the Ip norm, 

it is appropriate to turn to graphical portrayals to provide insight into the various comp!ex-

ities of this new formulation. In the two-d:mensional case, where documents and queries 

are here described solely by terms arbitrarily called A and B, the unit square completely 

includes all points in the vector space. Since documents are characterized by their member-

ship function values, e.g. Jj = (dA , dB), each document is represented by a poir.t on that 

unit square. 

The values dA and dB can be determined in various ways. A simple definition based 

upon relative term frequencies in. documents alone is 

frequency of term A in the document 
(2-10) 

frequency of term that occurs most often in the document. 

so that if some term occurs fiye times in the document and the only other term OCCth", three 

times, their mem bership function values will be 1.0 and 0.6, respectively. 

To iIIu.strate this situation, dr~wings were made for the two term query "library 

books". In Figure 2.2, the two dimensions correspond to terms "books" on the X-axis and 

"library" on the Y-axis. ADI documents relevant to the query are marked by an "R" adja-

cent to the document identifier. Non-relevant documents with positive similarity to the 

query all fall along the Y axis; their identifiers are shown near the proper 10c~~lOn. 

Two lines have been superimposed upon the diagram to illustrate the role of similarity 

functions in separating relevant from non-relevant documents. Assume that one ranking 

method retrieves documents above line Q 1 while another retrieves those above Q2. Clearly, 
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Figure 2.2: Two Term Space for Qu,ery "library books" 
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the rule utilizing Q2 will be superior, SIDce relevant document 81 is retTieyed while non-

relevant documents 47 and 51 are disregarded. The p-norm similarity functions can be 

thought of in terms of sets of lines like Q 1 and Q'2' Actually, a curve exists for each possi-

hIe similarity value in the range [O,IJ since a p-norm formula defines a family of iso-

similarity contours.! Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate this fact by giving a few contours iur two 

different formulations of the query "library books". 

Utilizing the relatiye weight capability of the p-norm model, the query "library books" 

can be stated so as to emphasize "books" much more than "library,", e.g., in the ratio 3: 1: 

when p = 1 a query with those relative weights is giyen by 

< books, 3> AND! < library, 1 > . 

Contours for this specially concocted illustrati,:e query are shown in Figure 2.3 such that 

any point on each line has equal similarity to the query. Points above and to the right of a 

line have higher similarity yalues while points below and to the left have lower similarity_ 

The example query separates the releyant from the non-releyant documents; utilizing the 

retrospecti,,-ely chosen relatiye weights yields an optimal ranking. 

The same performance achieved in this example can result without the use of relati".-e 

weights if the p-yalue is yaried instead. Clearly the query indicates that documents with 

the presence of both terms "library" and "books" should be preferred so the appropriate 

operator is ANDP with p > 1. Figure 2.4 shows contours for the AND2 case. As with the 

relatiye weight formulation this retrospectively chosen p-norm formulation giyes optim31 

performance. 

IThese contours connect points which could represent documents. All documents on 
one contour haye the same similarity to the given p-norrn query. 
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Figure 2.3: Contours ror Query "books 3 AND 1 librarYl" 
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Figure 2.4: Contours for Query "books AND2 library" 
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In normal situations, with many relevant documents and many non-relevant docu

ments that each have some terms in common with the query, it is not possible to retrospec

tively specify simple p-norm queries that give an optimal rankiag. In that sense Figures 2.3 

and 2.4 are somewhat misleading. Nevertheless since p-norm expressions can be arbitrarily 

nested and since they allow variation of p-values and relative weights, predictive queries 

that give nearly optimal rankings are often possib!e. For more insight into the behavior of 

. two term queries the :-eader is encouraged to carefully study the contours shown and 

explained in Appendix A. 

2.2.2. Comments on P-Norm Contours 

The following general observations apply to p-norm contours and their ranking of 

documents: 

(1) When p = 1, one has a strict linear model where the contours are straight lines. The 

slopes of all lines are the same, equal to -a/b. By varying t~e relative weights, the 

overall similarity of a set of terms can be expressed as ::;,ny of the possible linear com

binations of those terms, as in the Yector medel. 

(2) Small p-values give gentle curves; thus the Boolean operators are interpreted less 

strictly for low p-values. Once p > 1.5, there is a fair amount of cu.rvature. At p = 3 

the curves without relative weights are beginning to sharpen and by p = 5 they are 

rather angular, except l~ear the 45 0 line. \Vhen p = 10 the fuzzy set definition of "L" 

shaped curves is fairly well approximated. 

(3) The AND operator "favors" documents near the 45 0 line. If a document moved along 

a perpendicular toward the 45 0 line, its similarity would increase. For OR queries the 

reverse is true - the edges are favored. 
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(4) Relative weights interact strongly with p-values. This phenomenon of space distortion 

is quite pronounced when relative weights and p-vaIues are not close to one. A 2: 1 

ratio of relative weights, coupled with as smail a p-value as 2, causes the more highly 

weighted term to almost completely dominate the overall similarity computation. If 

possible relative weights close to unity should be utilized a:ad low p-.alues should 

always be employed when differing relative weights are utilized . 

. (5) The effect of placement of documents in the space relates to how strictly AND and 

OR. are interpreted (i.e., how close p is to co). Curvature near the 45 0 line is rela

tively gentle. As mentioned, small p-values generally give gentle curvat ure. For OR 

this is especially true near the (1,1) point while for AND it is true near the (0,0) point. 

Viewed another way, the ranking behavio~ is more sensitive to variations in p-values 

for an OR query when documents are closer to (O,O) and for ail AND query when 

documents are closer to (1,1). Thus, a document weighting method that causes most 

documents to be close to the origin effectiyely causes OR operators to be interpreted 

more stric~ly than AND operators (i.e., the similarity contours for OR ha.e more cur

vature than those for AND, for the same p-yalue, when documents are close to the cri

gin). Stated another way, it is recommended that membership functions be utilized 

which spread documents appropriately (e.g., evenly) throughout the entire space. 

Many other comments could be made, but would probably be confusing without the back

ground of more experience with this new formalism. Further characteristics of the p-norm 

equations will be discussed where they relate to the experimental results of subsequent 

chapters. 
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2.3. Ra.nking Beha.vior of the P-Norm Simila.rity Function 

2.3.1. htrod uction 

Though the contours of the previous section provide some insight as to the behavior o! 

p-norm formula for two-term queries, they have many limitations for more general situa

tions. Three or four dimensional plots might be of interest but would be difficult to prop

erly interpret. EYen more important than equal similarity plots, how eyer, is haying some 

means to consider bounds on and interactions among the various similarity functions. 

Analytical results are therefore given in the rest oi Section 2.3. 

2.3.2. Bina.ry Query Weights in Two Term Queries 

The case of two-term queries with binary query weights IS easily understood. The 

basic result is 

X AND 00 Y < X AND P Y 

< X AND! Y 

- X OR! Y 

< X ORP Y < X OR oo Y. 

where 1 < p < 00, 0 < X, Y < 1 

(2-11) 

The proof, usi!lg algebraic manipuiations, IS gIven lD Appendix B, Section 1. \Vhen the 

membership functions for X and Y have the same value (i.e., dz = dll ), equality holds 

throughout (2-11) a!!d X AND oo Y = X OR oo Y. In all other cases, however, the 

diiJ~rence between the X and Y membership iunctivns causes inequalities to hold in (2-11). 

As p increases for the AND operator similarity decreases while as p increases for the OR 

operator similarity increases. In effect, higher p-values for AND clauses' giye greater 
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emphasis to the term with the lowest membership function while for OR clauses the term 

with the highest membership function becomes more important as p gets larger. 

Figure 2.5 iilustrates the ranking behavior predicted by (2-11). Part (a) gives a few 

sample points and p-values which are then shown in the diagrams of parts (b) and (d). 

Parts (c) and (e) demonstrate how the expected inequalities are satisfied. 

2.3.3. Binary Document Weights 

A second case of interest is when document terms are assigned binary weights. Actu

ally it is sufficient to utilize any constant value, as long as all the weights on documents 

terms are the same, e.g., documents D1, D2, and D3 as foHo .. s 

.Dl = (.2, .2, ... , .2) 

D2 = (.5, .5, ... , .5) 

D3 = (1, 1, ... , 1). 

Indeed, all that is really needed is that the same document weight be assigned to all terms 

present in the query. 

The crucial fact is that for a given p-norm query Q and any properly weighted docu

ment D, SIM ( Q, D) is constant regardless of the choice of p-values. Let QoP(p) designate 

a query with single Boolean connector OP and p-value p. Then 

d - SIAf (QAND(Pl), D) - SIM (QAND(p2), D) 

- SIM (QOR(p3), D) - SIM (QOR(p4), lJ) 

where 1 < p1,p2,p3,p4 < 00 

and 15 = (d, d, "', d) for 0 < d < 1. 

(2-12) 
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Figure 2.5: Two Dimensionai Example cf Ranking Behavior 

a) Example Points and P-Values 

Choose W = (1/6, 1/2) 

X = (1/2, 1/2) 

Y = (5/6, 1/2) 

Select p = p 1 = 1 or p = p 2 = 00 to use in Q OR(p) 

b) Iso-Similarity Contours for QOR(p) = A ORP B 
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c) Inequalities for QOR(p) 

Regardless of p-value variations, at any point 
like X where dO = 1/2, 

SIM( QOR(p), X) = 1/2. 

Comparing SI~I( QOR(p), D), 

for pI and p2 as describea above, gives 

A 

Key: 
(or p = 1 

(or p = 00 

1/3 = SIM( QOR(Pl), W) < SIM( QOR(P2), W) = It' 
2/3 = S!M(QC'7\I'~J' Y) < SIM(QoR(p2)' Y) = 5/6 
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Figure 2.5 cont'd: Two Dimensional Example of Ranking Behavior 

d) Iso-Similarity Contours for QAND(P) = A ANDP B 

B 

I 
.51 

I 
I I 
I I 

( 1 , 1 ) 

sim=1/2 
s im=5/6 
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I I I s im=1/3 
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e) Inequalities for QAND(P) 

VVhen dO = 1/2, i.e., at point X, 

regardless of p-value. 

Comparing SI~1( QAI\7J(P)' 15), 

for pI and p2 as described above, gives: 

Key: 
Cor p = 1 

Cor p = 00 

1/3 = SIM( QAND(Pl)' W) > SIM( QAND(P2), W) = 1/6 

2/3 = SIM( QAND(pl), Y) > SIM( QAND(p2). Y) = 1/2. 
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A proof is given in Appendix B Section 2. Equati0n (2-12) corresponds to the observation 

that each document along the 45 0 line from (0, ... , 0) to (1, ... , 1) is assigned a similar-

ity to a given query that is independent of p. 

Thus, in the two dimensional case of Figure 2.6 below, note that document \V would 

be given the same similarity value, for a given query, regardless of what p-value is used. 

Figure 2.6: Points Along 45 0 Line 

term B 
membership 
function 

(0,1) 

" 

" , ,,'/ 
" W , 

,/ 
,/ 

(1,1 ) 
/ 

,/ 
,/ 

/ 

(0,0) (1,0) 

2.3.4. General Case 

term A mem bership function 

The th!rd query form to cO!lsid~r is the totally general one where no constraints are 

placed upon document or query weights. Unfortunately, there is no simple variation of 

similarity with p-value. As p increases for a given query; the similarity of certain docu-

ments may decrease while for other documents the similarity may stay the same or even 

increase. Indeed, in a two-term space, points in that space can be easily identified that 

exhibit such seemingly strange behavior. Fo!" example, consider docuI!lents 
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Dl = (.2, .5) 

D2 = (.5, .5) and 

D3 = (.814, .493) 

where, for 

39 

Q' A .... D(p) = <dA , .5> ANDP <dB,l.O> 

similarities foiiow the equalities 

0.4 :=::::: SIA! (Q' A;\'D(1),151) < SIM (Q' AND(10),151) :=::::: 0.6 

0.5 = SJM (Q' A;\'D(l), 152) = SIM (Q' A;\'D(10),152 ) = 0.5 

0.6 :=::::: SIM ( Q' A;\'D (1),15 3) > SIA! (Q' AND(!')),.15:\) :=::::: 0.4. 

Figure 2.7 is the familiar unit square with these points shown together with the equal simi

larity contours for AND 1 and AND 10. Appendix B Section 3 gives computations of similar

ities for the above equations. 

2.3.5. Key Resuit for Bina.ry Query Weights 

Since the ranking behavior in the general case is not amenable to simple analysis, as 

was shown by counterexample in the previous section, it is appropriate to consider the 

simpler and very common case of having binary query weights. Here the two term formula 

(2-11) of Section 2.3.2 is generalized to the n-term query case. 

The key result is that, for binary query weights and queries with n-terms, 

where 1 < p 1,p2 < 00 

that 
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Figure 2.7: Differing Ranking Effects Due to Varying P 
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..... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... ,. 
..... . .... "-

A 

Key: 

(1) dashed lines iso-similarity points Ier query 

Q'I = ANDl «d,.~,.5>,<dB' 1.0» 

(2) so 1 i d lin.~s iso-similarity points for query 

.-
Q'10 - AND 10 «dA , .5>, <dB, 1. 0» 
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SIM ( QAND(oo), 15) < SIA! (QAl\V(p2), 15) 

< SIM (QAND(Pl)' 15) 

< SIM (QAND(l)' 15) 

= SIM (QOR(1)' 15) 

< SIM (QOR(Pl)' 15) 

< SIM (QOR(P2)' 15) 

~ SIM (QOR(oo), 15). 
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(2-13) 

Deriving (2-13) is somew hat difficult, so the complete proof is given in Appendix B. Both a 

long geometric version (Section 5) and a short version using calculus (Section 4) are 

presented there. Actually, the complete result is shown only for OR - the AND case can be 

demoDstrated analogously, and parts of it are indeed given in Appendix B. 

2.3.6. Multi-Level Vectors 

It has been stated that when p = 1, the p-norm model reduces to the vector modeL 

The meaning is clear for expressions with a single Boolean connector. For more complex 

nested,constructions it is not as obvious how the original structure affects term weights. 

First, consider the following query: 

Q = (A AND! B AND! C) OR l (D AND! E) . 

For document 

15 = ( <A, dA >, <B, dB>, <C, de>, <D, dD >, <E, dE> ), 

the similarity equation, after substitution of definitions recursively, is 
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[ dA + de + de j + [dD : dE] 

SIM (Q,D) = 3 
2 

dA de de dD dE =-+ -+ -+ -+ 
6 6 6 4 4 

Hence, the clausal structure is flattened to a vector, but, terms in longer clauses or very far 

down in the expression tree may have very low weightz in the final result. 

\Vhen relative weights are employed, the result is ev~n more complex. Thus, for 

Q = ( <A,a> AND! <B,b> AND! <C,c> ) OR! ( <D,d> AND! <E,e> ) 

the similarity with 15 is 

d + e 
2 

which is linear for fixed relative weights, but still reminiscent of the original structure, due 

to the weighting and normalization. 

\Vhen p =;f 1, the similarity is no longer linear. Though the formulas provide a reliable 

means of determining similarities, they provide little intuition regarding the ranking 

behavior. That is in part why contours are given in Appendix A and why the discussion in 

Section 2.2 was included. 

It is hoped that, with the aid of the graphical and analytical resuits oi this chapter, 

the reader will now feel somew hat more confident about the ·meaning of p-norm expressions. 

In any case, the experimental tests described in later chapters should be easily understood 

even if the details of this chapter have been only casually considered. 
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CHAPTER 3 

P-NOR1"~ Th1PROVEMENTS OF EXISTING QUERIES 

For a number of test collections, experiments are described concerning whether using 

the p-norm formalism to interpret Boolean queries will result in improvements in search 

effectiveness. Numerous tables, regression results, and summary charts provide empirical 

evidence as to the value of p-norm queries in extending standard Boolean operations. 

3.1. Prelimina.ries 

In order to determine whether the p-nor!!! rormulation merited development for possi-

b!e practical use, experiments were conducted using the small AD! collection. of 82 docu-

ments in the field of documentation. Based on recall-precision l tables produced for each of 

35 manually constructed Boolean queries, the effectiveness of 'Various query formulation 

methods were compared. Some of the most important conclusions reached are: 

(1) Rather than haying to code or scale the p-values, it was workable to use the actual 

num bers - e.g., p = 1.5 or 2. 

IDe fine 

II 
num ber releyant retrieyed 

reca = 
num ber relevant 

num ber relevant retrieved preCISIon = 
number retrieved 

Recall-precision tables show the average over all queries of precision for each recall 
level, selected at 10% intervals. Thus, uniformly higher values indicate more effective 
queries. Though some may argue on technical grounds against use of such evaluation 
for Boolean queries, the requirement of comparison of vector and p-norm methods 
made this choice the most appropriate. 
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(2) Using document term weights based on aormalized term frequency values, e.g., 

dij = weight of term no. j in document no. i 

nij - -_-.<._-

where nil: = number of occurrences of term tei::J. document 15i 

queries performed more effectively than if docum"ent weights were binary. 

(3) The performance for good p-norm queries was better than that of cosine runs made. 

3.1.1. Document Weighting Method 

To determine the most effective document weighing scheme, a set of 13 queries, each 

with two terms, were selected so as to cover a wide variety of combinations of frequency 

characteristics - e.g., to have pairs with frequency behavior (low, low), (low, medium), etc. 

For example, query 1, "government agencies", falls into category (low, low) while query 4, 

"library books", falls into category (high, medium). 

Defining: 

nij = num ber of occurrences of term tj in document Di 

nima: = number of occurrences of the most frequent term in Dj 

I j = number of postings of term tj in the collection 

lima: = number of postings of the term which occurs in the 
maximum (largest) number of documents of the collection 

idfjmaz = idfj for the term tj which has fewest postings, 
and hence ma.ximum (largest) idf value 
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the various schemes of document weighting ca::l be described as 

(1) normalized term frequency = nij/nimlJ~ 

(2) normalized inverse frequency = idf j / idfjmc= 

(3) average of schemes 1 and 2 

(4) product of schemes 1 and 2. 

Using the two term queries and the relevance judgments that were prepared especially for 

them, charts were produced with equal similarity contours, similar to those of Section 2.2. 

After analysis of the placement of documents in the unit square and the effe-cts of that 

placement on ranking behavior, it was observed that scheme 4, essentially a normaiized ver-

sion of the weighting scheme utilized in vector runs (i.e., "tf*idf" = njj *idfj) was most 

appropriate. Howeyer, due to the shape of the normalized frequency distributions (schemes 

1, 2 aboye), most documents were then placed near the origin, resulting in asymmetrical 

handling of the OR and AND operators (see discussion in Section 2.2, specifically point 5 of . 
Section 2.2.2). The problem was to devise a version of (4) that would spre3d documents 

more widely oyer tn~ space. 

Standard statistical transformations did not possess the desired properties. Further-

more, it was observed that a straightforward utilization of (1) as one factor in formula (4) 

caused inappropriate down weighting of terms that occurred only once in a document . 
. 

Such terms should have a membership value of, say, at least 0.5 out of 1.0, as regards the 

term frequency component. The final selected document weighting scheme, u....--ed in subse-

quent experiment.s as well, was designated as "tf*idr' (since it corresponds to the similarly 

named weighting scheme used in cosine runs). The definition is, for term tj in Ifj , 
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(3-1) 

3.1.2. Query Weights 

To tty out the proposed weighting scheme of equation (3-1) and to see .... hat the 

interaction is with relative weights on query terms, 19 new two clause q~eries .. ere con-

structed. By way of example, consider the first query 

AND ( OR (catalogue, cafalog), (3-2) 

OR (mechanization, automation, computerization) ) 

where entries in each clause, especial!y the first, are all exact OJ.' near synonyms. It is 

clearly the query author's intention to treat occurrence of either "catalogue" or "catalog" 

as equivalent and so it is appropriate to include them in an OR clause. Elements of the 

second clause are also nearly synonymous with each other in the context of colIe-ction con-

cepts, but each occurs in more documents than do the terms of the ·first clause. Since such 

occurrence statistics are likely to affect retrieval, it is sensible to examine how query 

weights might reflect such semantic and frequency considerations. 

The query shown in (3-2) above is a standard Boolean query in which no p-.alues or 

weights are explicitly shown. However, the p-:lorm notation allows p-values and weights to 

be assigned in many places. To illustrate this, the real meaning of (3-2), where all default 

values are substituted in, is shown as equation (3-3). 

AND CO 
( < OR CO

( <catalogue, 1>, <catalog, 1», 1 >, (3-3) 

< OR CO
( <mechanization, 1>, <automation, 1>, 

<computerization, 1> ), 1> ) 
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The most general expression possible with this query structure is: 

AND PO 
( < OR P

•
1

( <catalogue, wll>' <catalog, w12», Wil >, 

< OR P.2 ( <mechanization, W21>, <automation, w2:>' 

<computerization, w23> ), wi:> } 

(3--4) 

where Po is the ooter p-vaiue, Pil and Pi2 are inner p-values, Wil is the first inner ciause's 

relative weight, W21 is the term weight for the first term of the second clause, etc. Clearly, 

for complex queries, having so many parameters could become rather confusing, so sys

tematic methods of determining parameter values become a necessity. A number or expel i

ments were conducted where the inner and outer p-values were all varied independently, 

but similar results were obtained to those found when Po = Pil = Pi:. 

Thus, the following simplifying rules were followed in p-value and query weight assign

ment. 

(1) All p-values in a query were assigned the same setting. 

(2) Term weights such as Wll> W 12' and W23 were either all binary or all idf. That is to 

say, either 1.0 was uniformly assigned to all terms, 01:" else the collection idf value for 

the term was used. Formally, the concept weight pair for concept Cj was either 

< c;, 1 > or (3--5) 

Since binary weights are commonplace, and since idf is a reasonable assignment for 

query weighting when other information is lacking, these forms seemed appropriate for 

initial testing. 

(3) Clause weights such as Wil and tl'i2 were either assigned binary or average idf weights. 

Thus, inner clause k with concepts CH, ••• , CI:n would have .'weight tl'il; computed as 
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either 

Wil; - 1.0 (3-6) 

or 

WiJ: - 1.. I idf l:1 + idfJ:2 + ... + idfs:" ]. 
n 

3.1.3. Weighting Cases of Interest 

Various combinations of Irvalue assignment and query weighting systems were candidates 

for experimentation. For the 2 clause query tests, the most important cases tested are 

described and illustrated below. 

(1) Base case - Boolean statement 

As shown in (3-2) or in the fully specified form (3-3), the typical Boolean query !s 

easily described by using p = 00 and binary weights throughout. 

(2) Vector case - flat query 

The other base case to compare with is the "flat" vector form, where no clauses ex!st, 

the outer operator has p = 1, and idf weights are used on query terms. 

Table 3.1: Vector Formulation of Query 1 

( < catalogue,o.358 >, < catalog,5:358 >, < mechanization ,4.036>, 

<automation,2.657>, <computerization,1.60~» 

(3) Fully \Veighted P-Norm Query 

Here, idf weigh ts are used on query terms and average idf values are used for cla.uses. 
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A single Irvaiue is used throughout and can be varied from the vector case of p = 1 to 

the Boolean case of p = 00. 

Table 3.2: Fully \Veighted P-Norm Formulation 

AND Po ( < OR p,! ( <catalogue, 6.358>, <catalog, 5.358> ), 5.898>, 

< OR P
•2 

( <mechanization, 4.036>, <automation, 2.657>, 

<computerization, 1.603> ), 2.765> ) 

These three cases were those found to be effective for the ADI two ciause queries and 

so were selected for testing with other larger collections. 

3.2. Medlars Experiments 

3.2.1. Co!lection 

The AD! collection contains only 82 documents, so it is conceivable that results might 

hold for that size collection and not for larger ones. Hence the Medlars collection of 1033 

documents and 30 queries was employed to further test the utility and behavior of Irnorm 

queries. A description of the document and query collections employed is given in Appen

dix C. However, a few comments about the quality of the queries are in order here. 

The queries were originally constructed by Med!ars searchers, using text 'nords and 

MESH2 thesaurus terms. Since the document file lacked thesaurus terms, each occurrence 

of a MESH term in some query was replaced by the disjunction of the entries ginn under 

2MESH "~1edical Subject Headings" in [National Library of ~~edicine 19~81. 
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that thesaurus class. Since this expanSIOn replaced original terms with a group of terms 

haying different specificity~ and frequency characteristics, it IS not surpr!smg that the 

Boolean queries performed less well than those or the earlier published Mediars-SMART 

comparison [Salton 1972bJ. Nevertheless, they were very useful for relative comparIsons 

associated with experiments described in this and subsequent chapters. 

3.2.2. Recall-Precision Charts 

Throughout the rest of this thesis, recall-precision charts or summaries thereof will be 

given as the basic dat.a supporting observations and conclusions stated. This section will 

iilustrate the; proced:!re and explain the rationale. 

For each comparison chart such as those of Tables 3.3 and 3A! a number of cases are 

considered. The first serves as the base case, so changes and percentage improvements can 

be given against a common standard. Often the usual Boolean situation (i.e., binary docu-

ment weights, binary query weights, p = 00 everywhere) serves as the basis for comparison 

and is assigned the first column for output. 

The standard form of the chart includes a heading describing the collection and test 

being made followed by a list of descriptions of cases that follow. The body of the chart 

shows for each level of recall, the average precision value for each case. Thus, at each of 21 

leyels, the average precision over the 30 Medlars queries is presented. By comparing preci-

sion values it is possible to see which cases are uniformly better than others and which are 

better vnly in selected parts of the recall-precision curyes. 

3Indexing specificity meas\lr~s the value of a term or other type of concept assigned; it 
refers to the generic level used to characterize content. A specific vocabulary uses narrowly 
define terms so that most of the non-relevant items will not be retrieyed by typical queries 
[Salton &. McGill 1983 page 55]. 
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Table 3.3: Medlars 1033 Docs, 30 Queries Rc~ults. 
Fix dwt=qwt=cwt=binary - Vary p. 

Results fo:" the fcHow;Ub cases are shown belo;;-: 
1) Base case: p-norm with dwt=bin, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=oo 
2) Test case: p-norm with dwt=bin, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=l 
3) Test case: p-norm with dwt=bin, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p==1.5 
4) Test case: p-norm with dwt=bin, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=2 
5) Test case: p-norm with dwt=bin, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=3 
6) Test case: p-norm with dw!.=b!n, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=5 
7) Test case: p-norm with dwt=bin, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=9 

recall precision to!" cases: 
level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0.00 0.7327 0.8214 0.8438 0.8438 0.8560 0.8508 0.8686 
0.05 0.6878 0.7924 0.8081 0.8081 0.8303 0.8152 0.8329 
0.10 0.5606 0.7383 0.7619 0.7691 0.7883 0.7862 0.7782 
0.15 0.5082 0.7005 0.7217 0.7291 0.7586 0.7545 0.7514 
0.20 0.4364 0.6635 0.6852 0.6895 0.7109 0.6997 0.6982 
0.25 0.3518 0.6200 0.6205 0.6259 0.6198 0.6213 0.6184 
0.30 0.2917 0.5956 0.6125 0.6133 0.6038 0.6056 0.6090 
0.35 0.2699 . 0.5519 0.5791 0.5840 0.5842 0.5824 0.5883 
0.40 0.2387 0.5263 0.5520 0.5583 0.5441 0.537! 0.5442 
0.45 0.1898 0.4939 0.5001 0.5147 0.5065 0.4937 0.4922 
0.50 0.1871 0.4680 0.4726 0.4757 0.4838 0.4621 0.4574 
0.55 0.1603 0.4399 0.4453 0.4425 0.4339 0.4366 0.4294 
0.60 0.1562 0.4294 0.4344 0.4294 0.4238 0.4241 0.4214 
0.65 0.1108 0.3666 0.3721 0.3750 0.3723 0.3742 0.3555 
0.70 0.1073 0.3563 0.3564 0.3567 0.3563 0.3568 0.3367 
0.75 0.0805 0.3249 0.3289 0.3284 0.3323 0.3326 0.3038 
0.80 0.0774 0.2853 0.2899 0.2914 0.2967 0.2933 0.2655 
0.85 0.0443 0.2147 0.2182 0.2069 0.2001 0.1980 0.1827 
0.90 0.0385 0.1696 0.1695 0.1531 0.1470 0.1436 0.1413 
0.95 0.0339 0.1222 0.1186 0.1094 0.1052 0.1072 0.1082 
1.00 0.0324 0.1116 0.0996 0.0887 0.0862 0.0857 0.0859 

average prec and % change vs. base case, for levels: .25, .50, .75 
prec= 0.20G5 OAilO 0.4740 0.47G7 0.4720 0.4720 0.4599 
% prec change=128.1 129.6 130.9 128.6 128.6 122.7 
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Table 3.4: Medlars 1033 Docs, 30 Queries Results. 
Fix dwt=tf«idf, qwt=cwt=binary - Vary p. 

Results for the following cases are shown below: 
I} B~e case: p-norm with dwt=bi!l, qwt,=bin, cwt=bin; p=co 
2) Test case: p-norm with dwt=tf*idf, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=l 
3) Test case: p-norm with dwt=tf*idf, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=1.5 
4) Test case: p-norm with dwt=tf*idf, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=2 
5) Test case: p-norm with dwt=ti*idf, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=3 
6) Test case: p-norm with dwt=ti*idf, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=5 
7) Test case: p-norm with dwt=tf*idf, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=S 
'8) Test case: p-norm with dwt=tf*idf, qwt=bin, cwt=bin, p=oo 

recall precision for cases: 
level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0.00 0.7327 0.9139 0.9138 0.9103 0.8644 0.8803 0.8800 0.7645 
0.05 0.6878 0.8845 0.8722 0.8835 0.8501 0.8384 0.8352 0.6958 
0.10 0.5606 0.8136 0.8256 0.8126 0.8158 0.8110 0.8150 0.6200 
0.15 0.5082 0.7750 0.8032 0.7822 0.7825 0.7910 0.7876 0.5585 
0.20 0.4364 0.7467 0.7927 0.7724 0.7603 0.7606 0.7654 0.4762 
0.25 0.3518 0.7183 0.7557 0.7436 0.7293 - 0.7332 0.7357 0.3940 
0.30 0.2917 0.6799 0.7062 0.7011 0.7027 u.0948 0.6984 0.3175 
0.35 0.2699 0.6484 0.6659 0.6615 0.6670 0.6523 0.6638 0.2961 
0040 0.2387 0.6271 0.6236 0.6291 0.6376 0.6147 0.6143 0.2616 
0.45 0.1898 0.5930 0.5940 0.5994 0.6029 0.5839 0.5835 0.2148 
0.50 0.1871 0.5448 0.5520 0.5547 0.5555 0.5543 0.5434 0.2128 
0.55 0.1603 0.5141 0.5053 0.5138 0.5145 0.5106 0.5044 0.1906 
0.60 0.1562 0.4945 0.4818 0.4789 0.4844 0.4880 0.4806 0.1860 
0.65 0.1108 0.4414 0.4306 0.4261 0.4154 0.4189 0.4112 0.1376 
0.70 0.1073 0.4198 0.4130 004037 0.3942 0.3837 0.3941 0.1318 
0.75 0.0805 0.3884 0.3857 0.3736 0.3567 0.3450 0.3460 0.1039 
0.80 0.0774 0.3592 0.3573 0.3499 0.3301 0.3193 0.3128 0.0939 
0.85 0.0443 0.3032 0.2967 0.2912 0.2758 0.2579 0.2538 0.0570 
0.90 0.0385 0.2247 0.2196 0.2147 0.1997 0.1855 0.1807 0.0489 
0.95 0.0339 0.1492 0.1437 0.1407 0.1306 0.1266 0.1201 0.0441 
1.00 0.0324 0.1288 0.1219 0.1114 0.1024 0.0975 0.0954 0.0388 

average prec and % change ,"s. base case, for levels: .25, .50, .75 
prec= 0.2065 0.5505 0.5645 0.5573 0.5472 0.5442 0.5417 0.2369 
% prec change=166.6 173.4 169.9 165.0 163.6 162.4 14.7 
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It should be noted that due to the random ranking procedures adopted for ties and 

non-retrieved documents the precision values given for high recall values may not always 

provide fair comparisons. Also, it has been argued that precision results for very low recall 

levels are not yery realistic since usually at least ten documents would be retrieyed and it is 

often unimportant where in that group the relevant occur as long as they are present some

where in the group. Based in part OIt these considerations, and further to enable brevity in 

presentation of results, a simple ayerage precision value is also shown, coyering the middle 

portion of the chart. Thus, the ayerage of the precision values at recall leyels .25, .50, and 

.75 is shown for each case. Furthermore, the percentage improvement' of those values 

. against the base case are giyen to show relative performance. 

Substantial improYements in performance are obtainable using p-norm queries in con

JUDction with conventional Boolean processing and unweighted documents and queries . 

. - Table 3.3 indicates that using any p-value other than 00 seems wise. The best results are 

for p-values oetween 1 and 5. As p-value increases from 1, performance increases and th~n 

gradually decreases but even a~ relatively high p-values (e.g., 9) there has not been a sub

stantial degradation in effectiveness. Strict Boolean queries thus do appear to be overly res

trictive in retrieving relevant documents so using lower p-values is advised if possible. 

Table 3.4 relates to u.se of the new "tf*idf" normalized document weighting scheme 

giycn in equation (3-1). Q.uery weights are all still binary. For all values shown of pother 

than 00 (i.e., the strict Boolean case), performance exceeds that in the previous table; using 

document weighting seems to be clearly better than using binary weights. As in the previ

ous table, the best p-vdues are low ones but even after that there is little change in perfor-

mancc as p maeases. 
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3.2.3. Comparisons 

Table 3.5 highlights key results of Tables 3.3 and 3.4 in the context of related runs. 

In particular, the cosine run with tf*idf weighting applied to the results of automatically 

indexing the original natural language queries (NL terms - case 7, the basis for the second 

column of percentage improvements), and a similar run on the terms taken from a flattened 

form of the Boolean logic queries (BL terms - case 6) provide contrast with Boolean 

methods. For comparison purposes, and to reduce confounding of effects, the cosine run on 

BL terms is more rea.listic; like the p-norm cases, its pe:rformance suffers from the large set 

of BL terms employed. Hence, to determine the effectiveness of p-norm methods applied to 

the given Boolean queries (i.e., cases 1-5), it seems appropriate to compare with a cosine run 

on the same terms (i.e., case 6). 

Table 3.5: Summary of Different Medlars Trials 

case p doc. query description aver. %improv. vs. 
no. value wt. wt. of tria! prec. Bool. cos. 

1 co binary binary standard .207 Base -62.2 
Boolean 

2 2 binary binary p-norm .477 130 -12.8 
3 1.5 tf*idf binary p-norm .565 173 3.3 
4 -I tf*idf binary p-norm .550 166 0.5 
5 • tf*idf idf p-norm .547 154 0 .1 

6 tf*idi tf*idf cos.BL-terms _ .445 115 -18.6 
7 tf*idf tf*idf cos.NL-terms .547 164 Base 
8 binary probab. retrospective .661 219 20.8 

indep.case 
BL terms 

9 binary probab. retrospective .718 24"7 31.3 
indep.case 
NL terms 
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As a final point of reference, the probabilistic results of a retrospective run, made with 

complete knowledge of query-document releyance, are given as an upper bound on the pos

sible performance of linear weighting schemes. Based on the assumption that weight 

assignment to each term should be done independently, the scheme employed assigns 

optimal weights to query terms [Van Risjbergen 1980]. Thus, other methods that perform 

almost as well as this case can not be improved much further. Cases 8 and 9 of Table 3.5 

giye these limiting yalue::; for linear weights on BL and NL terms, respectively. 

Based on the ayerage precision values summarized in Table 3.5, the iollowing com

ments can be made: 

(1) Using binary weights and p<oo, the p-ncrm methods (e.g., Tabl~ 3.5 case 2) do better 

than the cosine run on the same terms (case 6), but not as well as the cosine run on 

the original natural language terms (case 7). Improvements for these three cases 

versus the origina.l queries are 130%, 115% and 164%, respectively. 

(2) 'When document weights and low p-values are combined, performance improvements 

surpass those of all but the upper bound case. The enhanced Boolean run yields an 

improyeoent of up to 173% (i.e., case 3 for p = 1.5, or 166% for case 4 with p = 1), 

which is slightly more than the 164% res 11lt for the usual cosine case (case 7). 

(3) The use of p slightly larger than 1 (i.e., p = 2 for binary weight case number 2 or 

p = 1.5 for document term weighted case 3 seems advisable. This implies that ·the 

Booiean structure does convey useful information. 'With p-norm methods it is possible 

to employ just the right amount of strictness in interpreting the Boolean connectives, 

and .. hen p-values are low, haying a reasonably good document membership function 

can further improve retrieval system performance. 
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3.2.4. Detailed Ana.lysis of Weighting a.nd P-Norm Variations 

Though the cases shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 convey the principal results 'Jf p-norm 

behavior for the Medlars experiments, other combinations of weighting methods and p-

values were also tested. 

Figure 3.1 gives in graph form the aB-:;ye mentioned single valued measure (i.e., the 

average precision at levels of recall .25, .50, .75) for the various combinations of document 

and query weights considered, each for eight values of p. It shows the performance varia-

tion (here using values oi the average precision measure) of each weighting case against p. 

To further explore the interaction between weighting methods and p-value assign-

ment, the results summarized in Figure 3.1 were used as data for regression analysis. Two 

categorical variables, namely document weight method (either binary or tf*iqf) and query 

weight method (either binary or idf), and one quantitative variable (or covariate), the p-

value, were the independent variables. A single measure of performance was chosen as the 

dependent variable - the average precision value. The four cases considered are designated 

as in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6: \Veighting Methods for Regression 

Label 
I 

Document \Vei(Thtin(T Ouerv \Veighting I 
1 binary binary 

I 2 binary idf 
3 tf*idf binary 
4 tf*idf idf I 
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Figure 3.1: Plot of Precision vs. P for 4 \Veighting Cases Using Boolean Queries 

Average 
Precision 

0.57 

0.56 

0.54 

0.52 

0.50 

0.48 

0.44 

0.42 
o 2 4 6 8 

p 
10 
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A factorial design was adopted, so preCISion values were needed for each weighting 

case at anum ber of p-values (i.e., 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3; 5, 9). Some oh''!!o1!s trends are immedi

ately apparent from the data, and can be seen by inspeci,ion of Figure 3.1. 

(1) The use of query term weights causes performance to fall off as p-value Increases. 

Thus, cases 2 and 4 are d:fferent from cases 1 and 3. 

(2) For the range of interest case 3 is very effective and as Immune to the effects of 

increasing p-values as is case 1. 

These trends are more precisely stated llsing the model sequence approach to regressIOn 

analysis [AI!en & Cady 1982]. 

Figures 3.2 through 3.5 present four such models aimed at determining the significance 

of each parameter and at identifying interactions among those parameters. The multiple 

R-square value indicates the quality or the fit for a given model, where 1.0 appears for a 

perfect fit. Each parameter is assigned a coefficient in the usual linear model, and the 

significance of that coefficient is determined by the value for the t-test shown. The 

"Results" part of these tables comes directly from output cf the S statistical pa~kage 

[Becker & Chambers 1981]. 

F or ,Figure 3.2 the linear equation is 

precision = cae! 1 * Xl + cae! 2.* %2 

which tries to fit (i.e., predict precision) using 'only the criterion of whether the query terms 

are weighted. The high multiple R2 vaiue is close to 1.0 so the fit is fairly good, indicating 

that query weighting method is an important variable. 
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Figure 3.2: Regression of Precision vs. Query Wt. 

Model: 
precIsion 

1 ~coer2 
I 

I ~coefl 
I 
I 

1 

1 

+--- qwt=binary 

~qwt=idf 

1.--------------> p 
o 1 2 3 

Key to Results: 
xl = 1, x2 = 0 when qwt~idf 
xl = 0, x2 = I when qwt=binary 

Results: 
Coer Std Err t Value 

xl 0.4982143 0.01027741 48.47663 
x2 0.5113572 0.01027741 49.75543 

... 15 

Residual Standard Error = 0.03845455 Multiple R-Square = 0.994641 
N = 28 F Value = 2412.794 on 2, 26 df 

To see whether precision decreases as p-value increases, regardless of what weighting 

scheme is chosen, the second model was devised, as shown in Figure 3.3. The poor fit indi-

cates that although there is a general downward trend for precision versus p-value, it is not 

advisable to ignore the effects of weighting methods. 
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Figure 3.3: Regression of Precision ys. p-Value 

Model: 
precision 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1 
I 
1 
1 

~-------- curve averaging all wt. cases 

coef2 is slope 

1---------_____ > p 
o 1 2 3 ... 15 

Key to Results: 
x2 = p - p 

where f; = average of cases used 

Results: 
Coef Std Err t Value 

Intercept 0~5047857 0.00846385 78.09368 
x2 -0.00706994 0.00251566 -2.81037 

Residual Standard Error = 0.0342035 Multiple R-Square = 0.2329971 
N = 28 F Value = 7.89818 on 1, 26 df 

Figure 3.4 provides an· excellent fit, based on considering the interaction between p-

value and query weight method. The model is that depending on whether query terms are 

weighted or not, there is a different slope for each of the two situations. Thus cases 1 and 

3 essentially share the same intercept and slope while cases 2 and 4 share another 

intercept-slope pair of values. The slope for cases 1 and 3 is not nearly as sharp as for the 

other cases, as can be seen from the rather low t-test value for x~. 
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Figure 3.4: Regression of Precision vs. Query \Vt. & P-Value 

Model: 
precision 

I-- ~coef2 / coef4 is siope 

- +-- qwt=binary 

coef3 is slope / 
~qwt=idf 

I------------------------------------------------------------>p o 1 2 3 

Key to Results: 
xl = 1, x2 = 0 when qwt=idf 
xl =0, x2 = 1 when qwt=binary 
x3=x1*(p-p) 
x4 = x2 * (p - p) 

Results: 
Coer Std Err t Value 

xl 0.4982142 0.008489406 58.68659 
x2 0.5113571 0.008489406 60.23474 
x3 -0.0122($()61 0.003303985 -3.712672 
x4 -0.001873263 0.003303985 -0.565971 

... 15 

Residual Standard Error = 0.03176444 Multiple R-Square = 0.99($()25 
N = 28 F Value = 177UH2 on 4, 24 df 

The final model given in Figure 3.5 is clearly the best, judging from the multiple R2 

value. The assumption here is that cases 1 and 2 (both of which have binary query 

weights) can be represented by two distinct horizontal lines, and that cases 3 and 4 (both of 
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Figure 3.5: Regression or Precision vs. Query,Doc.\Vt. & P-Value 

Mode!: 
precision 

I ~coef2 
I 
~ 
! ~coefl 
I 

~ dwt=ti*idf,qwt=bin2.:Y 

-E' dwt=qwt=binary 

~qnt=idf 

---------------------------------> p 
1 2 3 ... 15 

Key to Results: 
xl = 1, x2 = 0 when dwt=qwt=binary 
xl = 0, x2 = 1 when dwt=tf*idf, qwt=binary 
x3 = 1 for qwt=idf 
x4 = x3 * (p - p) 
x4 = x2 * (p - p) 

Results: 
Coef Std Err t Value 

xl 0.4718571 0.004006215 117.7812 
x2 0.5508571 0.004006215 137.5006 
x3 0.4982142 0.00283:2821 175.8721 
x4 -0.01226561 0.001102504 -11.12614 

Residual Standard Error = 0.01059945 ·Multiple R-Square = 0.999624 
N = 28 F Value = 15958.41 on 4, 24 df 

which have idf weights on query terms) can be fit by a common sloped line. ~~ore elaborate-~ 

models, with slopes on the lines for cases 1 and 2, do not seem warranted. 
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The main conclusion, then, is that query weight and ~vallies are significant factors in 

predicting the performance of basic ~norm runs. Especially when query term weights are 

employed, a downward trend in precision is observed for increasing values of p. \\1J.en no 

query term weights are used, ~value has little effect. A second conclusion is that when 

binary query weights are employed, better performance results from using weigbted instead. 

of binary document terms. 

Interpreting these effects in terms of the ~norm retrieval environment being studied, 

the following observations are in order. 

(1)" As expected, overly high ~value degrades performance. 

(2) Using binary weights for query terms gtves seme immunity from the fall off due to 

high p-values. 

(3) Using weighted document terms and binary query terms gives better performance than 

the pure binary weight case. 

(4) The cases with query weights all behave alike, with performance degrading as p 

Increases. 

For further proof of the value of ~norm queries, additional experimental results are 

presented in subsequent sect ions. 

3.3. INSPEC Experime!lt~ 

3.3.1. Collection 

The INSPEC collection contains 12,684 documents together with 77 queries. The sub

ject matter is electrical engineering and computer science, and queries 'Were supplied by stu

dents, staff and faculty in those fields at Syracuse University. 
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The Boolean querIes used with the INSPEC documents were based upon traces of 

searches made using the Diatom system at Syracuse. Since the current version of the Cor-

nell SMART system uses stemming instead of truncation, and does not allow metrical 

operators (e.g., "within 5 words of" instead of AND), the performance of those queries was 

not very good, when interpreted in the usual environment of having binary weights on 

terms and associating p = 00 with the operators.4 Nevertheless, the various results demon-

strating relative improvements provide additional evidence to that already presented for 

,ther collections. 

3.3.2. Compadsons 

Table 3.7 summarizes the INSPEC results. The two base cases are the conventional 

Boolean one and a cosine run on the original natural language queries. Since the Boolean 

querie~. use different terms than those of the natural language (NL terms) statements (due 

to searchers selecting good terms and supplementing them with others), an additional cosine 

run was made (case 5 of Table 3.7) with the Boolean logic (BL) query terms. In contrast 

with Medlars though, the cosine run using Boolean query terms did better than when all of 

the natural language terms w-?re indexed. This is due in part to the fact that Medlars 

natural language queries were very precise and short, whereas the INSPEC ones were usu-

aliy at least a few sentences long. Thus cosine as well as Boolean methods are sensitive to 

the quality of the query used as input to processing. 

Another difference is that in this collection there is no appreciable difference in perfor-

mance in the upper bound runs - cases 7 and 8 of Table 3.7 - depending on whether BL or 

4For further discussion of the query characteristics and their retrieval performance, 
refer to Appendix C Section C.S. 
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Table 3.7: Summary of Different INSPEC Trials 

case p doc. query description aver. %improv. vs. 
no. value wt. wt. of trial prec. Beol. cos. 

1 00 binary binary standard .116 Base -50.0 
Boolean 

2 2 binary binary p-norm .207 78 -10.8 
3 i tf*idf binary p-norm .275 137 18.5 
4 1 tf*idf idf p-norm .265 128 14.0 
5 tf*idf tf*idf cos.BL-terms .243 109 4.7 
6 tf*idf tf*idf cos. NL-terms .232 100 Base 
7 binary probab. retrospective .314 171 35.3 

indep.case 
BL terms 

8 binary probab. retrospective .313 170 34.9 
indep.case 
NL terms 

NL terms are used. A fairly significant improvement over other methods does occur as 

expected, but even in these pro.babilistic based tests, the query performance is rather poor. 

P-norm relative improvements thus take place both in collections where queries are reason-

ably good (e.g., AD!) or rather bad (e.g., INSPEC). 

The base case (entry 1 in Table 3.7), using strict Boolean queries with binary weights, 

p~rformed badly; the cosine run of natural language terms (case 6) showed 100% improve-

ment while the cosine run on Boolean query terms (case 5) gave 109% improvement. Sim-

ply using low p-values (case 2) gave roughly 78% improvement; using p-values and docu-

mcnt tcrw. n~ighting (case 3) resulted in 137% improvement. Thus, the p-norm methods 

were clearly superior to both Boolean and cosine techniques. These results give strong sup-
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port to the hypothesis that p-norm methods would be of value to use in operational 

retrieval systems. If, given a user's query, on average the system could give much better 

performance than the usual Boolean approach and slightly better performance than that of 

vector methods, it would be reasonable to simply generalize the Boolean system to employ 

p-norm techniques. 

A word of caution is in order, however. Since the original Boolean queries performed 

so badly, and did not employ truncation or metrical operators as are now available on 

many systems, it couid be claimed that p-norm methods would not give as much of an 

improvement oyer that situation. In lieu of such a test, however, other collections were 

. selected to furthe~ validate the above assertions; the results for the ACM an:d lSI coI1ections 

are given in the next sections. 

3.4. ACM Experiments 

3.4.1. Collection 

The ACM collection contains 3204 documents together with 52 querIes. The docu

ments are based on titles, and wh~re' available, abstracts, of ail articles published in the 

Commun:"cat:·on" of the A eM from the first issue of 1958 through the last one in 1979. 

Queries were supplied by faculty, staff, and students at Cornell University and at other 

computer science departments around the U.S.A. during the spring of 1982. Compared to 

the INSPEC collection, there are fewer documents and the queries are more specific, so pre

cision, especially at low recall levels, was much higher. Two different searchers formulated 

each Boolean query, so it is possible to see if the relative improvements are confounded with 

searcher variation. 
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3.4.2. Comparisons 

As can be seen in Table 3.8 the retrieval results are similar to those for Medlars. The 

two searchers' queries perform fairly similarly and so comparisons between them do not 

seem appropriate. On the other hand, when relative comparisons are made for each of the 

searchers, the sam e trends hold as did for Medlars. 

Tabie 3.8: Summary of Different ACM Tria!s 

case p doc. query description aver. %improv. 
no. value wt. wt. of trial ~rec. vs. cos. 

1 00 binary binary standard Boolean- .141 '-53.5 
searcher 1 

2 00 binary binary standard Boolean- .115 -62.0 
searcher 2 

3 2 binary binary p-norm- searcher 1 .255 -15.8 
4 2 binary binary p-norm- searcher 2 .232 -23.4 
r:: 1 tf*idf binary p-norm- searcher 1 .354 16.8 v 

6 1 tf*idi binary p-Ilorm- searcher 2 .359 18.5 
7 1 tf*idf idf p-norm- searcher 1 .343 13.2 
8 1 t£*idf idf p-norm- searcher 2 .351 15.8 
9 tf*idr tf*idf cos.NL-terms .303 Base 
10 binary probab. retrospective .419 38.3 

indep.case 
NL terms 

3:5. lSI Experiments 

3.5.1. Collection 

The lSI collection (see Appendix C Section C.2.4 for more details) consists of 1460 

documents in the field of information science. Bibliographic data supplied by ISI© helped 
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identify this set, chosen from among the !!lost highly cited articles in the discipline. 

Since the ADI collection covered similar subject matter,· it was decided to use the 

queries already available from the ADI collection. Spe~ific:any, 35 queries were recorded in 

their original nat ural language form and were available for automatic indexing and yector 

runs. An experiment had been conducted earlier in which Boolean queries were constructed 

to go aiong with the Yector forms. Three different searchers, referred to as searchers 1, 2, 

and 3, each carefully considered the original natural language queries, and proyided a 

Boolean expression for each of those queries. Thus, three full sets of Boolean queries were 

available enabling contrasts between their performance. Finally, exhaustive relevance judg-

. ments were made for each of the 35 queries. 

3~5.2. Comparisons 

Numerous comparisons were made, examining weighting cases, p-value settings, and 

searcher yariations. Results are consistent with those in previous collections and so iurther 

comment is held until the summary in Section 3.6. 

3.5.3. Lexkal Rela.tion Experiment 

In the Medlars experiments described In Section 3.2, it was pointed out that query 

performance was relatively poor due to the replacement of thesaurus terms by all the 

entries in the respective thesaurus classes. 

To explore the effects of term expansion (i.e., replacing a single term by a clause of 

related terms), it was decided to appeal to the concept of lexical relations of the form 

described in [Fox Hl80]. Based upon the work of Mel'chuk et a1. ([Apresyan, Mel'chuk & 

Zholkoysky 1939] and [~1el'chuk 1973]) on lexical functions and a later study by Evens and 
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Smith [1979] a grouping had been made of the types of word relationships present in the 

lexicon. Table 3.9 shows the scheme used here and in [Fox 1980]. Revisions had been sug-

gestedS but it was expected that their effect on retrieval would be minimal. Further, 

changes in the groupings or list of relations might have required a considerable amount of 

time and effort to modify already expanded queri~s. 

The first column of Table 3.9 specifies the 11 groupmgs and gives the abbreviated 

name of each relation. The last column gives a brief explanation, following the terminology 

of Mei'chuk. Finally, the middle two columns provide an example - column two indicates a 

word being considered and column three provides the word that could be stored in a lexicon 

as being lexically related to it according to the relatiollShip being considered. 

With this list of word relationships, instances of which could be captured in a good 

iexicon, the following experiment was conducted. 

(1) Words lexically i"elated to the terms of the AD! collection were selected. Only terms 

of low or medium frequency were considered in deciding which words should be 

expanded. 

(2) The ADI queries were expanded to include the list or lexically related words. In this 

process, words related by antonyms (group B of Ta.ble 3.9) were excluded. As an 

example, consider the word "communication." Lexica!ly related words are shown in 

Table 3.10; actually they ar~ for the corresponding verb form "communicate." 

sPei'sonal communications with Joseph Grimes and Martha Evens relating to adding in 
other relationships that were not included and on reorganizing the groups according to a 
more coherent aud consistent scheme. 
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Table 3.9: Lexical Relation Groups 

RELATION ARGUMENT RELATED EXPLANA TION 
ABBREVIATION TO REL. WORD' OF RELl'.TION 
A. CLASSICAL 

l.Taxonomy lion animal (GENER) is a kind of 
2 ,SluO n~'my amuslD~ funny interchan~eable word 

B. ANTONYMS 
l.Comp married single binary opposition 
2.Anti hot cold one denies the other 
3.Conv to buy to sell converSlveness 
4.Reck husband wife reciproca! kinshiE 

C. GRADING 
I.Queue Monday Tuesday adjaceat in a list 
2.Set sheep flock (MUL T) aggregate 
3.Stz.ge Ice water (CHIU'+ \:oanil'"r.~.;~~ of .. :..",) '~~VU.V.lVU 

4.Compare wolf coyote tYEically cOIDEared with 
D. ATTRIBUTE 

l.Male duck drake unmarked -- male 
2.Female lion lioness unmarked -- iemale 
3.Child cow calf parent -- juvenil.e 
4.Home lion Africa origin, habitat 
5.Son Gog bark characteristic sound 
6.Madeof tire rubber substance, made of 
7.Color tomato red usual color 
8.Time breakfast mornmg usual time 
9.Location toilet bathroom usual place 

10.Size giraffe tall usual height or volume 
11.gualitl saint holy characteristic att:-ibute 

E. PARTS-\VHOLES 
l.Part tusk elephant has part 
2.Cap tribe chief head of organization 
3.Equip gun crew name of staff (personnel) 
4.Piece sligar lump (SING) item of 
5.Comes-from milk cow provemence 
6.Poss rich-man money {QUALI} Eossesses 

F.CASE 
l.Tagent conquer conqueror (usually is 81) agent 
2.Tobject dine dinner (S2) direct object 
3.Tresult dig hole (8res) result 
4.Tcagent beat loser (can be 83) counter-agent 
5.Tinst sew needle (Sinstr) instrument 
6.Tsource sprout earth source 
7.Texper love lover ex periencer 
8.Tloc bake kitchen (Sloe) location 
9.Tsubject sell seller (81) subject 
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Table 3.9 continued: Lexical Relation Groups 

RELATION ARGUMENT RELATED EXPLANA TION 
ABBREVIATION TO REL. WORD· OF RELATION 
F. CASE - cont'd 
1O.Tinobj sell Erlce {S4} indirect object 

G. PREDICATES 
I.Perm fall drop permit, make possible 
2.Incep difficulty run into begin (func. oper.) 
3.Cont peace maintain continue 
4.Fin patience lose cease, stop 
5.Perf study mastered perfective, to have 
6.Result died dead resulting state 
7.Fact dream come true to become a fact 
8.Real attemEt succeed make real, fulfill 

H. COLLOCATION 
1.Copul victim fall copula, to be 
2.Liqu mistake correct destroy,liquidate (verb) 
3.Prepar table set prepare (,verb) 
4.Degrad teeth decay deteriorate 
5.!nc tension mount increase (verb) 
6.Dec cloth shrink decrease (verb) 
7.Bon conditions favorable attribute fer "good" 
8.Centr life Erime culmination 

1. MORPHOLOGY 
I.Past go went past tens·e form 
2.PP go gone past participle 
3.Plural man men plural form 
.:Lothers fun funny ~nl irregular form 

J. PARADIGMATIC 
1. Cause go send (CAUS) effect 
2.Become. red redden verb to get that result 
3.Be near neighbor {inv.PRED)that which is 
4.Nom ... die death (VO,inv.SO)procp.ss noun 
5.Adjn sun solar (inv.AO)adj. form 
6.Able burn com bustible (ABLEi)able to 
7.Imper talk go ahead! irregular imperative 
8.?-.1agn cold freezing very, intensely 
9.Mode style wr~te (Smod)mode of action 

IO.Figur flame EassJon figurative designation 
K. SITUATIONAL (participants in sit. 

1. Ai fire burn generic attribute 
2.0peri sacrifice make verb conDc.:ting with sit. 
3.Funci silence reign verb for subject 
4.Labori torture put to verb for action 
S.Si sell goods name of participants 
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Table 3.10: \V'ords Lexically Related to "communicate" 

Reiationsbi 
Cont 
T source 
T inst 
Part 

Word 

speech 
speaker 
word 
phoneme 

The scheme adopted was to repiace all occurrences of selected original words with an 

d.ppropri<l.tc clause, where the reiated terms were down weighted. Thus, every query 

containing "communication" had instead, in its place, the clause: 

comm unication 
OR 

«speech OR speaker OR word OR phoneme), 0.5> 

(3) Since the relative weights would have different effect depending upon how query 

weights were determined, several s~hemes for query weighting were employed. In the 

usual binary scheme, the .5 relative weight was ignored and all terms present have a 

weight of one; however, the effect of placing the related terms in a separate clause, 

coupled with the way that p-norm formula interpret this construction, would result in 

the equiyalent of a slight down weighting of related terms. The second scheme, "rw", 

indicates use of the relative weights (e.g., the .5) as gi-yen and uses a weight of 1 when 

none is shown. The third scheme, "rw*idf", multiplies either the default weight of 1.0 

(\r a supplied rcbtive "eight (e.g., .5) by the idf weight of the query term. 
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Given the above design, the results in Tables 3.11 through 3.13 can be explained as follows: 

(1) In Table 3.11 the case of strict Boolean queri~s with binary weights is given. The 

down weighting of related terms is essentially ignored due to p = 00 ~ad binary 

weights. For searcher 1, with long clauses already in the query, the lexically related 

words cause a degradation in performance. For the other searchers, w!th shorter 

queries, the !exically related terms are of positive value; a slight improvement is seen. 

At the very low recall levels there is no or hardly any improvement, but improvement 

occurs at medium and high recall ranges - lexical relations certainly should aid recall. 

Table 3.11: lSI Expansion with Lexical Relations - binary wts., p =00 

Searcher Average Precision Percent 
No. Original Expanded Change vs. 

Ouerv Querv Oricrinal 
1 0.1118 0.1041 -6.9 
2 0.0549 0.0854 + 19.1 I 3 0.0653 0.0832 + 27.4 

(2) Table 3.12 covers the case of weighted document and query terms. The scheme "rw" 

me~ns that the relative.weights in the query (e.g., the 0.5 down weighting) are utilized. 

For all three searchers a slight improvement results. For searcher 3, the improvement 

is 9%. Searcher 3's queries are fairly deep!y nested - i.e., the expression trees are tall 

and thin instead of wide and bushy like those of searcher 1. Hence lexica! relations, 

which cause expansion or widening of nodes, affect short clauses more than long ones 

(since long ones have already been expanded somewhat by the searcher), a possible 

reason why the improvement for searcher 3 was so much more. 
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Table 3.12: lSI Expansion with Lexical Relations - dwt=tf*idf, qwt=rw, p=l 

Searcher A yerage Precision Percent 
No. Original Expanded Change ys. 

Ouery Ouerv Ori;!;inal 
1 0.1835 0.1856 + 1.7 ..i. 

2 0.1604 0.1662 +3.6 
3 0.1802 0.1963 +8.9 

(3) Table 3.13 shows results for each of the three searchers. Document weight is fixed at 

tf*idf and p = 1 is used. For a particular searcher, a pair including the regular and 

expanded results are gIven for each of the three types of query weights mentioned 

a.bov~. 

As was mentioned earlier for the other weight cases, the queries prepared by searchers 

Tabie 3.13: lSI Expansion with Lexical Relations - dwt=tf*idf, p = 1 

Searcher Query A yerage Precision Percent 
No. Weight Original Expanded Change "is. 

Method OuerY Ouery Oriuinal 

1 bin 0.1835 0.1869 + 1.9 
1 rw 0.1835 0.1866 + 1.7 
1 rw*idf 0.1726 0.1788 +3.6 
2 bin 0.1604 0.1694 + 5.6 
2 rw 0.1604 0.1662 +3.6 
2 rw*idf 0.1575 0.1652 +4.9 
3 bin 0.1802 0.1949 +8.2 
3 rw 0.1802 0.1963 +8.9 
3 rw*idf 0.1728 0.1823 + 5.5 
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1 and 2 show slight improvements in all of the paired comparisons. Searcher 3's 

queries show even greater improvements. 

In conclusion, then, it is clear that the effects of adding lexically related terms is not a very 

strong one. A mild improvement generally results when the !lew terms are added in the 

form used in this experiment. For certain seGl!"chers or types of queries, the improvement is 

more dramatic. It appears to be the case that when Boolean queries are !'eht.ively short 

and of fa!rly good quality - a situation that only occurred for searcher 3 - then lexical rela

tions are of most benefit. 

Regarding further applications, it should be noted that the use of ]e~ical relations in 

this context is a well defined conc~pt that could be automated if a suitable machine read

able lexicon were available. Indeed, Martha Eyens& has made similar tests (without 

weights, however) to these with recent experiments, using automatically identified lexically 

related terms. 

3.6. Summary and Conclusions 

3.6.1. Principal Results for All Collections 

For ease of reference, the key results from the various experiments are summarized in 

Tables 3.14 through 3.16. That is, the essential ADJ, Medlars, INSPEC, ACM, and lSI 

results are all charted below. 

&Personal communication, July 1982. 
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Table 3.14: Average Precision for Key Cases, All Collections 

Collecticn Searcher NL Strict p=1 p=1 
Name Identifier Cos Boolean Boolean qwt=bin 

tf*idf wt=bin wt=bin dwt=tftidf 

ADI author .7901 .6354 .7512 .8321 
2 clause 

Medlars NLM .5473 .2065 .4710 .5505 

INSPEC Syracuse 7 .2325 .1159 .1911 .2747 

ACM l)student a .303 .1414 .2495 .3542 
2)student b .303 .i156 .2273 .3594 

IS! l)author .1589 .1118 .1687 .1835 
2)librarian a .1569 .0549 .1502 .1604 

-' 3)librarian b .1569 .0653 .1727 .1802 

Table 3.15: Average % Change for Key Cases vs. Boolean Queries 

Collection Searcher NL p=1 p=1 
Name Identifier Cos Boolean qwt=bin 

tf*idf wt=bin dwt=tf*idf 

ADI author 24.4 18.3 31.0 
2 clause 

Medlars NLM 165.0 128.1 166.6 

INSPEC Syr-acuse 7 100.6 64.9 137.0 

ACM l)student a 

I 
114.9 76.6 151.1 

2)student b 163.5 98.3 212.2 

lSI l}author 40.3 50.9 64.1 
2)librarian a 185.8 173.6 192.2 
3)librarian b 140.3 164.5 176.0 
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Table 3.16: AYerage % Change for Key Cases vs. Cosine 

Collection Searcher St.rict p=l p=1 
Name Identifier Booiean Boolean qwt=bin 

wt=bin wt=bin dwt=tf*idf 
ADI author I -19.6 -4.9 5.3 
2 clause 

I ! ... ". 
!~LM -62.3 -13.9 ntt IV!eC!a::-s I v.v 

INSPEC Syracuse 7 -50.2 -17.8 18.2 

ACM l)student a -53.5 -17.8 16.8 
2)student b -62.0 -24.8 18.5 

lSI l)author -28.7 7.5 17.0 
2)librarian a -65.0 -4.3 2.2 
3)iibrarian b -53.8 10.1 14.9 

Tabie 3.H shows a singie measured vaiue oi the merit oi each run - the average of the 

precision yalues at recall levels .25, .50, .75 - for various collections and retrieval methods. 

Natural language (NL) queries were available for each collection as were a correspond-

ing set of Boolean logic (BL) queries; for CACM two students reformulated questions into 

Boolean expressions while for the lSI collection, three different searchers, namely the author 

and two librarians, constructed Boolean queries. 

The key cases shown in those tables allow comparison between the standard vector, 

the standard Boo!ea!l, and two of the new !>"norm trials. Table 3.14 shows the actual pteci-

sion values. Table 3.15 shows percent changes, where the original Boolean queries are used 

as a base for comparison. However, in many of the collections, the Boolean queries did very 

badly. Hence, the cosine run, made on tbe automatically indexed NL queries, is used as the 

base for percentage changes given in Table 3.16. 
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3.6.2. Discussion 

Five different collections, of differing sizes and composed of documents in different sub

ject areas, were used to compare the performance of p-norm methods with those of the 

standard Boolean and cosine techniques. In all cases the Boolean que.ies for p = 1 gaye 

significant improvements (i.e., 24-186%) over the original Boolean queries. Using document 

weights also, according to a scheme similar to the tf*idf formula -used for cosine runs gave 

further improvement. The p-norm scheme with weights and p = 1 did at least slightly 

better than the standard cosine scheme in all cases. In the two cases where the initial 

Boolean queries were very much worse than the cosine runs, !;h~ weighted p-norm scheme 

was only marginally better than the cosine case; for other sets of queries the improyement 

oyer the cosine run ranged from 5% to 18%. 

Though these improvements oyer cosme behayior a.re ~~~ ::!!': substantial as those 

resulting from the use oi feedback techn!ques, t.hey are of interest for a Dum ber of practical 

and theoretical reasons: 

(1) Existing Boolean systems could be changed to use p-norm techniques in a stepwise 

fashion. Thus, usmg p =00 and document weights is a reasonable initial change, 

requmng no alteration lil the Boolean logic operations ol umon and intersection of 

inverted lists. Since for binary query weights the effect of high p-values is not as 

noticeable as when query weights are used, some improvement would result and.the 

document weights could initially be based on a scheme like idf using data available 

from the postings file. A similar scheme was used successfully in the Syracuse SIRE 

system [McGill &, Noreault 19ii]. 

After such an initial change, the relaxing of p-vaiues could be partially implemented. 
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First, computing the similarity using lower p-values could be done simply, for docu

ment ranking purposes only, after retrieval was performed based on p = 00. Second, 

the retrieval logic could be modified so as to retrieve documents beyond those which 

fully satisfy the p = 00 Boolean logic - e.g., also retrieve documents matched by any 

low frequency term in the query, or any pair of high frequency terms, or perhaps, any 

combination of two or more terms with total idr weight above a certain threshold. 

Algorithms could be devised which would result in retrieving no more than a specified 

upper limit on the number of documents: L, and which would initially select docu

ments with highest similarity to the p-norm equation. Thus, the efficiency of an 

inverted me system would be partially preserved. Alternatively, clustered document 

schemes could be employed as have been proposed for use with the vector model (see 

Chapter 7 for more details on clustering). 

(2) Some experienced searchers prefer to use Boolean queries rather than vector methods, 

feeling that they have more control and can be more precise in stating an information 

need through Boolean logic. For such searchers, their favorite form of query would 

still be handled, and yet the p-norm methods would improve the effectiveness of 

retrie .... al. Similariy, for untrained users of such a system, a list of key words could be 

automatically con .... erted into a query with a single outer operator and p = 1; using 

weights on the terms, a run like the cosine case would result. 

(3) As will be discussed in later chapters, the p-norm model allows queries which are a 

mixture of two parts - one which would probably utilize p = 00 since it requires exact 

matching of certain factual information (e.g., AUTHOR = Smith), along with a 

second part needing less strict matching - e.g., lists of terms ORed together with low 
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p-values. Though a certain amount of training would be required to form such 

queries, the p-norm notation is clearly adequate to express such inform3t ion needs. 

An interesting idea for future research would be to train searchers to prepare such 

complex, mixed queries and see how well they perform. 

(4) Finally, the p-norm model enables one to better understand various phenomena about 

Boolean and vector systems. Thus, the graph and regression. analysis of Medlars 

results pictorially and quantitatively show the interaction between p-yalues and 

weighting schemes. 

The above discussion brings out several points that lead into the subsequent chapters. 

Specifically, 

(1) Since some might feel that p-norm methods further complicate the proc~s of Boolean 

query construction, which is already fairly difficult, it would be desirable to automati

cally construct p-norm queries. Techniques for doing so are given in Chapter 4. 

(2) Since many Boolean queries are not optimal, and p-norm performance is reduced if the 

basic query is poorly formed, a means for reformulating Boolean queries would be use

ful. Chapter 5 therefore deals with automatic feedback methods used to improve 

Boolean and p-norm queries. 

Building upon the p-norm model described in Chapter 2 and the explanation 3.I:.d yalidation 

of the basic approach giyen in this chapter, further chapters will further develop the metho

dology for practical use of p-norm techniques. 
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AUTOMATIC P-NORM QUERY CONSTRUCTION 

4.1. Introduction 

Boolean logic based search systems require that users describe queries in the form of 

Boolean expressions. The computer retrieves documents satisfing those formulas. Since the 

retrieval quality of the original query greatly affects search performance, even when p-norm 

enhancements are made (cf. Chapter 3), it is of interest to examine strategies recommended 

for constructing good queries. This topic is covered in Section 4.2. 

Since constructing a good query is a relative!y difficult task, the question a!"lses 

whether such a. process could be automated, thereby relieving the user of that burden. If 

Boolean queries could be automatically constructed with perforID:::.nce approaching that of 

manually constructed queries, and p-norm methods could be automatically used to improve 

performance to exceed that of manually constructed queries, a simpler and more effective 

retrieval scheme could be implemented. In addition, users would not have to learn the 

intricacies of manual p-norm query construction, since that would be dene for them by the 

computer. A two step process is therefore suggested to arrive at mechanistically generated 

p-norm queries: 1) automatically construct regular Boolean queries from a list of terms, and 

2) interpret those queries using experimentally tested types of assignments of p-values and 

weights. Alternati .... ely, the two steps could be collapsed into one, where suitable p-norm 

expressions are directly produced. In any case, the starting point should simply be a list of 

keywords or key phrases. 

81 
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Two possible methods proposed for automatic query construction are described in Sec-

tions 4.3 and 4.4. Though both are in accord with the assumptions of the theory of ire-

quency based retrieval, these techniques approach the process from slightly different per-

spectives. Section 4.5 therefore compares and summarizes the relevant results. 

Since automatic query com;truction techniques here' described ignore any information 

fed back by the user as part of an interactive search process, that topic will be taken up in 

Chapter 5, '",hich focuses on automatic query reconstruction using feedback methods. 

4.2. Background - Strategies for Searching 

In describing "An Expert System for Document Retrieval," Yip [197.9] explains the 

guidance giyen by EXPERT-I, a experimental system aimed at aiding or replacing search 

intermediaries through the use of interactive computer dialogues. Essentially, the approach 

is to state the topic of interest and then decompose it into meaningful concepts. One for-

mulates each concept as the union of search terms, and then constructs the query as the 

intersection of the expressions representing those C0!!Cept.s. 

Meadow and Cochrane [1981] deyote an entire chapter to strategies for searching con-

cept groups and terms. Though the process they suggest for negotiating with users to iden-

tify information needs is not gern::.ane to the discussion, the various approaches they recom-

mend for query construction may be of interest. Exp!e:-il:lg these alternative approaches, 

described below, should help explain why Boolean query formulation is difficult, and should 

i!!ustr~te the roles played by term frequencies and Boolean operator selection. 

- . 

(1) Most Specific Facet (i.e., term or phrase) 

Select a facet that has few postings and IS a good indicator or the desired resuit. 

Com bine it with variant spellings using the OR connective. 
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(2) Lowest Postings Facet 

Select the term or phrase estimated to have the fewest postings. Add other facets 

using the OR connector until enough useful documents are retrieved. 

(3) Building Blocks 

This is essentially the approach taken in EXPERT-I. Key concepts become blocks, 

and facets relating to those are combined using the OR opera.tor. Figure 4.1 shows 

three building blocks for a hypothetica.l query, "Estimation problems in probabilistic 

IR". Finally, the AND operator connects all of the blocks. 

Figure 4.1: Building Blocks Strategy 

Blocks: 

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 
estimation pro ba bilistic IR 
parameters BLE information retrieval 
Jeffrex's prior feedback retrieval . 

Key to Forming Query from Blocks: 

Bold faced words or phrases in blocks idpntify 
those entries which have fewest postings. 

Res:tlting Query: 

("estimation" OR "parameters" OR "Jeffrey's prior") 
AND 

("probabilistic" OR "BLE") 
AND 

("IR" OR "information retrieval" OR "feedback retrievar') 
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(4) Citation "Pearls" (i.e., grow around a small beginning) 

Given a building block formulation, select the most specific facet of each block. The 

bold face entries in Figure 4.1 identify those expected to have fewest postings. 

Assuming that they are the most specific terms, the query would then be: 

("Jeffrey's prior" AND "BLE" AND "feedback retrieval") 

After a few documents are retrieved, they are examined to supply additional terms for 

an improyed query. Essentially, feedback is being performed manually. 

(5) Successive Fractions / Divide and Couqo.;.er 

Beginning with a broad initial formulation, repeatedly make reYlSIons that limit the 

result to some, possibly large, fraction of the previously identified set. One might first 

select a range of years, secondly apply so"me general subdivision to isolate a field of 

!nterest, and then continue adding in additivnal restrictions as conjuncts. 

Based on the aboye descriptions of query formulation techniques, oile can see that Boolean 

queries are constructed: 

(1) using appropriate elements so as to produce a retrieved set of manageable size, 

(2) using the number of postings for each term, and the size of the retrieyed set for each 

query subexpression, 

(3) using the OR operator to combine terms that are almost synonymous, 

(4) using the Ai\D operator to achieve greater specificity, by combining OR clauses. 

(5) using retrieved documents as the basis for new query forms, as in feedback. 
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It is not surprlslDg that Boolcan qucn:;s c~m achieve good performance, when term 

combinations are properiy organized. It is also not surprising, though, that some relevant 

documents can be missed, especially if many AND operators are uti!ized. By way of exam

ple, consider Figure 4.1 again, and note that a relevant document with facets "Jeffrey's 

prior" and "fecdback retrieval" would be missed if n!!ither "probabilistic" nor "BLE" 

appeared in that docum ent, even though it would no doubt be relevant in -any case. 

'Nhile these strategies are eas:!y understood, they are difficult to put into practice. 

Hence, it is desirable either to have automatic routines for them or to provide alternative 

implementations of the underlying principles. The next two sections explore this question, 

. and describe two such possible alternative schemes for automatic query conStruction. 

4.3. Frequency Range Based Construction 

The first automatic query formulation scheme tested is one based on the frequency 

approach to retrieval, where the number of postings for each term is the only determinant 

of how it wiil be used in a query. In particular, term discrimination theory provides a 

number of insight.s that can be applied to forming p-norm queries. 

4.3.1. Term Discrimination Theory Application 

Mention has already been made of the simple idea of using AND clauses for connecting 

elements of phrases and OR clauses to link synonyms or lexicall~' o. semanticaHy reiated 

words. Lacking adequate tools for easily identifying automatically such relationships in 

large document collections by linguistic analysis, it has been suggested that statistical infor

mation might be used inste~d [Salton 1975j. 
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Seyeral such schemes rely for theoretical and experimental support on work done with 

term discrimination yalues [Salton, Yang & Yu 1975]. Each term in the dictionary (of all 

terms) for a collection can be analyzed to see how well it alone can be used as a discrimina

tor. Adding a good term to a space where it is not present should make the space less com

pact since good discr:ill:nators separate things well. I>.iscrimination value measures how 

much adding a term causes the "density" of the vector space to be decreased (by good 

discriminators); for bad discriminators the discrimination value may be negative, reflecting 

an increase in density if those terms are added. If one assumes that discrimination values 

of terms can be accurately determined by positing independent assignment of those terms 

. to documents, and fU!"thermore that these values are rel!able indicators 'of term quality, 

then discrimination values can help identify which terms shouid be utilized and which 

should be eliminated from queries. 

High frequency terms are poor discriminators since they are usually assigned to many 

documents scattered all over the yector space. Hence, they should be omitted from queries. 

Alternatively, they could be used only when in a phrase, such as when ANDed together 

with other medium or high frequency terms. 

As expected, terms with middle frequency values tend to occur in a moderate number 

of documents reasonably close together in the vector space, and so typically exhibit positive 

discrimination values. Terms with low document frequency are so rare and specific that 

they cannot retrieve very many of the documents releyant to given queries - they exhibit 

low discrimination values. However, a clause formed as the disjunction of such suitably 

chosen low frequency terms could exhibit fairly high discrimination ability. 
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Based on term discrimination tests, Figure 4.2 illustrates the variation of term discrim-

ination values versus term frequency (postings). Since term frequency values (postings) are 

commonly available in retrieval systews whc:-eas disc:-im!::iation values require 3. g')od deal 

of computation to arrive at, it is suggested that folIc-wing the correspondence shown 

between the two values term frequencies be appropriately utilized instead of discrimination 

values for determination of phrases or thesaurus classes. That correspondenc~ is summar-

!zed as follows: 

Figure 4.2: Term Discrimination Value versus Term Frequency 

Term 
Discrimin ation 
Value 

/ 

1 

Medium Frequency 
Terms are Good 
Discriminators 

! 

Low Frequency Terms 
are Rare and so Have 
Low Discrimination 
Values 

N/IO N/100 

High Frequency Terms 
Have Very Low or 
Negative Discrimination 
Values 

N 
Log Scale of 
Term Frequencies 
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(1) Terms with .... ery low document frequency exhibit low discrimination values. 

(2) As the document frequency of terms rise, the discrimination value of those terms 

improve up to a ma.ximum point that is reached for medium frequency terms. 

(3) As the document frequency increases further, discrimination values rapidly become 

worse. 

(4) Very high frequency terms ha .... e the worst discrimination vaiues. 

The vector space model typically uses a simple list of weighted terms identified from 

an original natural language query after applying a stop word list and after stemming each 

'remaining word. Better performance could be expected if besides using simple word stems, 

thesaurus classes and phrases could be included according to the following principles: 

(1) Low frequency terms should be broadened. by incorporating several related low

frequency terms into a single OR clause, i.e., prefix the OR connective to a list of 

low-frequency terms to make a clause or subexpression of a Boolean or p-norm query. 

(2) Medium frequency terms should be used as single terms without further ado. 

(3) High frequency terms should be transformed into more specific entities by forming 

AND clauses, where the AND connectiye is used to prefix a list of high frequency 

terms to make a clause or subexpression that is sufficiently narrow in scope. 

An excellent example occurs in query 1 of the ADI two clause collection, where "catalog" 

and "catalogue" both ha .... e .... ery low frequency and so should be combined into a thesaurus 

class 

"catalog" OR "catalogue". 
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Likewise, "computerization" and "automatio!:!." both have high frequency a:ld so could be 

combined into the phrase 

"computerization" AND "automation". 

In the vector model, using phrases and thesaurus classes does not naturally fit in, and 

requires special static collection-wide processing and possible partial re-indexing. Certainly 

the Boolean model seems a more appropriate vehicle since each of the relevant phrases and 

thesaurus classes can be directly and dynamically specified for a given query. 

However, in the Boolean model it is not obvious how to link the various clauses, or 

how to include the middle frequency terms. In the above mentioned query it is unciear how 

to combine the three elements: 

"catalog" OR "catalogue" 
"mechanization" 

low frequency class: 
medium freq. term: 
high freq. phrase: "computerization" AND "automation" . 

. 
Since it appears that an acceptable solution might haye to combine both Boolean logic and 

vector notions, the sensible apprcach would be to use a p-norm query such as 

ORl( OR2( catalog, catalogue), 
mechanization, 
AIVD2( computerization, automation) ). 

Here, an outer operator with p = 1 is used to link the various query components - OR 

clauses for low frequency terms, individual entries for medium frequency terms, and A!\D 

clauses for high irequency terms. Assuming that fiye frequency ranges are used instead of 

the four shown aboyc, and defining outer operator Op9-ouler (where OP is either A!\D or 

OR), one might haye the follo~iIlg general query format: 
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where typical parameter assignments might be 

p-outer = p3 = 1 
-pI = p5 = 2 
p2 = p4 = 1.5 

(very low freq.) 

(med. low freq.) 

(med. freq.) 

(rued. high freq.) 

(very high freq.) 

and weights could either be binary values (i.e., 0 or 1), or else based on idi vakes. 

To implement these ideas, it is necessary to have appropriate techniques to: 

(1) Determine the correct number of frequency ranges to use. 

(4-1) 

(2) 
. 

Identify term frequency values that delimit the frequency ranges - e.g .. determine 

what is the highest frequency for "very low frequency" terms and what is the highest 

frequency for the next range, "med. low frequency"" 

(3) Select suitable p-values for each range. 

(4) Determine weigh ts Wij for term j of clause i. 

(5) Determine weights Wi for each clause" i. 

(6) Select the appropriate connective for OP and the correct .... alue for p-outer. 

Preliminary exploration of theory-based ideas for making these decisions was done with the 

AD! two clause queries. Further experiments were carried out with the Medl3.I"S collection. 
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4.3.2. Frequency Range Medlars Experiments 

Since there were only 82 documents in the AD! collection, the frequencies of terms 

necessarily covered a fairly narrow range. In order to explore the applicability of frequency 

range based query construction methods, the larger collection of 1033 Medlars documents 

was employed. To demons~rate what such queries actually look like an e:-:ample is 

described in detail in Section 4.3.2.1. Tha.t example is then followed by a discussion of the 

design and results from experiments using automatic queries constructed with the frequency 

range method. 

4.3.2.1. Example 

The natural language form of the second Medlars query is shown in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3: Natural Language Form of MedJars Query 2 

The relationship of blood and cerebrospinal fluid oxygen concentrations or partial pressures. 
A method of interest is polarography. 

After automatic indexing the terms are assigned concept numbers and weights are 

computed according to the idf scheme. Table 4.1 shows the results. 

The irequency range method separates terms into clauses based on the frequency lim-

its set for each range. In one experiment the eight ranges shown in Table 4.2 were chosen, 

to ensure that the num ber of terms in classes were roughly the same. Every term of query 

2 is listed under the proper range and a p-value for each range is suggested. The following 

sections will explain the basis for these assignments in more detail. 
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Table 4.1: Frequency and IDF \Veights for Terms in Medlars Query 2 

Concept Actual Collection Idf 
Number Term Freguency Weight 

6633 relationship 55 2.698 
872 blood 148 1.27 

1168 cerebrospinal 17 4.392 
2878 fluid 45 2.988 
5565 oxygen 30 3.573 
1485 concen tration 95 1.91 
5662 partial 96 1.895 
6197 pressure 339 0.075 
4762 method 121. 1.561 
3969 interest 15 4.573 
6009 polarography 2 7.48 

Table 4.2: Frequency Ranges Used in Example of Query Clauses 

I Upper 
Frequency 

Value 
Allowed 
in Range 

2 
3 
6 

10 
20 
50 

100 

1033 

Boolean Possible Terms from Example 
Connective P-Values in Range 

Chosen 

OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
AND 
AND 
AND 

AND 

2 
1.7 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.3 
1.5 

2 

polarography 

cerebrospinal 
fluid, oxygen 
concentration, partial, 
relationship 

blood. method. l'ressure 

4.3.2.2. Experimental Design 

The frequency range method requires that many parameter settings be deter~ined to 

specify how queries should be formulated and how query-document similarities should be 

computed. Decisions must be made regarding: 
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(1) Document weighting - e.g., binary or tf*idf 

(2) Query term weighting - e.g., binary or idf 

(3) Query clause weighting - e.g., binary or average of idr values of sub-clause entries 

(4) Outer p-value - e.g., p = 1 or p = 2 

(5) Terms used to form the query from - e.g., the original natural language query or the 

Boolean logic query after expansion of MESH thesaurus classes 

(6) Frequency ranges chosen (see 8 cases described later) 

(7) Assignment of operators and p-values to each frequency range . 

. Since options 4, 6, and 7 could lead to infinite num bers of possible settingS and since there 

are 16 combinations of the other four variables listed above, a factorial design is impossible. 

Almost 50 cases were selected to try to cover the space of reasonable assignments to param

eters and to enable a number of contrasts to be made. That is, a number of pairs of 

selected cases differed only in a single setting, so if all such pairs showed preference for one 

particular setting, at least a tentative conclusion could be reported favoring that better set

ting. Statistical methods could be applied later to formalize these findings, if such valida

tion seemed appropriate. 

The essent.ial feature of the frequency range theory that distinguishes it from other 

methods is that of subdividing the set of terms into ranges based on their frequency of 

occurrence in documents. Therefore, eight different ways of splitting the Medlars frequency 

range were suggested. 
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(1) Since the ADI results were fairly good the idf ranges used for dividing between succes

sive ranges were scaled to match the wider set of possible Medlars values and 

corresponding frequencies were selected. This first set of ranges was 1-3, 4-21, 22-90, 

91 + ; the fcur ranges are then analogous to the AD! ranges. 

(2) According to findings with the Medlars collection· made during term discrimination 

value studies [Salton, Yang & Yu 1975J, discrimination rank faBs rapidly as frequency 

increases, reaching a low point at frequency=10·, coming up part way to a plateau at 

frequency 20, and rea<.:hing a maximum around frequency=50. Two ~lidelines often 

used are the points n/l0 and n/l00 which identify the low and high ends of m!ddle 

frequency terms; when n=collection size=1033 as in Medlars, those values are roughly 

100 and 10. Using these guidelines and desiring to have at least four ranges, five of 

the remaining seven sets of ranges were chosen. Set number two, for example, aimed 

at haying a wide range for low frequency terms, and using points 20, 50, and 100 men

tioned above. Hence, the four ranges were 1-20, 21-50, 51-100, and 100+ . 

(3) Based on the previous case, but separating out terms occurriIl.g in only a. few docu

ments, gave five ranges: 1-2, 3-20, 21-50, 51-100, 100+ . 

(4) Splitting the low frequency ranges further gives five ranges: 1-3, 4-8, 9-20, 21-100, 

100+ . 

(5) Using the cutoff point, frequency=10, gIves five ranges: 1-10, 11-20, 21-50, 51-100, 

100+ . 

(6) Of interest is whether more ranges would help or hurt. Dividing the low and middle 

frequency ranges further gives eight ranges: 1-2, 3, 4-6, 7-10, 11-20, 20-50, 51-100, 

100+ . 
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(7) Going to nine ranges and using upper limits of form 

1 + 21:-1 for k = 1,2, ... , 8 

yields 1-2, 3, 4-5, 6-9, 10-17, 18-33,34-65, 66-129, 129+ . 

(8) Again using nine ranges, but selecting upper points 21:, results in 1-2, 3--L 5-8, 9-16, 

17-32,33-64,65-128, 129-256, 25tH. 

\Vith ranges identified, a methodology for assigning operations and p-.:Jues to each 

range was needed. The obvious first approach was to use constant p = 1 everywhere. 

Alternatively, one could assign operators and p-values so that OR= was used fer lcwest fre

quency terms, ANDY for highest frequency terms, and OR:' with x, < x or ASDY' with 

V' < y for clauses in between. Typically, then, OR 1 = AND 1 would be used :or clauses of 

medium frequency ter:ns. 

Actually, p-va!ue assignments fell into 3 classes: 

(1) x = y = 1, i.e. constant. ~value 

(2) x = y = 2, i.e. values of p ranging from 2 down to 1 and then up to 2 

(3) other cases of handling x and y, such as x = 2 and y = 3. 

From the abov:! discussion, it can be seen which values were chosen from, in c:-der to ani.e 

at each of the test cases selected. Results of those tests, as given in the ::ext section, 

should be easily understood. 

4.3.2.3. ~esults 

Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 summarize the :-es~!ts 0: the 47 test runs m3de using fre

quency range methods on the Medlars collection. Initial contrasts were m3C.<::, as shown in 
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Table 4.2 while more detailed tests for two particular sets of ranges are summarized in the 

other two tables. 

The first test made is that comparlDg the use of terms from the natural ianguage 

statement (NL) against the use of terms in the expanded Boolean logic query (BL). In 

Table 4.2, cases 1-4 use NL while 5-8 use BQ; pairwise contrasts show in each of the four 

situations that NL terms are preferable, in keeping with similar tests made earlier. This 

. conclusion is further supported in Table 4.3 by contrasts between cases 1-4 and 9-12. In 

Table 4.4, contrasts supporting the above evidence are cases 1-2 versus 3-4 and 5-9 yersus 

15-19. Hence, attention will hereafter be focused on the use of NL terms. 

The second test mad~ compares the use of tf*idf versus binary weights, on document 

terms. Evidence that tf*idf is better is given b:.: the following contrasts: Table 4.::! cases 3-4 

versus 1-2, cases 7-8 yersus 5-6; Table 4.3 cases 1-4 yersus 5-8; Table 4.4 cases 2 ycrsus 1, 4 

versus 3, and cases 5-9 versus 10-14. Clearly, using tf*idf document weights is preTerred. 

There seems not to be any problem of interaction between the two parameters studied 

above; using KL terms and tf*idf documents is encouraged as can be seen in Table 4.2 by 

contrasting cases 3-4 with either 1-2 or 5-6 o!" 7-8. Similarly, in Table 4.3, c~es 1-4 are 

better than 5-8 or 9-12. Finally, in Table 4.4, case 2 surpasses 1, 3, and 4 and C3Se5 5-9 are 

better than 10-14 or 15-19. In summary, then, NL terms and tf*idf documents are a good 

combination. 

A third question deals with how many frequency ranges are appropriate, and how the 

best breakdown of the frequency spectrum into ranges can be made. Fixing :!.ttention for 

the moment on when all p-values are set to 1.0, and assuming the NL terms and tf*idf 

docu~~nt weights ~:-e c~p!oyed, then if idf weights are used on query terms ~md clauses. 
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Table 4.2: Medlars Freq. Range Queries - Initial Contrasts 

Case Doc. Query Clause Outer Term Ran- Frequency Ranges lAYer. 
No. \Vt. \Vt. \Vt. Set es and 0 erators Prt"C". 

1 Bin. Bin. Bin. 00 NL 5 (1-10):OR oo ,.1904 
(1l-20):AND oo 

(50-100+ ):Af·!Dco I 
2 Bin. Bin. Bin. 00 NL 4 (1-20):AND oo ! .1302 

(50-100+ ):AND co .1302 

3 Tf*idf Bin. Bin. 00 NL 5 (1-10):OR co .3.558 
(1l-20):AND oo 

(50-100+ ):AND oo 

4 Tf*idi Bin. Bin. co NL 4 (1-20):ANDoo .. 2~98 
(50-100+ :AND co .~~98 

5 Bin. Bin. Bin. 00 BL . 5 (1-10): OR 00 .13-12 
(1l-20):ANDco 
(50-100+ ):ANDoo 

6 Bin. Bin. Bin. 00 BL 4 (i-20):AND 00 .0%0. 
(50-100+ ):'-;NDoo 

7 Tf*idf Bin. Bin. 00 BL 5 (1-IO):OR co .2753 
(1l-20):AND oo 

(50-100+ ):ANDoo 

8 Tf*idf Bin. Bin. 00 BL 4 (1-20):AND oo .1678 
(50-100+ ):AND oo 

9 Tf*idf Idf Av.!df 1 NL 4 (1-3-21):OR 1 1.5055 
(22-90+ ):AND 1 I 

10 Tf*idf Idf Av.Idf 1 NL 4 (1-3): OR I.S, .5148 
(4-21): OR 1.2 

(22-90 ):.tND 1.2 

90+ :AND1.S 

I 

l ll. Tf*idf Idf Av.ldf I NL 4 (1-2-20):OR 1 .5170 
(21-100+ ):AND 1 

(Continued on i\ext Page) 
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Table 4.2 cont'd: Medlars Freq. Range Queries - Initial Contrasts 
(with Doc.\Vt=tf*idf, Query-vVt=Idf, Clause-\Vt=Av.idf, 

Outer-P=l, Term-Set=NL) 

Case No.of F~equency Ranges Aver. 
No. Ran!T(,s and Operators Prec. 

12 4 (1-2):OR 1.5, .4990 
(3-20): OR 1.2 
(21-100):AND 1.2 
100+ :AND1.S 

I 
13 10 (1-2-3):ORl .5164 

(5-9): OR 1 

(17-33):ORl 
(34-65 ):AND 1 

{3.29-257+ ):ANDI 

14 10 (1-2):OR 2
, .5135 

3:0R 1•7 

(4-5): OR loS, 

(6-9): OR l.3 

(10-17): OR 1.2, 
(18-33): OR 1 

(34-65 ):AND 1.3, 

(66-129):AND 1.S 

{130-257):AND 1.7, 

258+ :AND 2 

15 9 (1-2-4):OR 1 .5071 
(8-16-32): OR 1 

(33-64 ):AND 1 

{128-256+ ):AND 1 

.51351 16 9 (1-2):OR 2, 
{3-4):OR 1.7 

(5-8):OR I.S 

(9-16): OR 1.3 

(17-32):OR 1
, 

(33-64 ):AND 1.3 

(6G-128):AND I.S, 

(129-256):AND 1.7 

257+ :AND 2 
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Table 4.3: Medlars 5 Freq. Range Queries - Contrasts 

Operators are Assigned to Ranges: 

Start of Ran"'E' 0 erat:-lr P-Value Variable 

1 OR pI 
4 AND p2 
9 AND p3 

21 AND p4 
101 AND p5 

Results for Trials: (clause wt.=av.idf) 

Case Group Doc. Query Outer 
No. Entry \Vt. \Vt.. 1] 

1 I Al Tr·idf ldf 2 
2 A2 Tf*idf ldf 1 
3 A3 Tf*idf Bin 1 
4 A4 Tf*idf Idf 1 

5 BI Binary Idf 2 
6 B2 Binary ldf 1 
7 B3 Binary Bin 1 
8 B4 Binary ldf 1 

9 Cl Tf*idf ldf 2 
10 C2 Tf*idf Idf 1 
11 C3 Tf*idf Bin 1 
12 C4 Tf*idf Idf 1 

Ordering of Cases in Each Group: 
A: 4 > 2 > 1 > 3 
B: 1 > 4 > 2 > 3 
C: 4 > 3> 2 > 1 

Term 
Set 

NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 

NL 
NL 
NL 

I NL 
BQ 
BQ 
BQ 
BQ 

P-Values for Ran~ es 
pI -02 p3 p4 u5 

2 I 1.5 2 3 
2 1.5 I 1.5 2 
2 1.5 1 1.5 2 
1 ! 1 1 1 

2 I 1.5 2 3 
2 1.5 I 1.5 2 
2 1.5 I 1.5 2 
i . 1 1 1 1 

2 1 1.5 2 3 
2 1.5 1 1.5 2 
2 1.5 1 1.5 2 
1 I 1 1 1 , 

Aver. 
Prec. 

.4883 

.4966 

.4759 

.5025 

.4518 

.4398 

.4219 

.4430 

.3453 

.3590 

.3613 

.3756 i 
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Table 4.4: Medlars 8 Frcq. Range Queries - Contrasts 

Operators are Assigned to Ranges: 

Start of R ar."'c Operator' P-Value Variable 

1 OR pI 
3 OR p2 
4 OR p3 

I 7 OR p4 
I 11 OR p5 ·1 

21 AND p8 
51 AND p7 

101 AKD p8 

Results for Trials: 

. 
Group A: Q.Wt=idf, Outer-P=l 

Case Group Doc. Term P-Values for Ranges Aye~. 

No. Entrv Wt. Set pI p2 p3 04 p5 06 07 ])8 Pr~. . Al Binary NL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .4863 . ~ 

2 A2 Tf*idf NL 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 . 1 .52~2 

3 A3 Binary BQ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .35~9 

4 A4 Tf*idf BO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .371:)7 

Group B: D.Wt=tf*idf, Terms=NL 

Case Group Query Outer P-Values for Ranges Aye:-. 
No. Entry \Vt. f} ~I ~2 p3 04 pS ])6 07 08 Pr~. 

5 Bl Binary 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .5218 
6 B2 Jdi 1 J 1 ! ! ! ! 1 ! S.) I.) 

• _"t_ 

7 B3 Binary 1 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 1.5 1.7 .5193 
8 B4 Idf 1 2 1) 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 1.5 1.7 .5:;:39 
9 B5 Idf 2 2 2 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 1 ~ 

.... i> 2 :: , ("": , 
.vJ. ...... ~ 

(Continued on Next Page) 
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Table 4.4 continued: !l.1edlars 8 Freq. Range Queries - Contrasts 

Results for Trials (continued): 

I 

Group C: D.\Vt=bin2.ry, Terms=NL 

Case Group Query Outer P-Values for Ranges 
No. Entry \Vt. p pI p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 

10 Cl Bip-ary 1 1 1 1 1 1 • .2-

11 C2 Idf 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
12 C3 Binary 1 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 
13 C4 Idf 1 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 
14 r-.~ 

'vi) Idf 2 2 2 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 

Group D: D.\Vt=tf*idf, Terms=BQ 
Case Group Query Outer P-Values for Ranges 
No. Entry \Vt. 9 pI p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 

15 Dl Binary 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
16 D2 Idf 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 
17 D3 Binary 1 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 
18 D4 Idf 1 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 
19 D5 Idf 2 2 2 1.5 1.3 1 1.3 

Ordering of Cases in Each Group: 
A: 2 > 1 > 4 > 3 
B: 2 > 4 > 1 > 3 > 5 
C: 1 > 4 > 2 > 3 > 5 
D: 1 > 2 > 3 > 4 > 5 

I 
AYer. 

I p7 p8 Pre-c. 

1 1 .4928 
1 1 .4863 
1.5 1.7 .4839 
1.5 1.7 .4913 
1.5 2 .478S 

AYer. I 
I 

p7 p8 Pree. 

1 1 .3789 
1 1 .3767 
1.5 1.7 .3656 
1.5 1.7 .364-1 
1.5 2 .3495 

the cases of interest are 9, 11, 13, and 15 of Table 4.2; 4 of Table 4.3; and 2 (or e~u..iyalently 

6) of Table 4.4. Summarizing the ranges· chosen and resulting average precision. Table 4.5 

shows how the yarious options compare. 
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Table 4.5: Comparison of Effects of Different Ranges 

Original 

Table 

4.5 

4.6 

4.7 

When Doc.\Vt.=Tf*idf, Query&Clause wt.=Idf, 
and Terms=NL, p = 1 

Original No. of Limits of 
Case RanO'cs Ranucs 

9 4 1,3,21,90 

11 4 1,2,20,100 

13 10 1,2,3,5,9.17,33,65,129,257 

15 9 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256 

4 5 1,3,8,20,100 

2 8 1,2,3,6,10,20,50,100 

Averag~ 

Precision 

.5055 

.5170 

.5164 

.5071 

.5025 

.5242 

The entire range of variation of average precision values is only 0.5055 to .5242, so it 

seems unlikely that there is much significance of difference between one range assignment 

method and the next, as long as they are each fairly systematic. It does seem wise to have 

a separate class for frequency 2 terms but little else conclusive can be said about this data. 

Fourth, consider the assignment of p-vaiues to the outer AND operator. Using an 

outer p-value of 2 was tried in a number of cases, to contrast with the usual choice of 

AND 1 as the outermost connective; in all but one situation p = 1 is the best choice. Only 

when binary document weights are also used (i.e., case 5 of Table 4.3 which contrasts with 

the p = 1 case 6), and another confounding change in inner.p-value5 was also introduced, is 

there an exception, caused by the interaction 'of these three parameter settings. However, 

since binary document weight is not encouraged, the exceptional situation is not really ger-

mane to the present discussion, and the conclusion stated above can be generally followed. 

Regarding p-value assignments on interior clauses, the question is whether p = 1 

should be applied throughout or whether the p-values should be high for the extremes of 
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frequency, and low for medium frequencies. Unfortunately, there is no dear answer; in a 

few cases the best results occurred when p-values varied while in the other cases using 

p = 1 was best or there was no significant difference. It is pcs5ible that only certain fre

quency ranges along with particular p-value settings give consistently better results and so 

should be utilized, but there is no algorithm apparent here for identifying such situations a 

prIorI. 

Sixth, the question is whether query weights are advisable. Once again, the contrasts 

give conflicting or unclear results. As shown in Chapter 3, it is far more important if docu

ment term weights are used. 

Finally, the question is whether p = 00 gives tolerable results when the frequency 

range method is adopted. The abysmal performance shown in c:.ses 1-8 of Table 4.2 should 

clearly dispel that illusion. 

To put these comments on the results shown in perspective, a summary of the conclu

sions based on these exploratory tests is given in the next section. 

4.3.2.4. Conclusions 

The frequency range approach to automate query construction is a viable technique, 

especially when weighted terms and p-values can be employed. Based on experimentation 

with the Medlars Lollection, tentative settings ior the basic parameters have been identified 

and could probably be used for other collections. Though th~ best selection of frequency 

ranges is not obvious for Medlars, any reasonable frequency theory based partitioning seems 

to give fairly good performance. The follow up study reported in [Salton, Buckley & Fox 

1983] further verifies these two observations through testing of other ranges on both the 
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Medlars and INSPEC collections. 

The use of varying p-vah:.cs Gr! different clauses,. where the value of p is determined by 

the frequency ran!;e covered by a. clause needs further study. Though certain assignments 

yield better results than the uniform use of p = 1 everywhere, further tests would be 

needed to pinpoint the appropriate combinations in all cases. 

The use of weighted document terms is clearly indicated whereas weighting of query 

terms does not give consistent improvement. However, it is clear that using p = 1 on the 

outer connector (i.e., the AND which combines the ciauses into a single query) is preferable. 

Finally, the evidence for Medlars is that using the natural language query terms is far 

superior to using the Boolean query terms. The important point is that the auto frequency 

method relies heavily upon the fact tha.t the set of terms provided be reasonably specific. 

4.3.3. Frequency Ra.nge Summary 

Boolean or p-norm queries can be automz.tically constructed from a set of terms based 

upon the theory of term discrimination values and a correspondence of those values with 

term frequencies. Initial experiments with the ADI two clause queries showed the technique 

to be a viable one. Terms were grouped into classes depending on their postings values, 

and anum ber of the runs gave performance improvements beyond both the original 

Boolean and the automatic vector methods. 

Further studies were made using the Medlars ·collection. Once agaIn, resuits were 

better than the original Boolean query, when p < 00, but here they did not surpass vector 

methods. Rela.tive contrasts demonstrated that a reasonable setting of parameters was to 

have all p-values =1, to weight docum:ent terms, and to make a good selection of terms 

(i.e., NL not BL query). 
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A follow up study is described in [Salton, Buckley & Fox 1983]. Additional tests were 

made for the Medlars and INSPEC collections, with similar results to earlier trials. The 

main additional conclusion was that using a small number of classes (e.g., 3-5) seems best. 

All in all, then, the frequency range method seems viable and could be used in Boolean 

systems that have been extended to utilize document weights and low p-values. If vector 

methods are not implemented, automatically constructed p-norm queries could result in 

almost the same level of performance. Alternatively, a user of a Boolean system might call 

fcr automatic query construction and improve the result either via feedback techniques (as 

shown in Chapter 5) or by manuai reformulation. 

The auto-frequency method does have some disadvantages, however. First, since it 

utilizes p = 1 and weights, it is not designed for use in a Boolean query environment where 

p=oo and binary weights are required. Indeed, the performance under those conditions is 

poor. 

Secondly, the method has m::my paramete:-e 'and they are difficult to tune except 

through experimental processing; that makes use of the method somewhat troublesome. 

For example, determining the number and composit:on of frequency classes is still not 

thoroughly understood. 

Finally, it is difficult to control, for the p=oo case, the number of documents that will 

be retrieved. Since the clause definition scheme is a statIc one based on fixed frequency 

ranges, there is DC adjustment on how many query terms will be in a given clause. In the 

environment of Boolean syste!!ls with binary weights, this lack of control could be some

what awkward. \\'hen weights are allowed, however, ranking and thresholding solve the 

control proble!!l. 
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In part to overcome the limitations of the frequency range method, another automatic 

query construction technique, creating queries in disjunctive normal form (DNF), was 

developed. The DNF method provides control over the desired number retrieved and works 

well in a pure Boolean environment eyen with binary weights. This procedure is described 

!D detail in the ncx t section. 

4.4. Disjunctive Normal Form Automatic Queries 

The previous section focused on queries formed automatically usmg the frequency 

range approach, where typically an outer AND connective relates a number of clauses, each 

containing terms with sirr:.ilar frequencies. Though the recommended use of p = 1 on the 

outer operator, for p-norm interpretations, weakens the argument that strict AND is 

appropriate, the general query form is nonetheless dose to conjunctive normal form. That 

is to say, an outer AND relates clauses which usually are made up of terms in the same fre

quency range, connected by OR, except when the frequency range is a high one (and AND 

is used inside a clause too). 

When p = 00, the frequency range approach gives poor performance, since the outer 

AND is strictly enforced, and since it is unusual for most of the relevant documents to 

match wi'th all of the clauses identified. ¥lhen p = 1, the similarity measure reflects the 

number of clauses which have matches. This has the unfortunate consequence that if t~ere 

are many matches which occur in the first clause, of low frequency terms, which is enclosed 

by say OR 2, and few matches elsewhere, then i!! spite of the high idf values associated with 

those low frequency matches, an improperly low similarity would be computed. Perhaps 

this explains why the simpler vector matching scheme, where &0 clauses are formed, seems 

often to do much be-tt!?r. Apparcntiy, without the aid of either semantic or co-occurrence 
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data to help identify the proper makeup of each clause, it is unlikely that a Boolean query 

with AND as the outer operator could do even tolerably weI!. 

Using OR as the outer operator comes to mind as the proper approach, especially if 

p = 00 is required. But that still leaves the problem of selecting operators for the inner 

clauses. A similar scheme to that of the frequency range system might be appropriate, but 

since there is an outer OR, it seems pointless to group low frequency terms into clauses 

with another useless surrounding OR connective. Inner clauses, then, could be single terms 

or conjuncts of two, three, or more terms - resulting in a query that is one simple type of 

disjunctive normal form. 

While the frequency range method placed an upper bound on the number oi clauses, 

by making that a fixed parameter specified as part of the set of chosen c1as~es~ the DNF 

scheme allows. any number of inner clauses. Since these are ORed together, each clause 

should only be included if a high probability exists tha.t when that clause is satisfied, a 

relevant document has been identified. The detailed procedure described iat-Por for selecting 

clauses therefore attempts to utilize any available data to give the best results. As will be 

seen in the next chapter, then, the DNF method can easily be applied to situations where 

feedback information is available to improve upon a priori collection-wide probabilities. 

Furthermore, the expected number of documents retrieved by a query can be easily con

trolled with a moderate degree of accuracy - an advantage over the lack of control com

monly taken for granted in strict Boolean systems. 

The question then remains, however, about how inner clauses should be formed. The 

situation is somewhat simplified by the fact that NOT is rarely called for - though defined 

in the p-norm system the negation operator seems so rarely useful that consideration of its 
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autom atic inclusion should best be ignored. Hence, with inner clauses necessarily specific, 

using the AND ccnnective seems the proper approach there. For test collections of the size 

used at Cornell, it seems unwarranted to have any more than three terms A:\"Ded together. 

Thereiore, the approach described here will truly be disjunctive normal form, .... ith interior 

clauses being either single terms, ANDed pairs, or ANDed triples. 

This section, therefore, explains the theory and methods of automatic D:\"F query con

struction. In addition, experimental results are given of tests of this method, ::..::d comparis

ons are made with the performance achieved by other Boolean query formu!:?': :on methods. 

The discussion supplied gl'.-es a firm foundation for understanding the IDor", generalized 

situation of automatic Dl"F Boolean or p-norm feedback, which is the centr31 ,heme of the 

next chapter. 

4.4.1. Theory and Method 

Constructing DNF queries of the form alluded to above, nam:ly as the d.!~j~nction of 

conjuncts, seems fairly simple. However, whereas the frequency range appr-0~h directly 

specifies the final query structure once terms and their frequencies are giYe!l. the D:\F 

approach reqUIres more sophisticated techniques for selecting the appropri3te set of inner 

clauses. 

The one essential new user supplied single parameter is termed "desired retrieved"~; it 

IS a target estimate of the expected number of documents to be retrieved :::y the quer.!". 

Some sophisticated users might particularly enjoy being able to specify such::.. Yalue, allow

ing them to indicate whether the query should be narrow, medium, or bro3.d in scope 3S 

measured by size of retrieved set. Other users couid simply ignore such a p::..rameter, and 

perhaps rely on the system to utilize a medium value as the default setting. S:.:ch a debult 
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could easily be selected after some initial tests are made on each new coliection. 

Given "desired retrieved", DNF methods ca!! construct the appropriate queries when 

given a list of concepts and their coIIection frequencies. The general steps are: 

(1) Delete all concepts that are useless for retrieval - i.e., stop words or words with very 

high coIIection frequency values. 

(2) Let n be the number of initial terms provided. Constn:ct a list of all possible clauses, 

including: 

n single terms -
81,82,···,8r. 

P = n~(n-l)/2 pairs
PI' P2, ... , Pp 

t = n~(n-l) ~(n-2)/6 triples
t 1,t2 ,···,tt· 

(3) Use frequency information to assign a weight to each such clause, anc to estimate the 

Dum ber retrieved by that clause. 

(4) Select the best collection of singles, pairs, and triples such that the expected number 

retrieved by the whole query is roughly equal to "desired retrieved". 

In performing these steps, certain assumptions make the task much simpler: 

0) Terms occur independently - i.e., P(A)*P(B)=p(AnB). 

(2) There is little overlap between the retrieved sets of each of the possible ciauses, except 

when one clause is "co .... ered" by another. Such covering is carefully avoided - i.e., one 

should not include clause Cl (e.g., 2 or 3 terms), if in the Boolean logic formalism some 

other Co (e.g., 1 or 2 terms) is present, and Cl::::}CO' For example, it is pointless to 
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include "A AND B" when "A" is already a chosen clause. 

In order to assign an estimate of the number retrieved by each clause, it 15 necessary 

to make the following calculations. Assume that 

N is the coiiection size, 
nj is the number of documents containing term i, 
njj estimates the num ber containing terms i and i, and 
njjJ: estimates the num ber containing terms i, i, and k. 

Following the guideline of retaining useful information from old queries, it was cecided that 

the n values above should COU!lt the query as a document, and so all query ter8S have fre-

quency of a least one. This simplification makes terms seem better than they really are, a 

possible disadvantage for large collections. In any case, the calculations :ollow from 

definitions above: 

(1) Since terms occur independently, 

P("inSj) = P(Sj) * P(8j). 

(2) Since frequency values for terms are given, 

n· 
P(8j) = -' . 

N 

(3) In general, for clause c (either single, pair, or triple), 

nc 
P(c) =-. 

N 

(4) Solving for nc , the derivations and results are: 
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In general, for the Tn terms of clause 

"I AND "2 AND '" AND "m 

the estimated document frequency for the clause is 

nl"'n2* '" *nm 
-

N m - I 

Thus, for each clause one can easiiy compute the expected number retrieved. 

GiYen the above estimates ior each clause, and assuming as stated above tt:3.t there is 

litt.le overlap, one can estimate the expected number retrieved by the complete qUery sim-

ply by adding together the expected retrieved ior each component clause. Since 311 possible 

1, 2, or 3 term clauses have been included except for those eliminated by the coycring rule. 

the grand total will undoubtedly far exceed "desired retrieved". If not, the query is simply 

the disjunction of all the non-cverlapping singles, pairs, or triples. But if the tot al is too 

large, methods must be devised to select an appropriate smaller set of such claill=e5. 

Seleciing a subset of the possible clauses is most easily done if each clause is assigned 

~ome yalue reflecting its quality to retrieve relevant documents. Lacking feedb3C k inform3-

tion, then, one must utilize frequency values and the most likely value to choose is the 

innrse document frequcncy (idf). In actuality, a formula monotonic with idf W3S adopted. 

one with the added quality that any available feedback information could be entered into 

the computation as well. Described in [Porter 1982], the fc;-mula assigns weight to term Cj 
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as 

Wj = P( ~j I relevance) - P( 8j ). 

Since f..:e,.:!back information is lacki!!i;, cne :::::!:l Ex 

1 = P( 8; I relevance) 

and get consistent results. The final formula, 

Wj - 1 - P( 8j ) 

is clearly monotonic with idf. For pairs and triples, the weights are 

The only mlssmg detail still not specified in the above algorithm outline is how to 

select an appropriate subset of clauses. Two different procedures have been suggested, and 

resuits are given for both later on. Hence, explanation of each is in order. These pro-

cedures are referred to as "sort" or "narrow" in the following discussion. 

4.4.1.1. Sort 

.- The original procedure was the "sort" one. Severai versions were tried, with slight 

varidtions in settings of particular parameters, but there were only minor differences among 

results. The general idea and some of the variations should therefore be explained. 

First, all initial terms were screened so that stop words and very high frequency terms 

were removed. Each remaining term nj then had both E, (retrieved)l and Wj computed . . 

lEO designates the expected value function. 
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The set of terms was ~orted in descending order of Wi value and if there were too many left 

(i.e., more than "type_iimit"=70), the worst ones were deleted. In any case, all with yery 

low weight (i.e., Wi < .1) were removed from consideration. 

Next, the remaining single terms were used to generate all possible distinct paIrs. 

Those whose Ep (retrieved) was too low (ex., < .5) were removed since it is unlikely that 
'J 

they would retrieve documents. \Vcights were computed for each pair, and if too many 

were left, ones with lowest weight were dropped. 

Finally, using the above two sets of singles and pairs, all possible distinct triples were 

produced. Once again, those with lowest weights were eliminated to conform to a iimit on 

the set size. 

With singles, pairs, and triples listed, the -entire group was sorted in decre~ing order 

of clause weight. The query was then produced by simply adding in clauses from that 

sorted list, one by one, until the value "desired retrieved" for the query waS suitably 

approximated by the total number expected by retrieval of the clauses added. Of course, 

as each clause was added, it was removed if covered by existing clauses, and if it covered 

clauses added earlier, they were removed. 

Since the se\ecticn of clauses is based on the sort order of the list which giyes weights 

for candidate cIause~, it seems appropriate to call this the "sort" method. Sorting did not 

reorder entries unnecessarily so with many ties among the weights it is useful to note that 

the sorted list was added to in lexicographic ordering - i.e:, single concepts are numbered 

alphabetica!ly. <iud pairs or triples are added as 

and 
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so the "sort" method could be overly strongly infl. uenced by the actual details of constr-uc-

tion to give consistent and optimal results. 

4:.4.1.2. Narrow 

Because of the sensitivity of the "sort" method to the details and special parameters 

. of the construction algorithm, another method was devised and is reported upon in [Salton, 

Buckley & Fox 1983]. It will be referred to as "narrow" since it narrows down an initial 

qu~ry of all single terms ORed together until the estimated number retrieveC: ~:; dc:;~ t~ 

"desired retrieved". Some of the experimental results w!ll be included in the summary 

charts and discussion of Section 4.5. 

4.4.2. Sort Method Results 

4.4.2.1. Medlars Collection 

As in previous experiments, all parameters involved in the tests were identified, and 

suitable values for each selected. Document weights could be either binary or tf"idf. Query 

term and clause weights were assigned as both either binary or else based on idI values%. 

The third parameters, p-values, were consistently used on the outer and inner operators: 

and could be 1, 2, 5, 9, or 00. 

Regarding special D:--;F features, the hoped for number retrieved, called "desired 

:retrieved", was set at one of: 20, 30, 50, 100, or 500. Note that in a collection of 1033 docu-

2Note that the weights computed for rating terms and clauses are appropriate to use as 
query weights. Indeed, since they are typicaily fairly close to 1.0, there should be less space 
distortion when using them than with simple normalized idf values. 
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ments it was thought that a goal of 500 would cause the algorithm to return almost all rea

sonable clauses - facilitating <:. check on the quality of the limiting method of obtaining a 

narrower query. 

Regarding the clause makeup, two options were considered. One was to follow normal 

vector methods and only allow single terms. The other was to follow already described 

techniques for selecting singles, pairs, and triples. The notation adopted was thus to have 

"spt50" stand for "singles, pairs, and triples with 'desired retrieved=50" while "s500" 

essentially calls for all singles. 

Tabies 4.5 through 4.~ summarize the resuits of these initiai Mediars tests. The first 

two tables illustrate effects ~f varying clause construction metaod and of p..value settings, 

respectively. Table 4.8 summarizes results for the best cases and for other trials that 

should be contrasted with. 

The first part of Table 4.5 is concerned with behavior in the conventional retrieval 

environment, where p = 00 and binary weights are employed. Since the DNF procedure 

was aimed specifically at this situation, it "\\as hoped that behavior similar to that of manu

ally constructed queries could be attained. Indeed, all but the control case of employing all 

single terms, that is "s500", were at least as good as the original manual query. Using 

"spt50" gave the best performance, a rather significant 47.5% improvement over the 

manual queries. Part (a) thus shows the success or the DNF procedure in this instance. It 

should be noted, however, that a key component in that success is the fact that the given 

NL terms were much better than the larger, less specific set of BL terms employed in the 

manual queries. In any case, NL terms is the sensible starting place for automatic query 

formulation, and the average precIsion values shown seem good enough to satisfy users 
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Vary Clauses Using "Sort" on NL Terms 
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a) Strict Boolean Queries with Binary Weights 

Case Test Case Aver. %Improvement 
No. Description Prec. vs. Base 

1 Base: Manual original .2065 -
strict Boolean query 

2 spt20 .2111 2.2 
3 spt30 .2506 21.4 
4 spt50 .3046 47.5 
5 sptl00 .2719 31.7 

I 6 s 30 .27C5 31.0 
- - - - - -7 s 50U -zz.o 

b) P-Norm Interpretation: p = 1, weights everywhere 

Case Test Case Aver. %Improvement 
lI.T_ Description Prec. vs. Base J,"v. 

1 Base: Manual original .2065 -

i 
str-ict Boolean query 

2 spt20 .4888 136.7 
3 spt30 .5235 153.5 
4 spt50 .5327 158.0 
5 sptlOO .514:3 149.1 
6 s 30 .2938 42.3 
7 s 500 .5584 170.5 

I 
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Table 4.7: Initial Medlars DNF Runs 
Vary P-Values Using "Sort" on NL Terms 

a) spt30 with various p-values 

Case Test Case Aver. %Improvement 
No. Description Prec. vs. Base 

1 Base: Manual original .2065 
strict Boolean query 

2 p =1 .5235 153.5 
3 p=2 .5073 145.7 
4 p=5 .4844 134.6 
5 p=9 .4639 124.7 
6 p=oo .2506 21.4 

b) spt50 with various p-values 

Case Test Case Aver. %Improvernent 
No. Description Prec. vs. Base 
1 Base: Manual original .2065 

strict Boolean query 
2 p=l .5327 158.0 
3 p=2 .5385 160.8 
4 p=5 .5090 146.5 
5 p=9 .4903 137.5 
6 p=oo .3046 47.5 

c) sptlOO with various p-values 

Case Test Case Aver. %Improvement 
No. Description Prec. vs. Base 

1 B~e: Manual original .2065 
. strict Boolean query 

2 p =1 .5143 149.1 
3 p=2 .5109 147.5 
4 p=5 .4882 136.5 
5 p=9 .4735 129.3 
6 ;:;=00 .2719 31.7 
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Compare Best Runs of "Sort" on NL Terms 
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Case Test Case Aver. %Iruprovement 
No. Description Pree. vs.Base vs. Cos 

1 Base: Manual original .2065 -62.3 
strict Boolean query,bin.wts. 

2 Base: Vector using cos sim., .5473 165.1 
tf*idf wts. 

3 Manual query, p = 2, .5573 169.9 1.8 
dwt=tf*idf,qwt-cwt=bina.ry 

4 DNF spt50, p = 00, .3046 47.5 -44.3 
binary wts. 

5 DNF spt50, p = 1, .5327 158.0 -2.7 
idf based wts. 

6 DNF s500, p = 1, .5584 170.5 2.0 
: Jt' 1. __ ~~ .... tc: 
lUI LJ~"-''''''' ..... __ • 

7 upper bound retrospective, .7675 271.7 40.2 
indep. assumption 

when obtained as the first phase of an automatic feedback procedure (see mqre discussion 

in the next chapter). 

A further conclusion obtained from Table 4.6a is that a mediu.m value of "desired 

retrieved", in this case 50, is best. Indeed, performance follows the ranking: 

spt50 > sptlOO > s30 > spt30 > spt20 > s500. 

This ranking differs from that based on results of part (b): 

s500"> spt50 > spt30 > spt 100 > spt20 > s30 

which is based on weighted p-norm retrieval methods. 

\Vhen p-norm methods are used, there are conflicting effects of query structure and 

utilization of good weights. \Vith almost ali singles and other possible clauses included, 

each with fairly good weights assigned, "s500" is like an extended vector technique and so 

does very well. Almost as good is "spt50", which has good specificity caused by selecting a 
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smaller number of clauses (or haying longer clauses), but which also benefits from the 

choice of good term and ciause weights. Other methods are similar - only "s30" where very 

few clauses are present shows especially bad performance. In any case, the good p-norm 

DNF queries are roughly 135-170% better than the initial manual, strict Boolean query. 

Table 4.7 illustrates the effect of p-value on precision, for the three moderate cases 

spt30, spt50, and sptlOO where weights are employed. In spt30 and sptlOO cases, p = 1 

again gives best results while for spt50, using p = 2 is more effective. It is always the case 

that higher p-yalues, namely p = 5, 9, and especially p = 00, give continuously decreasing 

performance. T!lUs, while it is theoretically pleasing that the best case of all is spt50 with 

p = 2, the practicai conclusion must be that for simpler implementation and best perfor

mance in most cases, that p = 1 should be employed. 

Table 4.8 gives contrasts suitable to gauge the above remarks in the context of other 

methods. Considering cases 1 and 4 one sees that if strict Boolean logic with binary 

weights are used, D!':F with spt50 outdoes manual queries. When p-values and weights are 

used, the manual queries with p = 2 and DNF s500 or spt50 are all about the same and 

closely match normal vector methods given in case 2. Further improvement is still achiev

abie, as sho\vn by the upper bound case 7. 

4.4.2.2. INSPEC Collection 

Based on the results of the Medlars test described above, similar trials were made with 

the larger INSPEC collection. The small number of trials made are reported in Table 4.9, 

and are sufficient to illustrate basic trends. 

First, it should be noted that in general, average precision is rather low. This is due 

10 part to the size of the collection, the poor quality of the queries, and finally to the 
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Table 4.9: Initial INSPEC DNF Runs 
Compare Clauses,Terms for "Sort" with Binary \Vts.,P = 00 

I Case Test Case Terms Aver. %Improv. 
No. Description Used Prec. vs. Base 

1 Base: Manual original BL .1159 -
2 spt30 - BL .0890 -23.3 
3 spt30 NL .0315 ... " n -, t:..o 

4 spt50 BL .1037 -10.6 
5 spt50 NL .0335 -71.1 
6 spt100 BL .1082 -6.7 
7 s500 NL .0333 -71.3 

restriction to only use conventional Boolean retrieval methods. 

Second, it should be noted that BL terms are better than NL terms. Indeed, except in 

a few cases where searchers did an exceptionally bad job of query construction) the Boolean 

queries selected out the main useful terms from the long, vague, paragraph form query 

statements. Since DNF methods rely so heavily upon proper utilization of the initial set of 

query terms, it is sensible that for the INSPEC tests, BL terms are advised. 

A fin:? I observation concerns the best clause selection method. "sptlOO" is siightly 

better than "spt50" which is again better than "spt30", for the BL term $~t. Indeed, even 

in the very large Ii\SPEC collection, if a good set of initial terms is utilized (i.e., BL terms), 

a reasonable DNF technique like "spt50" or 100 does almost as well as manually formulated 

Boolean queries. 

These key tests using strict Boolean methods on INSPEC show that with a good set of 

initial terms, DNF techniques can work reasonably well. 
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~.5. Summary and Conclusions 

Tables 4.10 and 4.11 summarize the best cases of each type of query formulation run 

made for Medlars and INSPEC ccllections, respectively. Table 4.10 iI:.clud~s ~ few more 

tests made in an early stage of investigating automatic query construction, but otherwise 

the content and format of the two charts are identical. The DNF "narrow" results are 

from [Salton, Buckley & Fox 1983] and are included for comparison purposes. 

Table 4.10: (Medlars 1033 Docs., 30 Queries Collection) 
. Overall Summary of Initial Search Results 

Case Case Aver. 0/0 Difi'erence 
No. Description Prec. vs.Boolean vs. Cos 

1 Base: Manual strict Boolean .2065 -62.3 
2 Base: Vector cosine .5473 165.1 
3 Manual query;p = 2;weighted .5573 169.9 1.8 
4 Best initial freq. range; 8 ranges;p = 1; .S170 150.4 -5.S 

NL terms; cutofi's:2,3,6,10,20,SO,100 
5 Best strict binary initial ireq.range; .1904 -7.8 -6S.2 

NL terms; 5 ranges; cutofi's:10,20,SO,100 
6 Best later wt'd freq.range; 3 ranges; .5229 153.2 -4.S 

p = 1.5,1,1.5; NL terms; cutofi's:1,2,S 
7 Best later freq.range; strict binary; .0371 -82.0 -93.2 

3,S,or 8 ranges; NL terms; hin.wts. 
8 DNF "sort";sptSO,p = oo;bin.wts. .3046 47.S -44.3 

I 
9 DNF "sort";sptSO,p = !;wt'd .5327 158.0 -2.7 

10 DNF "sort";sSOO,p = l;wt'd .S584 170.S 2.0 
111 DNF "narrow",p = oo,bin.wts.,spt50 .2899 40.4 -47.0 

. 12 DNF "narrow",p = oo,bin.wts.,s100 .3009 45.7 -45.0 
13 DNF "narrow",p = 1,wt'd,spt100 .5597 171.1 2.3 
14 DNF "narrow",p = 1,wt'd,s500 .5550 168.8 1.4 
15 Upper bound retrospective;term relev. .7074 242.6 29.3 
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Table 4.11: (INSPEC 12684 Docs., 77 Queries Collection) 
Overall Summary of Initial Search Results 

Case Case Aver. 
No. Description Prec. 

1 Base: Manual strict Boolean .1159 
2 Base: Vector cosine .2325 
3 Man ual querYiP = 1 i .2747 

terms: doc=wt'd,query=bin. 
4 DNF "narrow",p = oo,bin.wLs.,spUiO .0503 

NL terms 
5 DNF "narrow",p = oo,bin.wts.,s30 .0547 

NL terms 
6 DNF "narrow",p = 5,wt'd,spt50 .1567 

NL terms 
7 DNF "narrow",p = l,wt'd,s500 .1110 

NL terms 
8 Freq. range; 5 ranges;p = 1; .. 1592 

weighted; cutoffs:2,3,4,7,21 
9 Upper bound retrospect.;term relev. .2~O9 

% Difference 
vs.Boolean vs. Cos 

-50.2 
100.6 
137.0 18.2 

-56.6 -78.4 

-52.8 -76.5 

35.1 -32.6 

-4.2 -52.2 

37.3 -31".5 

151.0 25.1 

The first lines of each chart are for the base cases while the last c~e serves as an 

upper bound limiting possible effectiveness when linear weighting schemes are employed. 

Two goals were aimed at in suggesting use of automatic query methods: devising strict 

Boolean (p = oo,binary weights) methods comparable in ~ffectiveness to m~nually formed 

queries, and devising weighted schemes that do better than cosine vector methods. 

Cases 8, 12, and 13 of Table 4.10 show that for Medlars, the first goal can be achieved; 

unfortunately, possibly because the initial NL terms submitted for INSPEC were so 

numerous and of such low specificity, no similar cases are found for that larger collection. 

For Medlars, it is convincing to see that three different !"uns using disjunctive normal form 
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queries all achieved performance exceeding that of manual queries by over 40%. In particu

lar, the "sort" and "narrow" DNF algorithms, for the average case of having singles, pairs, 

and triples selected in order to retrieve 50 documents, give fairly good results. Even when 

the "sort" form for locating 100 documents by a query made up only of single terms is 

employed the performance is stilI satisfactory. 

\\The!! weights are employed, all but one poorly chosen INS? EC case (num ber 7, where 

using "desired retrieved" of 500 is too low) do better than the strict Boolean manual 

queries. This is quite a success, since it seems likely that a conventional Boolean retrievai 

system can be adapted to perform the appropriate operations. Thus it is hoped that users 

need not have to always devise a manual Boolean query in order to begin' doing feedback 

searching. 

For Medlars, some of the weighted cases are slightly better than the cosme run but 

that is not the case with INS?EC. Thus, due to the relative simplicity or vector methods, 

if one had to devise a system to automatically process a user's NL query and conduct a 

search, it is clear that vector methods are the obvious choice. There is the potential, as i!! 

Medlars, that if good terms are initially provided, the automatic p-ncrm query construction 

methods can do better than vector techniques, but additional testing is needed to truly 

decide in what circumstances such techniques should be employed. 

Aside from the above practical comments there are anum ber of very interesting obser

vations that can be based on the available data. Automatic query techniques are useful in 

certain cases - the DNF form for either weighted or unweighted situations and the fre

quency range approach for weighted runs. 
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Frequency range techniques are almost as good as vector cases, which makes sense 

since: all terms are used, p = 1 is encouraged, and weights are similarly derived. When 

clauses are structured in a better fashion - i.e., when manual queries are interpreted with 

p = 1 and document weights, there is an improvement in both collections, even beyond 

that of cosine vectors. Th us, clause structure based on. frequency theory is not quite as 

good as when based on semantics, but is not much worse when compared to a flat clausal 

vector form. 

DNF techniques are needed if one hopes to use any of these automatic approachs to 

strict Boolean query formulation. There is not a great deal of difference between the "sort" 

. and "narrow" methods but the later is be preferred because it is less sensitiye to wide vari

ations in performance due to slight parameter changes. In conclusion, the DNF scheme 

seems the most sensible approach to adopt for doing automatic query construction -

whether of weighted or unweighted collections. Further tests using it for automatic feed

back query construction are therefore given in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AUTOMATIC BOOLEAN AND P-NORM FEEDBACK 

5.1. Introduction 

The pz-inciple of feeding back information ir-Oill a previous attempt in ord~r to accom

plish a more effective subsequent trial, introduced to problems of automatic control by such 

pioneers as Norbert \Veincr [1965J, has been spplied in many forms to various problems. 

One of the most intriguing and successful ideas advanced by researchers investigating 

automatic retrieval systems is that of using feedback information to improve the 

effectiven~ss of searches. 

For retrie,Yal, Rocchio [1966, 1971J did the first significant work, demonstrating that 

with the vector space model, feedback could Improve performance by moving anew, 

automatically formed query from its original location In the space to another, more 

appropriate place, closer to relevant documents and further from non-relevant ones. The 

only user involvement in this entire process is that of simply inspecting a small list of say 

10 initially retrieved documents, deciding which are relevant, and asking the system to form 

a new search taking that information into account. 

Since the time of Rocchio's early work, anum ber of ·other researchers have adopted 

this basic technique, applied it to different situations, and devised theories and term weight

ing schemes that give ever increasing performance improvements. Their work, especially 

that relating to the use of feedback in Booiean systems, is discussed in Section 5.2 below. 

125 
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Section 5.3 focuses on a new method for using feedback information, either in conven

tional Booican contex ts or in the extended or p-norm system elaborated on in previous 

chapters. Included are some early notions, the basic techniques, and comments on the 

method of eyaluation. 

Section 5.4 briefly reports on experiments conducted usmg the Medlars co!Iection, 

showing what parameter settings are appropriate and what results from each of the seyeral 

changes iI! v~iables that are made. Consistent and substantial effectiveness gains are 

clearly demonstrated for the Medlars tests. 

Finally, Section 5.5 summarizes the methods and results specified; suggesting practical 

uses for these feedback algorithms and mentioning possibb iurther in~estigations that 

might lead to additional performance enha.ncements. 

5.2. Previous Research 

After Rocchio's basic works [1966, 1971J, a number of others extended the technique, 

developed suitable eva.luation methods, and conducted tests with various coliections or 

documents (e.g., [Ide 1971], [Ide & Salton 1971], [Chang, Cirillo, Razon 1971], [Salton 1971b, 

1971d], [Salton 1975]). For additional information see discussion below and in Chapter 8. 

5.2.1. Mixing Vectors and Boolean Queries 

An interesting preliminary exploration of feedback in the context of vector and 

Boolean queries is [Fisher & Siegel 1972]. The approach was to have both a vector query V 

and a Boolea.n query B, and use the two together :0:- retrieval and ranking. This predeces

sor of the p-norm technique was a bit cumbersome but some interesting ideas were sug

gested. The modification of the vector portion V was performed using SMART techniques, 
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following ideas of Rocchio, Salton, and Ide. Modifying B was harder to formalize and is 

more of interest here. Some of the suggestions on how to mod!fy the use of a concept in 

the Boolean expression are: 

(1) If a concept is in an AND clause, but not all relevant documents contain it, change to 

OR: to increase recalL 

(2) Conversely, if a concept is in an OR clause and all relevant documents contain it, use 

AND: to increase precision. 

(3) For a concept not in B but appearing in retrieved documents, add it, using AND if it 

occurs 1n all relevant documents; using AND NOT if it occurs in many non-relevant 

but no relevant documents, or using OR NOT if the concept appears in many non

relevant but only a few relevant documents. 

Though somewhat ad hoc, a procedure foHowing these suggestions seemed to result in 

queries with better performance than that of the original queries. An .interesting side note 

,- was the observation made then, one which has been proved and dealt with by p-norm tests 

and methods, that "the choice of an AND relationship over an OR should not be made 

lightly, since the AND operand is very restrictive." 

5.2.2. Feedba.ck with Single Terms Only 

In March 1972, Barker, Veal, and \Vyatt [1972] described semi-automatic meth;>ds 

aimed at improving the Boolean queries stor~d as search profiles for users of the United 

Kingdom Chemical Information Service (UKSIS). After analyzing 31 profiles, obvious 

defects were identified in about 40% of the cases. Through an examination of relevant 

items, the individual terms present in the query and documents could be evaluated as to 

specificity and a revised query developed using only terms of proper specificity. 
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Unfortunately, no method was proposed for evaiuating clauses made of pairs or triples of 

terms. 

A group of users were asked to construct the original 31 profiles without the aid of 

intermediaries, thus mirroring the desired situation of having a system destined for casuai 

access by many. Of those profiles, 61% had an inadequate initial formulation. 32% were 

overly restrictive and 19% had b~d term fragmentation - both of these weaknesses could be 

ameliorated by using p-norm forms. 13% did not ex'pand concepts adequately, something 

that could be aided by using lexical relations or feedback. 10% had spelling errors, which 

nowadays could be autoIDatically identified. 

Other sets of profiles were examined to identify the causes of failures 'in retrieval due 

t:: f~CtC;3 affecting precision (e.g.,· terms in wrong context - 68%, term fragmentation -

51%, homonyms - 13%) or factors affecting recall (e.g., inadequate expansion - 75%, ovel'-

restrictiveness - 35%, NOT terms - 15%). Dealing with these failures, while a meaningful 

task for a search intermediary, is especially difficult for an automatic procedure. Hence, the 

actual experimental methods described by Barker et al. simply constructed queries as the 

disjunction oi single terms, each of proper specificity. 

To measure term specificity, feedback data was used in the simple formula 

..::;n:...:u:..:;m::.b.:;....:;,;cr::......:;o..:..f ..:.r..:.c:.:1 e;..:.v..::a:.::n..:.t....:d::..;o:...:c....:u:..:;m:::.t::..;:n::.t:.:s'-i:..:;n::........:.;w~h:.:.i::..;c h=-..;"'-,-~ o::..;r:...:d::....:.::a.t:.p.t:.p..;;.e=ar~s specificity = -
total num bel' of documents in which word appears 

(5-1) 

After an initial search, these automatic feedback queries were formed, searching was done 

again, and the process continued until no new relevant documents appeared. Eventually a 

complete list giving term specificity for original and feedback terms was presented to the 

user to aid in constructing a final manual profile. 
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New profiles, created USlDg the above single term feedback system, were then com-

pared with original ones. Generally, precIsion remained fairly level or showed a slight 

increase, but there was a consistent recall improvement of a noticeable degree. It was 

hoped that if term pairs could be rated as well, then even greater improvements would 

result. 

5.2.3. Automatic Query Adjustment 

.' 

The vector methods of incorporating feedback information follow the simple strategy 

of changing the set of terms in the vector and/or of revising weights on terms. For Boolean 

queries, the task, in its most general formulation, is the very hard one of constructing the 

best possible Boolean expression for retrieval using the originai query, appropriate tei"mS, 

and all available collection and feedback information as input to a suitable a!gorithm. 

A related but simpler problem is that of efficiently implementing a Boolean search, 

namely of constructing a tree that specifies when and where to do each of the various merge 

operations. The work of Liu [1976] illustrates the complexity of this process; she points out 

that "the problem of finding optimal merge trees that realize truth functions determined by 

Boolean expressions in which not all variables are distinct is a difficult one" [Liu 1976 page 

314]. Fo~ming a new Boolean query, given an initial manually or automatically formed one 

plus information supplied by relevance feedback, is certainly a great deal more difficult. As 
. 

such, it suggests, instead of formal methods like Liu's, appealing to sensibly based but oth-

erwise ad hoc techniques, like the following. 

Carlo Vernimb, working with the European Nuclear Documentation System (ENDS), 

reported upon one such methodology [Verni~b 1977}. lo.t the t!r!!e or 2.rt:c!e stlbr!!!ss!cn, 

the procedure was already in routine use for several years. 
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The approach followed is a rather curious one, employing many heuristics for query 

construction and following a number of ad hoc rules for stopping various stages of the pro

cess. Doubtless there would be many exceptions where the procedure would give poor 

results. 

Nevertheless, it is interesting to see how some of the formulation problpms were faced. 

First, the basic algorithm really used available feedback information twice in a complete 

search cycle rather than just once. Specifically, a search cycle had six steps: 

(1) Construct partial queries using relevance information. 

(2) Combine query parts. 

(3) Search and get feedback information (user interaction 1). 

(4) Select effective parti~l queries. 

(5) Form a new loosened query. 

(6) Search and get feedback information (user interaction 2). 

Steps 1-3 aim at improving precision while 4-6 focus on recall. Clearly, performance of this 

approach could be somew hat oscillatory, and, because of these and other complications, 

hard to eyaiuate or compare with other methods. 

Step one was accomplished after forming a matrix of term occurrences in releyant 

documents. A clause was formed for each relevant document as the conjuncticn of. all 

terms occurring in that document, except for terms that occurred in too few relevant docu

ments. For example, one clause for a sample query "high temperature thermocouples" was 

thermocouples AND wires AND high temperature. (5-2) 

Step two simply combined all clauses (called partiai queries) devised in step one, using the 
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OR connector between ,. 'uses. 

After the search and feedback of step three, step four computes a quality factor for 

the query as a whole and ror each of its clauses, and discards clauses less productive than 

the old query. The quality factor is relatively crude, i.e. 

H (5-3) q = 
N 

where H = number relevant retrieved 

N = number irrelevant retrieved. 

Ostensibly, steps 4-6 improve reca.ll; however, step 4 obviously must reduce recall. Hence 

it is step 5 that aims at improving recall. According to an ad hoc set of rules of how to 

"loosen" various common Boolean sub-expressions, the remaining query clauses are 

loosened. Thus, the form (5-2) becomes 

thermocouples AND high temperature. (5-4) 

It is interesting to note that each of nine documentalists asked to construct a '=,!'Jery ':2.me 

up with form (5-4). Successive steps of processing this example result in queries or parts as 

follows: 

(1) thermocouples 

(2) thermocouples AND (rhenium alloys OR ~ungsten alloys OR tungsten) 

One key comment about this procedure concerns stopping rules. In different steps of 

the algorithm, retrieval proceeds until stopping is dicta.ted by a particular condition such 

as: at least 10 retrieved, or some number (say x) of irreleyant documents retrieved in a row. 

In most retrieyal systems, one must retrieve all documents identified by any query submit-
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ted, so a fair evaluation, as distinct from the one described in the article, could not bla

tantly ignore documents retrieved but thrown away. 

In terms of evaluation, Vernimb did claim this automatic, self-stopping, iterative 

method performed better than manual formulation schemes. He reported a ratio, compar

ing the number of relevant documents retrieved by the automatic method to the number 

retrieved by the initial manually constructed query. For easy, medium, and hard searches, 

these ratios were: 1.08, 3.69, and 13.33, respectively. Apparently, people do worse with 

more difficult search problems, and so in relative terms the automatic algcrithm does 

better. 

Vernim b's method showed the potential of Boolean feedback; it also pointed out the 

difficulty of devising a simple, consistent, successful approach to the task. 

5.2.4. Improving the Set of Terms Selected 

As mentioned earlier, Vernimb pointed out that a key cpmponent' of the query formu

lation problem is that of selecting the proper terms to include in the query. Obviously, in a 

feedback situation, one could consider both terms in the original query and terms in all 

retrieved documents. Since the work of forming a query must increase with the number of 

terms that are candidates for inclusion in that query, a key question is whether any terms 

in the above mentioned set can be excluded. An obvious. simplification is to exclude all 

terms that occur only in non-relevant retrieved documents. Furthermore, one can assign 

term weights or consider other characteristics of the remaining terms, and eliminate eyen 

more. 

An interesting approach to Boolean feedback query formulation, employing sophisti

cated methods for selecting the proper terms to consider, IS that tested as part 01 the 
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Responsa research project [Attar & Fra.enkel 1977, 1981]. Though an essential technique 

employed in that project, using metrical constraints (ex., two terms must occur within n 

words of each other) to give greater precision than the normal AND operator, is not avail

able in many Boolean logic systems, their general a.pproach to the term selection problem is 

nevertheless of interest. 

For each term 3 in the original query, a ranked list of related terms, 

is constructed, where the ordering of the Xi terms is in descending order of the values b(Xi), 

which are themselves co~puted by one of various methods. In usefulness, the list R (:5) is 

similar to a set of lexically related terms (recall Chapter 3), but while the lexically chosen 

set was unranked and based on general linguistic iniormation, subsets of this Responsa 

"reference vector" can be easily selected. Thus, one may choose the k best ones, namely Xl 

through XJ:, or only those suitably good, namely Xl through Xi' where b(xj) > T for 

1 < i < j and for a. specified threshold value T. Note that the reference vector is based 

upon behavior of terms only in the "local" set of retrieved documents. For each original 

term 3, the set R (3) can be presented to a user for inclusion in subsequent manual query 

reformulations; alternatively, automatic methods can be employed, say to replace term ~ 

with the disjunction of it and a suitable num ber of related terms. 

In the contex t of the Responsa project, these techniques are especially useful, since in 

the Hebrew language collectioils of interest t.here are an enormous number of morphologi

cally or lexically leL::.t"d words for each original word or word stem. By employing the 

reference vector approach, a dramatic reduction in the number of related terms can be 

effected and resulting Boolean queries can have proper specificity. 
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The key contribution of the Responsa project in the context of Boolean retrieval is the 

concept of reference vectors and the methods proposed to formulate such vectors. However, 

metrical information is not provided in many Boolean logic systems, and since such data 

has therefore been excl'lced f::-om the experimental work being described in this thesis, 

further discussion of the metrical approach to reference vector construction is beyond the 

scope of this work. 

Regarding automatic utilization of selected terms in the feedback query, little exciting 

was discovered by the Responsa work. Manual reformulations using reference vectcrs did 

give improvements, but the simplistic automatic reformulation method employed typically 

led to performance degradation instead. 

Hence, it seems appropriate to focus next on the findings of a work th?t more ade

quately treats the query construction process. An initial study by Dillon and Desper and 

subsequent derivative work, all described in the next section, are thus particularly germane 

to solving the difficult problem left unaddressed by Responsa, namely that of automatically 

formulating a proper Boolean. query from a given set of terms. 

5.2.5. Prevalence Weights and Threshold Based Clauses 

Dillon and Desper [1980] proposed a theoretically pleasing Boolean feedback methodol

ogy, though like the work of Vernimb, it too was plagued b~ methodological and conceptual 

errors, problems with ad hoc formulas, and arbitrary cutoffs. Unfortunately, they adopted 

somew hat unusual evaluation measures, and failed to provide experimenta! results that 

were at all convincing. Nevertheless, their scheme did serve as catalyst for development of 

algorithms described later in this chapter. Problems and characteristics or their method are 

as listed below. 
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First, they erroneously assl!med that feedback information alone was adequate for con-

structing new queries. That is, they ignored the original user-supplied query, its terms and 

formulation, in all subsequent processing, and also did not consider term postings or other 

collection wide data. 

Second, they computed prevalence weights for each term, using formuia 

positive prevalence -
no. of relevant documents with term 
no. of relevant documents retrieved 

which is the same as (5-1), and 

negative prevaleilce -
no. of non-relevant documents with term 
no. of non-reievant documents retrieved 

which are present in the final comb~ned measure 

prevalence = a· pos.-prev. + j3. neg.-prev. 

(5-5) 

(5-6) 

(5-7) 

Though aware of term relevance and other schemes for assigning weights to terms, they 

nonetheless employed the ad hoc and problematic weighting scheme expressed in (5-7), with 

parameters a and j3 arbitrarily. set to 1.0. They admitted that there were a number of 

problems with (5-7) but for some reason used it nonetheless. 

Third, following the work of others such as Barker et al. [1972], they only evaluated 

single terms and i4iied to consider actual information about pairs or other groupings of 

t<::rms. However, they did consider how to combine terms into clauses, using the above 

mentioned prevalence weights, and that methodology is the backbone of their approach. 

Their notion, similar in certain ways to the idea behind the frequency range method 

discussed in Chapter 4, was to combine certain sets of terms using the AND connective and 

ot.her sets of terms using the OR operator. Instead of using frequency information, how-
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eyer, they used prevalence yalues. Like the frequency range approach, they used cutoffs to 

group terms, so that all terms in a given prevalence range would be treated similarly. How-

ever, the only suggestion for determination of cutoffs was to try various values out empiri-

cally. Also, the treatment of tC!"::l1S in each g!'oup "';'l~ ~d hoc and problematic. 

Terms with high prevalence values were ORed together, a sensible first step. Terms 

with moderate preyalence values were grouped in pairs, ANDed together, a~d ali such possi-

ble pairs ORed together. Lower prevalence values would iead to triples, z.nd so on; ex peri-

ments, how eyer, did not consider triples or other more numerous sets. Rather, negative 

prevalence yalues were treated in a negative but symmetrical fashion to that of positiye 

prevalence. 

Very low prevalence weights led to single terms ORed together; the whole clause then 

was prefixed with the NOT unary operator since documents with those terms were to be 

avoided. Preyalence weights that were not quite as negative led to a sequence of NOT 

clauses each made up of pairs of terms ANDed together. An example given in their initial 

report [Dillon & Desper 1980 page 202] is 

( (academic OR cataloguing) OR (5-8) 

( acquisitions AND periodicals) ) 

AND 

( (NOT ( chronology AND interyiews) AND 

( NOT methods) ) 

where 

all positiye prevalcnce clauses are connected by OR, 
all negatiyc prcya!ence clauses are connected by AND, and 
all the positive and negative portions are linked by an outer AND. 
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Though elegant, this scheme had several problems beyond those mentioned. 

The fourth difficulty with the proposed technique relates to the use of negative pre

valence yalues and NOT clauses. Just as negative feedback was complicated to work with 

in a yector based scheme [Ide 19i1], so also is it in a Boolean system. Semantically, use of 

NOT is problematic - a Query "physics AND NOT chemistry" would not retrieve ~ docu

ment containing the statement "This article is about physics but not about chemistry"! 

\Vhile it might be wise to exclude most documents containing terms with very low pre

valence, the clever notion of excluding documents with seyeral fairly bad terms mayor may 

not turn out to be useful. Indeed, the easiest and m05~ reliable (in terms of recall) way to 

handle bad terms might be to simply eliminate them from the query altogether. 

Fifth, the identificaticn of cutoffs for the prevalence value ranges is problematic. 

Fixed limits could yield non-productive queries with few "positive" clauses and many nega

tive ones. On the other hand, since no frequency information is considered, queries with 

many positive clauses and few negative clauses could retrieve far too many documents. 

Haying floating cutoffs, so as to adjust a query form to the range actually present for that 

query, could erroneously iead to identical handling in cases where all terms are fairly good 

(ex., all terms have prevalence values in the range 0.8 to 1.0) or all are fairly bad (ex., in 

rauge 0.0 to 0.2). 

A final difficulty with the reported results is that of e,:aluation. As Dillon and Desper 

admit, the num ber of queries and documents they employed is clearly inadequate to yield 

significant results. Further, the evaluation measures reported are unconventional and seem 

biased toward the recall measure; one might question the appropriateness of such a choice 

since the proposed query formulation method has so many recall-enhancing features (e.g., 
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ORing in anum ber of single terms and pairs of terms). 

Though the Dillon and Desper scheme had many problems, they considered it wise to 

continue the line of research and resolve the more blatant errors and inconsistencies. They 

suggested: using different term weighting methods, exploring better ways to manipulate 

cutoff vaiues, ignoring NOT ciauses, and testing with bigger collections. 

A Cornell student, Adam Fleisher, conducted a brief study of the feasibility of some 

possible improvements to Dillon and Desper's work. Following general suggestions of 

Gerard Salton, Chris Buckley, and this author, Adam used more queries, tried severai 

'weighting schemes, and proposed other revisions to consider. Though results were incon

clusive due to a number of problems, one useful suggestion was tt use "tempered" term 

weights - i.e., multiply the relevar..ce (here prevalence) weight by a collection.-based merit 

factor, such as the idf value. That idea was later applied to the disjunctive normal form 

scheme discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter. 

Thus, in spite of the numerous limitations and problems or the Dillon and Desper 

approach, they did prompt a re-opening of investigation of the important problem of 

finding effective methods for automatic Boolean feedback query construction. The next sec

tion addresses that problem in general form and then zeroes in on a straightforward solu

tion extending the technique described in the last chapter. 

5.3. Theory a.nd Method 

Based on previous studies, it is clear that the problem of automatic Boolean feedback 

relates to a number of facets of the retrieval process. Seven of these issues are considered. 
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5.3.1. Obtaining an Initial Query 

5.3.1.1. Problem 

In many cases a searcher will provide an initiz.! Boolean formulation. 'When tbt is 

not a;vailable an automatically constructed query from a user-provided list of terms, using a 

method such as one of those described in Chapter 4, can be prepared. The question then is, 

which of these should be used for feedback tests and ~ow exactly should they be obtained. 

5.3.1.2. Solution 

For experimental purposes both the manual and the automatic queries are used in 

separate families of trials. To maintain consistency, the automatic queries were composed 

of terms from user-supplied nat'lral language queries and were constructed using DNF 

methods out of singles, pairs, and triples with..desired number retrieved 50 (i.e., sptSO). 

5.3.2. Utilization of the Initial Query in Feedback 

5.3.2.1. Problem 

GiYen an initial query, Qo, the issue is how it will appear in sul-sea.uent feedback 

queries Ql' Q2, .... Note that each query Qi will locate or retrieve a set of documents Li , 

of which some are relevant, Hi, and others are irrelevant, Ii. Let 

where function f employs the specified feedback information and other generally available 

collection information. 

Focusing on the use of the previous query Qi' it is clear that Qi+ 1 : 

a) may explicitly cOI:'tai!'. Qi -- eg., Qi+ i = Qi OR Q/ 
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where "derived" query Q/ is not a modified form of Qi, 
b) may contain a modified form of Qi - e.g., 

a "loosened" form like that suggested by Vernimb, 
c) may contain terms present in Qi, or 
d) may completely ignore Qi. 

Based on insights from vector feedback experiments [\Vu & Sa.lton 1981}, the wisest course 

seems to be to possibly include a (down weighted) copy of Qi and to aiso encourage selec-

tion of good terms from Qi. Obvious choices to consider are, using p-norm notation, 

Qi+ 1 - < Qi, Wi> ORP < Q/ , 1- Wi> 

Qi+l - <Qi,Wi> ANDP <Q/,I-Wi> 

where the weights and p-values can be dropped if strict Boolean forms are required. 

5.3.2.2. Solution 

(5-9) 

(5-10) 

(5-11) 

Tw.o or these approaches were tested experimentally. One uses the derived feedback 

query alone as In (5-11). The other is that of (5-9), or in actuality, the simpler form 

Qi+ 1 = Qi OR Q;'. The first scheme presumes that a new query Q/ includes all impor-

tant components of Qi, or that Q/ has better recall or precision behavior than Qi. The 

second scheme presumes that keeping Qi will not degrade retrieval results unduly but that 

omitting it could be harmful, such as by reducing recall. 

These two schemes should be contrasted to see which is better in various situatic>us. 

The third scheme, shown in (5-10), was not tried since very low recall was expected. Other 

combinations of the initial and derived query were also not considered because doing so 

would greatly complicate the approach taken and lacked firm theoretical support. 
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5.3.3. Selection of Terms for Feedback Queries 

5.3.3.1. Problem 

As mentioned in Section 5.3.2, it seems wise to consider using terms in Q... Similarly, 

terms in R j should be analyzed for inclusion in Qi+!. Additionally, related terms from a 

maximum spanning tree [Van Rijsbergen 1979], lexically or semanticaily based thesaurus, 

or other source could be added. The simplest approach to selecting terms is to compute 

some weight Wj for each single term ~j and then utilize only terms with suitable Wj values. 

Suggested is computing 

w~ - w!'· w~r 
} } } 

where a singie term's value is its relevance weight wr ("sr" for sing!e, relevance) tempered 

by a measure of its value in the collection as a whole, wI' ("sc" for single, collection). The 

actual weight selected codd o~~!':t ref Yc:.h!es, a!!y of various estimates of relevance weight 

[Robertson & Sparck Jones 1976], the EMIM weight suggested in [Harper & Van Rijsbergen 

1978 page 198], or other computations. 

5.3.3.2. Solution 

A k.ey dist indion between the DNF method of Chapter 4 and the feedback method 

described here is the more general formula for term and clause weighting computations. 

That is to say, the automatic query formulation method can be viewed as a simplification 

of the feedback approach described below. Consequently, no changes in procedures are 

required if an initial query yields no relevant retrieved documents. 

For a given single term ~i, the tempered relevance weight Wi is given by 
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wi - wi'· wl' (5-12) 

- tempered relevance weight 

where a coliection component, monotonic with idf, 

n· 
W ~e 1-' 

I - - N· J ' 
(5-13) 

- collection weight 

for 

nj = postings for 8; 

N = collection size 

IS employed in identical form as that for DNF technique~ and a term relevance form, 

derived by feedback data, is given by 

ior 

r· I 

R 

n· I 

N 

rj = number of relevant retrieyed docs. containing 8; 

R - num ber of relevant retrieyed documents. 

Note that the important parameters can be easily understood by considering the following 

contingency table, giving num bers of documents in those categories of interest here. 
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Table 5.1: Feedback Contingency Chart 

Relevant Non-relevant 
Retrieved Retrieved (totals) 

Including 1'. nj - 1'j n· 

I I I 

Term ~j 

Lacking R - 1'j N-R N.,..nj 
Term ~j - nj + 1'j 

(totals) R N-R N 

It should be noted that when no feedback infor!!!.ation is available, one might consider 

1'j"=R, which lets wr reduce to wt'. Thus, wi becomes (wt')'!., and, ranking by w{', as is 

done for DNF cases, is identical to using the above feedback formulation (5-12). 

A few non-obvious but essential details relating to implementing the above scheme 

must still be explained. First, ~onsidcr how to exclude very high frequency terms from the 

feedback query, where such terms are not present in many relevant retrieved documents. 

EssentialIy, a postings cutoff factor PC can be chosen so that terms with 1'j < 1 and 

n· :v > PC are excluded. Typically, PC = .10 so terms appearing in no fewer than 10% of 

all documents will be omitted. 

Second, there is the matter of defining what is meant by a retrieved or relevant 

retrieved document. If a query retrieves no documents, one might have R = 0, leading to 

undefined values in the above equations. Though various schemes, such as adding .5 to 

each value in the contingency table [Robertson & Sparck Jones 1976] have been used, they 
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can lead to problems [Porter 1982]. Furthermore, there should be some way to easily 

include query terms in the above considerations, and following the rules above, they would 

actually not be present unless also occurring in retrieved documents. 

The "trick" that solves this awkward dilemma is to claim that the query itself is Q 

docurnc!!t. Following the vector space approach, a query certainly can be manipulated like 

a document, so this assumption seems intuitively pleasing. [Croft 1980] mentions this idea, 

stating that "the query can be treated as a relevaOnt document." Generaiizing the idea 

further, one would like to allow that perhaps a query should be viewed as better than a 

document - perhaps it should count for two docume~ts. This perspectiYe is allowed by 

defining the "query count" f~ . ;m.eter 

qcount - no. of relevant retrieyed documents the query counts as (5-14) 

\Vith this definition, one must be s~e that all four essential values shown in Table 5.1 are 

suitably incremented by qcount for any term ~i included in the original query. Typically, 

qcount = 1, but one can emphasize the importance of query terms by setting qcount = 2, or 

by using even higher values. 

5.3.4. Grouping of Terms into Elementa.l Cla.uses 

5.3.4.1. Problem 

\Vhile Dillon and Desper suggested USlDg paIrs or triples 01 terms in their feedback 

queries, they only determined weights on single terms. Using collection statistics one can 

estimate yalues wI' for pairs and wr for triples. Feedback data readily provides relevance 

values wr, w? Thus wJ and wJ ca!! be computed. Elemental clauses of two or three 

terms ANDed together can act like single terms in the query construction process. 
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5.3.4.2. Solution 

In all previous discussions, values for single term ~i have been specified. Howeyer, one 

can easily consider elemental cbu~e:5 - e.g., a pair of terms ANDed together or a triple of 

terms iinked by AND - in a similar fashion. By estimating the postings values 

n· :t n· 
n·· - ' 1 

') N 

niiJ: 
nj :t nj :t nJ: 

-
N:tN 

as in ChQ.p~cr 4, and by examining the query and retrieved documents for presence of such 

pairs and triples, pair and triple feedback weights wf and wl can be determined. 

5.3.5. Construction of Derived Query Q/ 

5.3.5.1. Problem 

Given suitable single terms and other eiementai clauses such as term Jiairs or tripies, it 

is necessary to have a reasonable methodology to construct the Subsequently derived query 

Q/ from Qj. 

5.3.5.2. Solution 

Since reasonable behavior for the binary weight case is desired, only the DNF scheme 

described in Chapter 4 seems appropriate. The feedback query can be formed as a combi-

nation of suitable singies, pairs, and triples. The DNF algorithm was given in Chapter 4, 

and the extensions required to adapt it to feedback query construction have been discussed 

in the sections above, so further discussion is not warranted. 
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5.3.6. Evaluation of Results 

5.3.6.1. Problem 

Several key factors are worth considering in discussing evaluation methods for Boolean 

feedback results. First, the general framework must be described. Secondly, there al·e a 

number oi possible ways to evaluate feedback. Finally, there are issues or what comparis

ons are meaningful and or interest. 

5.3.6.2. Solution 

Regarding the genera.! eya.!u~tion framework, evaluation as described In Chapters 3 

arrd 4 will be advocated. Specifically, the documents in a collection will be ·assumed ranked 

by a query, recali/precision values· will be computed according to that ranking, recal! level 

averages will be determined for a set of queries as a whole, and the average recall at three 

points (.25, .50, .75 levels of recail) will be reported. 

Regarding the treatment of documents retrieved In preVIOUS iterations, the "partial 

rank freezing" approach [Chang, Cirillo & Razon 1971] is employed since: it allows easy 

comparison of results from one iteration to the next, it allows comparison between different 

approaches adopted for a particular iteration, and it reasonably mirrors the results seen by 

a system user. 

Regarding comparisons desired, a number of specific issues shou.ld be discussed. ~ote 

that a key concern is choosing proper base cases for each comparison. \Vhile one might 

wish to contrast feedback starting with a manual query versus that commencing with an 

automatically formulated query, it is obvious that each such feedback run has a different 

baseline and so only relative improvements of the two approaches can be contrasted . 
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To make .direct comparisons, two schemes must be based on the same previous search 

history. For consistency, each must employ uniform methods, that is, the same weighting 

scheme (e.g., strict Boolean query with binary weights), the same query iormulation method 

(e.g., spt50), the same feedback technique (e.g., qcount = 2), and the same handling of pre

vious queries (e.g., Qi+ 1 = Qi OR Q/). 

Furthermore, a straightiorward base case is needed. Following intuition, that base is 

simply chosen as the previous iteration's query contiuucd, 'Using the same partial rank freez

ing approach as for feedback cases. For more detailed explanation see [Salton, Fox, Buck

ley & Voorhees 1983]. 

5.3.7. Basing Retrieved Set on User Wishes 

5.3.7.1. Problem 

I!! !!l2.!!'.!2.! se2.!"cn!!!g, it. is ~ommoDpl~~p. to try to formulate either a narrow, medium, 

or broad search depending on the user's wishes and other constraints. It seems sensible to 

generalize Boolean feedback qu~ry methods to adapt to such requirements. 

5.3.7.2. SoluHon 

The parameter "desired number retrieved" which IS used to control the construction 

of DNF queries can serve just this function. 

Since various tests had been made (see discussions in Chapter 4) of the effects of vary

ing the retrieval threshold value, that parameter has been fixed in cases considered here. A 

reasonable value seems to be 50, for a collection such as Medlars. 
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5.4. Experimental Results 

Two sets of tests were made of the DNF feedback query cOr!struction process. The 

first set used the DNF "sort" technique while the second used DNF "narrow." Both 

methods were initially described in Section 4.4 but the feedback extensions are discussed in 

Section 5.3.3. 

Promising preliminary results were obtained for the Medlars collection using the DNF 

"sort" approach. However, since performance was so dependent on minor variations of 

parameter settings it is not felt useful to present such data. Raiher, it seems wisest for 

attention to be focused on the stabler "narrow" method. 

Additional explanation, examples of the c:.!;crithm being applied to some of the 

Medlars queries and retrieved documents, and many tables of results for the DNF "narrow" 

method are given in [Salton, Fox, Buckley & Voorhees 1983]. Consequently only a very 

general summ ary is given below. 

The feedback process works wen for both types of initially provided. queries - either 

manual or automatic - though relative improvements for the manual case are somewhat 

better. Feedback also works in both the strict Boolean environment and ror relaxed p

norm cases, though dramatically higher improvements occur when document weights and 

p-values are allowed. Including the original query in an OR construction with the newly 

built expression is beneficial in most cases, especially when the original query was automati

cally constructed. \Vhen the old query is omitted, qcount values higher than one are better 

if a manually formed query is the starting point. Apparently, it is best to obtain in one 

form or another the proper mixture of information provided by a manual query and by 

autom atic processing of feedback information. 
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The most interesting cases for initial feedback as well as later j~erations are fouCld in 

Table 5.2. Separate columns are shown for the two possible sources of the initial query. 

Qcount is fixed at 2 and queries are formed using the spt50 criteria. 

The base case is that of an original Boolean search continued after an initial retrieval 

(i.e., one simply locks further down the list returned past the first group considered). Strict 

Boolean feedback yields 30% improvement for the automatic queries and 82% improvement 

for manual queries during the mitial feedback iteration. Those improvements jump to 

101 % and 157%, respectively, when the extended Boolean system (i.e., p-values and 

weights) is employed. Further small improvements result from a second iteration but the 

third iteration seems of little value. 

The final average precision values after two iterations indicate rather a high level of 

performance, better' than that of cosine methods. 

5.5. Summary and Conclusions 

As promised in earlier chapters, an effective method of beginning with a good natuf3! 

language query and employing p-norm initial query and feedback query construction 

methods has been described. Significant performance improvements result irom each of two 

feedback -iterations tried with the Medlars collection, resulting in a very high level of aver

age precision, substantially better than that obtained by a s~mple vector search. 

To employ such a method as a "back-end" to a conventional retrieval system, one 

might follow the procedure given in Figure 5.1. 
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Table 5.2: Summary of Improvements for Boo;ean Feedback Process 
(Medla.rs 1033 Docs., 30 Queries) 

Description I Initially Available I Automatic Boolean I 
of Manual Queries I Queries, NL Terms I 
Case I Aver. % I Aver. % I 

Prec. Improv Pree. Improv 

Original Run .2372 - .3552 -
cont'd once 

First Iter. Feedback 
Q = Qnew OR Qold 

Strict Boo!., bin. wts. .4322 82 .4628 30 

p=2, wt'd doc. terms .6103 157 .7131 101 

First Iter. Feedback 
I 

Continued Once .6672 9 .8014 12 
(p=2, wt'd doc. terms) 

Second Iter. Feedback 
Q = Qnew OR Qold .7568 15 .8234 3 
(p=2, wt'd doc. terms) 

I 

Second Iter. Feedback 
Continued Once .8081 5 .8701 6 
(p=2, wt'd doc. terms) 

Third Iter. Feedback 
Q = Qne1D OR Qold .8058 0 .8734 0 
(p=2, wt'd doc. terms) 

. 
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Figure 5.1: Application of P-Norm Feedback 

(1) Giyen a user supplied natural language query, perform a broad initial Boolean state
ment aimed at retrieving most pot~ntially relevant documents. The initi~! B~clcan 

query could be suppi!ed by the user, obtained using methods of Chapter 4, or simply 
formulated as the disjunction oi all medium frequency query terms. 

(2) Retrieve documents satisiying the above query. The resulting subcoliection is the tar
get for subsequent searching and r3nking. 

(3) Construct. using given terms irom the initial query, an automatic p-norm query using 
p = 1 or 2. 

(4) Using the current query, rank documents in the sub collection retrieved in step 2 
above, according to p-norm rules. 

(5) Haye the user judge relevance of the top-ranked retrieved documents, and construct a 
new query using supplied feedback data ii requested by the user. Upon req~est, return 
to step 4 and iterate the ieedback method. 

The suggested feedback query construction method is not substantiaily different irom 

the DNF procedure of Chapter 4. Ra.ther, it is a straightforward generalization, where ele-

mentary clauses (i.e., singles or ANDed pairs or triples) have weights determined based on 

feedback data. The query used in Cl. previous iteration is reflected in subsequent iterations 

directly since the best form is usually Qi+ 1 = Qi OR Q/, and indirectly by counting the 

query as one or more (i.e., qcount > 1) relevant documents in the weight determination cal-

culation. 

Summary results of various ieedbac~ iterations illustrated the value of the proposed 

methodology. At long last, performance exceeding that oi vector cosine methods was 

obtained - the absolute periormance achieved is quite satisiactory and if reproducible on 

other collections, worthy oi serious consideration as an automatic technique to enhance con-

ventiona.1 Boolean system performance. 
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Vvith this finale on exploration of p-norm query formulation methods, attention must 

shift to suggestions for improving retrieval system performa!lce by employing better docu-

ment representations. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXTENDED VECTORS: MODEL 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, it is appropriate to consider extensions of the vector space 

model to allow handling of various types of concepts. Consequently, Sections 6.1 through 

6.4 describe a new extended model, demonstrating in a step-by-step fashion how additional 

types of concepts can be added to the usual terms only vector. The last section of the 

chapter, 6.5, completes the discussion by elaborating on the overall rationale for the model 

and by explaining the applicability of the model to collections of interest. 

B.l. Terms Only 

Consider· a collection, C, containing N documents, that is processed by automatic 

indexing routines which first eliminate stop words and reduce remaining words to their 

respecti .... e stems. Call T the set of all distinct "term" that result. Typically, a given col

lection uses only a small fraction of the full vocabulary of the natural language, so the size 

of set T, i.e., Mtm = I T I, is often on the order of 10,000 to 50,000. A dictionary can 

therefore be stored as an array of character strings by consecutively assigning a unique 

integer designation to each term in T. The simple system adopted for the static test colIec

tions used with S~1ART programs IS to alphabetically order elements of T and then to 

number them from 1 through Mtm • Each term thus has a unique integer assigned: its term 

concept number. 

Any document can be automatically indexed so its original list of words is reduced to 

stems after removal of stop words. Each stem can have its number of occurrences in the 

153 
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document counted for use in determining a suitable weight for that term. The ith docu-

ment 15j can then be represented as 

(6-1) 

where 

tmjl; is the possibiy zero weight of term k in Dj • 

The similarity between two vectors can accordingly "be defined usmg the cosme measure. 

Thus, between documents Dj and Dj the similarity is 

(6-2) 

Here the notation SIMc~~~~~type is adoptee to clarify that the designated measure (e.g., 

cosine) is applied to concepts of the given tipe (e.g., terms). While not necessary in this 

simple case, since the model present::.'d so far leaye~ little variation possible, it is very (:on-

yenient to use in the extended model described below. 

6.2. Additional Information - Authors 

Let Afau be the number of distinct authors for the N documents of collection C. A 

dictionary or list of authors can be created, assigning unique identifiers to each author, 

yielding a set A of Mau author concepts. The question now is how these concepts can be 

combined with terms. One might propose including A in T, and such an approach will be 

discussed below, but it does seem reasonable to at least consider treating author names 

differently than regular language terms. 
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The approach taken by Salton [1983] when adding various types of bibliographic data. 

was to simply extend the document vectors given by (6-1) above. Thus, a single extended 

dictionary E was formed, witheiitries 1 through Mtm being terms, and entries .Utm + 1 

through M tm + mau being author names. Specifically, he defined an extended vector .. ith 

terms and authors as 

D- ' · = (tm tm tm l'm ) I i,1' ... , i,.l;f.,_' i M. + l' ... , ; M. + M ... '1m , tm I. (6-3) 

term portion author portion. 

Ho~ever, it seems to be practically and conceptuaily better to more clearly separate the 

extended vector into two subvectors. Representing the term subvector for the i1h sub..-ec-

tor as t~i and the author subyector as auj, the ith document is described as 

-, - .............. Di - (tm;, au; ). (6-4) 

Expanded, the sub vectors have the equivalent form 

(6-5) 

The collection as a whole, which was originally a single matrix or N (document) ro .. s 

and M'm (term) columns, e.g., 

tm 11 

12. - (6-5) 

or, equivalently 
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,... 
JL - - 2M (6-7) 

can now be compactly referred to as 

12 - (6-8) 

instead or using the full form 

atl1M .. 

Il- (6-9) 

The separation of attributes characteristic of database systems and found in Boolean 

systems that divide documents ieto fields (e.g., abstract, author, descriptors) is oftc:::u useful 

and should be made possible by a generalized vector system. A typical p-norm query 

exploiting such a separation is given in Figure 8.1, where author concepts have a designa-

tory prefix while terms, the default type, do not. Thus, "ALGOL" is shorthand· for 

"term.ALGOL" in the exa.mple. 
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Figure 6.1: Boolean Query with Multiple Concept Types 

[ 

tlauthor.\Virth_N" 1 ["ALGOL" 1 
OR J AND OR 

"author.Hoarefi" "PASCAL" 

An additional capability made possible by the separation of terms and ~~thor subvec-

tors is that a user can, either in a vector or p-norm query environment, specify relative 

importance of authors versus terms for general retrieval situatiolls. 

To iIIust.rate this po;~t, ':t c~rt(l.jn aro0 t1:,;t. d notation will be needed. Given two vec-

tors, Dj and Dj , the overall similar"ity between them will be written as 

(6-10) 

Considering only a portion of each of the vectors, say the terms, the cosine similarity for 

that portion wiU be described as 

(6-11) 

while the inner product similarity between authors would be 

(6-12) 

When author and term vectors are both used for calculating a combined similarity 

value on the overall vectors, reiative weights can be applied to the similarities for each con-

cept type. These weights will be designated by 

Wau and tL'tm (6-13) 

respectively. Though not neC'css~ry for vector methods, the rule 
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Wau + W'm = 1.0 (6-14) 

wiii be foHowed since comparisons between different pairs of weights is thereby facilitated. 

In order to specify the situation for a. c(i.5c "f cc=.b!!!!ng similarities, it is convenient to _. "_ 
use a simple table. Thus, to indicate that cosine similarity on terms should be used, and 

that a weight of 0.8 should be assigned to that component, the first row of the table of fig-

ure 6.2 suffices. Similarly, weighting the author component .2 and using inner product 

similarity is shown in the second line of Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Tabub..!" Form of Com bined Similarity Specificatio!l 

Conccpt-TvPE' Similaritv \Veight 

tm (terms) cosme .8 
au (autho::-s) inner-prod. .2 

For this example, the formula for combined similarity is easily constructed. 

(6-15) 

COs .... - IP ........ 
- Wtm·SIMTM(Dj,Dj)+ wau·SIl"fAU{Dj,Dj) 

- 0.8· S!Mcos ( t-;j, t-;j ) + .2· SIM IP ( auj, auf). 

Incidentally,. the various subvectors could be constructed usmg different weighting 

schemes; an additional column in Table 6.1 could show that, for example, term weights 

were computed using the scheme tf.idf while author entries were given binary weights. 

Such flexibility might be of practical benefit, since author matches may be considered quali-

tatiyely different from term matches. One suggestion is to have binary matches for the 

former and real-valued weights for the latter. 
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6.3. Additional Information Based on References 

In addition to terms and authors, other types of information are available in many col

lections. Dates and controlled vocabulary terms may be properiy separated from regular 

terms. Of more concern here, bibliographic information such as direct references between 

documents alld other derived measures such as those of bibliographic coupling and co

citation strength can be employed. 

The first subsection below reviews some of the research work that has gone on in this 

area during the last twenty years. Various measures were defined, preliminary tests were 

made, and a number of theoretical and experimental studies performed. The bibliographic 

measures described have been useful in both retrieval and clustering applications. Since the 

next chapter deals with clustering of extended vectors, however, previous work relating to 

clustering will only be touched on lightly in this section. 

After the reievant iiterat~re has been reviewed discussion of the extended '''ector 

model will continue. The particular measures of interest here will be defined and described, 

and then construction of vectors based on those measures will be explained. 

B.3.1. Pre~ious Work with Bibliographic Information 

Kessler [19()21 selected the proceedings of a 1958 conference on transistors, including 

tutorial, editorial, original research, and review articles -. a total of 40 papers with 947 

references to various journals and other media - and applied his newly defined measure of 

bibliographic coupling to see if the resulting similarities computed between documents 

would be usabie to separate the documents into meaningful groups. The strength of biblio

graphic coupling was simply defined as the number of articles in common between the 

bibliographies of a pair oi articles. 
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Kessler followed up that study with another involving 265 articles [1963a], a case 

study report of ten articles chosen from among 8186 [1963bJ, and a comparison between the 

classification results on 334 papei'S obtained by manual subject indexing versus that 

automatically produced using bibliographic coupling data [1965bJ. Though none of the 

results very clearly demonstrated that the new measv.re would be of special value in 

retrieval, the success evinced in classification tests suggested the utility of including such 

information in retrieval systems, and so the TIP programs and files were suitably enhanced 

([Kessler, Ivie & Mathews 19M}, [Kessler 1965a]). 

Small [1973] suggested, however, that instead of us:rtg bibliographic co'upling - i.e., the 

. written agreement between each one of a given pair of articles which thus 'relates the value 

of past publications - the perspective 0f iater authors should be utilized. His co-citation 

measure enlists subsequent writ ~rs in related fields, people particularly qualified to pinpoint 

the intellectual connections between documents, as indexers, by way of referring to several 

publications in a bibliography. Pairs of such items that are cited in common are co-cited, 

and the strength of the co-citation measure is simply the number of articles in which later 

authors make such co-citations. 

Though Small criticizes bibliographic coupling as being retrospective only, 

Marshakova, who independently defined the measure of co-citation during the same year as 

Small, realized t.hat bibiiographic coupling would aiso change over time and so was not as 

critical of the earlier measure [\Veinberg 1974]. Many other authors have commented on 

.. - the value, limitations, and theory of each of the above mentioned kinds of citation informa

tion. Cronin [1981] recently pointed out the need for a theory of citing to explain why 

authors refer to other works. Subsequently, Lawani has ciassified instances of the most 
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obyious source of error, author self-citation [Lawani 1982], and also has statistically demon

strated the yalidity of using citation counts to assess the influence of publications [Lawar:i 

&Bayer 1983]. Such counts, noweycr, probably should be extrapolated to expected lifetime 

figures [Geller, Cani & Dayies 1981j before being used. 

Seyeral authors haye considered using citation information m practical application!; 

unrelated to retrieYal, such as for deciding when to retire documents from a collection, but 

. care must be exercised in properly relating citation counts and document age [Sandison 

1975, Cawkell 1976]. Brittain and Line [1973] touch on many such analytical uses for cita

tion information and further proyide handy outlines, inC'luding one listing the best sources 

to obtain the basic raw citation data from. 

Small [1980] utilized co-citation information to create nets representing the interac

tions among authors, and other nets to show connections between ideas; examin<i.tion of the 

contexts where co-citations occur allow one to attempt to represent the underlyi~g concep

tual structure of a discipline. Then, Small [1981} used co-citations'to analyze information 

science and how it relates to yarious social sciences. His view is that citation of a document 

is an act of symbolic usage of the idea embodied by the document, and that citation con

texts add in the perspectiYe of later authors, which are often consistent with the yiews of 

others [Small 1978]. Small [1974] also explains how tri-citation information can be used to 

better portray the "scener"y" of citation patterns; Since tri-citations occur in smaller 

numbers than co-citations, how eyer, it is likely that this me~ure of three way coupling will 

be used primarily in specialized clustering and modelling applications such as that con

sidered by Small. 
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Following the lead of the initial exploratory work of Kessler, various studies have used 

clustering methods on citation data. Salton and Bergmark [1979, 1980] studied the com

puter science literature using citation data and showed how the field could be subdivided 

into smaller areas. Journals too can be studied by clustering; Small and Koenig used biblio

graphic coupling [1977] while Arms and Arms f197S1 used citations as the raw data. Car

penter and Narin [1973} partitioned scientific journals based on citations since it was 

assumed that journals dealing with the same subject area: 1) will have similar journa! 

referencing patterns, and 2) will refer to each other. In general, the results of alI these clus

tering studies seem to match intuition and so seem valuable for research in bibliometrics or 

the sociology and history of science. 

Various related approaches have been followed in trying to use citation information to 

aid the retrieval process. The usual argument is that citations are objective, easily 

q11antified, language independent indexing units [Gadield 19701. However, !t !s dear that 

authors have various motives when they cite other works, that the value of a citation 

relates to the total size of the bibliography, that citation habits are affected by an author's 

knowledge of foreign languages, and that the sought after "unit" is an elusive goal (\Vein

berg 19741. Nevertheless, a wide range of instances of how c;tations can aid retrieval have 

been ex plored. 

An initial problem to confront is how to incorporate citation data into document 

representations. Kwok [19751 simply added the words in titles of cited documents as extra 

keywords to better index the citing article. O'Connor reversed the process, by adding 

words from citing statements to the set of index terms of the cited article [19821. Later, 

due to the encouraging success evinced by manual tests, O'Connor devised automatic pr~ 
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cedures to identify the citing 5t~tements in a text [1980a}. A related study was that of Her

lach [1978], where both the number of occurrences and the location In a paper (e.g., in 

Introduction, Methods, Results, or Discussion section) of references help determine the 

significance of links between cited and citing articles. Ciosest to the extended vector model 

proposed here, however, are several stud!es by Salton [1963, 1971b] and Michelson et al. 

[1971]. In Salton's earlier study, direct citations between documents were considered, and 

used instead of or along with terms in. a vector formulation; a small scale preliminary test 

showed improvements over those expected from random behayior. The later study used 

200 documents and 42 queries, and showed that improvements occur when vectors with 

both term and direct citation concepts are employed compared to when terms only are 

allowed. A special featur(; of the experiment was that queries were each based on a single 

source document, so either the query terms or the bibliography of the original document 

could be used interchangeably. Finally, the SMART team of Micheison e!- ai. had success 

when extended vectors of the form shown in equation (/:r3) were applied to feedback prob

lems. However, they only experimented with the rather small AD! collection and ran into 

difficulties relating to their method of computing vector correlations. 

Citation iniormation in indexes can alsc be ~sed !n the retrieval process. Given a cita

tion index, one can employ cycling, which can be mathematically described [Cummings & 

Fox 1973] but can eaSily be understood as the repetitive movemeJlt backward and forward 

in time: beginning with one or more articles present in a citation index go backward to the 

citing documents, go forward by considering their references, go back using the new larger 

set, etc. Furthermore, with an online author citation index and a pair of names of authors 

who have each worked in the field of interest, one can find articles that each cite at least 

one publication of each author [White 1981]. 
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Though clustering will be emph::lsized more in the next chapter, several studies have 

used ciu::;tering based on citation !!lformation to aid retrieval. Schim:novich [1971] used 

direct links and a pattern analysis scheme to cc;mstruct clusters that could later aid 

retrieyal. Bichteler and Parsons [1974} modified the Schiminovich algorithm and reported 

that retrieval wit.h a citation instead of a term classification gave higher precision at low 

recall levels. 

Of all the studies using bibliographic coupling or ccrcitation information, the one by 

Bichteler and Eaton [1980} which combines both measures is the most relevant here. Using 

1712 papers, they showed that a composite function giving the linkage similarity in terms 

of the normalized total of the bibliographic coupling and ccrcitatioil connections performed 

better than when only bibliographic coupling was measured. Building upon an earlier 

suggestion by. Amsler, they tried one composite similarity function and evaluated the 

retrieval performance for a set of 10 queries. These tentative findings are supported by 

more comprehensive tests reported in Chapter 8 below. 

\Vith this historical background, it is appropriate now to focus on the precise use of 

bibliographic data within the extended vector model. It should be clear that the emphasis 

is on combining 8,11 of the easily identified useful types of bibliographic data in a simple 

model so that testing of clustering and composite retrieval functions will be facilitated. 

6.3.2. Example and Definitions 

For illustration purposes it is convenient to represent bibliographic connections 

between articles using network diagrams [Cummings & Fox 1973], with nodes designatin'g 

documents and arcs indicating references between documents. By way of example, consider 

the network in Figure 6.2 and the tabular listing of its arcs given in Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: Example of Citation Network 
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Table 6.2: Chart of Citation Arcs 
(Primary Sort on Citing, 
Secondary Sort on Cited Docs.) 

Citing Cited Citing Cited 
Doc. Doc. Doc. Doc. 

A - D E G 
B - E E - J 
C - E G - J 
C - G H - E 
D - F H - G 
D - G I - G 
E - F 

Note that it is conceptually clearer, when possible, to work with a closed set of documents. 

e.g., C in F!g~re 13.2, where all arcs are inside the set. Howeyer, limitations on d3ta aYaib-

bility may require using an open set like 0, where arcs may come in from or go out to (not 

present) external documents as well. Another comm.ent to bear in mind is the unconyen-

tional use of terminology in Figure 6.4 and elsew here in subsequent discussions. The com-

mOil pr~:-tice in bibliometric studies is to talk about "referring" instead of "citing" articles 

[Sandison 1975]. Yet, to highlight the symmetry of the situation, the term "citing" will be 

freely used here instead when the companion term "cited" is employed. Thus, if .-\ refers to 

D so that D is cited by A, it can be stated that A is the citing document and D is the cited 

document. 

Based on the reference pattern for a set of documents, one may define yarious deriyed 

measures of the interconnection between those documents. The relevant not 3.tion and 

definitions follow, using the data of Figure 6-3 to illustrate each point. 
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(6-16) A - D Direct Reference 

when A refers to (cites) document D, so that D is referred to (cited by) A. By 
definition, D - D always holds. 

(6-17) A _k G Indirect Reference 

when A indirectly refers to (cites) G (e.g., at distance k = 2), so that G is indirect
ly referred to (cited by) A. 

An example is when there is some document such as D where A -+ D - G. Note that k 

designates the I!umber of arcs that must be traversed to reach the cited document; when 

k = 1 it is not shown since the notation of (6-16) is used instead. 

Now, citing directly as given in (6-16) or indirectly as iu {B--17) <:ore bi!!2.:Y e";e!!t:; -

either they occur or not. On the other hand, the next two definitions can result in an 

assignment of weights th~t are based upon integer counts. 

(6-18) B 2.nd Care bibliographically coupled [Kessler 1962] 

if some document, say E, is referred to by both Band C. 

Hence a computer can count how many articles provide a coupling connection in a similar 

fashion to E - in Figure 6.2 the~e are no more - and define the degree of bibliographic cou-

pIing. Thus, for arbitrary documents i and j, 

bCjj = 112' I 

where 

and 12' is restricted to the document set of definition, e.g., o. 

In the example of Figure 6.3, 
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DCB,e - 1 and bCD,e = 2 

since one document, E, is referred to by both Band .C, while two documents, F and G, are 

each referred to by both D and E. Thus B-E, C-E, and D-F, E-F, D-G, E-G. 

Note that bCjj is simply the number of articles referred to by document i, i.e., the 

length of its bibliography. This is useful, since one would hope that the coupling of a docu-

ment to itself would be a maximum that other couplings could be normalized by. 

(6-19) F and G are co-cited [Small 19i3] 

if some document, say D, refers to both of them in its bibliograp!ly. 

One can count the totai i..alID bel" of articles that each refer to both F and G. For arbitrary 

documents i and i, the co-citation strength is then given by 

= \12" \ CCjj 

where 

12" c C - , 

the source set of documents considered, and 

Note tha't CCjj is simply the number of articles that cite document i, that is, its citation 

count. That value can be used for normalizing other cc values or to gauge the import,:nce 

of the given article. In the example, then, one 'observes that 

CCe,G = 2, cCF,G:::IIC 2, cCF,J = 1. 

The first observation is based on the fa;:t that documents C and H each "co-cite" or refer 

to both E and G. The reader may wish to verify the validity and find the relevant data. for 
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the other two co-citation counts given above. 

(6-20) A and D are linked if either A - D or D - A [Salton 1963]. 

This definition allows the computer to symmetrically view citation connections between 

documents, regardless of the ordering of the articies based on time of publication. More 

formally, 

1 if D·-D· s } 

1 if D·-D· } s 

lnj,i - 1 if i = j, by definition 

o otherwise. 

In the example, there are lnji values of 1 for pairs such as A and D or C and G. 

Now that the various measures have been defined and illustrated, it remains to be seen how 

they can be utilized to enhance document representations by incorporation into additional 

concept types. 

6.4. Submatrices for Reference Information 

6.4.1. Definitions 

Document representations as given in the first two sections of this chapter follow the 

assumption that for each type of concept such as that of textual terms or author names a 

dictionary of all possible entries can be constructed. Each concept is thus assigned a unique 

concept num ber. Concept types "term" and "author" lead to separate subvectors for each 

document (as in equation 6-4) and separate submatrices for the collection as a whole (as in 

6-8). The term sub matrix I.M has dimensions N x Mtm while the author sub matrix has 

dimensions N x Mou. 
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For each document it is straightforward usmg the definitions of the last section to 

determine values of the linkage, bibliographic coupling, and co-citation measures between 

that document and any other Gocument. Rather than using a dictionary to provide con-

cept num bers, the document numbers themselves can be used so that 

(6-21) 

and submatrices B.!2., Q!2., and L1i will each be of size N x N. Note that according to the 

defin itions of the various measures all diagonal entries will be non-zero but in general the 

submatrices will be sparsely populated. 

To obtain some intuition as to the meaning of these sub matrices, consider the subvec-
. . 

tors i);j, CCj, and i;j for the ith document. Diagonal entries are 

bejj _ no. of references in bibliography of i 
eej; - no. oi articies that reier to i 

in;j - ! 

where another way to understand eej; is to view it as the incoming citation count. 

(6-22) 

Off diagonal entries show how the ith document relates to other documents. Thus, the 

jth column of each submatrix shows how documents relate to the jth document - one in 

effect treats a document as a "bibliographic concept". Off diagonal valu.es have the foIlow-

ing significance: 

be·· I) - no. of articles referred to by both I,] 

eejj - no. of articlcs that each refer to both i,j 

In·· -I) 
1 if the i 'h doc. refers to the jlh, or .-ice .-ersa 

(6-23) 

One important point 10 these definitions is the fact that bibliographic connection IS 

dependent on the ovcrall set of documents being considered. This is most clearly seen in 
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the case of co-citation values. In the universe of aU documents, there may be many ru-ticles 

that co-cite a giyen pair oi documents Dj , 15j , leading to a high value of CCjj. If the set of 

articles considered is seyerely restricted, say to only articles in a certain year or appearing 

in a certain journal, Cij may be reduced because the co-citing articles are excluded. 

6.4.2. Exa.mple 

Based on these definitions, one can illustrate t~e citation submatrices k, ~, and ill 

for the example set 0 given in Figure 6.2 and Table 6.2. The desired submatrices are 

shown in Figures 6.3 through 6.5. 

The !Z submatrix shown is sparser than would occur in practice, sino~ the example is 

only based on a small fictitious collection, with only a few references per article. The ln 

sl1bmatrix, as expected, has many entries, but cne might expect that since all of its entries 

are binary yalued, then the much rarer k and!;!;. ent!'ies with values greater than one 

would be a more accurate indication of document similarity_ 

Figure 6.3: k Submatrix 

A B C D E F G 

A 1 

B 1 1 

C . 2 1 1 I 1 

D 1 2 2 
E 1 2 3 

F 0 
G 1 

Note: bCE,G ~ 1 since J is not EO. 
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Figure 6.4: D:. Sub matrix 

A B C D E F G 

A 0 

B 0 

C 0 

D 1 

E 3 2 
F 2 2 
G 2 2 5 

Note: this includes the fact that H cites E,G when cCZ,G is computed . 
. The reason is that H is in the source set C for co-citations. 

Figure 6.5: In Submatrix 

i A B ! c D E F G 

A 1 1 
B 1 1 
C 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 i 
E 1 1 1 1 1 
F 1 1 1 
G 1 1 1 1 

I 

The J:J:.. submatrix shown is sparser than would occur ~n practice, since t~e example is 

only based on a small fictitious collection, with only a few references per 3r.:de. The 1'1 

submatrix, as expected, has many entries, but one might expect that since ::>11 of its entries 

are binary valued, then the much rarer k and D:. entries with values grC3.ter than or!e 
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would be a more accurate indication of document similarity. 

One disadvantage of the k and !:J;. measures !s that they depend upon the date of 

publication of documents since that strongly affects which other documents cite them or are 

referred to by them. Thus, document J in Figure 6.2 is unlikely to be bibliographically cou-

pled with others since it was apparently one of the first ones published. Similarly, recent 

articles like A, B, and C lack co-citations because nothing refers to any of them. Most 

likely, that situ~tion would be remedied in a few years time as new articles appear. By 

using both of the Qs:. and g measures in an additive fash!on, however, it is hoped that this 

effect of age would be diminished. That is, in computing SIM (5;,15;), one should always 

• BC (..... ..... cc .......... 
mclude SIM tDj, Dj ) + SIAl (D j , Dj ). The tl)tal c:alled for would balance out handiing 

of document pairs that are: 

(1) both very old, probably giving low bejj value but high cejj value; 

(2) Doth of medium age, having moderate values each of bjj and Ceij; or 

(3) both recent, suggesting high beij value but low ceij. 

The symmetrical definition of [njj allows for a similar balanced handling of pairs of articles 

since linkage does not depend on which of the two articles appeared first. In a sense, link-

age is already an additive or combined measure constructed as the logical OR of one matrix 

containing citing connections with the transpose matrix con~aining cited connections. 

The use of Qs:., !:!:., and In submatrices se"ems justified as an initial approach to better 

incorporating bibliographic data in the vector space model. Experiments in later chapters 

will contrast the utility of these !lleasures and see how they can best be combined to aid 

retrieval system performance. The first requisite for such utilization, however, IS an 

effective means to include the appropriate subvectors when computing si!llilarities. 
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6.4.3. Composite Similarity 

Thus, given these submatrices, the question is how one should best employ the data to 

compute the similarity between two documents. The usual or direct approach toward utili-

zation of bibliographic coupling or co-citation measures is to define the document similarity 

as a normalized version of the proper single matrix element. Thus, using the cosine func-

tioD, one would h~ve 

cos -+ -+ SIMBC (D j , Dj ) -

cos -+ -+ 
SIMcc (D j , Dj ) -

be·· I} 
(6-24) 

be··· be·· 
II JJ 

eejj 
(6-25) 

eCjj • eCjj 

In effect these gl've the similarity based oniy upon direct bibliographic coupling and 

direct co-citations, respectively. For example, in Figure 8.2: 

and 

SIMCOS( DE) = 1. = .33 BC ~ . , 6 

l) 

SIMggs( F, G ) = -=:- = .20. 
10 

Ho~ever, there are several difficulties relating to using these direct measures. First, in 

a typical collection, there are not many co-citations; usually also, only one document win 

co-cite a given pair. EYen in groups of articl9 that deai with a common topic, some pairs 

in the group may neyer be co-cited. \\toile the example in Figure 6.2 is too densely con-

nee ted to show this, one can imagine having X and Y co-cited, as are Y and Z, bt~t not 

have X and Z be co-cited. This situation causes no problems if what is involved is a single 

link clustering which automatically utilizes the indirect relationship. But in a feedback 
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environment, findirrg X through an initial iteration would not allow the location of docu-

ment Z until later feedback iterations, causing a loss in recall at lower recall levels. 

Second, consider documents D and E. Their bibliographic coupling is 2 which indi-

cates a fairly strong relationship. Perhaps, though, there should be some further means of 

acknowledging the fact that D and E are related in other ways as well. In Table 6.2, note 

that document C is also bib!iographicaHy coupled with each oi these through joint citation 

of G. Consider teo the matrix of Figure 6.3, where both D and E appear in the ("~h.iilln for 

document C. Further note that the two rows for D and E have three matching entries, 

instead of the normal two that arise from coupling. Utilizing indirect couplings lik.e these 

should enhance recall - highlighting additional similarities that would be ignored otherwise. 

Finally, consider the practical problems of implementation. Assuming the existence of 

bibliographic information based matrices as explained earlier, how can the similarity be 

computed between documents, or between queries and documents! Certainly, formulas (6-

24) and (6-25) could be followed. But if one document was a cluster centroid instead (as 

discu~::.ed in the next chapter), or the query had feedback information from several 

retrieved relevant documents, it is unclear how to proceed. Thus, if Qi is of form 

it is problematic to define 

cos - -SIAfBC ( Qi, Dj ). 

One could use 
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but there should probably be better normalization. 

\Vhat is proposed, then, is simply using the cosine similarity between two subvectors 

as a measure of both direct and indirect connection. Defining 

(6-26) 

results in a similarity between D and E (see rows D and E of Figure 6.3) of 

1·1+ 2·2+ 2·3 - 0.98. 

As hoped for, a very high similarity for these two articles results. 

Definition (6-26) then is utilized to compute similarity due to bibliographic coupling .. 

The similarity for co-citations is likewise defined as 

(6-27) 

and for links as 

cos -- -- cos -- --81MLN (Dj,D j ) = 81M (lnj,lnj)' (6-28) 

Because of the definition lnij = 1, the same approach applies to computing similarities 

for the ill submatrix. As with bC and cc subvectors, the procedure includes both direct 

references between documents and indirect references in order to compute the similarity 

between r;. subvectors. Thus, in the example of Figure 6.2, the similar!ty between E and 

G, based on their In subvectors as given in Figure 6.5, is 

1 + 1 + 1 
J574 

- .67. 

Two other documents, F and G, have In similarity of 
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1 + 1 --- - .58 
v3-4 

even though there is no direct.dt<f.tion between them; in effect the method considers paths 

F -+2 G and G -+2 F to help determine the magnitude of the association between F and G. 

6.5. Multiple Concept Types 

So far in this chapter anum ber of extensions to the vector model have been proposed. 

This section aims at tying those notions together into the multiple concept type model of 

vector document representation in information retrieval systems. Specifically, the rationale 

for the model is briefly expiored and its applicability to a few experimental test collections 

is demonstrated. 

6.5.1. Rationale 

The following subsections present some of the motivations and justifications of the 

proposed model. 

6.5.1.1. Similar Method in Other Fields 

Using additional factual information such as author name or perhaps publication date 

has precedent in the areas of database processing and in the operation of many common 

Boolean retrieval services. File management and database systems always relate a number 

of fields or attributes to a given real-world entity; an ar'tide must have a title, jOUl"nal 

name, author name (or names), and date of publication. 

Database and Boolean systems commonly allow explicit references to each sub field or 

attribute. Queries typically include expressions with syntax such as 

AUTHOR = Smith or Article.author = Jones. 
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Range searches on publication date are often employed to restrict the size of retrieved sets, 

ar:d are based on testing of the date field. 

There is no straightforward way to accommodate these needs in the simple vector 

model - for example, one simply cannot distinguish 2. name appearing in the author field 

frem the same name :n the abstract, unless special indexing techniques are employed to 

simulate the separation of concepts into different types. 

6.5.1.2. Searching Many Fields 

Retrieval experiments testing searching on each of the possible textual fields of a 

document representation and on combinations of those fields indicate that allowing search

ing on seyeral separate fields giyes better performance. Thus, in [Katzer et 301. 19821, exper

iments in which several different representations were searched separately are described. 

Each representation included different fields or combinations of fields and so searches were 

restricted to the fields present in a certain document !'epresentation. Typically, two 

searches using different representations to express the same query would have only about 

15% overlap in the resulting retrieved sets. Since none of the chosen representations 

located ali relevant items, an appropriate str'ategy seems to be to make up several searches 

and mer~e the results. Equivalently, a singie search using all of the available fields might 

give very good recall and possibly good precision. 

6.5.1.3. Clarity 

The subvector and submatrix notation introduced in Section 6.2 is conceptually clean. 

Each type of information is named differently, can be treated separately, and yet all data is 

present in yector form. Since it is often useful to have independence among vector ele-
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ments, that provision can be approximated among entries of each subvector and optionally 

be ignored across subvector boundaries. One can compute similarities as an appropriate 

linear combination of the subvector similarities, as discussed in subsequent chapters. 

6.5.1.4. Upda.ting 

The various items of information for different sub vectors have different sources and 

different requirements for updating. Thus, term information is available initially and 

unchanging over the life of a document (unless, for example, spelling errors are corrected). 

On the other hand, co-citation information continuously changes, since each newly added 

. article may cite numerous other articles previously stored in the collection .. Hence, it would 

be helpful to only update sub matrix g and to protect tm from accidental revision. 

6.5.1.5. Indexing 

The indexing process IS often different for data that w!ll go into each sub vector. 

Thus, terms need to be stemmed while authors should be normalized into, say, "last

name_first-initial" form. Operationally, it is useful to separate such data into groups that 

can each be manipulated in a uniform fashion. This situation is even more obvious in the 

case of handling bibliographic references, where multi-step processing is required to obtain 

such submatrices as those for strength of co-citation err) or bibliographic coupiing (k£). 

6~S.1.6. Weighting 

\Veighting methods may vary for different subvectors. Dates should undoubtedly 

receive binary weights, whereas terms benefit from applying an inverse document frequency 

(idf) iactor. Bibliographic submatrices should also use some type of weighting. 
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6.5.1.7. Solution to Vector' Problems 

Finally, separation ~nto multiple subvectors may facilitate handling of problems relat

ing to long or missing sub vectors. The general issue is whether it is ir!deed proper to truly 

separate different subvectors, or to treat the entire vector as a whole - ~x., should one com

pute the similarity of two vectors as the cosine between them or compute the similarity of 

each subvector and then combine the similarities, possibly as an appropriate linear combi

nation. The normalization in cosine similarity computations will yield different results. 

Of course, dividing into sub vectors allows one to later compute similarity in either of 

the two proposed ways, since it is easy enough to merge subvectors into a composite vector. 

Going the other way is much harder. 

\Vben a subvector is empty or has many entries, the separate subvector ~pproach res

tricts the effect of that fact specifically to the similarity value associated with that subvec

tor. On the other hand, if only a single composite similarity is computed, the effect of very 

long or very short (i.e., those with many or few non-zero or non-null) sub vectors may, due 

to normalization by overall vector length, unduly influence other subvectors' contributions 

to the final similarity. 

Michelson et al. [1971], working with feedback of vectors which include term and 

bibliographic concepts, point out that query-document similarities should only consider 

types of data actually present in a query, after the query is enhanced by feedback terms. 

An illustration of their point can be seen in the context of retrieving articles present in a 

collection from the Commtmication6 of the A CM (CACM). In that collection, computer 

articles are classified into one or more of about 200 categories used in the sister publication, 

Computing Ret,·ew". A subvector for Computing Review8 (.a) categories therefore seems 
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appropriate. Many CACM articles have no IT categories since they were written before the 

category system was inaugurated. The usual cosine computations, treating the document 

vector as a whole, would normalize by the entire vector length, regardless of whether a a 

subvector was present. 

6.5.2. Model Applied to IS! and CACM Collections 

The collection of articles identified using data supplied by the Institute for Sc!entific 

Inrormation© (ISI©) is of information science documents receiving many citations. 

Authors in standard form, e.g., SaltoD_G, and textual terms, i.e. stems remaining after a 

stop word list has been applied to the title and abstract, were indexed using normal 

SMART methods. Some 90,000 source-cited document number pairs were processed to 

yield co-citation values for all pairs of cited documents. The final concept type scheme was 

therefore obtained as shown in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3: lSI Concept Types 

Number Designation DescriEtion 

0 tm terms 
1 au authors 
2 cc co-citations 

Since the lSI collection lacked other types of bibliographically based information, and 

since anum ber of concept types were already available for the CACM collection (see Table 

6.4), a more extensive test oi the multiple concept type appro3ch was planned. 
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Table 6.4: CACM Concept Types 

Number Designation DescriEtion 

0 tm terms 
1 au authors 
2 bi bil,tiographic 

information 
3 cr Computing Ret'iew 

categories 
4 ce co-citations 
t' be bibliographic oJ 

coupling 
6 in links 

References between all CACM articles were considered, so the bibliographic based subyec-

tors were fairly short. However, the available data did allow easy construction of ~, cc, 

and ~ subvectors. Simila.T to the case for 151, au and ir;. subvectors were also obtained. 

Each article appeared during a given !:!cnth and year, so that information was recorded in 

the bi subyector. Finally, as mentioned earlier, many articles were assigned one or more 

controlled yocabulary-type categories, taken from the Computing Rev£ew8 system, so cr 

subvectors were also present. Thus, the CACM collection used seven different concept 

types, including ones based on textual terms (tm), ones of factual information (au,bi), ones 

deriyed from bibliographic references (be, cc, and In), and one based on indexer interpreta-

tion (cr). 

Now that the multiple concept type model has been explained, it is appropriate to dis-

cuss its usefulness for clustering and cluster search (Chapter 7) and for enhanced feedback 

(Chapter 8). 
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CHAPTF.R 7 

CLUSTERING OF EXTENDED VECTORS 

A new model using extended vectors for the representation of document content was 

described in the last chapter. A key question to consider when evaluating the value of any 

such proposal is how it can be used to enhance retrieval performance. One such scheme, 

namely clustering and dustered searching, is described in this chapter. A second, relevance 

feedback, is e!abor:!ted upon in the next chapter. 

Given a use~ query, typically just containing terms from the natural hnguage text of 

that query, and documents that are extended to contain other information besides terms, 

the question is how performance of an initial search can benefit from the extended docu

ment vectors. If one accepts the cluster hypothesis [Van Rijsbergen 1974], namely that 

closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the same requests then an obvious 

answer is to use not only terms but also the latent information in other components of 

extended document vectors to effect a superior clustering of all collection documents. Typi

cally, a query just containing terms will retrieve clusters containing documents whose terms 

match its terms. The query will probably also retrieve from those chosen clusters docu

ments which have little in common with the query terms but are highly correlated through 

other components of the extended vectors with already retrieved items in the clusters. 

Hopefully, these will be mostly relevant documents, leading to improvements in both recall 

and precision. 

Not only is clustering of interest In retrieval, but it also has many applications for 

classification. \Vhen a new scheme IS available for computing accumcut-ciocument 
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similarity or for clustering a collection of documents using those values, it is interesting to 

examine the resulting clusters, see why they were formed, judge if the constituent members 

fit we!! together, and decide if the clustering outcome seems reasonable. In the current 

case, where various combinations of the components of the extended vectors are possible, 

some such analysis of the results of various clustering trials seems particularly appropriate. 

Now that the main concepts to be explored in this chapter have been mentioned it is 

appropriate to outline the method of presentation chosen. The first section focuses on pre

vious work: clustering in general, ciustering based en the terms of documents, and informa

tion retrieval clustering incorporating bibliographi= data. Next, to illustrate the clustering 

results, two subcoIIections of CACM documents were selected and various clustering runs 

made and reported upon. Finally, clustering runs on the entire CACM collection are 

described, illustrating the effects on retrieval of using extended document vectors in various 

ways. 

7.1. Previous Work 

7.1.1. Genera.l Clustering 

Nu~erous books have been written about taxonomic classification and clustering 

theory, methods, algorithms, and pra~tice (e.g., [Sneath & Sokal 1973], [Hartigan 1975}). 

The reader is encouraged to consult them or releva.nt reviews and summaries (e.g., [Jardine 

& Van Rijsbergen 1971]} for further background information. 
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7.1.2. Clustering tor Intormation Retrieval 

7.1.2.1. Number ot Attributes 

According to the vector space model a document is characterized by a large number of 

attributes. If there are T word stems there will often be at least T attributes. In a collec

tion such as that of the 3204 CACM articles, T = 10,446. When extended vectors are used 

then the co-citation sub vector will have N attributes: where N is the number of articles in 

the collection. Thus, for a homogece0us colle.:tio~ of cne million 3rti-:les a term based clus

tering might require perhaps T = 100,000 attributes while an extended vector clusterings 

might employ several million. 

It is this problem of having a large number of attributes that suggests careful study of 

how various algorithms could be applied to extended vectors. Keyword classifications have 

similar problems with the number of attributes. 

7.1.2.2. Keyword Classifications 

In order to help construct thesauri and synonym dictionaries, the terms themselves 

can be clustered. The underlying assumption is that similar terms, as far as searching 

needs are concerned, tend to appear in the same documents. Sparck Jones [1971] did an 

early empirical study of keyword classifications and tested 'Various hypotheses. 

Since there were so many techniques ~nd parameters to consider, she focused" on 

methods aimed as producing stable, well dcfined classifications. That is, minor additions or 

changes in the data should give minor changcs in the final results and regardless or the 

implementation or processing a given set of inputs should yield a unique result. Often, such 

approaches are called graph theoretic since one considers each term as a point and decides 
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on the requirements and organization of links between those points. 

Typically, one computes the pairwise similarity.between each of the T term vectors 

and arrives at a similarity matrix with values for the T·( T -1) /2 different pairs. Unfor

tunately, this step requires 0 ( T2) space and time (i.e., as T increases, the time to com

pute the matrix and the space required to store it go up with the square of T). Thus even 

before one tries to classify the terms a significant amount of space and time is required. 

Given the similarity matrix among terms one can apply a threshold value and decide 

which term pairs are sufficiently similar to be connected in the graph representation. 

Thesau:ius categories can then be identified by looking for appropriate groupings: cliques, 

clumps, stars, chains, etc. Sparck Jones iound that a number of different methods gave 

similar results when appropriate parameter settings were chosen for each. 

7.1.2.3. Single Link Document Classifica.tions 

Jardine and Van Rijsbergen [1971] rey!ew some of the early ·clustering work for 

retrieval purposes and describe some initial work in hierarchical clustering using the 

theoretically pleasing single link method. After a similarity matrix has been produced a 

unique hierarchical clustering results which can be dispiayed as a dendogram such as that 

shown in· Figure 7.1. \Vith threshold value Ll, only A and B are linked, while with the 

lower threshold value L2, C,D, and E are also connected .- i.e., pairwise similarities with 

value greater than L2 exist among at least two of the three possible pairs: C-D, C-E, Zond 

D-E. 

The single link method has the following properties: 

(1) Results are independent of the order of processing. 
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Figure 7.1: Dendogram from Hierarchical Clustering 
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(2) The rank ordering of the similarity values is all that is needed. 

(3) All and only those documents with sufficient pairwise similarity are linked at a giyen 

level. 

(4) The method is stable in. terms of the effect of small errors in similarity and in terms of 

minimizing alterations as documents are added. 

Unfortunately, the number of leyels, tree size and shape, and branching ratio between 

nodes at various levels, are all uncontrolled. Thus, the number and average size of bottom 

ievei clusters are not known in advance and tight bounds on the cost of a depth first search 

of th~ resulting cluster tree are not obtainable. 
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Using the Cranfield database, Jardine and Van Rijsbergen performed experiments In 

clustering and searching. They had trouble with "aberrant individuaIs", documents not 

closely associated with any others - these entered the tree towards the top with low similar

ity levels and might best be assigned to the nearest. cluster or separated into a separate 

"garbage" ciuster. Nevertheless, the search results were promising especially when the 

evaluation method emphasized precision instead of recall. A simple downward search, des-

. cending the tree from the root to the leayes, selecting the most promising branch at each 

point, did very well. 

. Van Rijsbergen [1974] performed further tests of the single link clustering technique 

using three dilIerent collections, and found cluster based strategies to be "quite competi

tive". Searching was done either according to.a narrow scheme like that of a depth first 

search or a new ly proposed broad scheme: to retrievE: more documents leading to possibly 

higher recall the search procedure back tracks to find alternate paths after pursuing the 

most promising ones initially. Broad searching is often more effective tha.n narrow search

ing especially w hen recall is emphasized. 

Van Rijsbergen and Croft [1975] repeated and extended previous tests using a larger 

collection of 1400 Cranfield documents. Another alternatiye to the narrow and bro3.d 

search procedures was proposed, namely "bottom up", where an initial source document. 

for example, identifies a low level centro}d. Searching would consider that centroid firs~ 

and then proceed by going up the tree and then descending downward again to other hope

fully useful adjoining clusters. 

To improve upon the efficiency of single link clustering, Croft [1977] utilized the r~t 

that prior to clustering both a document and an inverted file are typically present. In 3 
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sense, the inverted file "is a one-level overlapping clustering of the documents". By using 

it, by ignoring occurrences of high frequency terms, and by only computing simiiarity 

values for document pairs as needed, one can substantially reduce the storage and spa..ce 

requirements for single link clustering. Though an upper bound on complexity IS still 

o ( N 2
) for N documents, the fact that few document pairs have non-trivial similarity 

implies that one need only compute similarities between documents that occur in the same 

. inverted list entry. If, for example, one restricts attention from T d?wn to T' lists con

taining no more than p document postings each, the!! even if there is complete overbp 

among the the T' lists the computation required is 0 ( T' . p . (p -1) /2). Croft found that 

only 5.9% of the full similarity matrix actually had to be computed in his experiment. 

b a later study aimed at reducing stor;~ge requirements and at improving search 

efficiency Croft [1978] proposed a specialized file organization where cluster representatives 

can be computed dynamically, thereby saving substantially on storage overhe3d. By re$

tricting attention to cluster schemes utilizing bottoi!! up searching; Croft only required an 

inverted file to provide access points to the low level dusters and a slightly augmented 

document file. 

More recently, Croft [1980] focused on probabilistic methods for computing similarity 

between queries and documents and was further able to improve upon the effectiveness of a 

bottom up search. All in all, then, speci~lized single-link clustering, bottom up searching. 

compact representations, and probabilistic similarity computation techniques can greatly 

aid the efficiency and effectiveness of single link methods as applied to information retriey31. 
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7.1.2.4. Other Clustering Approaches 

Clustering has been proposed for use in retrieval by many people for various purposes. 

Thus, Preece [19741 proposed a negative cluster hypothesis, namely that "false drops are 

likely to be closer to each other than to the relevant documents". He suggested that after 

retrieval one has eliminated many non-relevant documents and can cluster the selected 

documents, possibly just by considering terms in the query, in a very efficient fashion. 

Williamson [19741 developed an effective and highly efficient ch;l.;;tering and search sys

tem employing heuristic methods to construct a cluster tree in time 0 ( n . log n). Though 

lacking the theoretically pleasing qualities of the single link method his algorithm seemed to 

be stable and yield good results as attested by a number of experimental trials. The result

ing tree is easily contro!!ed by parameter settings to obtain a desired degree of overlap, a 

limitation of cluster·size at each level of the tree, and a specific constraint on the branching 

ratios. Since the tree is built by adding documents one by one, collection growth is easily 

accommodated. Finally, when addition to a giyen node forces that node to exceed the 

allowable size then it is split apart only after computing the full similarity matrix for all of 

its children - a technique that enabies reliable control and yields a good overall end

product. \Villiamson's algorithm served as the basis for the method employed to cluster 

extended· yectors as described in Section 7.2. 

Using a modified version of Williamson's algorithm, Salton and \Vu (1981} compared 

the efficiency and effectiveness of various clustering and search procedures. Specifically, 

they contrasted in .... erted file searching, top down clustered file sC:ll"ching, and bottom up 

cluster searching based on an inversion of data in the low level cluster centroids. Inversion 

on document Yectors gave the best results when short Boolean type queries were processed 
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while a top down tree search seemed best for long vector type queries. The low level cen

troid inversion, however, required the smallest storage overhead of any of the approaches. 

Since a realistic technique yielding reasonably good results and having 0 ( n ·Iog n ) 

efficiency was required, the modified \ViIli3!:!lson algorithm was selected for experimental 

use. Given that operational use would call for long extended vectors, vector type queries, 

and feedback queries of t:'o'cu (;leater length, the approach selected seemed particularly 

appropriate. \Vith the aid of a Cornell graduate student, Robert Harper, the clustering 

program was implemented under UNIX and clustered search procedures were integrated 

into the rest of the SMART system. 

7.1.3. Clustering with Bibliographic Data 

In Chapter 5, the extended vector model was introduced where various ty·pes of biblio

graphic data were utilized to supplement the standard term vectors. Now attention will be 

focused on clustering studies considering bibliographic data instead. of or in addition to 

terms. 

Clustering can be performed with various purposes in mind. For preliminary investi

gations of liew clustering methods, the aim may be simply to show that a new technique is 

viable. Ultimately, however, the goal is often to effect a classification of articles ([Kessler 

19()2, 1963a, 1953b, 1965b], [Schiminovich 1971], [Small .1973, 1974, 1978, 1980, 1981], 

[Kwok 1975], [Salton & Bergmark 1977, 1979]) or journals ([Carpenter & Narin 1973], 

[Small &, Koenig 1977]' [Arms & Arms 1978]). In recent years there has been increased 

interest in clustering to help chart the interreiaiio;lships and developments in specific areas 

of the sciences and social sciences ([Small 1973, 1974, 1978, 1980, 1981], [Salton & Bergmark 

1977, 1979]). 
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Clustcring can also rcsult in a documcI1t organization that aids retrieval. Haying pre

viously attempted clustering with bibliographic coupling data, Schiminoyich [1971} 

developed what was tcrmed a "pattern discovery ~.1gorithm" to directiy utilize links 

betwecn documents. Afterwards, Bichteler and Parsons [1974] modified that method for 

documcnt retrieyal and found that it produced results comparable with those of standard 

subject indexing. 

Salton did several preliminary studies of the usefulness of bibliographic information in 

retrieval. In [Salton 1983] he clustered documents using several schemes and found that 

when terms and references were employed the results were better than if only terms .. ere 

considered. Latcr, Bicnteler and Eaton [1980] demonstrated that for retrieyal purposes 

using a similarity formula combining bibliogr~phic coupling and co-citations .. as better 

than if bibliograpaic coupling alone was included. And, though on a small scale, they did 

do a certain amoun t of grouping of documents based on the resulting combined simiiarity 

values. 

In :summary, bibliographic data does seem valuable in a number of application.s. 

Apparcntly, better clustering can be expected when that data is considered. Hence it seems 

appropriate to cOilsid,,!" algorithms for clustering that allow inclusion o! the various COID

ponents of an extended vector representation. 

7..2. Algorithms 

Algorithms used are based in general on the work of \\"illiamson as described in his 

Ph.D. thesis [1974]. The procedures were later adapted for experiments requiring cont rol 

over the degree of oyerbp between low level clusters and for comparisons with other 
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storage and retrieval schemes [Salton & Wu 1981]. For the retrieval runs described later 

further modifications were made to handle the requirements of clustering extended vectors. 

7.2.1. Clustering 

The algorithm produces a hierarchical clustering where all N documents in a collection 

end up as leaves of a multilevel tree. Interior nodes are associated with cluster centroids 

which represent all the documents in the subtree below them. Viewed another way, a given 

centroid summarizes all the information contained in the children immediately below 

regardless of whether those are documents or other centroids. 

Clustering proceeds by adding documents one by one starting with an initially empty 

tree. The addition process involves a search for the proper place to insert the new docu

ment and a subsequent adjustment of the tree to first include the new entry and secondly 

conform to the various constraints enforced during the build operation. In particular, 

adding a document may require a low level node or "twig" to be spiit and splitting may be 

recursively repeated all the way up to the root. This way the tree stays relatively balanced 

and all documents are the same distance from the root. 

Table ~.l gives specific parameters required to handle clustering of extended vectors. 

The first. three values indicate choices specifying how the overall similarity between docu

ments can be determined based on avaiiable subvectors - relative weighting method, simi

larity function used, and whether real valued weights are allowed. The last two parameters 

relate to special processing when a centroid subvector gets too long and must be shortened 

to fit into available space. 
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Table 7.1: Combined Retrieyal Parameters for Each Concept Type 

similarity coefficient = coefficient used for a giyen concept type before adding it to arriYe 
at oyer all similarity, based on formula: 

. 
combined similarity = ~ coe!!t . ~imt 

all types t 

similarity computation method = specification ot' function to compute similarity: cos corre
lation, inner product, normalized inner product (i.e., divided by sum of yector 
values) 

weighting method = use binary or real values 

. maXImum subvector length = length of this sub vector that must not be exceeded; if it is, 
then low frequency values in the sub vector are deleted to shorten it to within 
bounds 

subvector deletion frequency: initial value and increment = W!:;.eil sUDvectoT must be shor
tened, all entries below the initial value are deleted, and for subsequent dele
tions the increment is added to the cutoff previously used 

7.2.2. Searching 

The cluster search method utilized was a specially modified version of that proposed 

by \Villiamson. its uniqueness relates to the handliI!g of extended vectors and the method 

oi implementing a broad top down search. Extended vectors are handled using the same 

similarity computation scheme as for clustering (see top three entries of Table 7.1). COIl-

ducting a broad search was controlled by special processing of similarities as additions are 

made to a heap of centroids and documents that are, respectively, yet to be expanded or 

yet to be presented to a uscr. 
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7.3. Small Collection Clustering Examples 

To illustrate the behavior of the clustering alg9rithm described in Section 7.2.1 two 

different small subcollections from the CACM collection were required. Selection procedures 

and clustering results are described below. 

7.3.1. Clustering the Last 55 Documents 

The CACM collection has 3204 articles. For some initial testing of the clustering algo

rithm articles 3150-3204 were employed. Articles 3150-3183 were the most recent ones in 

the collection - all appeared in issues during 1979. Art-ides 3184-3204 came irom eariier 

years and so their inclusion here gives greater diversity than would be expected if only a 

thin timt: slice was considered. 

7.3.1.1. Input Da.ta 

The raw data for clustering is the complete extended vector for each of the 55 articles. 

Since the vectors themselves are not especially enlightening, it seems more sensible to pro

vide more useful background information. 

Table 7.2 gives the article number (did), year of publication, volume, number, title, 

and authors of each document being considered. For indexing purposes the titles were sup

plemented by abstracts and author assigned keywords but the information shown here 

should be adequate description for a reader fa~iliar with the computer science literature: 

Table 7.3 gives the occurrence information of Computing Ret>:'ew category concept 

numbers for articles which have cr subvectors. They are short and have some overlap so 

they provide a good example of what is involved in one component of the extended 

representations. 
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Table 7.2: Doc. Number, Year, Vol., No., Title, Author for Last 55 Articles 

Did Yr Vo No Title (first part) Author (first) 

3150 79 07 01 Beyond Programming Languages Winograd, T. 
3151 79 07 02 An Optimal Real-Time Algorithm for Plana Preparata, F .P. 
3152 79 07 03 Storage Reorganization Techniques for Mao Fischel, P .C. 
3153 79 07 04 The Control of Response Times in Multi-C Hine, J.H. 
3154 79 07 05 Algcrithm = Logic + Control Kowalski, R. 
3155 79 08 01 The Paradigms of Programming Floyd, R.W. 
3156 79 08 02 Computing Connected Components on Parall Hirschberg, D.S. 
3157 79 08 03 Proying Termination with Multiset Order: Dershowitz, N. 
3158 79 08 04 Secure Personai Computing in an Insecure Denning, D.E. 
3159 79 08 05 Further Remark on Stably Updating Mean a Nelson, L.S. 
3150 79 09 01 Rejuvenut:~g E~pe!"imental Computer Sc:e!! Feldman, J.A. 
3161 79 09 02 An ACM Executive Committee Position on t McCracken, D.D. 
3162 79 09 03 On Improving the \Vorst Case Running Time Galil, Z. 
3163 79 09 04 An Optimal Insertion Algorithm for One-S Raiha,K.J. 
3164 79 09 05 Progressive Acyclic Digraphs-A Tool for Hansen, W.J. 
3165 79 09 06 Approximation of Polygonal Maps by Cellu Nagy, G. 
3166 79 09 07 Computing Standard Deviations- Accuracy Chan, T.F. 
3167 79 09 08 Updating Mean and Variance Estimates- An West, D.H.D. 
3168 79 10 Ot Comment on "An Optimal Evaluation of Boo Laird, P.O. 
3169 79 10 02 Note on " An Optimal Evaluation of Boolea Gudes, E. 
3170 79 10 03 On the Proof of Correctness of a Calenda Lamport, L. 
3171 79 10 04 Line Numbers Made Cheap Klint, P. 
3172 79 10 05 An Algorithm for Planning Collision-Free Lozano-Perez, T. 
3173 79 11 01 A Psyc hology of Learning BASIC Mayer, R.E. 
3174 79 11 02 Password Security- A Case History Morris, R. 
3175 79 11 03 Breaking Substitution Ciphers Using aRe Peleg, S. 
3176 79 11 01 Storing a Sp:!!"se Table Tarjan, R.E. 
3177 79 11 05 How to Share a Secret Shamir, A. 
3178 79 12 01 Introd uction to the EFT Sym.posium Kling, R. 
3179 79 12 02 Overview of the EFT Symposium Kraemer, K.L. 
3180 79 12 03 Costs of the Current U.S. Payments Syste Lipis, A.H. 
3181 79 12 04 Public Protection and Education with EFT Long, R.H. 
3182 79 12 05 Vulnerabilities of EFTs to Intentionally Parker,D.B. 
3183 79 12 06 Policy, V3lues, and EFT Research- Anatom Kraemer, K.L. 

(Continued on i\ext Page) 
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Table 7.2 cont'd: Doc. No., Year, Vol., No., Title, Author for Last 55 Articles 

Did Yr Vo No Title ( first part) Author (first) 

3184 133 01 17 Revised Report on the Algorithmic Langua Naur, P. 
3185 72 10 10 The H uIJ? ble Programm er Dijkstra, E. \V. 
3186 68 03 03 GO TO Statement Considered Harmful Dijkstra, E. \V. 
3187 66 05 16 Certification of Algorithm 271 (QUICKERS Blair, C. R. 
3188 66 03 19 Semiotics and Programming Languages Zemanek, H. 
3189 62 11 24 An Algebraic Compiler for the FORTRAN As Stiegler, A. D. 
3190 67 02 14 Correction to Economies of Scale and the Solomon, M.B. 
3191 68 06 17 Generating Permutations by Nested Cyelin Langdon, Glen G. 
3192 58 07 02 The Lincoln Keyboard - a Typewriter Keyb Vanderburgh, A. 
3193 58 07 03 MANIAC II 
3194 59 01 02 A Non-heuristic Program for Proving Elem Dunham, B. 
3195 62 11 23 Reiteration of ACM Policy Toward Standar Gorn, S. 
3196 63 01 18 The Reactive Typewriter Program Mooers, C. N. 
3197 63 06 26 Structures of Standards-Proce~<;ing Organ Gorn, S. 
3198 66 03 18 Microprogramming, Emulators and Programm Greem, J. 
3199 66 08 13 ALGE~l - An Algebraic ~l2.nipulator Gotlieb, C. C. 
3200 66 08 14 A FORMAC Program for the Solution of Lin Cuthill, E. 
3201 66 08 15 Sym bolie 1\.ianipulation of Poisson Series Danby, J. 
3202 66 08 16 MANIP- A Computer System for Algebra and Bender, B. 
3203 66 08 17 GRAD Assistant - A Program for Symbolic Fletcher, J. G. 
3204 66 08 i8 An On-Line Program for Non-Numerical Alg Korsvold, K. 
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Table 7.3: CR Subvector Information for Last 55 Articles 

Doc. List of cr Category 
Id. Concept Num bers 

3150 105 113 115 127 
3151 132 157 164 
3152 123 145 157 
3153 121 196 
3154 85 113 119 153 156 
3156 157 164 181 
3157 156 174 
3158 18 179 
3159 150 171 
3162 94 127 157 
3163 93 94 123 157 153 
3164 122 123 164 
3165 38 123 198 
3166 142 150 171 
3167 150 171 
3168 74 93 94 
3169 70 90 94 
3170 156 
3171 109 110 113 129 
3172 39 85 87 196 
3173 7 59 115 
3174 ::4 124 
3175 65 84 
3176 94 109 123 157 
3177 165 173 
3179 17 72 73 98 
3180 72 
3181 18 
3182 17 21 72 98 
3183 17 21 72 73 98 
3186 115 155 156 
3191 165 
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7.3.1.2. Pa.ra.meters 

Regarding combined similarity calculations and limitations on the various subvectors, 

the values given in Table 7.4 are those selected. Note that very preliminary notions ~~out 

proper similarity coefficients and subvector lengths provided the basis for each setting. 

·Thus, the similarity coefficient reflected the assumed value oi the subvector, and the max-

imum on num ber of concepts related to the assumed length of the vector component for a 

given concept type. 

Table 7.4: Subvector Specific Parameter Values 

concept similarity term freq. max. ilO. of 
type coefficien t cutoff for concepts in 

abbrev. value deletions subvector 

au 1.00 1 100 
bi 0.15 t r. 

_oJ 20 
cr 0.30 2 50 
tm 0.30 1 800 
bc 1.00 1 200 
In 0.80 1 100 
cc 1.00 1 200 .. 

7.3.1.3. Clustering Process 

Ini"ially, documents are added to the single root cluster until the splitting limit of 20 

is reached. The articles 3150-3169 are split to give the tree shown in Figure 7.2. It should 

be noted that node 4 has 11 children - it is the "garbage" or "orphan" cluster containing 

all documents that do not easily group together. 
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More documents are added to the tree shown in Figure 7.2 until splitting of node 0 is 

called for. Figure 7.3 shows the five clusters that repl2.ce node O. Finally, the remaining 

documents are added to the existing tree. Table 7.5 shows the final tree formed. 

Figure 7.2: Tree After First Split 

node 1 

node 0 

I 
I 
I 

node 2 
I 

I 
I 
I 

node 3 

I 
I 
I 

node 4 
I 

I I I 
I I I I I! I I 

3150 3154 3155 3162 Zi50 3166 3167 3168 3160 3151-3 3156-8 3160-1 3163-5 

Figure 7.3: Result of Splitting Node 0 

node 1 is root and parent for nodes below: 

node 0 node 5 node 6 .code 7 

I I I I 
3150,3154-5, 3185 3192,3193, 3189,3195, 
3162,3170-2 3186 3196,3199 3197 

node 8 

i 
3184,3187, 
3188,3198 
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Table 7.5: Final Tree for Documents 3150-3204 

node 1 is root and parent for nodes below: 

node list of documents below 

o 3150,3154,3155,3162,3170,3171,3172 
2 3i59,3155,3167,3175,3178,3179,3180,3181, 

3182,3183 
3 3188,3189 
4 3151,3152,3153,3156,3157,3158,3160,3161, 

3163,3164,3165,3173,3174,3176,3177,3190, 
3191,3194 

5 3185,3186 
6 3192,3193,3196,3199,3200,3201,3203,3204 
7 3189,3195,3197 
8 ;)184.3187,3188.3198 

7.3.1.4. Labelling of' Clusters 

Since classification is often aimed at grouping similar items and then atta.ching mean-

ingful labels to each such group, that policy is adopted for the example of this section. 

Accordingly Table 7.6 is a la.belled version of Table 7.5. 

7.3.1.5. Discussion of Results 

It can be seen from Tabies 7.5 and 7.6 that node 4 is overly large, containing a 

number of rebtively unrelating groupings: As the "orphan" or "garbage" cluster, it would 

be better off if split further or if entries were moycd to other more closely related clusters. 

In general it seems clear that the cluster size is somewhat large, allowing several 

groups of documents to co-exist inside certain of the clusters. Instead of splitting at size 

20, perhaps (\ limit of 10 would be more appropriate. Neyertheless, the topical separation 
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of clusters shown in Table 7.6 does seem to be fairly reasonable. Given this background, a 

more detailed study of clustering of a small CACM sub collection is in order. 

Table 7.6: Labelling of Clusters for Documents 3150-3204 

" node 1 is root and parent for nodes below: 

node list of topics for documents below 

o Programming,Algorithms 
2 Probability,Statistics,Electronic Funds Transfer 
3 Boolean Expressions and Queries 
4 Complexity,Systems,Experiments 
5 Dijkstra's articles 
6 Programs/Systems 
7 Compilers,Standards 
8 Prorrramming Languages & Algorithms 

7.3.2. Clustering of Highly Cited Articles 

There tends to be a good correlation between important articles as judged by peers 

and those receiving a relatively large number of citations [Lawani & Bayer 19831. Hence it 

se~ms reasonable to further illustrate the behavior of the extended vector clustering algo-

rithm using articles with many citations. 

7.3.2.1. Choosing Test Set 

Since 3 detailed examination of the clusters resulting from 3204 articles is 3 Yery time 

consuming task it was decided to use a much smaller number of highly cited articles. The 

assumption m~de was that highly cited articles would tend tc have non-null fK, C? and fu 

subvectors due to their many bibliographic connections. 
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In addition to being cited, how eyer, it was also desirable for chosen articles to be 

categorized according to the Computing RetieW8 scheme since contrast could then be made 

between category based clustering and attribute based clustering. 

Accordingly, Table 7.7 giyes the size for various sets with non-null cr subyectors and 

with yarying numbers of citations. The "-" in various places represents a "don't care", i.e., 

that any value is acceptable. For example, there are 1424 with cr subvector, 1161 with at 

least one citation, and 254 with at least two citations and with cr subyectors . 

. Table 7.7: Set Sizes with Citations and cr Subyector 

No. of cr Set 
Citations Subvector? Size 

y 1424 
>1 1161 
>1 Y 549 
>2 560 
>2 Y 254 
>5 117 
>5 y 52 

It can be seen that if one considers only those CACM articles which have a non-null 

cr subvector and which have received at least five citations then one arrives at a set H of 

52 highly cited articles. The set II is what is used in subsequent clustering tests. For ease 

of reference, the articles in set H are listed in Table 7.8, ordered by ascending document 

identifier number. 
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Table 7.8: Document Number and Title for 52 Selected in H 

1684 Ambiguity in Limited Entry Decision Tables 
1728 Further Experimental Data on the Behavior of Programs in a Paging '" 
1741 BRAD: The Brookhaven Raster Display 
1746 Protection in an Information Processing Utility 
1749 The Structure of the "THE"-~1ultiprogramming System 
1751 The \Vorking Set Model for Program Behavior 
1754 Dynamic Storage Allocation Systems 
1771 CURRICULUM 68 -- Recommendations for Academic Prog>ams in Computer ... 
1781 Translator \Vriting systems 
1785 Scatter Storage Techniques 
1786 An Improyed Hash Code for Scatter Storage 
1826 A LISP Garbage-Collector for Virtual-Memory Computer Systems 
1834 An Axiomatic Basis for Computer Programming 
1877 Prevention of System Deadlocks 
1879 A Note on Storage Fragmentation and Program Segmentation 
1901 Dynamic Space-Sharing in Co::nputer Systems 
1936 Variable Length Tree Structures Having Minimum Average Search Time 
1947 Object ccd~ Optiniiz3.tion 
1972 A Nonrecursive List Compacting Algorithm 
1973 The Linear Quotient Hash Code 
1976 Multi-attribute Retrieval with Combined Indexes 
1989 Transition Network Grammars for Natural Language Analysis 
2046 A Relational Model of Da.ta for Large Shared Data Banks 
2053 On the Conversion of Decision Tables to Computer Programs 
2060 GEDANKEN-A Simple Typeless Language Based on the Principle of ... 
2080 The Nucleus of a Multiprogramming System 
2107 The Quadratic Quotient Method: A Hash Code Eli::ninating Secondary ... 
2109 The Use of Quadratic Residue Research 
2110 An Efficient Context-free Parsing Algorithm 
2111 Spelling Correction in Systems Programs 
2138 BLISS: A Language for Systems Programming 
2150 Concurrent Control with" Readers" and "Writers" 
2203 Key-to-Address Transform Techniques: A Fundamental Pel'forma:u.ce ... 
2204 Program Dcyclopmen t by Stepw ise Refinement 
2220 Conversion of Limited-Entry Decision Tables to Computer Programs ... 
2247 On the Criteria To Be Used in Decomposing Systems into Modules 
2345 Curricuium Recommendations for Graduate Professional Programs in ... 
2356 A Technique for Software Module Specification with Examples 
2373 Properties of the \Vorking-Set Model 
2435 A Class of Dynamic Memory Allocation Algorithms 
2438 A Model and Stack Implementation of Multiple Environments 
2569 Computer Ge!!eration of Gamma Random Variates with Non-integral ... 
2597 Monitors: An Operating System Structuring Concept 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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Table 7.8 cont'd: Document Number and Title for 52 Selected in H 

2629 The UNIX Time-Sharing System 
2632 HYDRA: The Kernel of a Multiprocessor Operat'ing System 
2723 Multiprocessing Compactifying Garbage Collection 
2732 Guarded Commands, Nondeterminacy and Formal Derivation of Programs 
2751 I11umination for Computer Generated Pictures 
2767 A Comparison of Simulation Event List Algorithms 
2839 An Insertion Technique for One-Sided Height-Balanced Trees 
3076 Value Conflicts and Social Choice in Electronic Funds Transfer ... 
3186 GO TO Statement Considered Harmful 

7.3.2.2. Clustering using CR Ca.tegories 

Since the C; subvcctors had maximum length around 200, it is possible to use pack-

aged routines for performing single link clustering and multidimensional scaling of the 52 

chosen vectors. In addition, the fast heuristic clustering method could be utilized. 

First, consider single link ciustering where the input data is a binary vector of cr 

entries for each of the 52 articles. Based on computed pairwise distances between articles, 

Figure 7.4 gives the dendogram produced using the "S" statistical analysis package [Becker 

& Chambers J.981]. It is laid out like the example shown earlier in Figure 7.1. 

The four digit document numbers are read from top to bottom, and similar documents 

are found near to each other. Horizontal lines show at what level the documents or clusters 

are connected. The vertical axis indicates the Euclidean ·distance between linked itepIs, 

based on comparisons of the binary cr subvectors. 

Articles linked together towards the bottom of the diagram are highly similar and so 

such clusters are well chosen. \Vhcn the distance is more than about 0.5, however, the 

groupings seem rather arbitrary. Perhaps this explains why bottom up or broad searching 
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Figure 7.4: Single Link Clustering Based on C; SubYectors 
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of single link clustering output were found to be more effective by Van Rijsbergen and 

Croft [1975] than narrow top down methods. 

As a second approach to clustering, consider multidimensional scaling. Using the 

appropriate "S" routine, the cr subvectors, with some 200 possible binary valued entries 

can be utilized to yield a two dimensional alternate representation that preserves many of 

the relative pairwise distances between documents. Figure 7.5 shows how the 52 documents 

of interest can be represented in a two dimensional map. Many of the points representing 

documents are labelled nearby with the corresponding document identifier numbers and 

topical areas are indicated in anum ber of places. The dense central r(;gio:u. focuses on pro

gramming languages which is apparently a crucial component of CACM Et"erature. As one 

moves up and to the right the emphasis chang~s to lii:u. t~me environments, muitiprogram

ming, and finally operating systems. Moving instead down and to the right, subjects 

include database methods, simulation, hashing for scatter storage, tree structures, and other 

storage methods. This two dimensional IJortrayal makes the variation of subjects fairly 

easy to grasp. 

To obtain a one dimensional listing that best captures the cr clustering based on mul

tidimensional scaling one reduces the dimensionality to one instead of two. Variations and 

distances between documents are compressed to a single real value and one can then order 

the documents based on that value. Table 7.9 gives the resulting listing of documents. 

The first column gives the scaling value, while the second indicates the cluster number (C) 

derived from that scaling. The grouping seems to correspond to the two dimensional result 

in that the given ordering would result if one traversed Figure 7.5 from bottom right to left 

center and then back up to top right. In other words, the documents seen along that path 
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Figure 7.5: Two Dimensional Scaling Result 
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Table 7.9: One Dimensional Scaling Result 

ScaleVal. C Did Title 

-0.220835 1 1785 Scatter Storage Techniques 
-0.207128 1 1976 ~1ulti-attribute Retrieval with Combined Indexes 
-0.204346 1 2109 The Use of Quadratic Residue Research 
-0.200938 1 1936 Variable Length Tree Structures Having Minimum Averag .. . 
-0.175750 1 2107 The Quadratic Quotient !-'1ethod: A Hash Code Eliminatin .. . 
-0.175750 1 1973 The Line2.r Quotient Hash Code 
-0.175224 1 2203 Key-to-Address Transform Techniques: A Fundamental Pe ... 
-0.158407 1 2839 An Insertion Technique for One-Sided Height-Balanced ... 
-0.155781 1 1786 An Improved Hash Code for Scatter Storage 
-0.150897 1 2767 A Comparison of Simulation Event List Algorithms 
-0.098880 2 20-16 A Relationai Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks 
-0.056542 2 2138 BLISS: A Language for Systems Programming 
-0.059449 2 2356 A Technique for Software Module Specification with Ex ... 
-0.057820 2 1781 Tra.nslator \Vriting systems 
-0.054351 2 2111 Spelling Correction in Systems Programs 
-0.05419B 2 2732 Guarded Commands, Nondeterminacy and Formal Derivatio .. . 
-0.053493 2 2060 GEDANKEN-A Simple Typele;;s Language Based on the Prin .. . 
-0.047077 2 2110 An Efficient Context-free Parsing Algorithm 
-0.045092 2 1834 An Axiomatic Basis for Computer Programming 
-0.043457 2 1989 Transition Network Grammars for Natural Language Anal... 
-0.041092 2 1947 Object code Optimization 
-0.031364 3 2597 Monitors: An Operating System Structuring Concept 
-0.025255 3 2569 Computer Generation of Gamma Random Variates with Non ... 
-0.024553 3 2247 On the Criteria To Be Used in Decomposing Systems int .. . 
-0.024159 3 2220 Conversion of Limited-Entry Decision Tables to Com put .. . 
-0.023143 3 2204 Program Development by Stepwise Refinement 
-0.019345 3 2053 On the Conversion of Decision Tables to Computer Prcg ... 
-0.014721 4 1771 CURRICUL UM 68 -- Recommendations for Academic Program ... 
-0.014721 4 2345 Curriculum Recommendations for Graduate Professional ... 
-0.013567 4 1684 Ambiguity in Limited Entry Decision Tables 
-0.012506 4 3186 GO TO Statement Considered Harmiul 
-0.012605 4 2751 lllumination for Computer Generated Pictures 
-0.012505 4 3076 Yalue Conflicts and Social Choice in Electronic Funds ... 
-0.012234 4 1741 BRAD: The Brookhaven·Raster Display 
-0.010543 4 1972 A Nonrecursive List Compacting Algorithm 
:0.010542 4 1826 A LISP Garbage-Collector for Virtual-Memory Computer ... 
-0.006661 4 2373 Properties oi the \Vorking-Set Mode! 
0.012503 4 2632 HYDRA: The Kernel of a Multiprocessor Operating System 
(Continued on 0:ext Page) 
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Table 7.9 continued: One Dimensional Scaling Result 

ScaleVal. C Did Title 

+ 0.055680 5 1879 A Note on Storage Fragmentation and Program Segmentation 
+ 0.070841 5 2438 A Modei and Stack Implementation of Mult:ple Environments 
+ 0.079979 5 2723 Multiprocessing Compactifying Garbage Collection 
+ 0.1253386 1728 Further Experimental Data on the Behavior of Programs ... 
+ 0.167427 6 1754 Dynamic Storage Allocation Systems 
+ 0.185266 6 1877 Prevention of System Deadlocks 
+ 0.18B621 6 2435 A Class of Dynamic :\femory Allocation Algorithms 
+ 0.197273 6 1901 Dynamic Space-Sharing in Computer Systems 
+ 0.219584 6 1746 Protection in an Information Processing Utility 
+ 0.228533 6 2080 The Nucleus of a Multiprogramming System 
+ 0.296548 7 2629 The Ui\IX Time-Sharing system 
+ 0 .. 2965487 l751 The \Vorking Set ~1odel for Program Behavior 
+ 0.296549 7 2150 Concurrent Control with " Readers" and "\Vriters" 
+ 0.2965497 1749 The Structure of the "THE"-Multiprogramming System 

would be roughly the same as those seen when sequencing through the entries of Table 7.9 

from top to bottom. 

Finally, one gets a third perspective on Cr based clustering through use of the fast 

heuristic method described in Section 7.2.1. Table 7.10 shows the resulting tree with addi-

tional summary information. In particular, for each cluster there is a listing of the most 

commonly occurring CR categories found in documents attached to that node. Thus, one 

can characterize each cluster for the sake of analyzing the results by considering the 

categories listed. Unfortunately, no regard is made of the fact that the category system is a 

hierarchical one, and that categories near each other in the classification system imply that 

the subjects are fairly similar. For a clearer understanding of the situation the reader 

might wish to examine the report describing the latest revision to the Computing Ret;ew~ 

category list [Denning et al. 1981]. 
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Table 7.10: Cluster Results Using cr Subvector 

Node 1 is root of tree and parent of other nodes 

Node Category Document 
No. List List 

° 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
." I 

4.3,4.32,4.39 

4.30,4.32 
4.9,3.74 
4.32,6.2,6.20 
3.73,3.74,3.79 

3.50,4.19,4.49 
4.0,4.12,4.22-4,5.23 

1728,1746,2373,2435,2438,2569,2751 
2767,3076 
1749,1751,1754,2080,21 :>0,2597,2529 
1728,1786,1973,2107,2356 
1754,1877,1879,1901,2632 
1785,1936,1976,2046:2109,2111,2203, 
2732,2839 
1684,1741,1826,1972,2053,2220,2723 
1771,1781,1834,1997,1989,2060,2110, 
2138,2204,2247,2375,3186 

Based on the cr clustering, one can list the documents that correspond to tpe lineari-

zation of the cluster tree. Table 7.11 therefore gives a summary o'C the cr cluster results. 

Each document is labelled by the node number of its cluster p3.rent (C), its document 

number (Did), and the title. Cluster 7 seems the most heterogeneous and cluster ° seems 

next worst. Since the emphasis oC the clustering is to form clusters based on high pairwise 

similarity vaiues with documents added to the cluster that has most categories in common. 

it appears that the first documents 3.dde~ to each duster largely determine its subsequent 

composition (at least until sp!itting). The initia~ cluster, node 0, tends to haye diverse ele-

mcnts since it is added to at the beginning by all documents that are entered before the 

first splitting. The last cluster, node 7, on the other hand, probably contains all the docu-

ments that do not fit neatly into any other cluster. It should be noted that when splitting 
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Table 7.11: Linearized Tree from cr Clustering 

C Did Title 

C 1728 Further Experimental Data on the Behavior of Programs in a Paging ... 
o 1746 Protection in an Information Processing Utility 
o 2373 Propert!es of the \Vorking-Set Model 
o 2435 A Class of Dynamic Memory Allocation Algorithms 
o 2438 A Model and Stack Implementation of Multiple Environments 
o 2569 Computer Generation of Gamma Random Variates with Non-integral Sha ... 
o 2751 Illumination for Computer Generated Pictures 
o 2767 A Comparison of Simuiation Event List A!gcr!th:::c.s 

. 0 3076 Value Conflicts and Social Choice in Electronic Funds Transfer Sys ... 
2 1749 The Structure of the "THE"-Multiprogramming System 
2 1751 The \\"orking Set Model for Program Behavior 
2 1754 Dynamic Storage Allocation Systems 
2 2080 The Nucleus of a Multiprogramming System 
22150 Concurrent Controi with "Readers" and "\Vriters" 
2 2597 r-.1onitors: An Operating System Structuring Concept 
2 2629 The U~IX Time-Sharing system 
3 1728 Further Experimental Data on the Behavior of Programs in a Paging ... 
3 1786 An Improved Hash Code for Scatter Stor~ge 
3 1973 The Linear Quotient Hash Code 
3 2107 The Quadratic Quotient ~1ethod: A Hash Code Eliminating Secondary C ... 
3 2356 A Techniql}e for Software Module Specification with Examples 
4 1754 Dynamic Storage Ailocation Systems 
4 1877 Prevention of System Deadlocks 
4 1879 A Note on Storage Fragmentation and Program Segmentation 
4 1901 Dynamic Space-Sharing in Computer Systems 
4 2632 HYDRA: The Kernel of a Multiprocessor Operating System 
5 1785 Scatter Storage Techniques 
5 1936 Variable Length Tree Structures Having Minimum Average Search Time 
5 1976 Multi-attribute Retrieval with Combined indexes 
5 2046 A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks 
5 2109 The Use of Quadratic Residue Research 
5 2i 1 i Spelling ConecLion in Systems Programs 
5 2203 Key-to-Address Transform Techniques: A Fundamental Performance Stu ... 
S 2732 Guarded Commands, NondetermiIl3cy and Formal Derivation of Programs 
5 2839 An Insertion Technique for One-Sided Height-Balanced Trees 
6 1684 Ambiguity in Limited Entry Decision Tables 
6 1741 BRAD: The Brookhaven Raster Display 
6 1826 A LISP Garbage-Collector for Virtual-Memory Computer Systems 
6 1972 A Nonrecursive List Compacting Algorithm 
6 2053 On the Conversion of Decision Tables to Computer Programs 
6 2220 Conyersion of Limited-Entry Decision Tables to Computer Programs ... 
6 2723 Multiprocessing Compactifying Garbage Collection 

(Continued on ~ext Page) 
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Table 7.11 continued: Linearized Tree from IT Clustering 

C Did Title 

7 1771 CURRICULUM 68 -- Recommendations for Academic Programs in Computer ... 
7 1781 Translater \Vriting systems 
7 1834 An Ax iomatic Basis for Computer Programming 
7 1947 Object code Optimization 
7 1989 Transition Network Grammars for Natural Language Analysis 
7 2060 GEDANKEN-A Simple Typeless Language Based on the Principle of Comp ... 
7 2110 An Efficient Context-free Parsing Algorithm 
7 2138 BLISS: A Language for Systems Programming 
7 2204 Program Development by Stepwise Refinement 
7 2247 On the Criteria To Be Used in Decomposing Systems into Modules 
7 2345 Curriculum Recommendations for Graduate Professional Programs in 1... 
7 3186 GO TO Statement Considered Harmful 

took place the average correlation was 0.057 and that after that event 4 articles were added 

to the cluster tree with 0.0 similarity to existing centroids (i.e., no matching terms between 

the new documents and previous ones). 

Ali in all, the clustering seems reasonable for search purposes, though the classification 

is not as neat and orderly as that produced by multidimensional scaling. Hence it seems 

sensible to examine the corresponding results when other sub vectors or c~mbinations of 

subvectors are utilized. 

7.3.2.3. Ciustering Using Va.rious Subvectors 

Having seen the results of several types of clustering methods applied to the cr sub-

vectors, it is natural to consider the results of clustering with other subvectors. In particu-

lar, the ~, cc, Tn, and t~ sub vectors should be used as the basis for clustering. Further, 

appropriate combinations such as b-;-cc for b-; and ~ together or mx for a mix of a!J of 

the types allow one to see if several different subvectors complement each other. 
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Though it would be interesting to use single link or multidimensional scaling for these 

tests, the large number of possible attributes for each subvector exceed the limits of pack

aged programs available for these purposes. \Vhile 200 different CT categories is manage

able, some 3200 documents or 10,000 terms are far too many to ailow standard matrix 

manipulations to take place. Hence the \Villiamson-like·fast heuristic clustering algorithm 

described in Section 7.2.1 was employed for all clusterings reported in the remainder of this 

subsection. 

Table 7.12 summarizes the results of clustering the chosen documents usmg each of 

seven similarity formulas. Entries are for single subvector clustering using &, cc, ~, and 

t-; sub vectors and then of two composite schemes. Those last two are for 'equally weight~d 

~ - cc clustering and for clustering based on a mix of all components. Specifically, the mix 

has weighting values: authors .1, dates .05, and all the other sub vectors (~, ee, cr, ~, t-;) 

.17. 

By way of analysis of results, first consider the number and size of clusters for each 

case. Apparently, all the single subvector cases have many documents in the last cluster, 

the result of having to create an orphan cluster. That is, insufficient linkage information 

was available to give a clean split into homogeneous clusters and so relatively unconnected 

documents were set aside into the last large cluster. \\Then combined similarity computa

tions were performed, however, there was little need for an orphan cluster. Thus, using 

both ~ and cc subvectors covered documents coupled with others and those co-cited by 

others; in the chosen group of highly cited articles it seems sensible that all documents 

would be connected by at least one of these two types of relationships. Given that 

occurrence, the combined similarity that uses a mix of all concept types certainly had ade-
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Table 7.12: Summary of Sizes for Clustering Schemes 

Subvectors No. Sizes 
Used to of of 
Cluster Clusters Clusters 

cr 7 9,7,5,5,9,7,12 
bc 4 18,9,8,17 
cc 5 12,9,7,6,18 
In 5 11,11,5,8,17 
tm 5 17,3,11,11,11 
bc-cc 8 9,9,10,8,2,3,3,8 
mx 6 J 2,18,10,3,7,5 

quate information to avoid having to form an orphan cluster. Perhaps almost too much 

data is available. The second cluster is rather large and contains documents from a number 

of different subject areas, possibly because of many spurious interconnections. 

Secondly, a num bel' of observations are in order based on the actual clusters formed 

for each case. There are only four large heterogeneous clusters based on ~ subvectors. 

Reierring back to a trace of the clustering one finds that the only split that took place used 

a matrix- of child-child similarities with the rather low average correlation of 0.012. After 

that split, 12 documents were added to the tree, rather ra~domly, since they had 0.0 simi-

larity to each centroid present. Apparently, then, the ~ sub vectors do not contain enough 

information on their own to connect even highly cited articles together and so the resulting 

clustering is not very good. 

The cc clustering results seems slightly better, though there is st.iIl a rather large 

"orphan" cluster. Two nodes seem fairly cleanly defined but two others could be profitably 
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split up. Turning to the cluster trace one notes that splitting was based on an average 

correlation of 0.039 and that thereafter only one document was added to the tree with 0.0 

similarity to existing ciusters. This periormance is accordingly much better than that for 

the & sub .... cctor clustering. 

The t: results are similar to those for cc clustering. From the clustering procedure 

trace the average correlation is found to be only 0.02, a rather low value, but only one 

document wound up being added to the tree with 0.0 similarity to clusters. Apparently, 

the documents are fairly well linked together but the links are not very strong. This situa

tion adds weight to the argument that single citation connections are not always represen

tative of significant subject matter overlap. 

Clustering with tn; was not particularly good. Aside from one small well defined clus

ier, all of the others were rather diffuse. Splitting took place with average correlation 0.034 

the first time and 0.042 the second time. All document additions were based on positive 

similarity with at least one cluster. Note, however, that term connections are often espe

cially based on high frequency stems and so would probably be less significant than matches 

of other bibliographic data elements. Furthermore, 17 documents were added to the clust.er 

tree based on a document-centroid similarity of less than 0.1. Thus, it is not surprising 

that the end-product classification did not seem to have particularly high quality. 

Turning now to schemes for composite similarity based clustering one observes that 

when & and cc sub vectors are used then a larger number of smaHer clusters are formed. 

Each cluster SE:'€'ms relatively homogeneous, though several have one or two articles that do 

not seem to be particularly connected to thp. rest of the duster. The last cluster is more 

heterogeneous t!:an the others and probably contains some of the orphans that were left 
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over. From the cluster trace one notes that the average similarity for splitting was 0.026 

the first time, 0.03 the second, and 0.029 the third. Only a single docament was added tv 

the tree with 0.0 correlation to all centroids. One might wonder why the clustering appears 

so good when average correlations for splitting are so low. A possible explanation is that 

the combined similarity computation averages the effects of both 6C and cc, and since it is 

not particularly likely that two articles will be connected by both types of relationships at 

the same time, the result is that combined similarities are about half of the underlying 

values. Perhaps if the total or the maximum runctions were used instead of the average 

then correlations would be higher. In any case the clustering results seem promising. 

The last case of the series is based on a mix of all of the subvectors. The groupings 

seem rather heterogeneous. Average correlation for splits are 0.048 and 0.04. No articles 

had to be added with 0.0 similarity to centroids. If the clustering result does not seem as 

good as that .of other methods then a likely explanation is that improper coefficients were 

chosen and used in computing the combined similarity value. 

Finally, now that the results of the various subvector clustering schemes have been 

explained a summary seems in order. Each separate subvector and two combinations of 

seYeral subvectors were used for clustering and the classifications that emerged appeared to 

vary greatly in quality. ~ gave rather poor results but the ~ - cc combination seemed 

rather good. tn; did not do espec:ally well, perhaps because many of the term connecti.ons 

are due to high frequency term matches, which conv~y little information. cc and fu sub

vectors seemed to yield comparable results, each somew hat better than 6C. A mixture of 

all types (mx) was not as productive of good clusters as was the simpler f);; - cc combina

tion; this suggests that a better composite function needs to be utiiized. when wallY concept 
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types are considered. All in all, these preliminary clustering tests gave a number of 

interesting perspectives on the overall process. 

7.4. CACM Full Collection Clustering 

Based on the previous preliminary tests of clustering by the modified Williamson algo

rithm it seemed reasonabie to proceed with clustering and searching of the full collection. 

Since for retrie .... ~! purposes the results of a clustered search are what one uses for evaiua

tion, attention wi1\ be given first to the se~rch process. 

7.4:.1. Search Efficiency 

A clustered search can be analyzed in terms of its efficiency and effective~ess: how 

many centroids and documents must be examined and what is the recall-precision behavior 

of the retrieved set. If one can ascertain parameter settings for the search process that give 

good performance in general then with that component of the retrieval.system fixed one Can 

try different clustering methods and determine how clustering affects retrieval. 

In this subsection, then, emphasis is on search efficiency. The algorithm is that men

tioned in Section 7.2.2 and yields a relatively broad top down search. By varying a few 

parameters one can control two characteristics of the search, namely: 

(1) whether when a low level centroid is retrieved the ~er sees part, most, or all of its 

contents - since a ranking can be done and only the promising ones presented while 

the rest are saved for later. 

(2) Vi hether expansion of low level centroids versus other centroids in the tree are 

encouraged. 
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After a fair amount of experimentation the parameters involved were fixed. The real 

significance of this is that once reasonable efficiency is achieved then one can simply vary 

clustering schemes and get effectiveness results that enable comparisons to be made 

betV'een those cluster methods. 

Tables 7.13 and 7.14 summarize the efficiency statistics for the search procedure util

ized in all subsequently reported experiments. Thirty two different queries were used, and 

for each query the system had to retrieve 30 documents. Table 7.13 serves as a key to the 

interpretation oi data found in Table 7.14. Efficiency is measured :n terms of the amount 

of work required to find 30 documents, i.e., by the number of iow level centroids, the total 

number of centroids, and the number of documents examined. Since absolute numbers are 

often not yery useful in gauging performance, percentage values are also supplied. 

From Table 7.14, one can make a number of observations: 

(1) In all cases, less than 5% of the documents are considered. USlla.!!y only 2% are 

visited. Note that exactly 30 documents are shown to the user, but actually more 

documents are retrieved in the sense that the clusters containing them are considered. 

Many of these documents, however, have lower query-document similarity than cen

troids and so are not presented to the user but rather saved in the seal"ch heap. 

(2) There is a wide spread in terms of the percentage of centroids that are examined -

anyw here from about 5% to 21 %. 

(3) The percentage of low level centroids considered vary from 3% to almost 18%. 

(4) In the worst case observed slightly over 200 centroids and documents are examined. 

This apparent bound on computational cost does not seem unreasonable. 
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Table 7.13: Definitions Pertaining to Efficiency Statistics 
Given in Table 7.14 for CACM Clustering 

Explanation of Columns: 

Column Label 

query id. no. 

no. of cents. 

% of all cents. 

no. of 1.1. cents. 

% of 1.1. cents. 

no. of all docs. 

% of all docs. 

Explanation of Column 

identifying num ber for query selected 

. the actual num ber oi centroids examined 
during the course of the search 

percentage of the total number of centroids 
that were examined during search 

number of low level centroids examined 
during course of the search 

percent of total number for above 

number of docs. in all iow level centroids 
(only ones with high sim. are in 30 chosen) 

percent of total number for above 
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Table 7.14: Efficiency Statistics ror CACM Search Returning 30 Documents 

query no. % of no. of % of no. of %of 
id. of all 1.1. l.l. of all 
no. cents. cents. cents. cents docs. docs. 

1 52 10.970 39 9.220 65 2.029 
2 72 1;; 190 55 13.002 144 4.494 
3 47 9.916 30 7.092 68 2.122 
4 36 7.595 23 5.437 85 2.029 
5 50 10.549 37 8.747 71 2.216 
6 41 8.650 23 5.437 100 3.121 
7 29 6.118 16 3.783 64 1.998 
8 52 10.970 39 9.220 87 2.715 
9 42 8.861 29 6.856 93 2.903 

10 47 9.916 30 7.092 108 3.371 
11 47 9.916 30 7.092 83 2.591 
12 56 11.814 43 10.165 95 2.965 
13 46 9.705 37 8.747 58 2.122 
14 35 7.384 18 4.255 37 1.155 
15 65 13.713 4:; 10.165 76 2.372 
16 37 7.806 24 5 Jfl4 89 2.778 
17 48 10.127 31 7.329 77 2.403 
18 57 12.025 40 9.456 66 2.060 
21 59 12.447 37 8.747 66 2.060 
22 25 5.274 16 3.783 61 1.904 
23 100 21.097 74 17.494 128 3.995 
24 30 6.329 i7 4.019 74 2.310 
25 53 11.181 40 9.156 54 1.685 
26 37 7.805 24 5.674 69 2.154 
27 44 9.283 31 7.329 72 2.247 
28 77 16.245 59 13.948 74 2.310 
29 46 9.705 37 8.747 81 2.528 
30 59 12.447 46 10.875 154 4.806 
31 73 15.401 42 9.929 70 2.185 
32 25 5.274 16 3.783 61 1.904 
33 28 5.907 19 4.492 57 1.779 
·36 28 5.907 19 4.492 53 1.654 

All in all, then, the proposed cluster search method seems to be rea,onably efficient. By 

varying the amount of work the algorithm attempts to automatically perform a narrow or 

somew hat broader search according to the relative degrees of simibrity observed between 
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documents examined a.ild centroids stored on the to-be-expanded heap. Even the broadest 

search, however, does not appear to be overly expensive. 

7.4.2. Clustering Experiments 

Finally, now that the methodology and preliminary tests have been explained, it is 

timely to consider experiments conducted to provide an initial test of the extended vectOi" 

model. Though when various clusterings of 55 docu~ents were discussed in Section 7.3 the 

one resulting from using a combination of the b-; and cc subvectors seemed to give better 

results than when the t; subvector alone was used, the evidence was far from conclusive. 

To be sure that extend~d vectors yield better clusters than when only.ter¥1s are-used, one 

should focus on the effectiveness of large retrieval runs. 

In particular, then, the following experiment was planned: 

(1) Fix parameters for the cluster search program. 

(2) Have a large document collection - 3204 CACM articles with 7 sub vectors each. 

(3) Have a reasonable number.of queries - 52 were employed. 

(4) Have relevance judgments for each query - an elaborate scheme involving repeated 

searches and various feedback techniques was employed to approximate getting full 

relevance information; see deLails in [Fox 19S3bl. 

(5) Fix general document clustering parameters - e.g., maximum node size before a cluster 

should be forced to split. 

(6) Vary cluster parameters related to the combined retrieval process such as the 

coefficients for each concept type (used to compute combined similarities). 
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7.4.2.1. Fixed Parameters 

Since clustering routines are affected by a number of parametcrs, some of the actual 

settings made are described below. 

divide = 20 

Clusters were split when the size reached 20. For more effective results perhaps this 

should have been reduced but at least when large clusters were split there were usually 

enough similar documcnts to give reasonable selection. 

(2) overlap of roughly 10% allowed. 

A moderate amount of overlap among clusters is reasonable. Thus about one in ten 

articles could be similar enough to the centroids of at least two different clusters to be 

included in each. 

(3) loose-child clusters form if > 3 unassigned vectors. 

Thus, a few forced assignments are not considered bad but otherwise constructing an 

"orphans" cluster seems warranted. 

(4) concentration and definition tests. 

These tests attempt to ensure tha.t clusters wi!! have some meaningful basis ior forma-

tion. The cluster concentration test requires 2 vectors with correlation of at least .9 

standard deviations from the mean and 30% of the children of the proposed cluster 

not assigned to other centroids. The cluster definition test requires 5 vectors with 

correlation at least .1 standard deviation from the mean. Given that splitting occurs 

when there are 20 children, even if the distribution of correlations is not nearly nor-

mal, it still should allow at least 2 or 3 clusters to be formed. 
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(5) subvcctor cocfficients. 

For extended vectors with various components, the coefficients on the subvector simi

larities are .1 for authors, .05 for dates, and .17 for all other components. The 

rationale is that dates conyey very little information to aid clustering and that author 

matches are relatively rare while other data. should be trea.ted equally since no 

definitiye knowledge about relative importance is available. 

(6) sub vector sizes. 

Limits on sizes of the sub vectors are set based on the number of possible values for 

each. For dates the ceiling is 50, for Computing Review, categories 100, while for 

authors, bibliographic coupling, 1i:u.ks, and co-citations the upper bOUIid is 300. Since 

the overa!! cluster size limit is 2048 concepts, the number cf terms must be less than 

that, and if all other categories are also present, a limit of 1200 is used for constrain

ing the terms. 

7.4.2.2. Va.ria.bles 

The crucial variable to obtain experimental information about is that of whether 

extended vectors are better than vectors with terms only. Unfortunately, there are other 

related variables that are confounded with this most important one so they must be defined 

and inter:lctions considered before any general conclusions can be reached. The variables of 

interest are: 

(1) Do terms alone or a mixture of terms and other yector components perform more 

effectively? 

(2) \Vhat is the effect of vector length on results? 
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(3) \Vhat weighting of centroid concepts is best! 

(4) \\That order of addition should be followed in building the cluster tree! 

To be more specific one should consider the actual variable settings arrived at. First, there 

is the make up of centroid vectors. One can have a limit of 2048 terms, a limit of 2048 con

cepts with no more than 1200 terms and a mix of other concept types, or simply have a 

short vector with no more than 1200 terms. Second, the concepts can have tf (term fre

quency) or tf*idr (term frequency times inverse document frequency) weights. Finally, 

documents can be added in various ways. Random addition is possible but it seems likely 

that depending Oll the make up of vectors other orderings might be better. If e:_~ended 

vectors are used it seems likely that adding longer vectors first, e.g., those receiving many 

citations and hence having longer 6C, cc, and rn subvectors would be wise. Vector length 

should also depend on the age of the documents. Thus, the following addition schemes 

were tested: 

(1) random. 

(2) document identifier (did) ascending - roughly oldest first. 

(3) did descending - roughly newest first. 

(4) number of citations ascending, and if there are ties, then order by did ascending -

roughly short.est first. 

(5) number of citations descending, then did ascending - roughly longest first, but of 

those without citations oldest first. 

(6) num ber of citations descending, then did descending - roughly longest first and then 

newest first. 
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7.4.2.3. Contrasts 

In order to obtain some insight regarding appropriate combinations for later testing, 

11 cases were identified which partially cover the range of reasonable settings of 3 key vari-

abIes. Table 7.15 identifies the values of each variable for all 11 tests. 

Many contrasts are possible using these cases. To compare use of a mix versus having 

terms only, where the total vector length was 2048, one can consider 3 versus 4 or 6 versus 

7. By comparing 6, 7, and 8 one can see the effects of having a mix of 2048 concepts (with 

up to 1200 terms) versus 2048 terms versus 1200 terms. To contrast weighting schemes, 

one can compare 1 versus 2 or 7 versus 11. To contrast addition orders, one can compare 1 

versus 3 versus 5 versus 6, 2 versus 9 versus 10, or 4 versus 7. 

Thus, the contrasts listed above should give a number of insights as to ~he best clus-

tering method to employ. Since each cluster run requires about a day of computer and 

Tabie 7.15: Variable Settings for 11 Test Cases 

Test Terms Max. Concept Order 
Case of Vector \Veighting of 
No. Mix Len~h Scheme Addition 

1 mIx 2048 tf did asce!1ding 
2 mlX 2048 tf*idf did ascending 
3 mIx 2048 tf no. citing desc., did desc. 
4 terms 2048 tf no. citing desc., did desc. 
5 mIx 2048 tf did desc. 
6 mIx 2048 tf random 
7 terms 2048 tf random 
8 terms 1200 tf random 
9 mIx 2048 tf*idf no. citing desc., did asc. 

10 mIx 2048 tf*idf no. citing asc., did asc. 
11 terms 2048 tf*idf random 
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special manual processmg it is valuable to be able to obtain as much guidance as possible 

from this experiment. In the future more comprehensive tests can be made to better focus 

in on the most appropriate variable settings. 

7.4.2.4. Test Results 

Various measures have been proposed for evaluating clustered searches. For the cases 

of interest, a search for 10 documents and another alternate search ior 30 documents were 

conducted. Precision, recall, and E value (as in [Jardine & Van Rijsbergen 1971]) for vari

ous f3 values are reported. In addition, since the 30 document search is fairly broad, the 

average precision measure value as given for earlier experiments is also given. 

Table 7.16 shows the results for retrieving 10 (no_retrieved=10). Note that for those 

familiar with seeing higher values. in connection with better performance, the reported 

statistic is 1-E instead ~f E. Further, the three settings of f3 listed should cover typical user 

interests. Note that f3 indicates how important recall is relative to :precision. Table 7.17 is 

similar to 7.16, but for no_retrieved=30. 

First, consider the best cases. Forno_retrieved=10, a high p:recisioD search, case 2 is 

best, corresponding to having a mix of concept types, tf*idf weights on document and cen

troid concepts, and adding oldest documents first. On the other hand, for the broader 

search with no_retrieyed=30, the best case, 11, was to add documents in random order, use 

tf*idf weights, and only include the term subvector (expanded to be up to size 2048). Since 

all possible cases were not tested, however, these results are not terribly conclusive. 
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Table 7.16: Clustered Search Results for 10 Retrieved 

Test Precision Recall 1 - E 1 - E 1 - E 
Case Value Value 8=.5 8=1 8=2 

1 0.259 0.233 0.225 0.199 0.199 
2 0.281 0.252 0.234 0.208 0.211 
3 0.237 0.168 0.195 0.168 0.160 
4 0.262 0.225 0.214 0.187 0.188 
5 0.215 0.171 0.180 0.157 0.153 
6 0.204 0.163 0.168 0.147 0.147 
7 0.190 0.157 0.156 0.137 0.137 
8 0.181 0.155 0.150 0.132 0.133 
9 0.250 0.220 0.204 0.179 0.182 

10 0.267 0.232 0.222 0.197 0.198 
11 0.262 0.226 0.215 0.189 0.189 

Table 7.17: Clustered Search Results for 30 Retrieved 

Test Precision Recall 1 - E 1 - E 1- E Average 
Case Value Value 8=.5 8=1 8=2 Precision 

1 0.135 0.298 0.141 0.157 0.194 0.1473 
2 0.143 0.314 0.149 0.165 0.203 0.1649 
3 0.121 0.232 0.127 0.141 0.171 0.1330 
4 0.134 0.290 0.138 0.151 0.185 0.1624 
5 0.105 0.222 0.110 0.123 0.151 0.1181 
6 0.106 0.239 0.110 0.123 0.153 0.1104 
7 0.094 0.200 0.097 0.107 0.132 0.1041 
8 0.081 0.188 0.085 0.096 0.121 0.0887 
9 0.146 0.302 0.150 0.164 0.198 0.1704 

10 0.141 0.299 0.147 0.162 0.199 0.1571 
11 0.149 0.336 0.156 0.175 0.217 0.1723 
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Second, consider the contrasts regarding weighting methods. Regardiess of the 

number retrieved and the f3 values, tf*idf weighting is superior to tf weighting. 

Third, consider the matter of order of addition of documents. Here it should be 

pointed out that \Villiamson daimed his algorithm was relatively immune to the effects of 

order of addition. The current findings do not support" his observation, possibly because 

addition order is confounded with the multiple concept type issue. Considering extended 

vector cases 1,3,5 and 6 one observes that their performance follows the ordering from 

worst to best of 6, 5, 3, 1 (in all cases except ior a few where 3 and 1 are swapped). This 

suggests that random is worst, followed by did ascending, no. citing descending an.d did 

descending, and ending with did ascending as best. Thus, for a mix of concept types one 

should add the oldest (hence shortest) documents first. Comparing cases 4 and 7, one again 

sees that random addition is unwise. When cases 2, 9, and 10 are compared, one has order

ing 2, 10, 9 for nOJetrieved=lO and 10, 2, 9 for most cases of nOJetrieved=30. It appears 

that the no. citing descending and did ascending scheme is best but conclusions are not 

very firm. App~reut!y, by itself or in combination with ilO. citing descending, it seems wise 

to have did ascending. In summary, then, it is relatively clear that random addition gives 

poor results while adding documents is ascending sequence number (which roughly 

corresponds to date of publication) aids performance. 

Finally, consider the matter of whether to have terms only or extended vectors. \\Then 

a total vector length oi 2048 is enforced, and one can either have a term vector oi 2048 

entries or an extended vector oi the same length (but with no more than 1200 terms 

included), the results are found to depend on order oi addition. When documents are ran

domiy added, the mix is better than ii there are only terms and having 2048 terms is better 
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than haying 1200. Howcycr, possibly because the addition order is particu1arly bad for 

extended vectors (see discussion in the preceding paragraph), when documents are added 

following no. citing descending and did descending, it is best to use only terms in the vec-

tors. One can only tentatiYely conclude, then, that if documents are wisely added to the 

cluster tree, it is better to use extended vectors. 

7.4.2.5. Cluster Run Conclusions 

Based on the 11 test runs made some tentative conclusions can be reached, subject, of 

course, to further experimeLtal verification. Such runs would include variations in the basic 

clustering parameters (e.g., having smaller centroids) and possibly even working with other 

collections or clustering algorithms. 

Nevertheless, it is valuable to restate the conclusions of the several contrasts made. 

First, it seems best to employ tf*idf weights; that is reasonable since clustering should be 

better when the importance or concepts is properly considered. Second, it seems best to 

add documents in a particular ordering. The easiest to implement, and one of the best, is 

to add documents oldest first - in the natural order they arise. Finally, it appears that if 

document addition is not done in an unwise fashion that extended vectors may be better 

than Yect.ors with terms only. 

It might be of interest to propose an explanation for s~me of these findings. "When the 

earliest documents are added first, they help' construct the initial skeleton of the duster 

tree. Since they probably only have entries in the term subYector, the initial tree is con-

structed using terms which provide ali the then available information. Later as Yectors are 

added with other subvector elements they are placed in the proper place based on their 

term components. Even if some earlier documents have entries in the cc subvector it is 
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unlikely that they will be linked to many other early additions. However, as more and 

more documents are added the tree picks up entries with extended vector portions and 

those arc included in all affected ccntroids. Thus, gradually, additions and splitting become 

influenced by the extended vector elements. Documents lacking these extra parts are added 

early in the process and so will not be put in the wrong. place by a split operation due to 

their not having a large value of the combined similarity measure; they were located in the 

correct node when all combined similarity values were relatively low (since averaging a 

number of zero components in with the term based similarity gives a low overall result). 

Conceivably, this hypothetical explanation may explain how extended vector clustering 

·should best be carried out. 

S!!lce there are so many parameters involved it is unclear at this time ii extensive 

further clustering tests are worthwhile to test the hypothesis of whether extended "Vectors 

are better than simple term vectors. Hence that hypothesis will instead be further checked 

in the next chapter using feedback techniques generalized to apply to extended vectors. 
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CHAPTER 8 

FEEDBACK WITH EXTENDED VECTORS 

In Chapter 6, the extended vector model of document representation was proposed 

and explained. In Chapter 7, the model was tested using cluster formation and search tech

niques. However, due to the subjectivity of comparing classifications produced by cluster

ing and the complexity of interactions among parameters involved in obtaining duster 

search results, it is not particularly clear how well the extended vector model has been vali

dated through those clustering runs. 

To give a more convincing test of the extended vector model further experiments are 

described in this chapter using relevance feedback. The underlying perspectiv~ :s that by 

feeding back user judgments one can extend a short, terms-only user supplied query with 

information from one or more relevant retrieved documents and the"reby obtain a query 

with extended vector elements as well. If that extended vector performs more effectively 

than the term portion of it, the usefulness of extended vectors is demonstrated. 

Before" going into the details of extended ...-ector feedback some background In the 

theory of vector feedback is required. The discussion in Section 8.1 should complement 

that at the beginning of C!!:!~te!" 5, ~!lere feedback concepts were originally introdu:ed. 

Now, howen'r, the underlyir:g query model is that of vectors instead of Boolean or p-norm 

forms. 

232 
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8.1. Previous Work 

8.1.1. Basic Feedback Model 

Figure 8.1 proyides intuition regarding the key aspects of feedback processing. Query 

Figure 8.1: Feedback Diagram in Vector Space 
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Key: 
'" designates query, where Q is original and Q' is new 

R is the set or :-e!evz,nt documents, each shown as "x" 

N is the set of non-relevant documents, each shown as- "0'; 

T is the total set of documents in the top ranked list 
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Q is submitted to the retrieval system which retrieves a set T of top ranked documents 

through some means such as by a limited cluster search. Of these I T I documents, the 

I R I in set R are judged relevant and the ! N I in set N are considered not relevant. The 

object is to improve Q with this feedback information. The technique suggested in [Roc-

chio 1971] and [Ide 1971] is to move toward the relevant retrieved documents and move 

away from the non-relevant retrieved set. Thus, Q' should be better than Q. Rocchio's 

formula for this is essentially: 

Q' - c: Q + ~(Ilh- ~ Dd 
D,eR 

1 
-1(- ~ D;) 

INI D,eN 

(8-1) 

w here a, p, and ; are constants (e.g., 1, .5, .25) specifying the relative importance of the 

original query,the relevant documents retrieved, and the non-relevant documents retrieved. 

Figure 8.1 is an idealized version oi what occurs in practice, since the relevant and 

non-relevant documents need not be so well separated. It is possible, too, that either set 

may be empty; when R is empty the only real recourse is to continue the sea~;:;l with the 

original query or perhaps a slightly modified form of it. 

8.1.2. Feedback Evaluation 

After an initial search has been conducted and a new query Q' is formed, the .key 

question to consider regarding evaluating the new results for a search with Q' is what 

should be done nith the documents seen by the user. Several schemes for dealing with this 

are proposed in [Ide 1971] and [Chang, Cirillo & Razon 197i]. 
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In accord with the decision made earlier for evaluating Boolean feedback (see Section 

5.3.6), the partial rank freezing technique is the one selected. In reality, the choice of 

evaluation method is probably not very important, as long as it is consistently made. 

8.1.3. Term Relevance Feedback 

An import.:mt contribution to the theory of retrieval made during the last decade was 

the idea of using decision theoretic or probabilistic methods to arrive at near optimal feed-

back performance. Yu and Salton [1976] and a number of British researchers (in [Robert-

son & Sparck Jones 1976], [Van Rijsbergen 1977], [Harpe. & Van Rijsbergen 1978}) s'!.!.g-

gested a technique that will be referred to here as term relevance weighting. Though vari-

ous formulations and related estimations methods have been proposed, only one form of the 

general scheme will be described. 

Consider the documents in a collection, and whether they are indexed by the ith term 

of query Q ane. whether they appear in the relevant or non-relevant sets. The numbers in 

each category are shown in the contingency ch",rt of Table 8.1 below (which is like Table 

5.1 of Chapter 5). 

Robertson and Sparck Jones [1976] derived a fc.::nula for term weighting which gives 

optimal weights under the assumption that terms are independent. If complete relevance 

information is available, the weight computed is 

r / ] I r n - r 
og l R _ r N - n - R + r . 

(8-2) 

Various strategies have been pr~p('sed to estimate the parameters based on feedback data 

or to adjust the formula for trivial cases (e.g., r = R or r = n) but the basic method 

should be clear enough from equation (8-2). 
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Table 8.1: Feedback Contingency Chart 

Relevance 
Indexincr R('le .... ant Non-relevant 'totals) 

Term i S" n -r n 
Present I 

Term a· I R -r N-R-n+ r N-n 

I Absent I I 
I 

I 
(totals) R N-R N 

where 

N = num ber of documents in collection 

R = num ber of relevant documents 

r = number of relevant documents with term 

n = num ber of documents with term 

8.1.4. Feedback of Extended Vectors 

In 1963 Salton reported on some preliminary tests where vectors included elements of 

bibliographic references [Salton 1963]. In 1971, he described further work using such infor-

mation for feedback [Salton 1971 bI. A related work [~1icheJson 1971] gave rurthe~ eyidence 

of the utility of feedback methods when references were available. 
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None of these tests, however, used sophisticated feedback weighting techniques such as 

those of the last section. Furthermore, the idea of having separate sub vectors was not pro

posed so different weighting coefficients were not considered either. Finally, tests were done 

with small sets of data - several large collections with anum ber of queries were not then 

available and only bibliographic references (akin to the iii. subvector) were added to terms. 

Nevertheless, the early tests with feedback of extended vectors were sufficiently 

promising to encourage further investigation. In the next section, preliminary tests of 

extended vector feedback on the lSI and CACM coilections are described. 

8.2. Single Document Feedback 

To quickiy test the utility of extended vector feedback, a very simple scheme was 

chosen. Referring to Figure 8.1, one notes that there must be some relevant document, say 

DRQ ;- which is the closest relevant document to query Q. In other words, if a user scans the 

ranked list returned in response to the query, eventually the top ranked releyant document 

will be identified. 

The feedback query Q' can then simply be the document yector DRO' Viewed in 

terms of equation (8-1), one has a: = 0, /3= 1, I R I = 1, r = DRO ' and ")'= O. Since only a 

single relevant document is considered, this tech:u.iqt!e w:U be c<.Ikd single document feed-

Aside from its simplicity, this technique has a number of advantages. First, since a 

document is selected a;}d that do~_ument is the closest relevant to the query it is iikely that 

useful extended yector elements will be present in Q'. Second, forming Q' requires no real 

programming effort and so tests are casy to perform. Third, there are no problems with 
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parameter settings or estimation. Finally, since the only requirement is that the top ranked 

relevant docu ment be chosen one is assured that a relevant document will be identified even 

if it is not in the top 10 positions for example. 

On the other hand, the single document scheme does have several disadvantages. 

First, the original query (along with its set of terms) is completely ignored; it is assumed 

that the top ra.nked relevant document captures all important information from it which is 

certainly not the case. Second, it is unclear how further iterations could be carried out and 

doubtiu! if they would improve over results of the first iteration. Third, the implicit 

assumption that the documents relevant to Q are exactly the same as documents relevant 

to DRO is clearly not true. Finally, by only considering a single highly ranked relevant 

document one severely limits the overall length of the new vector Q' and reduces the accu

racy of weights on its concepts. If instead a group of relevant documents had their vectors 

averaged, then unimportant high frequency terms might be down weighted and useful lower 

frequency terms wouid receive higher weights. 

Now that the important pros and cons of the single document method have been aired 

and the basic notion has been explained it is appropriate to proceed with discussion of the 

experiments carried out. 

8.2.1. lSI Experiments 

8.2.1.1. Subvectors Used 

The lSI collection has three subvectors in each document representation, tm of terms, 

au of authors, and cc of co-citations. For a query Q, some document, say Dj , is retrieved 

as the top ranked relevant document and so the feedback query Q' is made up of tmj, auj, 
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and Ui. Here t;i is the iist of terms in Di , au. represents the authors, and all entries CCij 

indicate that article numbers i and j are co-cited. 

According to the definition of the U subvector one notes that CCii wi!! be greater than 

zero. That is because the cm·responding term frequency value is the number of articles cit

ing the jlh document and the document itseif is included. Now consider another document 

vector Dj where the jth document is co-cited with the ith document. Certainly, CCij will be 

greater than zero. If one defines a vector Cd; like Ui· but where all entries are zero except 

for a one in the ith column then the inner product of Cdi and CCj is simply the._ value 

CCji = CCij' namely, the weight for the co-citations between documents 15i and 15j • Thus; 

cd; selects out "direct co-citations" between the ith document and others. . 

On the other hand, if one computes the cross product between CCi and CCj there may 

be several values included. Certainly, one has positive values in pairs CCii and CCji, CCij and 

cCH. But there may be "indirect" or transitive connections as well between the two docu

ments. Take, for example, the case where Di and Di are co-cited as are Dj and 15i . Then 

the pair CCil: and CCjl: will also De included in the cross product of CCj and CCj. Hence, using 

eei selects out both direct and indirect co-citations. See Figure 8.2 for an example illustrat

ing the differences. 

In the following discussion, then, the subvectors considered will be tr;., au, cc, and Cd 

where the last two refer to considering direct and indirect co-citations, or just direct co

citations. 
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Figure 8.2: Direct and Indirect Co-Citations 
(Example co-citation submatrix with tf weights; x=don.'t care) 

document concept numbers 
vector 1 J k N 

CCI X X X X X 

CCj 0 4 3 1 0 

CCj 0 3 5 2 0 

cc~ x x x x x 

ca· I 0 1 0 0 0 

Sample computations of inner products: 

(1) Direct + indirect co-citations. 

Ui . eej - 4·3 + 3·5 + 1·2 - 29 

(2) Direct co-citations only. 

ca··ce· - 1·3 - 3 I J 

8.2.1.2. Retrieval Results 

In Section 8.2.1.1, the four possible subYectors to test ·were discussed. E~3tioIi (8-3) 

giyes a linear model for combined similarity computation using all of the S11::.ectors and 

allows a uniform labelling of the retrieyal results that follow. 
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(8-3) 

- Wtm • SIM( tm,t ' tmj) 

+ Wau' SIM( aUQ', aUj) 

+ Wee' S!M( cCQ' ' CCj) 

According to equation (8-3), one can compute the similarity between the feedback 

query Q' and a document as a linear combination of the similarities between respective 

sub-, .::ctors of that query and document. If only one coefficient is nail-zero ~hen the effect of 

using a single subvector can be seen. With two nOD-zero coefficients one, can observe the 

effects of pairs of concept types while with more positive coefficients one can explore the 

effects of other combinations. In ail cases of Section 8.2 cosine cOi"re!ation is used for the 

similarity function SIM of (8-3). 

The simplest case is that of single subvectors. Table 8.2 gives retrieval results for the 

lSi coiiection when only one concept type is considered. The base case is having standard 

Table 8.2: Results of lSI Single Document Feedback 
Using One Subvector 

subvector average % change from 
used precision terms only 

tm .2485 
au .0759 -69% 
cc .1559 -37% 
cd .1129 -54% 
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terms only vectors without any extensions. Author subvectors by themselves are not very 

useful for rctrieyal. Co-citations do much better though still not as well as terms. 'Vhen 

only direct co-citations are considered they are better than authors but still not as good as 

the combination of direct and indirect co-citations. A possible explanation is that the 

author submatrix is very sparse, yielding few matches f and that direct co-citations giye 

more matches. The ayerage length of cc sub vectors is about the same as that or tm sub-

vectors so the probable cause of cc doing less well· than t; is that releyant documents 

almost always haye common terms but need not be co-citec. with each other. 

To .... alidate th~ extended vector model, however, the key notion to test is whether 

. haying more than one subyector included is worthw hile. Accordingly, Table 8.3 shows 

results ior yarious combinations of subyectors. From equation (8-2) it should be clear that 

Table 8.3: Results of lSI Single Document Feedback 
Using Seyeral Subvectors 

Com bination Cases Average % Change ys. 
Wlm Wau Wee Wet! Precision Terms Only 

1.0 .246 
.5 .5 .229 -7.2 
.5 .5 .251 + 1.8 
.5 .5 .231 -6.2 
.88 .12 .261 +6.1 
:34 .33 .33 .. 234 -4.9 
.34 .33 .33 .227 -7.8 
.85 .05 .10 .252 + 2.2 
.85 .05 .10 .261 +5.8 
.70 .05 .25 .257 +4.5 
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weights for each subvector must be specified. The obvious choice given no prior knowledge 

is to use equal weights. In addition, however, guesses based on the performance of each sin

gle sub vector were also tried. The results of Table 8.3 suggest a number of things about 

the use of combined similarity: 

(1) Terms are very useful and ii the term subvector is ·not given sufficient relative weight. 

then performa:cce with a composite vector will be worse than haying terms only. 

(2) Author subvectors are not very useful and if highly weighted will call.se severe perfor

mance losses. 

(3) \Vhen highly (in this case that means equally with other components) weighted, direct 

co-citations are better to use than direct plus indirect co-citations. A possible expla

nation relates to the fact that there are fewer matches to Cd tha:c cc. Thus; for cd, 

using equal weights will only affect similarities in the rare cases when a direct co

citation exists and there the iikelihood of relevance is fairly high. The cc subvectors 

are longer so using equal weights with them might iead to great precision ioss. 

(4) Improvements over the use of terms only occur when terms are weighted fairly highly, 

and other sub vectors are also included. It is best to omit au altogether. The best 

results of cases tried occur when more than 80% of the weighting is attached to t~. 

From Table 8.3, one should then conciude that extended yectors do seem useful, but only 

when proper coefficients are used on the subvectors. The question then remaining is how 

these coefficients can be determined. One possible solution is proposed in the next section. 
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8.2.1.3. Regression Based Coefficients 

As has been seen in Chapter 3, regression is a powerful technique, useful to better 

understand the behavior of parameters involved :n :-etrieval processing. One suggestion, 

then, is to use regression methods to obt.lin values for the coefficients in the combined simi

larity formula of equation (8-3). 

Equation (8-3) specifies how combined simila.rity depends on each subvector similarity 

and the corresponding coefficients. To a user, however, the binary relevance value is what 

is important, and similarity should ideally try to match that. Hence, an appropriate regres

sion model is that of equation (8-4). 

Relevancej (8-4) 

- wtm • SlAt ( tmQ' , tmj) 

+ wau· SIM ( aUQ' , aUj ) 

+ wee:· SIM ( cCQ' , CCj) 

+ wed· SIM( cdQ, , cd;) 

That is, for pairs of documents aTJ.d queries one tries to decide whether the documents are 

in reality relevant by using a linear formula in terms of the query-document subvector simi

larities. 

Given the r!}cdel, the next step is try to obtain actual data for arriving at a reasonable 

fit. An initial attempt was made using the feedback ya!ues only, but because of the small 

amount of data, no good fit was detected. Consequently, the data chosen was the feedback 

values plus values for other relevant documents. In other words, for each query, similarity 

and relevance values were identified for all relevant documents and for all non-relevant 

documents retrieved by an initial search of 20 documents. 
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Objection might be raised regarding the use oi aii relevance values. However, there 

was no other real alternative. Further, the coefficients arrived at are not far from those 

guessed at (see Table 8.3) and are probably document collection but not query collection 

dependent. They were obtained as average values for the given set of queries and so lack 

the direct connection to a single query that probabilistic. retrospective weights owe to their 

rather different origin. Hence they should be useful for most any similar qllery col!ection. 

Though it would be better experimentally to use the arrived at coefficients on another 

query collection, the approach taken seems fairly reasonable. 

Table 8.4 shows the regression results for the model of equation (8-4). As was men-

. tioned earlier, au is not very useful, and so should be dropped from the iliodeL The fit is 

not yery good, but nevertheless it is hoped that the coefficients will be usa.ble. The t-values 

indicate tha.t i~ and cc sub vectors are useful, and that Cd is probably also. Accordingly, 

Table 8.5 gives regression results for t-;; and ee, while Table 8.6 gives results for the tr:: 

and Cd combination. 

Table 8.4: Regression of Coefficients for Subvectors 
on lSI Relevance Data 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Vaiue 

tm 1.71 .05 33.6 
au -0.07 .05 -1.4 
cc 0.24 .05 5.2 
cd 0.48 .15 3.2 

Residual Std. Error 0.6 Multiple R-square 0.18 
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Table 8.5: Regression of Coefficients for t;, cc 
on IS! Releyance Data 

Variable 

tm 
cc 

Coefficient 

1.70 
0.34 

Std. Error t-Value 

.05 32.6 

.03 9.7 

Residual Std. Error 0.6 Multiple R-square 0.18 

. Table 8.6: Regression of Coefficients for tm, Cd .. 
on lSI Relevance Data 

----------1Variahle--Goefficient 

tm 
cd 

1.74 
0.99 

Std. Error t Value 

.05 

.11 
32.8 
8.7 

Res:dua! Std. Error 0.6 Multiple R-square 0.17 

EYen though the regressions do not exhibit very good fit to the data it is worthw hile 

to see how well ret.i,,-.. a! do,,:; .. hell the suggested coefficients are u.tilized. T~b!c 8.7 su.rJl-

marizes the peI"formance, using the same scheme as in Table 8.3. For contrast, the same 

base case of terms alone is included as well as the best combination guessed at earlier. The 

regression coefficients haye been scaled so for each case they add to a total of 1.0. 

Apparently, the best combination is to use t; and cc. Regression methods lead to a 

combined similarity computation which is a 5% improvement over terms alone. A slightly 

better set of coefficients were guessed at, leading to a 6% improvem~nt. 
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Table 8.7: Results of lSI Single Document Feedback 
Using Regression Determined Coefficients 

Com bination Cases Average % Change vs. 
Name Wtrn Wee Wed Precision Terms Only 

base 1.0 .246 
guess .88 .12 .261 +6.1 

regression 1 .83 .17 .259 +°5.2 
regrcssion2 .64 .36 .251 + 1.7 

8.2.1.4. Conclusions for lSI Document Feedba.ck 

Using the single document feedback technique, comparisons have been made between 

the use of various single subvectors and combinat!ons of two or more subvectors. For the 

combination cases, equal weights, guessed at weights, and weights determined by regression 

techniques have been utilized. 

Of ali the sub vectors, terms are best, though co-citations are not much worse. Author 

subvectors are not worthwhile, alone or in combination. Using regression or guessed at 

coefficients, the im and cc combination yields a 5-6% improvement over the performance 

when terms alone are used. 

Though the performance increment is not especiaiiy dramai-ic, it does seem io indicate 

that ccmbined vectors are worth using for feedback. Consequently, further testing was 

done using the CACM collection. 
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8.2.2. CACM Experiments 

Given the background of Section 8.2.1, which describes lSI experiments in single docu

ment feedback, corresponding CACM experiments should be easily understood. The only 

complex ity for the CACM collection is that instead of three basic concept types there are 

six (if one omits dates which are unlikely to be very useful). 

8.2.2.1. Single Subvectors 

In addition to terms, authors, and co-citations, there are three extra subyectors: cr for 

Comput:"ng Ret-:·ew categories, b-; lor bib:iographic coupling, and ~ for link's. Since for lSI, 

. direct co-citations were examined also, some tests haye also been made w.ith: d-~, direct 

bibliographic coupling; d-cc, direct co-citations; and d-t;, direct links. 

Table 8.8 shows the results for each of these single subvector cases. As expected, 

terms are still the best single concept type. Next best is t;, possibly because there are 

probably more entries in those subyectors than others. Then comes cc followed by cr and 

then ~. 

Since the CACM collection has bibliographic data based only on internal references, 

that is, between pairs 01 articles in the same journal, it is not surprising that the ~ subyec

tor seems rather sparse and not very useful. As hoped, co-citations are reason a bly useful 

and are more definitive than the rather loosely defined Computing Review~ categories. 

Regarding the "direct" subvectors, these are uniformly ,vorse than the normal sub vec

tors they are based on. Since bibliographic data in CACM is somewhat sparsely present, it 

is best to use the longer full vectors and benefit from both direct and indirect connections. 
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Table 8.8: Results of CACM Single Document Feedback 
Using One Subvector 

" 
subvector average % change from 

used preCISIOn terms only 

tm .3153 
au .1135 -64 
cr .1376 -56 
bc .1189 -62 
In .2106 -33 
cc .1544 -51 
d-bc .1127 -64 
d-In .1458 -54 
d-cc .1244 -61 

8.2.2.2. Regression Tests 

Since determining the behayior of extended vectors is what is of real interest, regres-

sion methods 'Were once again applied. \Vith so many possible combinations to consider, 

noweyer, the technique of "ieaps and bounds" regression [Becker & Chambers 1981] was 

initially employed. That approach starts with the best single entry, considers the best 

pairs, then tries triples, etc. - it focuses on what are likely to be good groupings. 

For each such combination of sub vectors, the Cp statistic is computed. And for a 

combination of n cases, haying a value of Cp close to n is desirable. Table 8.9 gives the Cp 

yalues for those combinations considered which seem relatively good. 

As was show n in Table 8.8, among the possibie single sub vectors, tr;. and then ~ are 

best. Consequently, tn;, fu is the best pair. It is followed by tm, cr since terms and Com-
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Table 8.9: Cp Statistic Values for Subvector Combinations 

Desired Value 

1 
1 

2 
2 

3 
3 

4 
4 

5 
5 
5 

6 

Cp Computed 

577.2 
949.8 

li7.4 
345.6 

23.2 
164.2 

12.9 
15.3 

5.2 
14.8 
17.0 

7.0 

Com bination 

tm 
In 

.&._. 1-
Llll , III 

tm,cr 

tm,cr,ln 
tm,au,In 

tm,au,cr,ln 
tm,cr,bc,ln 

. tm,au,cr,bc,ln 
tm,au,cc,cr,ln 
tm,cc,cr,bc,ln 

tm,au,cc,cr,bc,ln 

puting Rem'CtL'8 categories give different kinds of information and so should be more useful 

when combined. As expected, the three types best for pairs make up the best triple: 

t-;;, C;, fu which is substantially better, according to the Cp statistic, than the next best 

triple: tm, au, ~. 

Once 4 or reore subvectors can be included, there are a number of combinations that 

f:)ve relatively good periormance. The best 4 are t-;;, au, C;, fu as one might expect from 

considering the two best triples. Adding in ~ gives the best combination of 5 subvectors. 

In addition to the "leaps and bounds" test, the actual :-egress:c:: values fer various 

combination~ were deteimincd. The bc:;t fit is with all 6 subvectors included, though the 
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multiple R-square value is not especially good even there. The results are shown in Table 

8.10, with an added column giving coefficients scaled down so the values add to 1.0. 

In Table 8.10, one can see that the least reliable coefficients are those for au and k 

subvectors. The most important ones as judged by highest coefficient and t-values are 

t~, fu, and cc. Though the coefficient value is low for cr the t-value is still reasonably 

high so it is fairly sure that using it with a very low weight is the appropriate choice. 

8.2.2.3. Feedback Results for Combinations 

Given the results of "leaps and bounds" regressions, the regre::.sion presented in Table 

08.10, and similar runs fa!." other combinations of interest, a number of feoedback searches 

were pianned and conducted. For comparison purposes, runs were also made with equal 

weights on coefficients. The results are shown in Table 8.11. 

The first half of the table is for cases where all coefficients involved rece!Ye equal 

weights, and the second half is where weights are based on a regression run aimed at fitting 

Table 8.10: Regression of 6 Subvectors on CACM Relevance Data 

Sub- Scaled Actual Std. t-
Vector Coeff". Coeff". Error Value 

au .04 .078 .049 1.60 
ocr .04 .084 .022 3.87 
tm .62 1.19 .050 24.03 
bc .03 .057 .033 1.74 
In .185 .357 .074 4.83 
\:c .085 .164 .040 4.15 
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Tab!e 8.11: Results of CACM Single Document Feedback 
Using Subvector Combinations 
\Vith Equal (E) or Regression (R) Based \Veights 

Subvectors Used Weight Aver. % Change vs. 
tm au cr bc In cc Scheme Prec. Terms Onl 

x .3153 
x x R .21)98 -14A 
x x E .2953 -6.3 
x x E .3431 +8.8 
x x E .3107 -1.4 

x x x E .2942 -6.7 
x x x E .3187 + 1.1 
x x x E .3063 -2.9 
x x x E .3272 +3.8 
x x x x E .3198 +1.4 
x x x x x ,. E .2962 -6.1 ." 

x x R .3268 +3.6 
x x R .3212 + 1.9 
x x R .3470 + 10.0 
x x R .3261 +3.4 
x x x R .3507 + 11.2 
x x x R .3469 + 10.0 
x x x R .3328 +5.6 
x x x R .3463 +9.8 
x x x x R .3437 +9.0 
x x x x x x R .3535 + 12.1 

the coefficients and similarities to relevance values. It can be clearly seen that comparing 

precisions pairwise, the regression scheme gives better results in all cases than the equal 

weight scheme. Indeed, in the bottom hali of Table 8.11 all the combined vector cases 

show a net improvement over when the term subvector alone is used. 
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Examining the top half of Table 8.11, one notes that in some cases there are improve

ments over using terms alone. All cases of improvement have both the tr;, and Tn subvec

tors, which makes sense since from Table 8.10 it can be seen that these two have the 

highest valued coefficients: .62 and .185, respectively. The worst degradations of perfor

mance arise when au, cr, and t;; subvectors are included, since these have lowest 

coefficients and so an equal weighting scheme results in a!l exceptionally poor performance. 

8.2.2.4. Conclusions !o!" CACM Docu:nent Feedback 

AppareDtly, using regression based weights is a viable scheme ior obtaining good 

improvements in performance. \Vhen all sub vectors are utilized with reasonable weights, a 

net increase of 12% results. The best three types, tr;" cr, and fu, allow an 11 % improve

ment while the best two, tr;, and fu, give 10% positive change. In the CACM collection, 

then, bibliographic connections and Computing Ret,:'ew3 categories provide separate supple

mental information that is useful to aid retrieval behavior which would normally be based 

solely on term matches. 

The recipe proposed is to at least employ terms (tr;,), some manually assigned categor

ization scheme (cr), and direct links between documents (fu). \Vhen bibliographic informa

tion is oI!ly available among articles in a collection the simplest form of that information, 

references (T:t), seems to be most reliable and most useful of all the types considered 

(k, Tn, cc). The Tn sub vectors are typically longer than the other two and are easier to 

obtain so use of them is encouraged by practicality considerations as well as effectiveness 

tests. 

All III 011, after using the simple single document feedback scheme and determining 

coefficients via regression techniques, the value of extended vectors for retrieval of CACM 
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documents seems clear. Hence, it is worthwhile to consider more sophisticated feedback 

schemes than just using a single document. With more data available about each concept 

of each subvector, it seems likely that the value of extended vectors will increase. 

8.3. Term Relevance Feedback 

Section 8.2 demonstrate.} the value of extended vectors using a rather crude feedback 

scheme that employed only the single top ranked relevant document. In this section the 

term relevance feedback technique is adopted instead since under certain assumptions it is 

known to give optimal l"esults. As in Section 8.2 the basic method will be described and 

test runs using equal coefficient values and regression based coefficients will be described. 

8.3.1. Term Weight Computa.tion 

For the single document feedback scheme described earlier, the new query is deter

mined according to equation (8-1) with appropriate parameter settings - actually a trivial 

form - where Q' is the top ranked relevant document. For term relevance weighting, how

e .... e., each. concept is weighted roughly according to equation (8-2). 

The actua.l term relevance computation utilized was suggested and programmed by 

Chris Bu~kley using a slightly modified approach. First, following the example of [\Vu & 

Salton 1981J, the feedback query is a linear combination of the old query and the new feed

back portion as in equation (8-4). 

Qi+: = o:·Qi + {l-o:)·Q'i 

where 0: = 0.5. 

Second, each term ci Q' i is computed using the formula (8-5). 

(8-4) 
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[ r / n-r ] Jeg -- --
R-r N-n' 

(8-5) 

This is the same as equation (8-2), except that the final ter::n N - n - R + r in equation (8-

2) is repla.ced by the easier to compute approximation N - n. 

Third, in order to avoid dividing by zero and to avoid other problems [Van Rijsber-

gen, Robinson & Porter 1980] that arise when the Jeffrey's prior version of equation (8-2) is 

used, the following special adjustments were implemented 

Let R = 15, the average assumed no. of relevant documents per query. Then (8-6) 

if r = 0 set weight = 0 

if r > R set R - r to 0.5 

if r = n set denominator of (8-5) to 0.5. 

Finally, to cOI!1pute similarity between the feedback query and a document when several 

subvectors are involved the combined similarity formuJa (8-3) is utilized. Note, howeve!", 

that since term relevance weights are computed, the inner product similarity function is 

used instead of cosine correlation. 

8.3.2. CACM Single Subvector Experiments 

To ~est the effects of extended vectors with relevance feedback, the CACM collection 

was selected, since it has so many different concept types. First the ~erformance from 

using each subycctor by itself was gauged. Table 8.12 gives the results, much like those 

shown in T3hlp 8.8, except. tb:3-t: "d;t~ct" b:bEogr~ph;c COiiiiectioilS wei'\': rll~ed out as ikcing 

inappropriate (since they performed poorly and do not fit the term relevance scheme well). 

There are a number cf.interesting points here. First, compar~d to the single document 

feedback runs of Table 8.8, there are significa!lt improvements. This is not surprising, since 
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Table 8.12: Result.s of CACM Term Rclevance Feedback 
Using One Subvector 

subvector 
used 

tm 
au 
cr 
bc 
In 
cc 

average 
precIsIon 

.3839 

.2181 

.2876 

.2820 

.4032 

.2727 

% change from 
terms only 

-43.1 
-25.1 
-26.5 
+5.0 
-29.0 

term rclevance is much better tha"n only feeding back a single document. Thus, for- term 

subvectors, the change is from average precision of 0.3153 to 0.3839, an incrcase of 21.8%. 

Hence it seems appropriate to study the utility of extended vectors with this scheme that 

provides bctter feedback queries for each of the term vectors. 

Second, note that the ~ "Subvector actually gives better feedback performance than 

the base case tr:: subyector. \Vhen enough concepts are available, from having feedback of 

a number of documents instead of just one, the references between articles actually seem to 

conyey ::nore useful retrieyal information than terms. 

Third, obserye that in both Tables 8.8 and 8.12, the author information seems least 

useful. Possibly there are few authors fed back, and authors tend to write articles about 

many subjects, so author matches are not especially helpful, even with good weighting. In 

terms of absolute pcrformance, using term releyance is still better than using a single docu-

ment but for both methods au is the worst subycctor. 
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Finally, note t.hat the other sub vectors give roughly the same relative performance, 

bot.h in Tables 8.8 and 8.12. They are not as good as terms, though the loss of 25-30% is 

not as bad for term relevance as the 50-60% losses due to the single document approach. 

8.3.3. CACM Feedback Results for Combinations 

Following the example given in Table 8.11, term relevance results for the CACM col-

lection are shown in Table 8.13 for combined retrieva~ cases. Various pairs of concept types 

are shown using equal weights. With inner product similarity, where there is no normaliza-

t:c~ by vector length, using equal weights can be especially bad. Nevertheless, oniy when 

terms and co-citations are combined in such a manner is there an actua~ drop in perfor-

mance. \Vhen terms and links are combined equally, there is a 13% improvement, indica~ 

Table 8.13: Results of CACM Term Relevance Feedback 
Using Subvector Combinations 
'Nith Equal (E) or Regression (R) Based Weights 

Scaled Subvector Coefficients 
tm au cr be In 

1.0 
.5 .5 
.5 .5 
.5 
.33 .33 
.i7 .17 .17 .17 .17 

.235 .765 

.099 .201 .372 .009 .318 

Weight 
cc Scheme 

E 
E 

.5 E 
.33 E 
.17 E 

R 
o R 

Aver. 
Prec. 

.3839 
nt"'u').n 

• .:>oou 

.4352 

.3696 

.3851 

.3845 

.4876 

.4979 

% Change vs. 
Terms Only 

+0.7 
+ 13.3 

-3.7 
+0.3 
+0.1 

+27.0 
+29.7 
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ing that the combination is a good one, and that using identical weights is not a terribly 

bad assignment of coefficients. 

As was shown in Table 8.11, regression based weights perform much better than if the 

same coefficients are used on every subvector. The two most important subvectors, terms 

and links, with proper weighting to combine thei •• espective virtues lead to a jump of 27% 

in average precision. \Vhen regression weights are attached to all of the subvectors, the 

performance increase is almost 30%. 

Examin!ng the scaled coefficients used to combine all subyectors does not convey a 

great deal of information. The coefficients not only reflect the relative performance of sub

. vectors for retrie~al but also serve to normalize the inner product comput~tions. It can be 

inferred, however, that with the other sub vectors present cc is not really needed and [);; is 

probably not either. 

All in all, the term relevance behavior for CACM is quite encouraging. The extended 

vector model seems to be of considerable value in improving ret.ieval perform2.nce. 

8.4. Conclusions 

In Section 8.1, background work and the basic notions of vector based relevance feed

back were reviewed. Equations (8-2) and (8-3) gave two different formula for determining 

ieedback queries, one adding back retrieved documents and the other using available data 

to arrive at probabilistic weights. 

I:r.l Section 8.2, the first feedback strategy was employed in a simplified form. Single 

document feedback of extended vectors was demonstrated both for lSI and CACM collec-

tions. The idea of using regression techniques to arrive at coefficients for combined similar-
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ity was described. Mild improvements for lSI suggested further testing and so the CACM 

collection was considered. Regression by leaps and bounds enabled identification of good 

subvector combinations and the results were a bit more promising than for lSI. 

Based on the initial success with such a crude feedback scheme the term relevance 

scheme was used for a more definitive test. In Section 8.3, with better term weighting 

values, the CACM collection was utilized to again test the idea of combined similarity. 

With regression based weights the final result was that almost. a 30% improvement over the 

terms only case was dem onstrated. 

Apparently, then, these preliminary tests with two collections indicate that extended 

vectors may significantly aid retrieval performance in a feedback environment. Thus, the 

extended vector model proposed in Chapter 6, illustrated and partiaily tested. through clus

tering as described in Chapter 7, now appears to be worthwhile for feedback purposes. 
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CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter serves to bring together the findings .of the last eight chapters, and to 

chart the way for future work. It presumes familiarity with the subject matter and discus

sions that have preceded it, but aims at providing a higher level perspective than was given 

before. Logically, it complements the !I!troduction of Chapter 1, which should at the very 

least have been skimmed before this chapter can he appreciated. 

Information retrieval as discussed in this thesis fits somev.here between the two fields 

which consider database management and question answermg. Its distinguishing charac

teristic is that it focuses on problems relating to large numbers of documents. Modern day 

textual iniormation retrieval systems have made si(;uificant contributions !::l modernizing 

and speeding up the services provided by traditional libraries; they have aiso been of value 

for legal searches, message processing, and other related applications. 

Database management systems have become much more pcw~rfu! En recent years, able 

to store and interrelate in flexible ways many types of structured data. Advances in query 

languages enable even casual users to easily express their interests and to retrieve or mani

pulate entries of interest. 

Question answering systems have also developed, along with i"elated areas of artificial 

intelligence. More detailed knowledge representation schemes have been devised, aimed at 

thoroughly and accurately organizing the available information. 

250 
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In a similar vein, this thesis is aimed at encouraging the use of better query and docu

ment representation schemes for information retrieval. As distinct from con..-entional 

retrieval systems, however, the proposed query and document schemes are totaHy cutomatic 

in nature. In contrast to database systems, the measure of success is how effectively the 

average user's interests are satisfied, rather than how efficiently results are obtained. Com

pared to question answering systems where the methodology and accurate processing of a 

few questions and a few documents is of interest; the emphasis is on handling large 

numbers of queries and documents. Fina!!y, a user oriented perspective is carried through 

the entire study in that each theory, model, or method proposed is tested through specially 

. planned experiments. 

Previous work in information retrieval has usually adopted one of two main modeis, 

which will be termed the Boolean and vector approaches. The Boolean model emphasizes 

the use of Boolean logic expressions to represent queries. The vector model, on the other 

hand, focuses on using the terms of documents to construct documeLit representations. 

As has been discovered in many other fields of sc;ence, two seemingly conflicting 

theories vrtcn both have applicability, and a deeper understanding leads to an approach 

that combines their virtues. In the realm of query handling, the p-norm theory !nitially 

proposed by \Vu is a generaliza.tion of Boolean and vector techniques. For the problems of 

document rcpresentat!on, the extended vector technique discussed in this thesis also serve 

to generalize Boolean and vector approaches, and to include elements relating to the rela

tional database model. 

The integrated SMART system developed in connection with these studies thus pro

vides fully automatic processing oi queries and documents. Some procedures deyeloped, 
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however, can also be applied to conventional Boolean systems, to effect improvements when 

only evolutionary change is permitted. 

Along with the SMART programs, four main test collections have been developed and 

utilized to validate all essential ideas. Evaluation techniques have been adopted to make 

analysis of large numbers of results simpler. Regression-techniques have been applied to a 

number of tasks where determination of parameters or validation of proposed models were 

called for. 

Now that the orientation oi the thesis is understood, attention will be given to the 

specific problems and solutions devised. First, the query concerns will be discussed, an area 

where both Boolean and p-norm techniques can be applied. 

9.1. Boolea.n a.nd P-Norm Methods 

In conven tionai retrieval systems, users or their helpers (often called search intermedi

aries) use the logical connectives AND, OR, and NOT, to combine keywords or other con

cept identifiers into a. Boolean expression. Tb~t formula is then used to access an inverted 

file, and after suitable unions, intersections, and complements of document number lists, a 

set of documents which logically satisfy the Boolean query is obtained. 

To implement this scheme, it is only necessary to know whether each document is or 

is not indexed by each concept. Further, the retrieval set is sharply defined. Various pro

posals have suggested that a less strict interpretation would be better. 

The p-norm model proposed by \Vu allows queries of the form 

to be submitted, where the sm;::.!i ietters a and b aliow reiative query weights to be 
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specified. Thus, in the above example, the importance or having terms A and B i:.; accord

ing to the proportion a:: b. The other parameter, p, indicates how strictly the operator is 

to be viewed. On the one extreme, for p = 1, o:J.e simply adds together the effects of A and 

B, as is done for vector handling, and the operator chosen is essentially unimportant. On 

the other hand, for p = 00, behavior is like that of Boolean logic, i.e., one has the normal 

understanding of say <LA AND B". Thus, the p-norm scheme has the Boolean and vector 

query methods as special cases. 

S.l.1. Analytical and Graphical Insights 

Chapter 2 extends Wu's early development with some graphical and a?-alytical studies. 

Appendix A gives examples of graphs constructed and Appendix B has details of proofs. 

Both through graphical a.nd analytical insights it can be seen that query weights can lead to 

"space distortions" for high p-values. Hence, as later reaffirmed through experiments 

described in Chapter 3, it is inadvisable to use extreme combinations of differing query 

weights when oediurn to high p-values are eoployed. 

9.1.2. P-Norm Validation 

Chapter 3 is an experimental validatio!l of the p-norm approach, carried out using 

four maID document collections. First it is shown that standard Boolean queries with 

binary weights on documcnt and qucry terms can be improved by using lower p-values than 

infinity. Second, an easy to compute document term weighting formula, using term fre

quency and inverse document frequency components, is described and shown to yield good 

improvements over binary document weighting. Third, query weights based on normalized 

inverse document frequency v~!ues are proposed. 
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Regression analysis shows how various query and document weighting combinations 

affect performance as the p-value parameter is varied. Lower p-values are generally best. 

There is a rapid decrease in retrieval effectiveness when query terms are weighted and p

values are increased, but cases with binary query weights are relatively immune to the effect 

of such increases. For all collections considered, using low p-values, binary query weights, 

and document weights as described above leads to significant improvements over other 

schemes for interpreting Boolean queries. 

A fifth point about the p-norm validation experiments concerns automatically expand

ing queries by using ORP clauses to add in lexically related terms as down weighted partial 

synonyms for low or medium frequency query elements. Based on the linguistic theory of 

Mel'chuk et aL, preliminary tests with the lSI c:)iiection showed that reiativeiy miid 

improvements might result. Further work is needed to develop a coherent scheme ior using 

linguistic and other information to build thesaurus categories "on the fly" into queries. 

The sixth and final point made in Chapter 3 is that by using document weights, low 

p-values, and good Boolean queries one can expect performance significantly better than 

that due to conventional Boolean retrieval, and slightly better than that oi the vector 

approach using frequency based weights and cosine correlation. 

9.1.3. Automatic Boolean and P-Norm Query Construction 

In keeping with the SMART phil080phy of automatic processing, the question arises as 

to whether Boolean or p-norm queries can be mechanically formed. Building Boolean 

queries by machine would be of value in conventional retrieval environments since naive 

users could simply submit a paragraph or keyword list and the computer could do the rest; 

search intermediaries need not be involved. Automatic p-norm queries would be handy 

). 
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slDce p-norm querIes can do better than either Boolean or vector schemes a!ld since it IS 

difficult to man ually form such queries with all the possible weight and p-value options. 

The first automatic query construction method derives its inspiration from previous 

studies of the distribution of term discrimination values as a function of collection fre

quency. Since low frequency terms need to be shifted toward higher frequencies, as is done 

in building thesaurus categories, the ORP ope!"~tor is used to connect them. High fre

quency terms should be moved toward lower values, as is done in phrase formation; ANDP 

connection can implement that transformation. In experiments with two collections, trials 

with between three and eight different groupings were made. Though using ANDl 

. throughout was t"ried in a number of cases, other tests used clausal connect'crs ranging from 

OR with high p-value down to OR 1 and then back up to AND with high p-value. 

The so called frequency range method did fairly well - better than standard Boolean 

but not quite as well as vector methods. Note that low p-values were needed to make the 

scheme operate effectively and so the queries iormed would not be applicable to a conven

tional Boolean environment. Furthermore, deciding on the number of frequency ranges and 

setting each of the p-values presented a number of parameter estimation problems that are 

not easily resolved. 

An alternate approach, constructing either Boolean or p-norm queries ill disjunctive 

n"ormal form, has wider applicability and IS more straightforward to implement. A user 

need only provide a list of wores and an estimate of the number to retrieve. The resultant 

query is the disjunction of suitable single terms, pairs of terms, or triples. The p-norm ver

sion of this technique simply uses a low p-value and weights on document terms to effect 

the expect.ed improvement over the conventional Boolean form. 
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In tests with the Medlars collection, the automatic Boolean queries were better than 

manually formed Boolean queries. WIth p-values and weights, the automatic queries did 

about as well as the vector approach. On the other hand, in the much larger INSPEC col

lection, 'With very long lists of low quality terms, only with p-values and weights was 

improvement over the manually formed Boolean queries.shown, and that performance was 

still below that of vector techniques. For more details and discussion oI results from using 

a slightly revised version of the original algorithm, the reader is referred to [Salton, Buckley 

& Fox 19831. 

The automatic Boolean query approach does seem usable for situations where rela-

. tively short lists of good index terms are made avai1abie or where a naive User is unfamiliar 

with Boolean methods. \\'he:c. p-norm methods are allowed, however, better results IoHow, 

though they are about the same 0r slightly worse than would be expected from vector 

methods. Consequently, it seems valuable to enhance a conventional retrieval system with 

the automatic query construction techniques, but may not be especially useful if one is 

designing a new system. 

9.1.4. Boolean and P-Norm Feedback 

Since Boolean and p-norm initial queries can be automatically constructed, the obvious 

follow up is to carry out Boolean and p-norm feedback. Though several ad hoc approaches 

to Boolean feedback have been proposed and subjected to small scale tests, no really 

straightforward technique had been implemented and thoroughly vaiidated. In addition, 

the useful idea of controlling the form of the query with a user supplied estimate of the 

desired num ber retrieved had never been proposed for Booleo.n feedback. 
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The disjunctive normal form approach was extended to utilize any available feedback 

information. For the Medlars collection, feedback processing of Boolean queries led to sub

stantial performance improvements that could be further supplemented by using p-norm 

interpretation and document term weighting. These results continued for a second feed

back iteration, and worked when the initial query was manually or automatically formed. 

A major contribution or this thesis is the proposal, implementation, and validation of 

a fully automatic system for Boolean feedback - something that can be adapted to conven

tional retrieval systems without a great deal of trouble. That method can be supplemented 

by allowing the initial query, prior to feedback, to also be automatically constructed. Alter

:!!at!vely, the Boolean feedback approach could be implemented with p-norm interpretation 

and document term weighting, leading to performance far exceeding that of typical vect0r 

searches. 

9.2. Extended Vectors 

Having demonstrated the value of the p-norm query model, and h2o'ling applied it to 

automatic query and feedback construction tasks, the question remaining was whether a 

similar generalization could be made for documents. 

In Boolean systems, users typically can search various fields, asking for a certain 

author or for matches on a number of keywords. In vector systems, documents are simple 

vectors, with no indication of the type of each ·vector concept. The extended vector system, 

therefore, allows vectors to be split up into anum ber of subvectors, each to be viewed 

separately. For retrieval purposes, the similarity of a document to a query is then a linear 

combination of the similarities of the various subvectors. 
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9.2.1. Extended Vector Model 

Cha pter 6 ex plains various studies relating to enhancing or providing altern at iYes to 

term information. The bibliographic coupling measure advanced by Kessler, and the use of 

co-citation values as devdoped by Small, are t"U examples of bibliographic based sources of 

information. Consequently, one can have sub vectors t-; for terms, k for bibliographic cou

pling, and cc for co-citations. In addition, direct references between documents can be 

. recorded in another type, fri for links. Further, database types such as authors can be 

induded in other sub vectors - i.e., au. 

. To compute the similarity between a query and ~ document, one can use a linear com

bination of the similarities for each subvector. This modei aiiows considerabie fiexibiiity in 

that each component of the extended vector can be handled in a different f~!iion. GiYen 

:SUCll a scheme the question is whether its adoption will lead t? ~ffectiveness improYements 

in addition to a more elegant description of the retrieval model. 

9.2.2. Extended Vector Clustering 

One way to make use of the extra information in extended yectors is to cluster those 

vectors using a combined similarity formula. If the clustering seems better than if only 

terms are used then use of extended vectors is recommended. 

The first issue is how to do such a clustering. The various techniques proposed and 

used for retrieval are discussed in Chapter 7, including the single link method, which h3,s 

many nice properties. Howeyer, since single link requires 0 (n 2 ) operations for n docu

ments, the faster heuristic method developed by Williamson, which only requires 

o ( n log n ) steps, was selected. After suitable algorithm modification and generalization. 

fast clustering of extended vectors was possible. 
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To determine whether extended vectors are better than when terms only are used, two 

types of clustering tests can be made. One is to subjectively compare the resulting 

classifications, and the other is to objectively compare the effectiveness of carrying out 

searches over various cluster representatives. 

In order to judge the quality of various duster da.ssHications, a few small subcollec

tions were selected from the full CACM collection. The first test was with the last 55 docu

ments in that collection. Using all subvectors, a fairly good classification emerged. 

A more definitive and thorough test was conducted using the 52 highly cited articles 

that also had at least one entry in the cr subvector (which lists Comput£ng Reviews 

categories assigned). The classifications produced by various tests should be fairly easy to 

interpret to one familiar with important papers published in CACM. 

As a background, the articles of interest were clustered via cr entries using the single 

iink method, and also using two and one dimensional versions of the multidimensional scal

ing technique. The singie link method did well on grouping articles with high similarity, 

but not so well with articles not well correlated to others. Multidimensional scaling gave 

very reasonable classification results. 

'When applied to the c~lOsen sub collections, the fast clustering procedure provided a 

different classification for each single subvector and for two cases where mixes of subvectors 

were utilized. Of the various single subvectors, Computing Review8 categories (en gave"the 

best results. Overall, the best behavior seemed to come when ;;; and cc were combined 

with equal weighting. 

Thus, use of extended vectors seemed worthwhile, at least to the extent of warranting 

more objective testing. Hence, the entire coHection of 3204 CACM articles was clustered 
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using various strategies, and a clustered search was run to check the retrieval performance 

of each case. 

Numerous parameters were involved, so the conclusions were not as definitive as 

hoped for. Nevertheless, some valuable insights were gained, concerning in what order 

documents should be added to the cluster tree, and what type of weighting should be used 

for centroid concepts. Of most importance, however, was the tentative conclusion which 

showed that when a bad scheme for adding documents was not employed, extended vectors 

could yield slightly better performance than simple term vectors of the sc.m.e length. 

Since clustering techniques have so many confounding factors that can affect resuits, it 

was decided to forego further clustering runs and use feedback methods to ~ve further vali

dation of the extended vector model of retrieval. 

9.2.3. Extended Vector Feedback 

Chapter 8 focuses on feedback methods applied to extended vectors, as distinct from 

the discussion in Chapter 5 of Boolean and p-norm query feedback. After reviewing various 

approaches to feedback, two different methods were selected to test the notion of using 

extended vectors. The idea in each case was to begin with a query containing terms only 

and to use feedback to construct an extended query vector; the ultimate test was whether 

the extended query would do better than a feedback query which oniy inciuded terms. 

The first approach was to feed back a single document, the top ranked releyant one, 

and use it instead of the original query. Single document tests were made with both the lSI 

and CACM collections. In all cases, the tm subvector was the best single one to use. For 

lSI, cc was next best while for CACM fu was second. 
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To really test the value of extended vectors, one must use several subvectors together. 

Howeyer, it is essential that proper coefficients be determined so that a good composite 

similarity could be computed as a linear combination of the similarities of each subvector. 

Therefore, a regressIOn was performed against the observed values of relevance, to identify 

proper coefficients. 

For the lSI collection, usmg regressIOn based coefficients, a net 5% improvement in 

single document feedback resulted from using terms and co-citations instead of just terms. 

For the CACM collection, regression coefficients on various groupings of subvectors yielded 

10-12% gain. 

A second, more accurate feedback approach was used in addition. Term releyance 

weights were computed, and in all cases were much more effective than those from single 

document feedba.ck. The fu sub vector was actually even better than the t; subvector in 

CACM single sub vector trials. \Vhen combined, tt;i and fu subvectors with regression 

based coefficients led to a 27% improvement over terms alone. Finally, using all CACM 

subvectors with regression based weights led to an improvement of almost 30% over that 

due to term releyance feedback of the term subvector alone. 

Thus, the extended vector model seems clearly justified, in terms of expected benefits 

: .. rccdb~k performance. It is felt that regression methods can be applied to arrive at good 

c~efficients to use in a combined similarity formulation, and that supplementing terms with 

othel" types of information will be yery useful. Thus, for lSI, terms and co-citations seemed 

most valuable, while for CACM, terms, links and categories were best. 
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9.3. Generalizations and Applica.tions 

Both the p-norm approach and the extended vector models can be applied to a 

number of related problems, and generalized into broader methods. P-norm queries can be 

used in database management systems, as can extended vectors. Inexact matching is very 

often what !s desired when a search is conducted, and the p-norm form is superb for such 

requests. Perhaps, just as fuzzy set theory was studied and applications proposed in many 

disciplines, the p-norm interpretation of logical expressions, which seems more robust and 

general, could be appropriately adapted. 

Extended vectors can be used for both textual and database app!ications. Since con

structing a dictionary, for example; of possible values of company earnings is clearly inap

propriate, the extended vector model, which allows each domain to be manipulated 

separately, seems especially useful. The idea implemented in SMART of representing 

extended vectors as 

< concept-type, concept-iden tiner, weight> 

tuples might be combined with the earlier idea [Fox 1981] of having an abstract data type 

for each attribute of a relation. Thus, a document or other entity type which is to be 

stored and later retrieved would be ciescribed in terms of anum ber of different concept 

types. Each could haye its own definition and attributes. In some, the concept identifier 

would point to an entry in a dictionary, while in others the concept identifier would be an 

actual value in some scalar or more complex domain. Similarity schemes would be available 

to gauge the degree of match between any two items of each type, and a composite similar

ity function would be defined to appropriately combine the various subvector results. 
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Even without such generalizations, many applications of the proposed methods are in 

order. Most obvious are the use of automatic query construction and feedback methods 

first for Boolean queries and later for p-norm queries. Initially, some type of front end sys

tem could be devised to demonstrate the value of these methods. 

The SMART system could certGinly be reorganized· and applied to many real retrieval 

tasks. With clustering and cluster search, extended document representations, and p-norm 

or vector query processing, typical retrieval operations are immediately able to be carried 

out. P-norm queries might then be applied to complex objects such as reports where tex

tual, numeric, and graphical elements are integrated. It would be intere~ting to develop 

. feedback for p-norm queries handling compiex extended vectors made up '·of abstract data 

types, each with its own complex internal structure. 

9.4. Conclusion 

This thesis has focused on a number of interrelated areas of information retrieval, and 

has tried to connect them thro~gh the common medium of the SMART system, along with 

appropriate test collections, and various theoretical or abstract models. 

It is hoped that some small contribution has been made toward developing a coherent 

theory of information retrievai, that a workable and useful experimental system will aid 

others to develop and test their ideas, that newly constructed test coiiections win find other 

applications, that proposed practical methods will find their way into commoniy available 

retrieval systems, and that further studies will continue to focus on the many open prob

lems still awaiting investigation in the fertile field of information retrieval. 
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APPENDIX A 

P-NORM CONTOURS 

A.I. Introduction to Figures 

In order to more clearly understand the behayior of p-norm queries it is useful to 

examlDe the figures presented in this append~x. For background information refer to 

Chapter 2 which deals with p-norm queries and to Section 2.2 which discusses the meaning 

of these contours through examples and explanations. 

Each figure shows a two di::::uensional cross section of the n-dimensional vecte:- sp~c 

introduced in Chapter 1. That is, for a Boolean-type query with terms A and. B the index-

ing characteristics of all documents in a collection can be shown with respect to just those 

two terms. Points on the two dimensional graphs represent documents which each have, 

using fuzzy set theory terminology, membership function values giving the appropriateness 

of indexing by A and B. 

The figures were chosen to illustrate in general how the varIous parts of p-norm 

queries interact and in particular how relative weights on query terms affect the resuiting 

similarity yalue as p varies in the range [1, 00]. The queries are of form: 

<A,a> Opp <B,b> 

whe:-e 

a = relatiye weight or importance of term A in the query 
OP = operator or connectiye - either OR or AND 
p - p-norm value attached to operator OP 
b = relatiye weight or importance of term B in the query 
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and, for the sake of simplicity, b = 1 (since only the relative weighting between a and b IS 

significant ). 

Contours shown were prepared using routines "graph" and "plot" available as part of 

the UNIX 1 operating system. For ease of presentatiOi..l it was decided that on each graph 

there would be a number of curves shown such that each- point (document) on a given curve 

yields the same similarity vaiue with respect to the query of interest. Thus, separate curves 

are given for similarity yalues 0.0, 0.1, ... , 1.0.2 \\That should be carefully considered is the 

shape of each curye and how that shape is influenceci .Jy the various parameters. 

The next section lists which figures are shown in the final section of this appendix. 

The tables giyen indicate what parameter yalues were used to prepare each graph, and the 

graphs are similarly labelled. Though not strictly needed (since OR and AND curyes are 

essentially mirror images), some AND curves for useful cases are listed in Table A.I and 

shown in Section A.3.3 The top half of Table A.2 deals with equal weighting cases for OR 

queries. Low p-yalues are most useful, so a number of those are included and only a few 

examples with p > 5 are given: Finally, the bottom part of Table A.2 lists cases with 1:2 

and 1:3 relative weight ratios to illustrate interactions betwen p-value and relative weight-

ing choices. 

lUNIX is a trademark of Beli Laboratories. 

2Specifically, eyery point in a fine grid laid over the unit square was treated as a docu
ment. Using the p-norm query associated with the graph a similarity for each such docu
ment was computed and if that was (within a small tolerance) equa! to O!le of the similarity 
values of interest thea the appropriate point was plotted. 

3\Vhen one rotates a graph 180 0 in order to transform an OR cur.e to an AND curve, 
all coordinates and similarities ruu!:t also be complemented with respect to 1.0. Hence, in
cluding AND figures for cases which might occur commonly is done as a courtesy to the 
reader. 
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The interested reader is encouraged to examine each of the figures, compare them, and 

then utilize them for reference in future preparation of p-norm queries. 

A.2. List of Figures 

Table A.I: Figures for AND queries <A,a> ANDP <B;I> 

FiCTure P-Value: fJ Relat.ive \VeiCTht: a 

A-I I I 

A-2 1.5 1 

A-3 2 1 
A-4 2.5 1 

A-5 3 1 
A-6 4 1 
A-7 5 1 

I A-8 10 1 

Table A.2: Figures for OR queries <A,a > ORP <B,I> 

Figure P-Value: 11 Relative vVei!!ht: a 

A-9 1 1 
A-IO 1.5 1 
A-ll 2 1 
A-12 2.5 1 
A-I3 3 1 
1\-14 4 1 
A-15 5 1 
A-16 10 1 
A-I7 50 1 

A-I8 I .5 
A-I9 2 .5 

A-20 5 .5 
A-21 I .33 
A-22 2 .33 
A-23 5 .33 
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A.3. Actual Figures 

Each graph shows points of form (dA , dB), since the two axes are labelled for terms 

A and B. Similarity contours have an associated similarity value, so the real number 

given near a curve is connected with all parts of that curve. 

Figure A.l: Graph for Query <A,1> ANDI <B,1> 
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Figure A.3: Graph for Query <A ,1> AND2 <B,l> 
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0.1 0.2 

Figure A.S: Graph ior Query <A,l> AND3 <B,l> 
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Figure A.6: Graph (or Query <A,l> AND" <B,l> 
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Figure A.8: Graph for Query <A,l> AND 10 <B,l> 
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Figure A.ll: Graph for Query <A,l> OR 2 <B,l> 
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Figure A.12: Graph for Query <A ,1> OR 2
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Figure A.I4: Graph for Query <A ,1> OR 4 <B,I> 
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Figure A.16: Graph for Query <A,l> ORIO <B,I> 
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Figure A.17: Graph for Query <A ,1> OR 50 <B,l> 
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Figure A.18: Graph for Query <A ,.5> OI?l <B,1>
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Figure A.19: Graph for Query <A ,.5> 0}?2 (3,1)
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Figure A.20: Graph for Query <A ,.5> OR s <B,l> 
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Figure A.22: Graph for Query <A ,.33> OR 2 <B,l> 
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Figure A.23: Graph for Query <A ,.33> OR s <B,l> 
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APPENDIX B 

P-NORM RANKING BEHAVIOR 

This Appendix supplements Chapter 2 by providing proofs for equations presented in 

Section 2.3. As such it aims to clarify the ranking behavior of the p-norm similarity func

tion through a!l a::J.alytical treatment of the basic defining equations of \Vu [1981] for partic

ular cases of interest. 

In the simple but common case of having a two term query clause with binary query 

. weights (see Sections 2.3.2 and B.l), there is a straightforward reiationsbip between the 

choice of Boolean operator, the p-value, and the resulting similarity. For queries with more 

than two terms, things are harder to show. Hence, to lead into more complex equations, 

Sections 2.3.3 and B.2 deal with the almost trivial case of having constant weight assigned 

to all document terms. 

For the general case of. having multi-term queries, relative query weights, and 

weighted document terms, no simple reiationship is possible, as was mentioned in Section 

2.3.4. The proof in Section B.3 demonstrates this by counterexample. 

Interestingly enough, though, experimental evidence in Chapter 3 shows that it is typ

i~any not beneficial to use relative query weights. And when binary query weights are 

employed, the result for two term queries can be generalized (as stated in Section 2.3.5) to 

multi-term queries. A short proof of this is given in Section B.4 and an alternative, more 

geometric but also much longer version, is presented in Section B.S. 
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B.!. Two Terms, Binary Query Weights 

Lemma: 

X ANDO::; Y < X AND!' Y < X AND! Y 

= X OR l Y < X ORP Y < X OR oo Y 

Proof: 

(1) Appealing to the p-norm operator definitions,. rewrite this, for z being the (non-

negative) weight of term X in a document, and y bzing the (non-negative) weight of 

term Y, as 

1 

.~( ) < 1 - r (I-x)p + (l-y)P jP" < ~ < 
ml .... z ,y - - l 2 . 2 [

-=x_P...:.+ ...... yLP_j ~ < max (x • 'U ). 2 - ._, 

(2) "When x=y, substitute, factor, and reduce to x. 

(3) Assume, therefore, z=i'y and also assume, without loss of genera.lity, y>z. Now it is 

well known that 

min(z,y) < x; Y < max(z,y). 

(4) Hence, it must first be shown that 

~<[zP+!lj;< ( ) 2 - 2 - max z ,y . (B-1) 

Note that if x=O, then (B-1) holds. Therefore assume z >0. Let y = Z(l+ f) for 

l>O, since y>z. Then 

.!±JL = z(l+ .!..) 
2 2 
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and 

max(x,y) = y = x(l+ f). 

Now 

so, after factoring out x >0, it needs only be shown that 

1 

1 + i.- < [1 + (1 + d
P 1 P < 1 + €. 

2 - 2 - -

Since all terms are> 1, they can be raised to the pth power, yielding the equivalent 

form 

(~2) 

The validity of (B-2) can be shown in two steps: 

(a) Assume p is integral and expand each of the terms: 

1+ :t (~)fi(1/2)i < 1+ .f (~)fi(1/2) < 1+ .f (~)fi(l) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

Each term is of the same form. For I <i<p 

so the expansion is true and (B-2) holds for integers p > 1. 

(b) Since (B-2) holds for integers p > 1 and since all of the terms in the expansion 

above are continuous in p, then (B-2) holds in general for p > 1. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that (B-1) holds. 
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(5) Finally, to complete the proor or the lemma: its needs be shown that 

.' 

1 

. ( ) < 1-[ (I-x)P + (l-y )1' jP" < .!±Jl. 
mm X,!! - 2 2 (B-3) 

Substituting x =l-x, tI =1-~, (B-3) becomes 

min(l-x ,1-tI ) < 1-[ x p~ 1 P 1 < I-x ; 1-1 
L J 

But 0 <x ,Y < 1 so 0 < x ,tI < 1. Thus the above can be rewritten as 

1 

I-max(t .11 ) < 1-[ t p~ 11 P j; < 1 t ~ 11 . 

Subtracting 1, multiplying by -1 (and changing the directions or the inequaiities) gives 

But that is the same as (B-1), already show n above in part 4 of this proof. 

Q.E.D. 

B.2. Document Terms with Consta.nt Weight 

Lemma: 

Given 

and 
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then 

Proof: 

293 

SIM( QOR(PI),D) = SIM( QOR(p:),D) 

= SIM( QAND(P3),D) = SIM( QAND(pJ,D) 

1 1 

by definition of OR 

but numerator and 
denominator can be 
factored to give 

[n. ~I P";(dPI,P"; z..,W. (} I 

- -t-----7---- which reduces to 

[~w:'l :. 

Similarly, 

SIM( QAND(Pl),D) by definition of AND 

_ [Ewr1(1-dO)PI] pll 
- 1- which can be factored to give 

Ewfl 
I I 

= 1- [Ew{I];;-[(I-doll];;-
- - ~ - which reduces to 

I 

[~ pJ;~ L..J Wi J 
= l-(I-do) = do 

Q.E.D. 
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B.3. Similarity Computations for Three Peculiar Cases 

Lemma: 

There exist query q , documents Db D 2, D 3, and p-va1ues PI' P: such that 

and 

and 

Proof: 

(1) Some q and.9 1 =(dl ,d2) must be found such that 

SIM( q AND(I),D I) < SIM( q AND (lo),D I)· 

Choose 

q AND(p) = <.d1,0.5> AND p < d2,1.0> 

One solution would be to find d1,d2 so that 

and 

SIM( q AND(lo),D 1) = 0.5. 

The first constraint giyes the equation 
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so, 

6 d. = - - 2 d2 & 5 . 

Substituting for d! in the second constraint equation gives 

which can be rewritten as 

Clearly, d2=0.5 s!D.ce the AND 10 curve is almost fiat in this region. Using iterative 

methods yields d2=O.50004875 which gives an error of oniy -1 X 10-°. Hence, 

D 1=(0.2,0.5) will behave as desired. 

The obvious guess is d 1 = d2 = 0.5. Substituting, one sees that the above equality 

holds. 

One solution is to have 
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The first constraint yields 

so, 

3 
2 

296 

Substituting in the second constraint equation gives 

or, 

An iterative solution leads to d2=OA933274, which yields an error of only IXIO-g
• 

Hence D 3;::::::(O.814,0.493) will hehave as desired. 

Ali three points, D!, D2 , andD 3, have been materialized as required. 

Q.E.D. 
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B.4. Short Proof of OR Query Simila.rity Ra.nking 

Theorem: 

where 

and 

Proof: 

Consider surfaces in n-space such that 

SIM(QoR(p),D) = So for O<So<1. 

Note that one can safely ignore So=O and 50=1 Since the lemma .above then becomes 

Similarly, it is only necessary to consider cases "here n > 1. 

Points on the So surface represent document-query combinations that all yield the 

same similarity. Therefore, examine the variation of document weights with respect to p-

values. ~f increasing p-value forces a decrease in document weight for each term of our 

space, in order to maintain constant similarity, then increasing p-value with constant docu-

ment weights would cause an increase in similarity. Thus, to show the lemma, one need 

only proye, for 1 <j < n, 

That can be done as follows: 

ad· 
~<o. 
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"U\;:l.l 

Since 

298 

8(SIM)=O. 

In order to apply the chain rule, define functions gO and 1:0 such that 

so 

Then, 

and 

but 

Hence, 

1 
1 -

SIM - / (g h \ - f( n - \ - g P 
- " - J \:t, J-

1 h(p) =-. 
p 

1 8h =--8p 
p2 

P 

8g = 1.. ~ df In d; 8p + 1.. 8(dP) 
. u i=;6j n J 
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Now, SIM is held constant, so 

0= a(SIM) = 2.L ag + ELah ag ah 

r 1 1 [ 1 (--1) 1 
= -gP -~dflndiap+ 

LP n .. 

ad· Solving for __ , 
ap 

299 

cancelling and multiplying numerator and denominator by n -g, 

E.. -g in g - E df In d; 
- ~p~-------

dP- 1 
P 1 

substituting for g, 

factoring, 

(E..)( 1.. ~df)ln( 1..~df)- ~df in d; 
=. p n n 

dP- 1 
P 1 

"dPfl ln t1.."dP\ _ /"" .J 
LJU'I i \ L....J-~I .,. WI-

_--~l-P---~--------~j 
p dr1 

combining In in the numerator and substituting in the SIM definition, 
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~(dfln S~~) 
ad; = . 
ap pdr1 

Now d > SIM so In SIM < 0 if d,. > o. Also, note that d·ln SIM = 0 if d
J
• = o. 

, i -' d. • d. 

Consequently, 

Q.E.D . 

, . 
ad· 
::..::L < 0 ap -

. B.S. Geometric Proof of OR Query Similarity Ra.nking 

Theorem: 

where 

and 

Proof: 

Several Lemmas wili iead to the main result. Consider surfaces of points in n-space, each 

point representing a document. A surface is defined by 

As in Section B.5 above, assume n>2 and O<So<1. 
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Lemma 1: 

The surface for 

SIM( QOR(l)' D) = So = SIM( QAND(l)' D) 

is a hyperplane through 

with the perpendicular being the line 

Proof: 

(1) The point (So, 

L = [(0, ... ,0), (1, ... ,1)1. 

,So) ca.n be shown to be on the surface as follows: 

50 + ... + So 
~--------~=So 

n 

and so (So, ... ,So) is on the surface. 

{2} The. equation 

l(d + '" + dn } = So' n 1 

is the equation of a hyperplane in n-space. 

(3) The line [(0, ... ,0), (1, ... ,1)] = L has equations d1=d2= ... =dn • From cal-

culus, the equation of the normal line to a surface at point (doh ... ,don) is 
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But, for this hyperplane and perpendicular 

= dn - So which yields the desired result for L. 

Q.E.D. 

LeI1lma 2: 

The above mentioned hyperplane is the ta!lgent plane at (So, ... ,So) t.o surfaces 

SIM(QoR(p),D) = So and to surf~ces SIM(QAND(p),D) = So when l<p<oo. If n,p>1 

then the only inter-section is the point (So, ... ,So). Furthermore, the surfaces for QOR(p) 

lie totally on the (0, ... ,0) side of the hyperplane, while the surfaces for QAND(P) lie 

totally ·on the (1, ,1) side of the !:yperplane. 

Proof: 

(1) It is only necessary to demonstrate the desired facts for QOR(p); the other resuits fer 

QAND(p) follow by symmetry. For the sake of brevity, call the Qo.~(p) query Qo. 

(2) To find the tangent plane, use partial differentials and the chain i·ule: 

aSIM = aSIM . .2L 
ad· af ad· J J 

where 

_1. 1. 
SIM = (n p)(~dnp = (n P)(f)P 
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Now, 

and, 

Hence, 

303 

..E..L - dl'-l 
Rd. -P ; - -; 

(3) From calculus, the equation of the tangent plane to surface" F(xl' . - - ,XII) = 0 at 

aF (z 07 ) + ... + aF (07 _07 J' = 0 
a 1-""01 a ""n ""on • 

Xl Z" 

Now, 

and the point of interest is (So, ... ,So), so the tangent plane has equation 

E aSIM(dj_So)=O. 
j=1 adj 

C b· . hI· '2) ~ a SIAl . ...,~ stltutlDg t e resu t 01 \ lor ad: gn-es 
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Now, from Lemma 1 above, when p=l the surfaces and hyperplane are all coincident. 

Henc~ nothing more need be proven. \\Then 1 <p <00, the above has solution 

so hyperplane 

,=dfl =So 

is the tangent plane at (So, ... ,So;. 

(4) The surface and tangent plane intersect at (So, ... ,So). To show that the surface of 

SIM( Qo,D) = So 

lies on the (0, ... ,0) side of the hyperpla.ne, it is necessary to give a detailed argu-

ment based on slopes. Steps (a) through (d) below accordingly conclude the proof of 

Lemma 2. 

(a) As mentioned earlier, assum en, p > 1. 

. ad· 
(b) Select 1 <j, k <n and consider a ~. Do implicit differentiation. 

1. 
SIM = (n P)(~df)P = (n P)f P where f = Edf. 

Then 

a~~1 = (+)(Edfi : -1). 

nP.p 

Consider dj as a function oi dl;, 
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..E..L = ~(dP) + aa
dL 

(df) 
ad/: adi J " 

Now, 

~!snf) - (j 8di: \." - "'. 

Applying the chain rule, 

\\-'hen d1=d2= ... =dn=O, similarity is 0 for any query, so t!:.3.t document 

point can be ignored. Consider instead the righthand factor: 

which implies th:lt 

~. -[ dC-I] = -r ~lP-I. 
adL dP-1 I d· 

" J L J 

(c) For n=2 the situation is illustrated by Figure B.2 and Table B.L 

(d) Finally, prove for n,p >1 that 

lies on the (0, ... ,0) side of the hyperplane. 
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Figure B.2: I1lustration of Surface and Plane 

/ 

~ __________ ~~~ ____________ dl 

E 

Table B.1: Values for Surface and Plane 

Illustratiye Information For Figure B.2 

Variable Value At Point: 
Considered: A B C D E 

d. 0.707 0.25 0.5 0.968 0.0 

d~ 0.0 0.988 0.5 0.25 
I 

0.707 I I 

ad2 
0.0 -0.258 -1.0 -3.87 slope =-- -00 

adl 
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(i) 

60es through (So, ... ,So) where it intersects the hyperplane. 

(ii) For any pair l<j,k<n. it follows from (b) above that 

(iii) At (So, ... ,So) 

ad/; 
--=-1 
ad· J 

for both the hyperplane and the surface. Triviaiiy this is true for the 

hyperplane, and substituting point Do in the equation fOi the surface 

yields the same result too. 

(iv) SIM( Qo, D) = So is continuous. 

!'~!!ges from 0 at d: =0 to -1 at d: = d ... Hence: when other d .. are 
J J" • 

fixed, as one moves away from (So, . : • ,So) to smaller dj values~ dJ: 

for the surface is less than ·dJ: for the hyperplane. More formally, let 

6dj = the absolute value of change in dj 
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c)dl: 
alope,url = average ad. for the surface E(-I,Ol 

J 

where !Ij E [So-odj , Sol 

adl: 
a/opeplane = average ad. for the hyperplane = -1 

J 

so 

Then, 

d/:"url = (So-odj·a/ope,urf) 

< (So-odj"slopeplane ) = d/:,plane 

To clarify this argument, consider figure B.3 beiow which includes a 

graph of the overaH area and an enlargement of the region of interest. 

(vi) A similar claim to (v) can be made. For dj > db where. 

ad/: p, dj "jP-l --=--
adj l d;; 

ranges from -1 at dj = d;. to -00 at d/: = 0, then as one moyes away 

from (So, ... ,So) to larger dj values, d/; for the surface becomes less 

than dJ: for the hyperplane. 

Proof: 

so 
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Figure B.3: Graph and Enlargement 

Graph: 

p>1 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

I/See enlargement 
/ I of this region 
I below 
I 

d· ~ ____________ L-__ ~_________ J 

Enlargement: 

~ ____ --~-I d!:,plane 

I 
~~,.-------------I di:"ur, 

~~:--___ I 
I ~lope,ur' E (-1,0] 

'------. ~ I 
t ~ -I (50,50\ 

~ ! 'Iopep:~, ~-! 
\ 

'\.. . ----.....;...-----..... ~--s~i !1!Jp~rurj E [-00,-1) 

6d· J 
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Lemma 3: 
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dJ.:"ur/ = (So + 6dj"$[ope,ur/) 

< (So + 6dj"siopeplane) . 

= dJ.:,plane 

(vii) Now conside:- some point 

Sin::e D 1 =f:. Do, 

3 h,k, 1 <h,k<n 

such that 

One can then appiy (v) or (vi) for d1h and dIl.:. Hence, the point. lies 

closer to (0,0, ... ,0) than dOeS the hyperplane.· Since the point was 

arbitlarily chosen on the hyperpiane, it may be concluded that the sur

f::.ce SIM( Qo, D) = So lies on the (0,0, ... ,0) side of the hyperplane. 

The suriace for 

lies closer to the origin than 
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for 

except in that they touch at 

Proof: 

(1) Intersection at Do has already been discussed. 

(2) From Lemma 2 above, 

Now, PI <P2 so 

adI:,Sl I dj jPCI , adI:,S,_o. [ dj ]P:-l 
ad. = - T ana ad = - -d . 

J -/; j :. 

and so 

adI:S • • 1 

ad· J 

Hence alopes~ > alopes
l

, and 
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(b) When dj > dl: then 

Once again, using slopes 

(c) Now, the above holds for i < i, k < n, so one can argue as ror Lemma 2. The 

conclusion is that for 

3 h,l:, 1 <h,k<n 

such that 

Now, apply one of the two cases (a) or (b) above. Since the argument was 

independent of index, it may be concluded that the surface S2 iies closer to the 

origin than S 1 except at the point of intersection, Do = (So, ... ,So). 

\Vith the three lemmas above shown, it is straightforward to complete the proof of the 

theorem given at the beginning of this section (8.6): 

for 
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Choose Dl ~ Do· Let "1 = 5IM(Qo(p=PI),D l). Then Dl lies on some surface 51 such that 

5IM( QO(P=PI)' D) = "1' According to Le:!D.ma 3, except at the single point where the two 

surfaces touch, and where things are equal, the surface 52 such that 5IM( QO(P=P:)' D) = "1 

lies closer to the origin than does 51' Hence, Dl must also lie on some surface 5 l , further 

from the origin th3n 52' For QO(P=P2)' being on a surface further frem the origin means 

that a higher similarity results. Hence 

Q.E.D. 
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APPENDIX C 

COLLECTION CHARACTERISTICS 

C.l. Overview 

.Any work proposing new methods and attempting to validate theories experimentally 

must utilize appropriate test data. Though some have proposed automatically constructing 

test collections to use in evaluating differing retrieval systems [Tague~ Nelson & Wu 1981], 

it is unlikely that such a scheme will be acceptable to critics for other than efficiency com-

parisons. 

For this thesis, therefore, where effectiveness has been the main criteria of success, it 

has been necessary to have realistic document collections suitabie for each type of experi-

ment. In other words, it was necessary to begin with the text form of document titles and 

abstracts, an appropriate number of natural language queries, and relevance judgments 

relating the documents and queries. For p-norm and Boolean feedback comparisons, 

Boolean queries were also necessary. Finally, for extended vector runs, additional types of 

iniormation aaout documents were required, such as author names or co-citation lists. 

Five collections have been utilized in this study. The CACM and lSI collections are 

brand new - devised specially for extended vector experiments. Boolean queries for these 

two as well as for the other three collections were also created anew, to enable comparisons , 

between vector, Boolean, and p-norm techniques. Relevance judgments were required for 

the new CACM and lSI collections, and additional ones were also needed for the INSPEC 

collection. 

314 
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The CACM and lSI collections are described in detail in [Fo" 1983b] so only genera! 

inrormation about them will be included here. The othei' three document. coiiections have 

been used before, so the focus in subsequent sections will be ilU :5illilmary inr;)rmation about 

all or tbe collections and about peculiarities of the new query collections. 

C.2. Document Collections 

Table C.I summarizes I!ssential data about each of the document coiieetions. Gen· 

eraliy they are made up of the title and abstract of monographs or journal articles. A 

num be:- or subjects are dealt with, rrom the "soft" social science like material tbat makes 

up a fair proportion or the lSI collection, to the terse, medical artiC!~" used in Medlars stu-

dies. 

Table C.l: Document Collections Summa:y 

Short No. of No. of Av.No. Subvectors Subject Years 
Name Docs. Terms Terms Included Matter Cover.ed 

AD! 82 886 27.1 tm Documen- 1963 
tat ion 

CACM 3,204 10,446 40.1 au,bi,bc, Computer 1958 
cC,cr, Science -1979 
In,tm 

INSPEC 12,684 14,683 35.4 tm Electrical i979 
Engineering 

iSI 1,460 7,392 104.9 aU,cc,tm Information 1969 
Science -1977 

Medlars 1,033 8,750 55.8 tm Medicine to 1969 
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(1) The sm;;.ll ADI collection, or 82 articles from the proceedings or the 1963 meeting of 

the American Documentation Institute (later, ASIS - American Society ror Informa

tion Science), covers early pubiications about iibrarianship, microforms, and other 

technical matters discussed at the time. 

(2) The CACM documents !ne!uae an ~ticJes in issues of the Communications of the A eM 

frow the first issue in 1958 to the last number of 1979. A considerable range of com

puter science literat!.!re is covered by those 3204 entries in the publication that for 

many years served as the premier periodical in the field. 

(3) The 12,684 INSPEC documents constitute just a small part or the roughly 2 million 

entries published sin~e Hl69. This subset was selected by & group at Syt':lCuse Univer-

sity aile ust:d the:l"e icr sc:ne e~pc.iiJl!nts o;;-h:d: roe~ed on the effects of eearchers and 

document representations [Katzer et <oJ. 1982]. INSPEC, which etands for Informa

tion Services in Physics, Electrotechnology, Computers and Control, covers three Sci

ence AbJtractJ publications, Electrical and Electronics Abstract", Computer and Con

trol Ab8tract3, and PhyEics Abstracts. INSPEC is prepared by The Institution of 

Electrical Engineers, Hertfordshire, England. The documents selected are those 

covered in part of one release tape: INSPEC-l c 1979 (even issues 7S02-7924). A copy 

of those documents was made available to the Cornell University Depa!'tmen~ or Com

puter Science, with the permission or Jeff Pache or lEE. The eontent focuses mainly 

on electrical eoginrering and computer science subjects. The documents were indexed 

using S~1ART procedures, except that to make storage and processing more manage

able al! terms occurring only once in the collection were omitted from the dictionary 

and vectors. 
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(4) The 1460 J~I entries were selected based on ec>cit:l.tion information relating to a !'ItucJy 

conducted by Dr. Hen..ooy Small of the Institute for Scientific Information © (lSI (9). 

They 21'e the items th3t could be located at the Cornell University library out of a 

total of 1627 names listed in the field of in!ormation science. E~h was published 

between 1969 and 1977 and received at least fi"!e c:itatio~. 

(5) The 1033 Medlars articles were selected out of a large medical co!lection available at 

the N:l.tional Library of Medicine. These documents were used for many studies since 

the inception of the SMART project, the most notable being a comparison of Boolean 

and vector methods that was reported in [Salton 1969}. 

C.3. Query Collections in Genera.l 

Since considerable effort was made to study the characteristics snd behavior o! various 

query formulations, it is worthwhile to (;xamine the five different query collections and all 

the versions present for each. Table C.2 gives statistics relating to the queries and the 

number of relevant documents ror each query. The ADI collection is omitted since it was 

oilly used for preliminary testing. 

To give some idc:l as to the ave:,<:ge length of each query, that value is given for the 

cosine versicn based on the originai natural language (NL). The lSI value is low, bec:l,,"se 

only the 35 queries for which both yector and Boolean logic (BL) forms are available were 

considered, and those queries are rather short. The INSPEC querio!s are much longer, since 

users were not very experienced and so provided rull paragraphs describing their interests, 

with many unimportant words thrown in. 

QuC'ry generality, that is the number or relevant documents per query, is illustrated in 

the next two columns or the table. The first number is !;'iven in absolute terms :lod the 
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Table C.2: Que:'Y and Relev~nt Document Characteristics 

Collection No. or A· ... Length Rels Per Query Rets in Top 10 
Name Quer::.s Ccs g!~ .. ~; .. Av.Nv. k·~ Y. /rJ J~v.N:). Av.% 

CACM 52 11.4 15.3 0.5 1.9 19 

INSPEC 77 16.0 33.0 0.3 2.0 9 

lSI 35,76 8.1 49.8 3.4 1.7 4 

Medlars 30 10.4 23.2 2.3 3.8 18 

second is a percentage or the total Ilum ber or documents. CACM queries haye very rew 

relevant documeilts, both in actual numbers and a.s a percentage. INSPEC have roughly 

twice as many, and the values probabiy are rairly typical. Medlars queries have slightly 

rewer relevants, but the percentage or documents that are relevant is much higher. And 

the lSI coliection seems to have too many relevant docuO!&ents per query, both io absolute 

numbers and as a percentage; those queries were much too vague \.0 give email, sharply 

defined relevant sets. 

The final two columns or Table C.2 illustrate the retrieval behavior or the queries 

using cosine correlation by considering the top 10 ranked documents. Fo!' Medial'S, almost 

4 of the first 10 are rele"ant on a"crage, indicating that the queries are likeiy to have high 

precision. Furtb£'r, almost 20% or the relcV3nt documents are retrieved there, showing that 

recall is probably good also. For CACM, the recall also seem!:) high, but the precision is 

rOllol:ly haIr. In the other two collections, around 2 relevant documents are rounJ in the 
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top 10 retrieved, so precision is prob:l.bly low there as well. And there is even a iower per-

centage of the number or relevant documents that. are identified there. Fo!' lSI, in p:lorticu-

lar, only 4% of the relevant documents :lore found in the top 10, indicating that recall will 

be rather low. Since there are so many relevant documents per query, that. is very likely to 

be the case. 

Table C.3 gives descriptive details about the five different groups of query collections. 

Table C.3: Query Collections Summary 

Collect.ion NL Queries BL Queries 
Name No. Descri tion No. Deseri lion 

ADI 35 Written by 2 3S 4 forms by author 
Harvard computer 1 (orm each by 2 
science students librarians 

ADI-2c 19 Two clause linearized l~ Written by author 

ADI-2t 13 Two term linearized 13 Written by author 

CACM 52 By Cornell and other 52 1 form each by 2 
computer personnel computer'science 

grad. students 

INSPEC i7 By students, faculty 77 i. form by one of 7 
at Syracuse Univ. Syracuse ~earchers 

lSI ia From ADJ, ISPRA sets 35 Fro::: AD! part cnly 
and SIGiR Forum (see ADI coil. 
abstracts above) 

Mcdlars 30 From NLM files 30 From NLM searcbcr5 

- I 
and then expanded 
using MESH 
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There is usu~lly one set or natur~l language q~eries rOt each or the five, but in several cases 

there are 5~'!t'!'a! !3oo)ean torms based on each natural language query. 

The ADl collection origin~lIy had 35 natural language queries. For the initial tests of 

p-norm techniques, a first searcher (this ~utho~) ~::d t~c Cc:,::eH U::~ ... ersity library employ-

ees who conducted searches at the main library, each rephrased the natural language ques-

tions into a Boolean representation. In addition, the first searcher also de ... ised 3 other ~ 

norm versions oi tiic Boo:cou logic queries. 
( 

For other ADI tests, 13 two term and 19 two clause Boolean queries were devised by 

this author, and relevan.::e judgments were also made. Since the Boolean forms were the 

original questions, the sub:;.equent natural language version was simply the string of terms 

linearized (flatten~d) trc:n I!ach Boolean expression. 

52 CACM queries were submitted tram a variety or sources, and two students in the 

C-"rnell graduate levei information retrieval course, who were responsible for creating the 

entire qu('ry colIection, each proposed Boolean forms. The INSPEC queries were selected 

from the nrious ones devised by seven different searchers working at Syracuse University. 

For lSI, the same 35 natural language and Boolean queries used for ADl were 

employed. ~1ultiyle concept type testing, however, required more natural language queries, 

so 41 additional ones were selected from a set ot queries for the ISPRA collection anci from 

some new queries based on abstracts published in issues of the A eM SIaIR Forum. 

Medlars natural language queries were as provided from the National Lib~ary of ~iedi-

cine (NL~t) files and Boolean rorms were later constructed at Cornell. They were ba.scc..l on 

Boolean expressions employed by searchers, but adapted to the information in document 

reprcs('otations by expanding ~1edical Subject Headings category names by substituting 
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terms listed under those in the MESH thesaurus [National Library or Medicine 1968}. 

Fu:ther collection specific details about t.he vario~ eolleetions are provided i!l the rol-

lowing subseetions dealing with each query eolleetion one by one. 

C.4. ADI Queries 

C.4.1. ADI Natural Language Queries 

35 queries were prepared years ago by two Harvard students. A discussion or the 

behavior or the queries is given in [Keen 1971]. Table C.4 shows some e"amples or the 

queries; 4 or the 35 are ineiuded. It can be seen that short phrases are typical!) utilized. 

Table CA: Examples or AD! Natural Language Querie, 

(1) What problems and eoncerilS are there in making up deseriptive titles! What 
diffieulties are involved in auto!n3tieally retrieving artides rrom approximate titles! 
What is the usual relevanee or the eontent or artides to their titles! 

(9) What possibilities are there ror automatie grammatieal and eontextual analysis or arti
cles ror inclusion in an informai.ion retrieval system! 

(19) Teehniques of machine matehing and machine searehing systems. Coding and match
ing methods. 

(35) Government supported agencies and projects dealing with information dissemination. 

C.4.2. Boolean Queries 

Table C.S shows samples rrom the set or 35 Boolean queries rormed by this autho:-

based on the corresponding n:l.tural language queries described above. 

The 3lternate version or query 1 shown at the bottom or T:l.ble C.S was constructed 

using the principlrs or l('xic:l.1 relations. Thus, each relatively low frequency term in the ori-
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Table C.S: "Dl Prefix Form Boolean Queries by Searcher 1 

a- Original Queries 

(I) AND { titles, 
OR ( autom aticaiiy, retrieving, problems, concerns, 

descriptive, approximate, diiiicuii.ies, 
content, relevance, articles) ) 

(S) AND ( OR ( information, retrieval, system, automatic, 
possibilities, inclusion, acalysis), 

OR ( grammatical, contextual) ) 

(19) AND ( OR ( matching, searching, coding), 
OR ( methods, machine, techniques, systems) ) 

(35) AND { government, 
OR ( inicrmatio!l, dissemination, agencies, projeets) ) 

b- Expanded Version of Query 1 Above, Adding Lexically Related Words 

(1) AND ( titles, 
OR ( autom aticaliy, retrieviug, problems, 

concerns, descriptive, 
OR ( approximate, <OR(compared,matching,comparison, 

ic!emble,comparativej,.5> ), 
OR ( diITicuities,<OR{soive,investigation, 

test.,problem},.5> ), 
OR ( content, <OR(contains,substantial,include, 

ideas,item ,subject-m atter, 
subject),.5> ), 

OR (relevance, < OR(relevancy ,rcl;:· .. ant.,:'cbt.ionship, 
comparison,applicability ),.5> ), 

OR (articles, <OR(writing,author,journal,book, 

) ). 

paragraph ,collection ,paper, 
report),.5> ) 

ginai form of quC'ry 1 w~ repbced by an entire clause, where the original word, fully 

weighted, is Oned with a .5 weighted OR clause that includes all lexically rebted words to 
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the one being considered. Thus, "approxim:lte" is rept3Ccd by the fourth and Sft.h lines 01 

the new ,·ersion or query 1, :lS sho"R n in P:lrt (b). 

For carly p-norm testing, several other speci:llize:d que:y collectioas were required. III 

order to identiiy a propei' weighting technique, and to al!,,~ graphing of the appropriate 

portion or the complete vector space, 13 two ter!!l quc~ies were randomly chosen so as to 

represent. the various possible combinations or term frequencies. Table C.6 shows these 

queries as used. Relevance judgments were made ror each by this author. 

Since two term queries are not very rtalistic, !o41ger queries were also rormulated. Twe 

dirre~eI:t ideas were each exp~~sed by z. clause, and the resulting two clause qt!~ry 

expressed a real interest relevant to the subject catter. Relevance judgments were alsc 

Table C.B: 13 ADl Two Term Queries 

No. Query Terms 

1 government agencies 
2 form (of) articles 
3 printing articles 
4 library books 
5 scientific defi nitions 
6 distribu tion (or) journals 
7 education (or) personnel 
8 journal publication 
9 library mech~nization 

10 recognition (or) printing 
11 training programs 
12 recognition (or) transform3tion 
13 responses (to) requests 

- - - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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made by this author, s(' the fairly unusual situation existed of starting with ~ Boolean 

expression as the desired query rather than beginning wEt!: ~ natural language statement. 

Table c."! glyes the 19 two clause queries that were constructed in the above mentioned 

manner. 

C.S. INSPEC Queries 

C.S.!. Obtaining Boolean Query Collection 

In the Sr.a.euse experimental study, 84 natural language queries were submitted by 

Syracuse students, r~uJty, ~nd stat! working in Electrlca! E!!g!neering, Computer Science, 

and Information Studies departments. 

In order to compare the effects of different searchers and different search representa

tions, 7 different searchers famillar with Diatom! were chosen, and 7 differentrepresenta

tions were seiecteci. Each document, had a title, abstract, list of descriptors, etc. so one 

search was done against the title, another against title and abstract, Q third against descrip

tors, etc. A Laiin square design was employed with each searcher using a specific search 

form on a given query. 

The representation searching the free text or the title and abstract fields was chosen 

as most suitable for helping obt,~~n an appropriate Boole2:l query to use at Cornell. Even 

though the select€'d 84 queries were aU of one representation, they came from 7 different 

searchers. Since t.he expe:-iments planned were to average the results ror the entire set. and 

compare different met.hods that. way, having anum ber of dii!erent searchers participatiog 

was probably an advanta!;c rat.her than a dis~dvanta!;e. 

IDiatom is a Syracuse system simubtiog DIALOG (trademark or LMSC, Inc.). 

--------------------------------------------
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Table C.7: 19 ADI Two Clause Boolean Querie:5 

No. Two Clause Infix Form 

1 (catalogue OR catalog) AND 
(mechanization OR automation OR computerizat.ion) 

2 (information AND ret:ievQi) AND 
(system OR mechanized OR automatic OR machine) 

3 (utility OR user OR man OR human) AND 
(system OR interface OR display) 

4 (syntactic OR structurai) AND 
(matching OR identification OR analysis 

OR transrormation) 

:) (information AND science) AND 
(education OR training) 

6 searching AND (strategy OR met.hod OR technique) 

7 (conventional OR manual) AND (index OR subject) 

8 (selective AND dissemination) OR sdi 

9 (vocabulary OR descriptors OR concept.s) 
AND indexing 

10 (users AND reb·ant) AND (judeed OR reg:lrded) 

11 (composition OR photocomposition OR typesetting) 
AND (comput:!r OR automatic) 

12 (thesaurus OR synonyms) OR (term Ai':D relationship) 

13 {graduat.e OR university OR scheel OR academy} AND 
(procram OR course OR education OR training) 

14 (distribution OR copying OR reproduction) AND 
(journals OR periodicals OR papers OR inrormation) 
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Table C.7 continucd: 19 ADI Two Clause Boolean Queries 

No. Two Clause infix Form 

15 (logic OR calculus) AND (language OR linguistics) 

16 (titles OR abstracts) AND (citation OR reference) 

17 (microfiche OR microfilm) AND 
(access OR reproduction) 

18 (inrormation OR retrievai) AND 
(specialist OR personnel OR professional) 

19 (statistical OR significant) AND 
(educational OR results OR effect) 

Figure C.l shows the natural language form of query 101, followed by an example or 

the search process canied out for that query with Diatom. 

To use t.he Diatom queries at Cornell a number of changes were caned for. First, it 

should be noted that at Syracuse 3n entire search was carried out, where various sets were 

retrieved and event ually the results of one or the sets was selected for printing. Since a sin-

gle query was needed ror the Cornell tests the complete expression that yielded the printed 

s~t bad to be constructed. Figure C.2 shows the prefix Dotation (or the query that resulted 

rrom the search giycn in Figure C.l. 

A second difference between the Diatom searches and the Co::nd! Boolean queries 

reiates to the connectives employed. The Cornell documents were stored a,., simple vectors, 

so the standard Ai'ZD. OR, :md NOT operators were easily implemented. However, no posi-

tioDal inrormatiou was included, and the rull text. of abstracts :ond t.itles were not. retained, 
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Figure C.l: Query 101 Nat.W'al Langu::t.ge and Diatom Search 

Nat.ural Language Form from User: 

'01) I am interested in th;; support or high level and very high level computer languages by 
means of hardware and firmware (microprogramming). This can include the design of 
ianguages such as APL, SETL, or ADA and the architeeture of the machines designed 
to support the high level language (HLL). The topics may include the design or the in
termediate b!lguage (or machine architect.ure) or t.he data, st.ruct.ures or ot.her theoreti
cal result.s useful in the direct. execut.ion or BLL. 

Original Diatom Search Script: 

[1] S COMPUTER! OR PROGRAMMING OR INTERMEDIATE 
[2J S HIGH(F)LEVEL 
[3J S APL OR SETL OR ADA 
[4J S LANGUAGE! 
[SJ C (1 OR 2 OR 3) AND 4 
[6J S HARDWARE OR FIRMWARE OR MICROPROGRAMMING 
[7J S (MACHINE OR COMPUTER) AND ARCHITECTURE 
18} S DATA AND STRUCTURE 
{9} C 6-g/0R 
[IOJ C 5 AND 9 

Tl(jI~/!~5 
[I!} C 2 AND 4 
[i2] C 11 AND 9 

T12/C/l-S 
[13} C 3 AND 4 
[14] C 13 AND 9 
[15] C 3 AND 9 
[161 S INTERMEDIATE AND LANGUGE! 
[171 S INTERMEDIATE AND LANGUAGE! 
[18J C 17 AND 9 
[IQ] C 18 NOT 12 

TI9/2/1-3 
[20] C 12 OR 19 
\21] S DESIGN OR SUPPORT 
[22J C 21 OR 10 
[23] C 5 AND 9 
[2·1] C 10 AND 21 
[25] C 23 NOT 20 
[26] C 23 r-.:OT (12 OR 19) 

T25/6/I-S 
[27) C 20 OR 25 

PRINT 26/1/1-2i 
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Figure C.2: Prefix Form 0; Query 101, C~·nstr1!::ted trom Diatom Seuch 

#3nd(#and(#and(#or(#or( computer, programming, 
intermediat.e ), 

:;;." r (#a n d ( big h, I eve I ), 
#0 r ( ap 1, set I, ad 3. ))), 

languax e ), 

#or (#or( hardware, firmware, m~eroprogramming ), 
#and(#or( machine, computer ), architecture ). 
#aod( data, st.ructure ))). 

#n 0 t (#0 r (#a D d (#a 0 d (#311 cl ( h i g h , I eve 1 ). 1 an g u age ), 
#or (#0: ( hardware, firmware, 

microprogramming ), 
#and(#or( machine, compu~er ), 

architeeture }, 
#30 n d ( d :a t a, s t : u c t u r e ))), 

#and(#and(#and( intermediate, language j, 
#0: (#or( hardware, firmware, 

microprogramming ), 
#and(#or( machine, computer ), 

architecture ), 
#and( data, structure )), 

#oot (#and {#and {#and ( b i gb, I eve I ), 
language ), 

#or (#or( hardware, firmware, 
mi c roprogrammi ns ). 

#and(#or( machine, computer). 
~, .... ,..L: .. __ .. ____ ~ 

........ I.I."c"""'utC'l. 

#and(data, structure)))))))); 

~o mctrical opc!':l.tors (e.g., within n words, adjacent to, in same sentence or paragraph) 

were not implc-mentable. All special opcrators in the Diatom queries were therefore 

replaced by the less precise AND COllnector. 

A third difference is that Diatom allows word truncation while SMART uses stem-

mingo in general, the rull word which best fit in the Diatom expression W33 thererore sub-

stitl!ted so that. the S~!AnT iodexiog could replace it. with the appropriate word stC!Il from 
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the diction:;.ry. A small amount of other editing was also performed at this stage. 

Finally, only 77 out. or the original 84 queries were ut.ilized. The ones omitted each 

had some type of problem, sueh as retrieving no relevant documents, or resulting rrom 

searches that were riddled with erro~ or inco:::lprehe~ible expressions. But. the 77 remain-

ing queries seemed to be a reasoI:aoie set to work with. 

One final note concerns the !'elative lengths of the natural language and Boolean 

queries. In general, the nat~ral language stat.ements were very long, not. very ~peeific, and 

filled with unimportant words. The Boolean queries, however, were fairly specifie and rea-

sonab!y "ell thought out. 

C.5.2. Obta.ining Relevance Judgments 

The files provided by Syracuse included the relevant doeuments for each sel~cted 

query based on users having examined the doeuments retrieved by each of t.he 7 searches 

carried out. A t()t.:ll of 6679 relevance judgments were made, yielding 1760 relevant docu-

ments, ror an overall precision of 26.4%. 

Dow meuts not retrieved by any or the 7 searches w~re not. present.ed to the users :50 

exhaustive relevance information was not available. For the p-norm experiments and for 

vector comparison runs <o!S well, it was expected that addit.ional relevant documents might 

be retrieved via those types of searches. 

Consequently, in addition to the set S of retrieved documents based on S)'T3CUSe 

searches, two oth~r sets were formed and relevance judgmeDts made on them. Set C w=>s 

of 3850 documents retrieved using cosine correlation and vector met.bods. Set P, 37(\2 

documents, was based on a p-norm search - tr.idf document. weight:!, binary wt'ights el~e-

where, and p = 1 everyw here, were the par:uneters chosen. Documents iu sets C and P 

j' , 
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were among t.he top 50 retrieved by the appropriate query, wit.h a non:ero similarit.y 

required in all cases. 

The union of sets C and P was formed, and several people in the SMART group who 

here familiar wit.h t.he subject area made relevance judgmnts on the 4991 newly retrieved 

documents in set. (C UP) - s. 

Table C.S shows cou:lt.s and percentages relatiug to the three sets S, C, and P. Half 

or t.he chart relates to the rctrieved sets, and the other haIr to the relevant portions oi those 

retrieved set.s. All together, 11,6iO relevance judgments were made, yielding 2543 relcvaD\. 

documc::lts. Since it was b:lSed on 7 searches, the Syracuse search set retrieved over 57% or 

the total number retrieved, and round almost 70% or the relevant documents. The other 

two search methods did about equally well. There was more overlap between the Boolean 

and p-norm results, as would be expected since the o-norm queries were originally ba.sed on 

the Syracuse search statements. in terms of ciOcllmeXlts retrieved only by a single method, 

the Syracuse set. was largest, followed by the vector method using cosine correlation, and 

then by p-norm. All in all, it did seem worthwhile to use the three different search stra

tegies to arrive at a closer appro~jmation to having complete relevance information. 

All relevance judgments were made on a '1 !,oint scale {l=relevant, 2c:oprob:l.bly 

r.rL'Iant, 3=probably not relevant, 4=not relevant}. Since S~1ART evaluations call ror 

binary re!cvance information, it was decided that the above scale be transformed, with 1-2 

meaninb :-c1evant and 3-4 meaning not reievant. 
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Table C.8: Counts and Percentages (or Retrieved and 
Releyant Retrie"led Docum~nts by Various Search Methods 

Key: 
s means Syracuse, e means eosine, and p meaDS I>'norm. 
U means union, n means interseet.ion, - means difference. 

Retrieved only. Retrieved and relevant. 
Set No. Percent Set No. Percent 

I ~ 6679 57.2 s 1760 69.2 
e 3850 33.0 c 966 38.0 
p 3762 32.2 P 1029 40.S 
sUe 9603 82.3 sUe 2245 88.3 
sUp 9130 78.2 sUp 2166 85.2 
cUp 6768 58.0 cUp 1585 62.3 
sUcUp 11670 100.0 sUeUp 2543 100.0 
sne 926 7.9 sne 481 18.9 
snp 1311 11.2 snp 623 24.5 
enp 844 7.2 cnp 410 16.1 
sncnp 460 3.9 sncnp 302 11 n 

.... v 

5 n c - p 466 4.0 s n c - p 179 7.0 
s n p - c 851 7.3 5 n p - c 321 12.6 
en p - s 384 3.3 en p -:5 108 4.2 
U of all n 2161 18.5 U of all n 910 35.8 
only 5 4902 42.0 onlY:5 958 37.7 
only c 2540 21.8 only c 377 14.8 
only p 2067 17.7 only p 298 11.7 

C.6. Medla.r!! Queries 

C.o.I. Obta.ining Boolea.n Query Collection 

Since the Medlars document representations used were made up or titles and 

abstracts, and the naturai language queries used the same vocabulary, vector processing or 

both w~ possible immediately. 
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Howeveof, the Boolean queries formulated by the Medl31'S !earchers referred to MESH 

tbesaurU5 categories 3.'3 well as free text. document terms. Since this extra descriptor-type 

data about the documents was not :,vailable without. going to t.he National Library of 

Medicine files, and since such data could t:ot then be used for vector processing, it was 

decided that t.he Boolean queries should instead be modified to> eompeD!ate. 

Consider the query forms shown in Figure C.3. At the top is the natural language 

form of query 1 of the Medlars set. Then comes the NLM search formulation, referring to 

various categories. Finally rollowiIlg it, however is only the begit:ning portion or the 

corresponding Boolean formulation. 

Severai comments are in order abeut the Boolean version. First., the notation U5es 

"#aod" for the AND operator, and "#or" for the OR operator. 

Second, the original searcher provided query cont&ined a number or MESH thesaurU.! 

categories. Those were replaced by the disjunction or entries listed under each category. 

For ex ample, query 1 referred to "vertebrates It, so subentries sueh 8.3 "human, anim als, 

apes" were substituted. When a phrase like "guinea pigs" was found, it was replaced by 

the conjunction, as in 

#and (guinea, pigs). 

Clearly, a single thesaurus entry could result in a large number of replacement terms which 

is why only a small portion of the first Boolean query is shown. 

Some or the sub('ntrie~ out or the MESH thesaurus were worch not in the document 

collection. The query parsing routine looked up each word stem in the term dictionary, and 

so those were omitted from the query. For example, there was an entry between "bird~" 

and "canaries" that did not appear in the Medlar~ term dictionary. 
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Figure C.3: Forms of Mcdbrs Qucry Number 1 

Natura' Language: 

The crystalline lens in vertebrates, including humans. 

Medlars Search Formulation, Referring to Categories in MESH: 

[ {Iens,crystalli:!!e} OR ~"Y:lta!lins ] 
AND 

[ human OR {any vertebrate term} OR 
{any anima! disease term} 
OR {chick embryo} ] 

AND NOT 
[surge!"y OR {surgery,operative} OR {catGraet extr~tioc} 

OR {enzymatic zonulolysis} OR {cryogenic surgery} OR 
prosthesis OR {drug therapy} OR {drug incompatibility} 

OR {c:kug synergism} OR {drug tolerance} OR 
{any invertebrate term} 

{OR the subheadings:} 
{drug therapy} OR surgery OR {therapeutic use} 
OR {administration & dosage} 1 

Beginning or Expanded Search Formulation: 

#and ( #or ( #and (lens, crystalline), crystallins), 
#or ( human, amphibia, anim~ls, apes, 

birds, canaries, 
e::.t!:, ~2tt!e. th.!cken~; 
dogs, fishes, froO'l, 
goats, #and (guinea, pigs), hamsters, 
horses, lizards, mammals, 
mice, monkeys, poultry, p.imates, 
rabbits, rats, rodents, sheep, 
snakes, turkeys, 
vertebrates, abortion, 
#and (animal. disease), avian, 
#and (bird, diseases), bovine, 
#and (cat, diseases), 
#aDd (cattle, diseases), 
#and (rc.'Dal, infectioDs), 
#aDd (dog, diseases), ... 
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C.6.2. Retrieval Performanee 

The naturai ianguage queries pe!'ro:-::led r~d.r ~e!L They were not too short, and 

used rather precise terminology, so both reeall and precision could be expected to be fairly 

high. 

The Boolean queries, however, were a bit more problematic. While the original 

Medlars Boolean queries searched against the document representatio!lS available at NLM 

gave about t!le same performance as vecto!' methods ISalton 1969], the new queries were 

rather different in being much less effective ror searching. 

Apparently, it is a different process ror an indexer to assign a thesaurus category to a 

document or to choose that category for searching than it is to try to match any suben!.:-Y 

implied by that category with a term that actually must appear in the docu~ent title or 

abstract. Perhaps the document would be indexed under a category without any of the 

subentry terms actually appearing, or the indexer would noi. assign the category eveu 

though some subentry did appear. 

More important though, probably, is the fact that the "expanded" queries have too 

many terms added in OR constructions. Whereas thesaurus categories often have fairly 

well defined limitations of frequency of occurrence in documents, there is no such control 

oyer r~ndomly selected document terms. And when dozens of terms are used as was d0!!.e 

for query 1, in an OR construction, the number of documents matching the resulting clause 

may be rather large. The specificity will mos;t likely Ce greatly re.!'.1ced and so precision 

should be expected to decrease. Ideally vue .. ould like to replace a single term by the dis

junction of a small number of terms with similar search characteristics - searchonyms 

[Attar &. Fraenkel 19n]. The lexical relation experiments showed that at best one can get 
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mild improvements (or low frequency terms when synonyms or other lexically related term! 

are i;:}cluded. Howeyer, expansion or thesaurus categories causes addition or terms with 

widely c!:!!~rent irequency characteristics, in relationships lacking the collection specific 

correlation or searchonyms or the specific linguistic connections identified by lexical (unc-

tion!. 
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